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TOBACCO PRODUCT EDUCATION AND HEALTH
PROTECTION ACT OF 1990

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room SD-

430 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Hatch, Dodd, and Durenberger.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. Welcome to the hearing of the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources on the Tobacco Prod-
uct Education and Health Protection Act of 1990.

One thousand more Americans will die today from diseases
caused by tobacco products. Yet, the tobacco industry will spend
$6 3 million more today on advertising and promotion to encourage
more Americans to try tobacco products.

Tobacco ccmpanies claim that their advertising is intended only
to induce brand switching, rather than to recru:t, new smokers. But
only 10 percent of smokers switch brands each year. Because so
many smokers die and so many others stop, 6,000 new smokers
must be recruited every day for the industry merely to maintain
the status quo.

Two thousand of the new smokers will be young women. A dis-
proportionate number will be minorities. The industry broadly pro-
motes its products, but also specifically targets women and minori-
ties. The Virginia Slims Tournament in Washington this week is a
local reminder of the prevalence of the industry's strategy.

Two new cigarette brands introduced in the past year are de-
signed for womenSuperslims and Newport Stripes. The market-

. ing strategy is so brazen that the ads themselves confess that they
.., are targeted on women. Last week we learned that the deadly cam-

paign continues as reports of a new effort to promote the "Dakota"
cigarette surfaced.

* Only the fearless intervention of Secretary Louis Sullivan, who is
with us this morning, blocked the insidious scheme of R.J. Reyn-
olds to market a new brand of cigarettes called "Uptown," targeted
at blacks. The marketing strategy was particularly insidious be-
cause of the excessive incidences of cancer, heart disease, and
stroke that minorities already suffer.
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Women are also suffering more extensively from tobacco-related
diseases. In 1950, only 3 of every 100 women with cancer had lung
cancer. Today the number is 20 of every 100 womennearly aseven-fold increase. Lung cancer is now the No. 1 cause of cancer
deaths among women, and other smoking-related cancers are alsoincreasing.

Industry representatives maintain that everyone already knowsthe dangers of smoking. But surveys prove that vast numbers of
citizens, especially the young, are unaware of the true nature of
the risk.

To deal with these abuses, I joined with other Senators last No-
vember to introduce the Tobacco Product and Heahh Protection
Act of 1990, S. 1883. It is a realistic attempt to provide greater Fed-
eral leadership in dcaling with these problems.

The approach we take in this measure is two-fold: greater public
education, more truth in advertising about the risks of smoking,
and more effective Federal regulation of tobacco products.

Smoking is public health enemy No. 1 in America today. We arenot serious about public health unless we get serious about reduc-
ing tobacco use.

It may well be a challenge to persuade the present anti-regula-
tion administration that more regulation is needed. But we are not
talking about excessive Federal regulation, but minimal, garden-va-
riety standards that apply to all products. At present, there is nolaw which requires that tar and nicotine content be disclosed to the
public. Most packages of cigarettes do not display that information.

Perrier water was pulled from the shelves recently in response to
an EPA-FDA action when it was discovered that it had 16 to 26parts per billion of benzene, while the 1986 surgeon general's
report noted that the benzene content in a range of cigarettes
varied from 11,000 to 43,000 parts per billion, or almost 2,000 times
the content of benzene in Perrier water.

The consumer has a right to know the key ingredients and addi-
tives to a pack of cigarettes when they purchase the product.

Finally, I want to emphasize one other point. This legislation is
not aimed at tobacco growers or tobacco-producing States or the
thousands of decent, hardworking Americans who earn their liveli-
hood by raising tobacco. As the legislation before this committee
moves through the Senate, the farm bill of 1990 will also help us,and we will have an excellent opportunity to address this concern.I want to welcome Secretary Sullivan, who will testify. And after
our distinguished colleagues, several Members of the Congress arehere. They have been the real leaders in this effort, and we look
very much forward to their testimony.

Senator Lautenberg has been tireless and extremely effective inbringing about some important legislative changes in the Senate.
Senator Bradley has over a number of years offered imaginative
and creative proposals in terms of the tax considerations of our In-
ternal Revenue Code and in moving funding to expand education
for the yol,ng people of this country. And Congressman Durbin hasbeen a leader in the House of Representatives in fashioning and
shaping a bipartisan coalition in the House of Representatives that
has made a very important contribution in this battle as well.
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Before hearing from ear colleagues, we want to recognize Sena-
tor Hatch.

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. I would like to welcome everybody here this
morning who is going to testify. We certainly appreciate the testi-
mony that will be given this morning.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you for holding this
hearing this morning. The use of tobacco products in America and
their adverse health effects were first brought to our attention by
Surgeon General Luther Terry. Dr. C. Everett Koop, our last sur-
geon general, strongly promoted this legacy when he was surgeon
genera' .

Tobacco products account for over 360,000 deaths a year. The
lung cancer death rate in women has now surpassed the death rate
for any other cancer. More and more, the cigarette market consists
of young women, minorities, and the less educated.

I recently received a letter from Katherine Manning, president
of the Coalition for a Tobacco-Free Utah, wh.ch represents 20 orga-
nizations working for a tobacco-free Utah. In her letter, Katherine
mentioned the commitment of not only Utah's Governor Bangerter,
but also the Governors of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming in their will-
ingness to accept the Rocky Mountain Tobacco-Free Challenge's
commitment to eliminate tobacco-related illness and death.

Their goals are: 50 percent reduction in tobacco use by adults
and youth; 25 percent reduction in deaths related to tobacco; and
50 percent reduction in consumption of all tobacco products.

Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the Coalition's full letter be
made part of the record of this hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be so included.
[The letter from Coalition for a Tobacco-Free Utah (with an at-

tachment) follows:]

LETTER FROM ('OALMON FOR A TOBACCO-FREE UTAH

Salt Lake City. Utah
February 12. 19!)0

The Ilonorable ORRIN O HAT( ii
(IS Senate
Washington, DC 20:4 .2

DEAR SENATOR IIATtli I am writing in support of the '"robacup Product Education
and Health Protection Act of 1990" I S 1883) The area of tocmcco regulation and
education needs considerable attention We appreciate the legislative effort to con-
trol the leading preventable cause of death in this country

The governor of Utah. Norman fl Bangerter. has agreed with the governors of
Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota. South Dakota, and Wyo-
ming to accept the Rocky Mountain Tobacco-Free Challenge's commitment to elimi-
nate tobacco-related illnesses and death The Coahtion For A Tobacco-Free Utah, a
large group of organuations, has also adopted the same goals for the year 2000

50 percent reduction in tobacco use by adults and youth
--25 percent reduction in deaths related to tobacco
.10 percent reduction in consumption of all tobacco products
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Tobacco use causes nearly 100,00 deaths per year in the United States, the equiv-
alent of over 1,000 deaths per day Not only is the mortality rate of concern but the
economic iosses are enormous In 1985, the prh ate and.public sectors spent approxi-
mately $22 billion on smoking-related illnesses and $43 billion op economic losses.
i,ocal and worksite smoking cessation programs cot .d target smokers and increase
our economic resources by decreasing smoking and improving health

The tobacco industry must attract 5,000 new children and teenage smokers daily
to replace those who stop smoking or die of smoking-related diseases or other
causes In 1986, the tobacco industry spent $2.4 billion on tobacco advertising, and
promoting products m the U S To counter the tobacco industry an advertising cam-
paign must be put into effect to discourage tobacco use.

Sixty percent of all smokers begin by age 14 and 90 percent by age 20. Young
people become addicted before they are mature enough to make an informed deci-
sion The Coalition For A Tobacco-Free Utah was instrumental last year in passing
legislation for smoke-free schools during school hours and prohibiting the sale of to-
bacco products in vending machines, which makes cigarettes easily accessible to
teenagers However, the ability to enforce the laws can be difficult without incen-
tives and support from a Federal agency.

The proposed legislation on tobacco education would provide support to law en-
forcement. a counter advertising campaign, worksite intervention programs, encour-
age smoke cree schools, and discourage the use of tobacco and its harmful effects I
find that th, "Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection Act of 1990" (S
1883) would g.reatly enhance our efforts in Utah as a coalition.

I would appreciate your office keeping me Informed of any changes in the pro-
posed bill. If I can be of any assistance, please let me know

Sincerely,
KATHRYN MANNING, R T.P.

President,
Coalition For A Tobacco-Free Utah

t
^
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Senator HATCH. I am pleased that we have a wide army of wit-
nesses this morning who will address public health, the tobacco in-
dustry, and advertising issues. However, I would like to point out
to those who disagree with the tobacco industry on the use of to-bacco thqt the laws restricting their rights to advertise a legal sub-
stance should not be taken lightly. There are many who stronglybelieve that the industry has a constitutional right to advertise and
seek market share for a legal product regardless of whether weagree with the use of the product.

Regardless, I would like to point out that, because of the escalat-
ing cost to the public in lost productivity and death from the ef-fects of tobacco, I support the interests of those who are interested
in providing better information to America's youth. Sixty percent
of all smokers begin by age 14 and 90 percent begin before age 20.
Successful education programs help our youth delay making a deci-sion regarding tobacco use until they become adults, a time when
they can fully understand the risks.

In addition, I support efforts to help those who want to quit. We
need better education and better public information for those inschool. I look forward in particular to hearing from our colleagues
in the Congress. I appreciate their leadership.

A number of us worked under Senator Lautenberg's leadershiplast year to ban smoking on domestic airlines. I want to compli-
ment him for the work that he did there, and I appreciated work-
ing with him and the leadership that he provided.

But I also look forward to hearing Dr. Sullivan, our secretary of
Health and Human Services, discuss the apparent problem we havein reaching those who are still in school. As was reported last
week, almost 19 percent of all high school seniors report that they
smoke cigarettes daily, a number that has held steady for the last 5
years. And I understand the rate is highest for those who do notplan to continue their education beyond high school. I suspect thatthe rate of use is even higher for those who drop out of school.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to recognize Secretary Sullivan forhis courageous views against the selective marketing of tolx.tuo
products to minorities and women.

I have to say, Mr. Secretary, I share your outrage against those
who would target those groups of people who are vulnerable and
who may bc less capable of making decisions and who are less edu-
cated consumers. Your advocacy has meant a !ot to the country
and will mean a lot in the future. I want to compliment you for itin advance.

Mr. Chairman, I have been appointed by the Senate to go to aU.N. to the special set of anti-drug meetings. So I have to leave
fairly early today. I would like to let that be known here so thatnobody will feel that I am leaving without paying strict attention
to all of the testimony that will be given today.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Hatch.
We will follow our historic procedures of going by seniorityunless there is a conflict.
Senator Lautenberg, we know you have a conflict. So we will be

glad to recognize you first.
Senator LAUTENLERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1 0 ;
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The CHAIRMAN. I understand that your legislation is going into
effect on Sunday next. You ought to take a lot of satisfaction from
it, and we again congratulate you and look forward to your testi--
m ony.

STATEMENTS OF HON. FRANK R. LAUTENBERG, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM NEW JERSEY, ACCOMPANIED BY HON. BILL BRADLEY, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW JERSEY, AND HON. RICHARD J.
DURBIN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM ILLINOIS

Senator LAUTENBERG. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
and I thank my colleague Bill Bradley for permitting me to jump
the seniority rung in this instance and go first, and, Mr. Chairman,
to thank you for the leadership you have provided on health issues
for so many years. Few in the Congresp have ever demonstrated
the commitment to improving health for the uninsured, for the
poor, for those who need assistance, and particularly noteworthy is
your battle for funding for AIDS and the AIDS relief bill, and we
are proud to be here with you and thank you very much for hold-

ing this hearing.
And Senator Hatch and I have worked together on several

issues, in particular the no-smoking issue on airplanes, and our
work together has been very satisfactory, very helpful, and, I
think, responsible for the kind of smooth path that we tound
through the Senate, of course with our colleague from across the
way, Congressman Durbin. It has been a very worthwhile ecfort,
and on Sunday those who care about flying and breathing easily
will have the opportunity to do so. So we look forward to that.

Mr. Chairman, the Tobacco Product and Health Protection Act
has one simple goal: to save American lives by enlisting the Feder-
al Government in the fight against tobacco addiction, particularly
among our children, women, and minorities. We cannot sit idly by
any longer while tobacco companies cynically devise marketing
campaigns to lure the most vulnerable groups into a life of nicotine
addiction.

As more and more people quit, the tobacco industry has stoornd
lower and lower in order to keep their cash registers ringing. The
Federal Government needs to make a concerted effort to get the
truth out about the grave health consequences of smoking tobacco.
And the truth is that smoking cigarettes kills.

For too long our Government has been complacent. For too long
it sat on the sidelines and watched tobacco products slowly drain
the life out of our citizens. We need to fight the battle on all fronts.

Just to replace those who quit the tobacco industry needs to hook
6,000 new smokers a day. Now, where does the industry turn for its
profits? Senator Hatch, you mentioned it. It turns to the urban
poor. "Uptown" was only the most blatant of its racial appeals.
The industry turns to female teenagers. "Dakota" is the kind of a
product they would sell. And most reprehensible of all, the indus-
try has turned to our kids.

Mr. Chairman, we are losing the battle to prevent our youngsters
from smoking. The facts speak for themselves. According to the
surgeon general's 1989 report, approximately 80 percent of the
smokers started before the age of 21. One out of four high school

11
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seniors who ever smoked began when he was 12 years old. The ear-lier a young person begins using tobacco the harder it is for themto kick the habit.
.In many ways, the fight against tobacco addiction is like thefight against drug addiction. Drugs are addictive. So is tobacco.Drugs are fatal. Perhaps more often is tobacco. It leads to cancerand lung disease and heart disease, and we know that it takes

nearly 400,000 precious American lives each year.
We are fighting an aII-out war to ket, our kids off drugs. We

have targeted resources for drug education. We have appointed aFederal drug czar, and we are trying to get more money into ourcities and States to fight drug abuse. But what have we done tokeep our kids away from tobacco? What have we done to prevent
(air children from taking a fatal first puff and becoming addictedfor life? Obviously not enough. We see it: 11-, 12-, 13-year-olds,smoking cigarettes in our schools and shopping malls, but the Fed-
eral Government hasn't made a concerted effort to stop it.

We see 9-year-old kids buying cigarettes from vending machinesand in our stores, but we have not acted to prevent it. We see chil-dren being given free cigarette samples, but we have not insistedthat it stop.
If we saw a 10-year-old kid holding a gun to his head, surely wewould intervene to save that youngster's life. We should have the

same reaction when it comes to our kids smoking cigarettes.We need to act aggressively and intervene to prevent young kidsfrom getting hooked. The Tobacco Product and Health ProtectionAct of 1990 would provide valuable resources to help in the battleagainst addiction among our young people. It would authorize twonew incentive grant programs to encourage States to enact and en-force laws to limit youth access to tobacco products.
These incentive grants are based on legislation I introduced lastyear, the Adolescent Tobacco Prevention Act, bill number S. 1528.First, the bill would create incentive grants for States that enactand enforce laws prohibiting the sale of tobacco products to aminor under the age of 18. States would be encouraged to ban thesale of tobacco products in vending machines unless the presence ofminors is not allowed on the premises where the machines are lo-cated.
Second, the bill would create an inccntive grant program to getStates to make elementary and secondary schools smoke-free.
In the coming days I would like to work with the committee onways to improve the incentive grant programs in other sections ofthe bill to address youth access.
We need to act quickly and decisively to get this legislationpassed. The need for a comprehensive Federal policy on smokingcouldn't be greater. The Government must play an active role insending out a strong, clear message to the Nation that smoking

kills. And we must provide the resources to help prevert would-be
smokers from becoming addicted.

Our children and their families deserve no less, and I look for-ward to working with the committee and you, Mr. Chairman, onthis important piece of legislation. Once again thank you for per-mitting me to testify.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Lautenberg.

1 2
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Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me express to you my appreciation for holding the hearing

and for taking control of this issue in the areas under the commit-
tee's jurisdiction.

Senator Lautenberg hit some of the high points. Tobacco is the
single biggest health hazard facing the country today. Three hun-
dred ninety thousand people die each year because of tobacco use.
Smoking contributes to one-third of all cancer deaths, a quarter of
all deaths due to coronary heart disease. Smoking contributes sig-
nificantly to high infant mortality rates.

And yet, it is sad to say that 34 percent of the high school seniors
in this country do not believe a pack of cigarettes a day causes a
risk of harm. One-third of the women of child-bearing age who do
not know that smoking causes still births and nearly 30 percent of
the smokers do not know that smoking causes heart disease.

That is why the bill that you have introduced is so important,
Mr. Chairman.

I strongly support the Tobacco Product Education and Health
Protection Act of 1990. In particular I am pleased that you have
included provisions that I have introduced in previous Congresses
relating to the strengthening of the tobacco product warning label
to emphasize its addictive potential and the inclusion of tobacco in
the drug t..ducation programs funded by the Drug-Free Schools and
Communities Act of 1986.

Mr. Chairman, over the last 25 years, a lot of people in this coun-
try have reduced their use of tobacco. Unfortunately, young people
have not. Recent studies show a decline in drug use among high
school students, but there has been little change in cigarette smok-
ing rates in the past decade. According to a recent New York Times
article, 29 percent of high school seniors questioned say that they
smoke cigarettes regularly, and once addicted, many of these teen-
agers are often hooked into a lifetime pattern of nicotine addiction.

And, Mr. Chairman, for those who wonder if this is an addiction
or not, let me read for the committee a document that emerged in
one of the legal battles of recent years on the use of tobacco and
liability.

This is a document from a tobacco company, and it deals with
nicotine. These are the words of the tobacco company:

"The cigarette should be conceived nnt as a product but as a
package. The product is nicotine. The cigarette is but one of many
package layers. There is the carton, which contains the pack,
which contains the cigarette, which contains the smoke. The smoke
is the final package. The smoker must strip off all of these pack-
aged layers to get to that which he seeks . . . Think of the ciga-
rette pack as a storage container for a day's support of nicotine

. Think of the cigarette as a dispenser for a dose unit of nico-
tine. Think of a puff of smoke as the vehicle of nicotine Smoke is
beyond question the most optimized vehicle of nicotine and the cig-
arette the most optimized dispenser of smoke."

Now, for anyone who would doubt that this is a statement about
a substance which is addictive, do not take the tobacco company's
own words or my opinion, take the opinion of the World Health Or-
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ganization, the American Psychiatric Institute, and the SurgeonGeneral of the United States.
Mr. Chairman, this bill that would place a little bit more explicit

warning label on a package is enot mously important. Equally im-
portant is the education provision of the bill because, as we know,it is the young people who are getting hooked. So you need moreeducation for young people to prevent them from getting hooked.
And that is why the inclusion of the education component in thisbill is so enormously important.

Mr. Chairman, I would go one step further than the bill. I have
introduced legislation in previous Congresses, and I hope as thisbill works its way through Congress that we might find a way toadd th - -ovision which would deny the deductibility of advertisingexpens, ;or tobacco companies.

Every three years advertising companies spend about $8 billion,they get a subsidy of roughly $2 5 billion for their advertising. Mr.Chairman, every day in the world. 21,000 kids die because theycannot get childhood immunizations. For $2.5 billion, you can im-munize the world's children.
Now, there will be people who will say there is a constitutionalright to speak. Of course there is a constitutional right to say any-thing you want in this country. Nobody is disputing that. But thereis no constitutional right to a tax subsidy. There is no constitution-al right for the taxpayer to subsidize your freedom to say every-thing you want. And there is no constitutional riglA to a tax deduc-tion. That is a policy decision that the Congress has to make.I would hope that we would, before this is through, deny the de-ductibility of advertising expnses for tobacco companies. Make it alittle more expensive for them to get teenagc s hooked on a drugthat will kill them, that will shorten their lives.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for your leadership on this issue. andI hope that the committee will act quickly.
(The prepared statement of Senator Bradley follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BRADLEY

Senator Banuizi Mr Chairman. I am pleased today to have the opportunity totestify before yo..r committee in support of the Tobacco Product Education andHealth Protection Act of 1990 As you know. Mr Chairman. I have been a strongadvocate of alerting the American public of the malignant health hazards of tobaccouse and in finding ways to hmit its deadly effects I hope this year we are able tomake progress on these fronts I am especially pleased that you incorporated intosour bill two provisions that I have championed in the Senate for the past twoyearsthe strengthening of the tobacco product warning label to emphasize its ad-dictive potential and the inclusion of tobacco in drug education programs funded bythe Drug Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986 1 am here today to discussthese two provisions
The evidence is overwhelming Nicotine is a powerful habit-forming drug whichmay lead to compulsive use and greatly diminished capacity to exercise free willover tobacco use Leading national and international organizAtions, including thPAmerican Psychiatric Association. World Health Organization. National Inst'aiteon Drug Abuse and the surgeon general have declared that chronic tobacco use con-stitutes addiction
Mr Chairman, last year the surgeon general issued a very important report thatprovides conclusive eN,idence that nicotine is an addictive drug Many people consid-er tobacco a habit or custom It is more to be addictive, a drug must cause compul-sive use and have mood altering effects as well as rewarding effects that reinforce

drug-taking behavior Nicotine meets these criteria



The tragedy of nicotine addiction is that .' occurs at a young age Ninety percent
of all cigarette nicotine addiction happen before the victim's 21st birthday- Fifty
percent occur before the age of 14 It is terribly important that young people realize
that once they begin to use tobacco, they may not be able to stop We need to do
everything we can to stop tkaacco use. If more people realize that nicotine 'R a
harmful addictive drug, fewer will use tobacco This is why we must strengthen the
warning label required on tobacco products to alert potential victims of its addictive
potential

Tobacco is the single biggest health hazard facing this country The weight of sci-
entific evidence points clearly to the dangers of tobacco use_ More than 390,000
people die each year from tobacco use. Smoking contributes significantly to the
painfully high infant mortality rates in this country But sadly, despite the clear
evidence that smoking kills, 34 percent of high school seniors don't believe smoking
a pack a day causes great risk of harm to them; one third of women of child bearing
age don't know that smoking causes stillbirths; and nearly thirty percent of smokers
don't know that smoking causes heart disease.

And sadly, despite the remarkable decline in the percentage of the American
people who smoke over the last 25 years. we have not seen continued progress
among our young Teenagers are the ultimate source of future customers for tobacco
products. They are the vulnerable targets of slick advertising campaigns and subtle
messages of success and appeal that tobacco companies tie to their deadly products
While the rults of the recently conducted surve6y of drug use among the nations
2 7 million high sehool seniors showed some hopeful trends towards reduced use of
illicit drugs such as cocaine and heroin, the survey found little change in cigarette
smoking rates in the past decade Twenty-nine percent of the seniors questioned say
that they smoke cigarettes regularly Once addicted, thse teenagers often are
hooked into a lifelong pattern of nicotine addiction.

Mr Chairman, there is compelling evidence that tobacco education programs in
this age group works to limit the pernicious effects of tobacco advertising and social
oressures to smoke Tobacco is every bit as adchitive as other illicit drugs and every
1,,t as much a killer If we are truly committed to educaing our children and yeung
aklults about addiction and the dangers of illicit drags, ve must educate them on the
addiction and the dangers of tobacco products This why 1 feel so strongly that
tobacco must be included along with alcohol and other illicit drugs in programs cov-
ered by the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986

Today. esers one who knows the facts agreeeveryone, that is. except the tobacco
manufacturersthat tobacco is a killer The Federal Government should recognize
its role in protecting the health of the public 1 believe that the government should
unequivocally say smoking is addict,ve and it will harm you And it must, in no
uncertain terms, say this to young Americans who are the future of this Nation

Before con( lud,ng Mr Chairman. I would like to quote from a 1972 Philip Morris
document that has been brought to my attention It describes in no uncertain terms
the fact that cigarettes are simply packaging for nicotine -The cigarette should be
conceised not as a produt.t but as a package The product is nicotine The cigarette
is but one of many package layers There is the carton, which contains the pack,
which contains the cigarette. w hich contains the smoke The smoke is the final
package The smoker must strip off all these package layers to get to that which he
seek,- Think of the cigarette as a dispenser for a dose anit of nicotine
Think of a puff of smoke as the sehicle of nicotine is beyond question the most
optirnize whicle of nicotine and the cigarette the most optimized dispen5er of
.moke

Mr Chairman, totmco is the whicle for -Ali%ering nicotine to the pub:0_ We
knovi that nicotine kills Now we knov that nicotine is addictive It is government's

to set that people partaularly the yoLng are informed about the hazards and
that fevi.er and fr-v,er people spear, their time trying to recenie their "dose unit- of

The CHAIRNIAN Thank you very much. Senator Bradley
Congressman Durbin, we are glad you are wi;ling to take the

time to come oer to the Senate, and we look forward to your testi-
mony and comments

Congressman DURBIN. Thank you very much, Mr Chairman,
Senator Hatch. Thank you for inviting me I certainly appreciate
your cooperation and joint efforts on our work the last several
years with Senator Lautenberg to ban smoking on virtually all of
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America's airline flights. And you are right, it will start on Febru-
ary 25, this Sunday. I think this legislation is another major step
forward.

When drug dealers exploit our children, many national leaders
call for the death penalty. When porno producers lure our kids into
their webs, we demand as a Nation swift and sure punishment. But
when the tobacco companies hook our children on a deadly addic-
tion to cigarettes and smokeless tobacco, we look the other way.

This hearing challenges America to protect its kids from a threat
as insidious and deadly as crack, assault rifles, and AIDS, because
the life-and-death statistics tell us clearly that more children will
eventually succumb to an early death from tobacco than any of
these other dangers.

On February 25, when the skies of our Nation's airlines go virtu-
ally smoke-free, we will be reminded that the well-heeled, muscle-
bound tobacco lobby is not invulnerable. We now have a bipartisan
congressional task force on smoking and health in the House of
Representatives, with 48 members. This task force represents the
first organized effort in the history of the House of Representatives
to oppose pro-tobacco pressures that are all around us. The task
force played a crucial role in galvanizing support for the airline
smoking ban which I just mentioned.

Let us now turn our energies and attention to stopping these to-
bacco companies from making our best and most promising chil-
dren tomorrow's diseased and crippled Americans.

[The prepared statement of Congressman Durbin followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE DURBIN

Congressman DURBIN I would like to thank the chairman for his leadership in
holding this hearing on tobacco education and the tobacco industry's targeting of
women, minorities, and children in their advertising and promotional efforts I ap-
preciate the opportunity to appear before the committee

Mr Chairman, this is a very timely hearing. In the first session of the :01st Con.
gress, we saw several developments that demonstrate a new commitment on the
part of the U S Congress to take a stand for public health even if It collides head on
with the interests of the tobacco industry.

Both the House of Representatives and the Senate voted for a virtually total ban
on smoking on domestic airline flights. When the ban takes effect this coming
Sunday, February 25, airline passengers and crew members will finally be able to
breathe easily on airplanes without risk of ingesting the toxic substances present in
environmental tobacco smoke I would particularly like to salute Senator Frank
Lautenberg for his role in this battle It was a great victory for public health, and I
was delighted to have such an able ally in the Senate as we pursued the smokingban

Also m 1989, we saw the formation of the Congressional Task Force on Tobacco
and Health, a bipartisan alliance of 48 Members of Congress who share a common
concern about tobacco use and its effects on health and are willing to take a publicstand on these issues I am pleased to chair this Task Force along with my col-
league, Representative Bob Whittaker of Kansas. For many years, Members of Con-
gress have worked individually to spotlight the public policy issues associated withtobacco use, but the Task Force represents the first organized effort in which Mem-
bers have banded together to oppose the pro-tobacco pressures that are all around
us The Task Force played a crucial role in galvanizing support for the airline smok-
ing ban in the House of Representatives, and it is ready to take on the tobacco In-
dustry on other Issues where tobacco use conflicts with public health

A third sign of the times that sliGuld trouble the tobacco Industry is the growing
number of bills that highlight the variety of ways tobacco harms us Tobacco is a
legal product, but it is a deadly one Members of Congress are recognizing more and
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more ways in which special government treatment of this product has facilitated its
use, and they have begun to ask questions.

Why isn't tobacco regulated the way every other drug in America is regulated?
Why is U.S. government moneytaxpayers' moneyallowed to be used to pro-

mote this deadly product overseas?
Why does the United States dedicate the full force of the Office of the US.
Trade Representative to tearing down legitimate restrictions other nations have
established to limit tobacco advertising in their countries?
Why is tobacco allowed to be sold to our Nation's children?
Why do States that prohibit tcbacco sales to children allow tobacco to be sold in
vending machines to which children have access?
Why do so many schools continue to allow minors to smoke or use ..-newing to-
bacco on their premises?
Why are tobacco companies permitted to advertise then deadly r,roduct in ways
that appeal to children?
Why is so little done to counteract the effects of the $2.5 billit n tobacco compa-
nies spend each year to convince new customers to take up tli ir terrible habit?
Why have we failed to increase the excise tax on tobacco even to keep pace with
the effects of inflation?

These questions have led to new bills, including the chai-man't Tobacco Product
Education and Health Promotion Act ' applaud the Chairman on the introduction
of his bill, which includes innovative a,roaches to these issues.

This hearing is also timely because of its focus on how tobacco advertising and
promotion is targeted Health and Human Services Secretary Louis Sullivan is to be
heartily commended for drawing attention to this issue by objecting to the market-
ing of a new brand of cigarettes targeted specifically at black Americans. This cam-
paign would have offered more suffering, disease, and death to a group that already
bears more than its share of the effects of smoking. I applaud Dr. Sullivan for
speaking out.

The unfortunate truth is that we have ignored the targeting of tobacco ads for
years Billboards are much more prevalent in low-income urban areas and much
more iikely to display tobacco advertising than billboards in other locations. Lung
cancer deaths of women have skyrocketed in recent years as cigarette promotion
has focused on women As Dr Sullivan has spoken out in the case of Uptown, we
need to speak out also against the longstanding practice of targeting women. In ad-
eition, we need to turn the spotlight on the ways in which tobacco ads are specially
designed tu appeal to teenagers.

Each year, the tobacco industry loses 390,000 customers who die of tobacco-related
diseases and 1.5 million customers who quit smoking. To find nearly 2 million new
customers annually, they make a great effort to recruit our children; and their cyni-
cal campaign to attract young people to use their product is very effective. Most
new smokers today start smoking at a very young age: 25 percent by the age of 12
(6th glade), 50 percent by the age of 14 (8th grade); and 90 percent by the age of 20.

The tobacco companies claim that their ad campaigns are not targeted at children
but rather at convincing people who already smoke to switch brands. If 'hat were
true, then they would have to proclaim their ad campaigns to be failures because
thousands of children pick up their first cigarette and start the habit every day,
while only 10 percent of all smokers switch brands each year. One has only to look
at the ads themselves to see how self-serving is the claim that the ads don t appeal
to children And the facts speak for themselves. 90 percent of all smokers start
while they are still teenagers or pre-teenagers.

There are many things we must do to protect our children from the lure of tobac-
co, and the chairman's bill takes some important first steps:

Incentive grants to schools to become smoke-free.
-Grants to States to help them better enforce existing State laws prohibiting to-
bacco sales to minors.
Education and counter-advertising so that children and other vulnerable tobac-
co industry targets will hear the truth about tobacco.
Regulation of tobacco products for the first time.

Other steps that should be taken by the Congress include restrictions on tobacco
advertising so that it does not appeal to children, and an increase in the cigarette
excise tax to discourege 'Pen use The General Accounting Office has estimated

17
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that, while 4 million teenagers currently smoke, a 21-cent per pack increase in price
would reduce the number of teenage smokers by 500,000, resulting in 125,000 fewer
premature deaths

Mr. Chairman, there is no doubt that we have our work cut out for us. The tobac-
co corapanies have a long track record of success in protecting their narrow self-
interest when it conflicts with public health. But their glory days have passed, and
their claims have been debunked. The airline smoking ban showed that the tobacco
industry is not invincible, and the formation of the Task Force as well as the public
stands taken by the chairman and others show that the tobacco industry cannot
keep Members of Congress from speaking out and working to protect the public
health from the dangers of tobacco.

Again, I thank the chairman for his leadership in this area and for this opportu-
nity to testify, and I look forward to the battle ahead.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Let me just ask a few brief questions.
Senator Lautenberg, we know that some 44 States regulate tobac-

co sales to minors, and we are going to hear about that in the
course of the debate on this legislation. At the same time, in other
areas, the Federal Government has effectively preempted States
and local communities from taking action. Despite that, a number
of States and local communiti s have already taken action. In my
own city pf Boston, for example, they have limited billboards in
areas that are mar sc: 3ols. Those things have not been challenged;
they have been well rt :eived by the public. Yet we are going to
hear those provisions attacked, I am sure, as the means to end the
whole tobacco industry.

Can you tell us a little bit from your own background and experi-
ence what your research showed? From what you know is taking
place in local communities and States, do you th;nk that the pre-
emption provision of this legislation is important?

Senator LAUTENBERG. It is very important, Mr. Chairman. The
ability of the Federal Government in many cases to preempt State
law is legend. I mean, look at the environmental issues. Look at
the workplace issues. There are all kinds of things.

A couple of our States have been very bold, have restricted pur-
chase in vending machines by minors. As you know, the section of
the bill that I have included with your legislation, Mr. Chairman,
includes incentive grants to States to move these things. We want
to encourage them. We want to help them iearn what they can
about counter-thrust advertising. It is included in your bill to help
the States to deal with the problem.

Many of the States feel powerless to deal with it, but we have
seen some interesting things lately, have we not, where States like
Virginia, a tobacco State, has taken some very restrictive legisla-
tion and passed it through with flying colors And people in, I
think it was, Greensboro, NC, have enacted legislation that says
that they don't want to pervade the air in their communities with
tobacco, when it is in the center of tobacco country.

The CHAIRMAN Senator Bradley, you talked about the addictive
aspects of tobacco. Those on this como,ittee, including Senator
Hatch and the other members of the committee, worked very close-
ly with education, rehabilitation, treatment, and research pro-
grams in the war on drugs. One of the things that keeps coming up
is the fact that many young people who end up hooked on those
various substances get started with gateway drugs, which are beer,
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cigarettes, and marijuana. And then the pattern continues over the
course of a tragic life.

We have seen in this committee that the Institute for Mental
Health did not receive the kind of increase in research funding
over a period of years as some of the other institutes. I think every-
one in this hearing room supported increased funding for basic re-
search and applied research. But one of the things the researchers
are identifying is the addictive personality: the personality which
uses liquor, drugs, and tobacco. That isn't the case uniformly down
the line, but there is evidence that this occurs among a group of
our young people.

I am wondering if you might comment about addiction, the
threat to the individual from nicotine and other carcinogens and
whether you believe that some of this research is also important to
our national effort to fight drugs?

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I think that strong action on
tobacco is merited if for no other reason than it kills more people
every year than alcohol and drug abuse. It is clearly addictive. If
you look at the surgeon general's report, it reveals that 80 percent
of all adult smokers would like to quit and two-thirds have made
serious attempts at quitting but failed.

I believe that the death rate merits this kind of strong action.
And there is no question that addiction to whatever has certain
common characteristics, and those common characteristics are
found in the addiction to tobacco just as they are found in the ad-
diction to many other substances.

So, Mr. Chairman, I would argue that it is enormously important
on its own terms, and it could have wider application and that we
know that education can successfully deal with this.

The Centers for Disease Control, for example, reported in a dem-
onstration project involving 30,000 students in the 4th to 7th
grades that 8 percent of the children provided with the proper edu-
cation on tobacco ended up smoking by the 7th grade-8 percent.
Thirteen percent of those who were not given the teaching became
smokers. Extrapolated on a national average, that means that if we
had that kind of education program in the school systems, that
there would be 146,000 fewer smokers in that age group.

It seems to me that that has got to be the objective of this legis-
lation.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just ask, Congressman Durbin, on the
questions of education, I imagine during the course of the hearing
we are going to hear a number of statements that say, "Well,
people understand that smoking is dangerous to your health, and
they still go ahead and do i . People understand that well enough."

Does your own researc: indicate that people really do under-
stand how dangerous this is to their health?

Congressman DURBIN. No, I don't think so. I think they are lured
by the advertising, by the cowboys and the sports figures and the
racing car drivers who tend to create a certain aura about smoking
as sophistication, a style. And I think many people are swept away
by this and pay little attention to facts.

I see Dr. Blum in the audience here, who has made some very
telling observations about the power of advertising with tobacco.
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I think the most interesting things bout this hearing, Senator,
is that when the tobacco industry spokesmen are here and if you
question them and if they answer as they have in the past, they
will tell you that they are not targeting children, they don't want
children to smoke, they just can't quite understand why it's hap-
pening.

Now, isn't it curious, in a world where they are spending billions
of dollars targeting new smokers, inadvertently they are luring in
millions of new young smokers each year? I don't think it is inad-
vertent at all; I think it is direct. They realize that if they can por-
tray the positive, upbeat image about smoking, that they can over-
come the fears and peihaps prey on a child's immaturity in
making a choice too early in life that they can't change.

Senator HATCH. I just have one question I would like to direct to
all three of yov mnd maybe start with Senator Lautenberg.

That is thi, lere are many who share the concerns about the
lack of regulati, over tobacco, especially as these concerns relate
to health matters. Do you agree with that, and what do you suggest
we do, and are you willing to put the moneys in to really do the job
here?

Senator LAUTENBERG. Well, Senator Hatch, I have always been
willing to spend money to save money, and I think in this case we
would be wise to put at least the couple of hundred million dollars
that the cor-mlttee has recommended into starting the process ot
eliminating smoking by youngsters.

It is common knowledge that smoking, smoking damage, time
lost from work, and health costs run somewhere around $60 billion
a year in this society. We all talk about the death rate, which is
common knowledge. But how about the disability rate, people who
develop emphysema who can't function, people who have other res-
piratory conditions that rob the employer and the employee of a
day of productive work?

So I think that we should get on with it, spend the money, do the
regulation necessary. I think the bill contains an excellent idea,
and that is to establish a center to provide information under the
Public Health Service to States on how to deal with this problem.
And I think we ought to get on with it posthaste.

I for one am committed, as you know, to try ing to deter smoking
as a habit in this country of ours, and the Nation would prosper, I
th'ink, if we could eliminate the cost of the problems that smoking
brings.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Hatch, I would say that ail investment
in decreasing the amount of tobacco use would save taxpayers' dol-
lars in the mid to long run because it would reduce th, amount of
costs that are incurred to deal with the various health effects that
are caused by smoking.

But that doesn't help us as we deliberate in this budget year, so
let me offer the humble suggestion that if we denied the deductibil
ity of advertising for tdoacco, that would be $2.5 billion per year
$2.5 billion per yearin deductions. So you would end up with
probably a billion-plus dollars in revenue that you could use to
make these kinds of education programs work.

I mean, Secretary Sullivan is here and he was, in my view, the
most standup person on this issue that I have seen in a long time
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when he took on the purveyors of Uptown. My guess is that he is
going to take on the purveyors of Dakota today, I would hope.

Senator HATCH. He did last weekend.
Senator BRADLEY. And let me say that, you know, if the commit-

tee wants any reason why not to go after these issues, let me just
quote something that the surgeon general said, former Surgeon
General Koop. He said, "The tobacco cigarette companies are kill-
ing several hundred thousand of their customers each year, and
they need to be replaced. How can they do that? By exploiting for-
eign markets and young girls, the one group of Americans that
have not negun to cut back on cigarette use."

So let's do a double hit here: Let's cut down, let's increase the
cost of the cigarette and tobacco companies to lure young women
and others into the use of the substance, and then let's take some
of that revenue and use it to educate other people and, more broad-
ly, all young people about the hazards of tobacco use.

Senator HATCH. Those are good suggestions.
Congressman Durbin.
Congressman DURBIN. I would only add that I think the sugges-

tion made earlier about increasing the excise tax has been show:,
and demonstrated time and again that it will reduce the use of
those who use tobacco products just by virtue of this increase in
price. And there have been suggestions made, and I think good sug-
gestions, that some of the revenues derived from that should be
used for a public education campaign. Let's go on the airwaves on
Saturday morning, when the kids are watching the shows, and
start telling the story about what smoking is all about.

As Senator Bradley said earlier, once the education factor is put
in there, there is a dramatic decline in the number of smokers. It
will force the tobacco companies to start looking overseas, which I
hope is the subject of one of your later hearings.

Senator HATCH. Well, let me just say this: I want to compliment
all three of you for your leadership in this area. I have mentioned
Senator Lautenberg, he and I teamed up in the Senate, but I did
not give you anywhere near the credit you deserved at the outset,
and I want to thank you for the work that you did in that bill last
year that now will keep the airlines free of smoke.

And, Senator Bradley, I know that you are very sincere about
this advertising matter. I am certainly going to give that every con-
sideration.

But all three of you deserve our accolades here today, and I cer-
tainly would be rTniss if I did not give them to you.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just mention, Congressman Durbin, we
are going to have hearings on the activities of the tobacco industry
overseas. That track record is deplorable. I think we have seen the
skcial trade representative effectively undermining legitimate
products to give special preferences to tobacco companies to allow
them to engage in insidious kinds of activities targeting those popu-
lations that are vulnerable in other countries.

Su we appreciate your mentioning that. We will look forward to
working with you. That is another area.

And as you know, Senator Bradley, I support what you are doing
with regard to advertising. That proposal is not in our committee,
and there is no reason why that cannot be visited on the floor of
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the Senate. I don't think most people realty care that much aboi t
jurisdictions around here, but you and I know what it means. So
we will look for ways of working together on that particular item.
There are other aspects to the whole battle on tobacco as well.

Thank you very much. We appreciate your being here.
Dr. Sullivan, we welcome you very much back before our com-

mittee. I think your service as the Secretary of EMS is continuing
to be a distinguished run, and I think all of us, including the previ-
ous panel who made such an important contribution, Senator
Hatch, and myself are filled with admiration for your own personal
courage and for the leadership that you have provided in this issue.
It is really what a Cabinet member ought to be all about, and we
are very eager to work closely with you, and we hope that your
-,iews will be listened to not only by the members of this committee
b:t by the administration as well. Many of us think that you are
ahead of the time.

V*i are delighted to have you here, and we look forward to your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. LOUIS W. SULLIVAN, M.D., SECRETARY OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Secretary SULLIVAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and
Senator Hatch. It is always a pleasure to testify before this com-
mittee.

You have asked me to present my view on the problem of smok-
ing and hea!th. My view and the view of my department is
straightforward and simple: No smoking. If we are serious about
health promotion and disease prevention, then Americans must
work to establish a smoke-free society. The glamorization of smok-
ing must end. The real story must be heard and heeded: the serious
personal health risks confronting the smoker and those who pas-
sively inhale the deadly fumes of smokers, the hidden personal tax
that each American has to pay for the consequences of smoking,
and the cumulative and devastating impact on our economy.

Mr Chairman, this legacy of death and waste and destruction re-
peated again and again and again year after year must end. Today,
I am releasing to the Congress a report entitled "Smoking and
Health," that I have with me. "A National Status Report

This volume compiles the national carnage. The death rate is
indeed shocking Each year, smoking kills almost 400.000 Amer
cans, as you have already heard, more than 1,600 a day. During the
course of these hearings this morning, almost 130 Americans will
die because of the consequences of smoking, one every 11/2 minutes.

Of course, the toll does not stop with the morgue. E.?ch and every
American, including those who don't even smoke, is paying a
hidden tax of approximately $221 per person per year for the con-
sequences of smoking, a tax that adds up to more Wan $52 billion
annually.

This cost, primarily in the form of increased health care and in-
surance costs as well as lost productivity, demonstrates the far-
reaching effect:- of smoking by our population, effects which penal-
ize nonsmokers, too.
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Now, I am especially concerned that while we have made some
,mportant gains in reducing tobacco consumption, we still have a
long way to go, particularly in addressing smoking by women, by
minorities, by blue-collar workers, and by young people.

Mr. Chairman, if we are to adequately address this tragedy, it is
clear to me that we must move toward being a smoke-free society
by the year 2000 if not sooner. I am committed to that goal, and so
is my department.

We must work together to end this tragedy. That is why I have
written to each hospital, reminding them of the many direct and
indirect health hazards of smoking, asking them to make their fa-
cilities smoke-free zones, as some have already done. I have asked
our Health Care Financing Administration to work with those hos-
pitals that participate in the Medicare program to create a health-
ier smoke-free environment.

I will also urge other sectors of the Federal Government as well
as all grantees of the Department of Health and Human Services
,,J declare their facilities smoke-free, as we have done at the De-
partment of Health and Human Services and some other Federal
facilities

I am also writing to tobacco retailers such as national conven-
ience store chains to ask them to vigorously enforce the laws that
already exist in 44 States prohibiting the sale of tobacco to mino s.

Also, Mr. Chairman, you may be confident that we will continue
to give a high priority to the many anti-smoking efforts that are
ongoing in my department, such as our prevention campaigns and
epidemiological research on the dangers of smoking, patterns of to-
bacco use, and the effectiveness of anti-smoking efforts.

We will continue to provide State health agencies with assistance
in carrying out local anti-smoking interventions. We will -...ontinue
to pxmote comprehensive school health education about the dan-
gers of tobacco, as we will continue to sponsor programs such as
the Smoking Cessation in Pregnancy Project that helps States inte-
grate smoking cessation interventions into public prenatal services.

I say that it is high time that we also stop allowing smoking ad-
vertisers such a high hand. A cigarette is the only legal product
that, when used as intended, causes death. Advertisers who dispro-
portionately target women. minorities, or young Americans have
gone too far. They must stop their irresponsibility.

And as you know, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Hatch, I recently
spoke out against the plans by R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company to
test market a new cigarette called Uptown to blacks in Philadel-
phia. Because of a jtr 4ified public indignation, as well as the local
community reservations against that product, the company can-
celed its plans to test market that product in that city.

I noticed something very interesting about that experience. Some
tobacco industry spokespeople, when they could not adequately ex-
plain the death rates or tell us why black Americans should be tar-
geted with deadly products, then with a wink and a nod they start-
ed to talk about the legality of cigarette advertising. And certainly
such advertising is allowed under current law.

But that is not the point. I am talking about the health of the
user and those who come in contact with a user's smoke. I am talk-
ing about the fellow who has to take money out of his own pocket
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to pay for the damage caused by smokers. It is morally wrong to
promote a product which, when used as intended, causes death
trading death for corporate profits. This is a difference which I will
not let the industry spokespeople obfuscate.

Responsibility is needed by the advertisers, by the media and the
public. Advertisers and the media should question their own par-
ticipation. Now, this is a good time for a heavy dose of the industry
ethics that we hear so much about. I hope to see some of our ad
agencies step forward to renounce tobacco ads and join in our anti-
smoking efforts.

They should heed the advice of an editorial in Advertising Age on
January 29, and I quote: "The wise media company, advertising
agency or promotion shop, still heavily hooked on cigarette busi-
ness will start planning for the day it must kick the habit."

I also mentioned individual responsibility. We must foster a
stronger personal and national sense of responsibility for individ-
ual health. Over the past year, I have spoken out about the need to
create a culture of character in which each and every American fo-
cuses on better health promotion and disease prevention.

We can take this argument even farther: Prevention of illness is
a responsibility we have, not only to ourselves but to each other.
Good health not only allows for more individual freedom and hap-
piness, but prevention practices can allow us to spend money for
those who become ill with diseases that we currently cannot pre-
vent.

Mr. Chairman, I began my testimony by calling for a smoke-free
society by the year 2000, a goal eloquently envisioned by former
Surgeon General Koop. We can achieve this goal, but it will re-
quire serious diligence, commitment, dedication, and concern. We
cannot be faint-hearted, hesitant, or easily discouraged.

What is required is persuasion and courage by each of us: Per-
suasion to convince millions of smokers, people we love or work
with, or maybe even don't know, that their smoking is killing them
and hurting us; and courage, the courage to take a stand and say
what desperately needs to be said to those who light up in smoke-
free zones, to irresponsible advertisers who disproportionately
target the young, women, and minorities with a product that will
kill them, and to critics who believe that a difficult fight can never
be won.

We do not have to learn to live with the adverse health and eco-
nomic costs They are unacceptable, outrageous, and intolerable.
And I pledge that I will work very closely with this committee to
help achieve success in the anti-smoking campaign.

That completes my statement, and I would be pleased to respond
to questions you have, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement and report of Dr. Sullivan followl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOUIS W. SULLIVAN, M.D.

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee Thank you for the opportunity to
testify at today's hearing I congratulate you, Mr Chairman, and Senator Hatch, for
your efforts to focus attention on th. issue of tobacco and health Given the tremen-
dous toll that tobacco wreaks on our Nation's health, it is urgent that we work to-
gether with renewed vigor to develop strategies to curtail tobacco use
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I will summarize the scope and nature of the problem of tobacco use in the United
States and the activities within the Department of Health and Human Services to
reduce the use of tobacco.

THE HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF SMOKING

Since the release of the first surgeon general's report on smoking and health in
1964, we have made tremendous progress toward our ultimate goa' of a smoke-free
society A quarter century ago, 40 percent of adultsand more than half of all
mensmoked cigarettes. Now less than 30 percent of adulth smoke, and almost half
of all living Americans who ever smoked have quit. Per capita cigarette consump-
tion has fallen each year since I973.Despite those gains, cigarette smoking remains
the single, most important preventable cause of death in our society. Smoking is di-
rectly responsible for approximately 390,000 deaths each year in the United States,
or more than one of every six deaths in our country. The number of Americans who
the each year from diseases caused by smoking exceeds the number of Americans
who died in all of World War II, and this toll is repeated year after year after year

I am particularly concerned about smoking among women, minorities, blue-collar
workers, and young people. Women Wok up smoking in large numbers in the 19405
and 1950s Since that time, the rate of smoking has declined much more slowly
among women than among men. Cigarette companies have aggressively targeted
women since 1928, when women were asked to "Reach for a Lucky Instead of a
Sweet A more contemporary advertising campaign associates smoking with
women's liberation"You ve Come a Long Way, Baby These ads fail to point out
that smoking is an equal opportunity killer Ling; cancer has overtaken breast
cancer as the No 1 cause of cancer death among women, and lung cancer death
rates among women continue to increase at an unrelenting pace.

Women are as susceptible to heart disease, emphysema, and other smoking-relat-
ed diseases as they are t...) lung cancer. Last month, for example, an article published
in the Neu. England Journai of Medicine showed that women who amoke are more
than three times as likely to have a heart attack than women who have never
smoked This study and hundreds of others have demonstrated that women who
smoke like men die like men who smoke.

Women also suffei unique smoking-related health effects. Women who smoke
during pregnancy are more likely to have miscamages, low-birthweight babies, and
babies who die during their infancy. Several studies have shown an association be-
tween smoking and cancer of the uterine cervix.

The problem of smoking among blacks and other minorities is grave During the
past quarter century, smoking rates have been much higher in blacks than in
whites, especially among men. Blacks are 20 percent more likely than whites to die
of diseases attributabb to smoking. Compared to white men, black men are 45 per-
cent more likely to che of cancers of the respiratory system, 25 percent more likely
to die of heart disease, and 90 percent more likely to die of stroke. Each of these
three disease categories is strongly linked to cigarette smoking.

I am greatly disturbed 14 the cigarette industry's targeted marketing toward mi-
norities In January, I spoke out against the plans of R.J Reynolds Toba-^o Compa-
ny to market a new cigaretth called Uptown to blacks in Philadelphia. Fortunately,
Reynolds canceled its plans to test markec that brand in Philadelphia But the in-
dustry continues to market many other cigarette brands L blacks and to Hispanics
As I noted last month, the cigarette industry's message is ii.ore disease, more suffer-
ing, and more death for groups already bearing more than their share of smoking-
related illness and mort.ality We must resist the unworthy efforts of the tobacco
industry te earn profits at the expense of the health and well-being of our poor and
minority citizens

Smoking rates are also much higher among blue-collar workers and the unem
ployed than among white-collar workers. In 1985, for example, 40 percent of blue-
collar men and 44 percent of unemployed men smoked cigarettes, compared to 26
percent of white-collar men As in the caseof women and minorities, cigarette com
panies have targeted blue-collar workers with c4gressive advertising and pmniotion
al campaigns Cigarette companies are frequent sponsors of car and motorcycle
races, and they have shifted much of their magazine advertimng from so-called
upscale'. magazines such as Time and Newsweek to "blue-collar" magazines such as

Popular ".echanics and Field and Stream.
Smoking among young people is a cause for particular concern Daily smoking

among high school seniors declined between 1976 and 1980 from 29 percent to 21
percent, but has leveled off since 1980 Young females are si_ioking at higher rates
than young males The agc of smoking initiation has become younger over time,
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particularly among females About 90 percent of smokers begin this addiction as
children or adolescent& Studies have shown that the younger the age at which one
begins to smoke, ti more likely one is to become a long-term smoker and to devel-
op smoking-related diseases. If the adult rate of smoking were to continue at the
present level, at least 5 million of the American children who are alive today will
die of smoking-related diseases. Preventing youngsters from taking up smoking is
far more costeffective than treating addiction later in life.

It is all too apparent that we, as a society, still do not take the problem of smok-
ing among children and adolescents as seriously as we should. Forty-four States
have laws on the hooks that prohibit the sale of tobacco to minors, but compliance
with and active enforcement of these laws is inadequate. Ubiquitous cigarette adver-
tising portrays smoking as safe, sexy, and sophisticatedthemes which cannot help
but appeal to impressionable adolescents.

THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF SMOKING

The disease, disability, and premature death caused by smoking impose signifi-
cant eccnomic costs on society According to a report of the Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA), cigarette smoking was responsible for $22 billion in health care
costs and $43 billion in lost productivity in the United States in 1985.

Today I delivered a National Status Report on Smoking and Health to the Ccm-
gress. This report provides 1985 data on smoking- related mortality and ecoaonac
costs for each of the 50 States. Smoking-attibutable deaths ranged from 28,133 in
California to 271 in Alaska The highest smoking-attributable mortahty rate (per
100,000 persons) was 175.9 in Kentucky, whereas the lowest was 45.3, in Utah. It is
no coincidence that Utah also had the lowest smoking prevalence that year (14 per-
cent) while Kentucky had one of the hig!t tsa percent). The economic costs attrib-
utable to smoking averaged $221 per person across an 50 States, but were five tinies
higher in Rhode Island ($284 per person) uian in Utah ;$56 per person) The sum of
the State economic costs is a startilig $52 billion, which is similar to the OTA esti-
mate for the same year The economic Impact of smoking is no doubt much higher
today than in 1985

11IIS ACTIVITIES ON TOBACCO AND HEALTH

Several agencies within the Department of Health and Human Services tHHS)
have ongoing activities in place to encourage smokers to quit, to prevent the initi-
ation of smoking among young people, and to conduct research to address impoitant
unanswered questions about smaking behavior and its effects on health In fiscal
year 1989, HYIS expenditures for these activities amounted to approximately $79
million Under the President's 1991 budget, spending is expected to rise to at least
$85 million

I would like to highlight two programs within the Public Health Service. The Cel.
ters far Disease Control's Office on Smoking and Health is the focal point for the
Federal Government's activities on tobacco and health With an annual budget of
approximately $3 5 million, this Office is responsible for producing the surgeon gen
eral's Reix, -I on the Health Consequences of Smoking and for conducting a national
public infi mation campaign on smoking and health The Offict also conducts epide-
miologic research un pattern.; of tobacco use and the effectiveness of anti-smoking
interv :Awns In addition. the CDC provides assistance to State health agencies in
carrying out local anti smoking interventions and to State education agencies to
promote comprehensive school health education that incorporates tobacco education
for example, through the Smokini., ressation in Pregnancy (SCIP) project, CDC is
providing assistance to States to integrate smoking cessation. interventions into
public prenatal services

At the National institutes uf Health (N1I1), the National Cancer institute (NC!)
allocated $39 million in fiscal yeer 1988 and $40 million in fiscal year 1989 fur tuba,
co control, most uf which funded ...earch in two areas (I) the effectiveness uf differ
ern types of ant, smoking intervention, such as school based programs, self-help
strategies, interventions by physicians and dentists. and mass media itite:veritions,
and interventions targeted ta high risk populations. Including blacks, thspani,
wonien. and li?avy smokers The NCI plans to ei,mmit approximately $12C million
uer the next 8 years to the American Stop Smoking Intervention Study, or ASSIST
This project, to be carned uut n ollaboration with the American Cancer Society,
will provide support to approximatdy 20 States and large metropolitan areas fur the
di,!upment ur strengthening uf community based coalitions capable of dehvering
tffetto,e tobaLLu control interventions Other institutes at NW and the Alcohol,
Drug Abuse. ,ind Mental Health Adnumstration also contributed another $34 mil
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lion in fiscal year 1989 to research, prevention, and educaticia on smoking and
health issues

S. 1883

Although we support the committee's efforts to focus greate.- attention on tobacco
and health, I believe the Department's activitiesthose underway and those we will
be pursuing during the coming monthsserve the same purpose and accomplish the
identical goals as those set forth in S. 1883. The Administration shares the concerns
addressed by the legislation.

We do not believe, however, that the additional authorizations and requirements
contained in S. 1883 would measurably add to our current or planned efforts. There-
fore, the Administration believes such legislation is unnecessary.

NEw IsrmArivEs

The activities already underway are important, but dearly more needs to be done.
Thus I have initiated a series of actions to enhance this Department's tobacco-and-
health program These actions, some of which have already been initiated, inc1--de
the following:

As mentioned earlier, my fiscal year 1991 budget includes $85 million for smok-
ing research, prevention, and education activitiesalmost double the amount
spent in fiscal year 1988.
I have directed the Public Health Service to identify additimml resources that
can be directed towards innovative educational programs on tobacco and health
to be carried out by public and private entities.
We are developing new initiatives for attacking the problem of smoking among
young people, women, and minorities.
We are proposing joint initiatives with other Federal agencies such as the De-
partment of Education, the Department of Defense, and the Department of Vet-
erans Affairs

Along with my senior staff. I plan to raise the issue of tobacco and health with
influential community leaders, minority and women's organizations, publishers,
sports associations, and elected officials at the State and local level.
I will challenge toi,acco retailers, such as national convenience store chains, to
enforce vigorously the laws that exist in 44 States prohibiting the sale of tobac-
co to minors
I will aggressively pursue strategies to create safe smoke-free environments
wherever pocsible We have already established a policy banning smoking in all
HHS facilit.es, affecting 120,000 employees nationwide I will encourage similar
action for other sectors of the Federal Government, and I will urge all HHS
grantees to establish smoke-free environments

-1 particularly concerned about smoking in medical facilities I will be send-
ing a letter to the hospitals and other health care facilities who participate in
the Medicare program strongly encouraging them to establish smoke-free envi-
ronments

Mr hairman, these are only some of the actions we will be pursuing during the
omtng m....+hs I look forward to working with you and other members of Congr:ft.s

tu promote a smoke free society Elimination of this addictive substance will do
inure to enhance the length and quality of life in the United States than any other
step we could take

I Would be happy tu answer any questions that you or other members of the com-
mittee might have

TABLE 2
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TABLE 3

SnatIont-Attratutatie libtaity by State. theted Stab* 1985

State Pe lathe Total Rate l

Alabama 3,672 1,457 45 5,174 129 5
Alaska . ... 187 74 10 271 54 3

Anzora . .... .. 2,688 1,125 31 3,844 122 6

Aitansas .. .. . 2,771 1,046 28 3,845 163 7

California . . . . ... 18,524 9,773 236 28,533 109.5

Colorat . .... . 1,97! 1,002 32 3,005 44 2
2,711 1,528 30 4,269 135 0

Delaware 573 261 15 849 137.6

Distnot of Columbia . . .. . 579 319 13 911 147.6

Honda . . .. .. .... 12,517 5,544 125 18,186 161.3

Georgia .. 5,342 2,117 80 7,539 127 7

Hawaii . . 549 205 12 766 71.0

Idaho . . 695 258 6 959 96.1

Illinois 10,530 5.138 178 15,846 137 8
Indiana 5,356 2,525 54 7,945 144 6

iowa 2,816 1,183 18 4,017 135 5

Kansas . 2,179 953 21 3,153 130 2

Kentucky .1 4,454 1,989 54 6,497 175 9

Louisiana 3,909 1,618 44 5,571 125 1

Maim 1,262 573 26 1,861 161 0

Maryland i 3,478 1,727 61 5,266 121 3

Massadusetts 5,315 3,154 46 8,515 146 6

Michigan 8,152 4,163 138 12.453 137.3

Minnesota 3,372 1,624 43 5,039 120 3

Mississippi 2,447 753 33 3,233 124 7

Missouri 5,147 2,440 51 7,638 152 2
Montana 690 349 8 1,047 127 4

Nebraska 1,621 597 13 2,231 140 1

Nevada 963 496 15 1,474 158 5

New Hampshire 921 469 8 1,398 140 6

New Jersey 6,822 3,287 71 10,180 134 9

New Mexico 842 355 20 1,217 84 9
New York 11,191 9,429 760 26,880 151 6

North Carolina 5,884 2,345 58 8,297 134 9

North Dakcta 554 200 6 760 144 5

Otho 10,618 5,156 i01 15,881 148 0
Oklahoma 3,223 1,466 40 4,731 144 1

Oregon 2,441 1,266 28 3,737 139 1

Penns)tvania 12,100 5,741 114 17,961 151 6
Puerto Po 3 1,791 628 51 2,470 75 4

Rhode Island 998 570 3 1,571 163 6

South Carolina 2.980 962 37 3,979 121 4
South Dakota 664 270 9 963 137 2
Tennessee 4,156 1,729 52 6,537 137 8
Texas 11,602 5,095 131 16,828 103 6

Utah 470 255 17 742 45 3
Vermont 489 246 5 740 138 3
Wrginia 5,046 2,163 75 7,284 131 5
Washington 3,612 1.858 63 5,593 128 6

West Virginia 2,298 1,012 15 3,325 171 7

Wisoonsin 3,954 1,642 40 5,636 118 1

Wyommg 329 158 10 491 98 4
Total 214,135 100,303 2,706 3 317,144 133 6

Highest State 18,524 9,773 260 28,533 175 9

Lowest State 187 74 3 771 45 3
Average 4,118 1,929 52 6,099 129 1

Pv 100,000 Dyson

Based on 1983 data

' A roe ao-lo-date estenale ce total smakatlrbjtatie mottaety in the Unde0 Stales is 390,000 act yeu based co cakolatans In the 1989
Surge% ceneiai s Recat Reducing the Health Consequesees of Smoking
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TABLE 6

SnArtAttribitable Eccerenn Gets by State, Bleed States, 1985-n Maws of Mars

State Dad
Morteddy

indirect
Mortnity

inked
Ikrtairty

Pediatric
woad
Martin,/

Total Per Canda
Cot '

Alabama 349 6 174 4 387 5 10 1 901 6 226
Alaska 34.7 16 4 28 8 2 4 82 3 165
Arum 294 9 109 8 195 6 7 1 607 5 194

196 0 101 1 227.7 6 3 526.1 224
California .. 2,932 4 1,059 8 1,766 7 53 2 5,812 1 223
Colorado .. 329 3 109 8 157 3 7 3 603 8 189
Connecbait . 348 7 123 6 222.2 6 9 701.4 222
Delaware 69 5 27 5 51 3 3 4 151.7 246
Distnct of Columbia.. 19 0 26 0 82 0 3 0 130 0 211
Honda . 835 2 407 4 790 1 28 1 2,060 7 183
Georgia 537 9 257 7 534 4 18 0 1,347 9 228
Hawaii 88 1 32 1 50 5 2 8 173 5 174
Idaho 68 6 25 6 46 8 1 3 142 2 143
Illinois 1.325 7 514 8 934 6 40 2 2,815 4 245
Indiana 563 9 448 1 231 4 14 4 1,257 9 229
Iowa 192 7 45 6 177 3 4 1 419 6 146
Kansas 159 4 70 3 136 4 4 9 370 9 153
Kentucky 327 0 170 0 397 5 12 3 906 9 246
Louisiana 263 8 138 4 302 9 8 8 713 9 160
Maine 124 7 57 0 128 4 6 0 316 1 273
Maryland 446 6 185 3 360 9 13 8 1,006 5 232
Massachusetts 947 5 288 4 462 0 21 2 1,619 1 279
Mchigan 1,103 9 275 8 699 6 31 2 2,110 4 233
Minnesota 483 1 154 3 230 0 9 7 877 0 209
Mississippi 210 2 98 8 210 1 7 4 526 6 203
Missouri 594 7 232 0 434 6 11 5 1,272 9 254
Montana 39 9 20 6 46 3 1 8 108 7 132
Nebraska 156 4 56 3 91 8 3 0 307 6 193
Nevada 121 1 47 6 91 4 3 5 263 6 283
New Harrashire 95 0 40 4 81 6 1 8 218 9 220
New Jersey 701 7 301 1 604 2 16 3 1,623 4 215
New Mexico 71 9 33 1 62 4 4 6 172 0 120
New York 1,865 1 907 3 1,780 9 58 5 4 611 8 t 260
North Cato:ina 491 6 267 5 606 6 154 1,381 1 225
North Dakota 93 7 38 6 29 8 1 0 161 I 239
Ohio 1,246 2 481 7 865 5 24 0 2,637 4 246
Oklahoma 339 6 259 3 135 5 9 1 743 5 227
Oregon 151 6 83 5 192 3 6 3 433 7 161
Pennsytvania 1,403 7 542 4 1 954 6 25 7 2,926 3 247
Puerto Roco 2 38 8 33 0 95 2 11 5 178 5 54
Rhode Island 133 0 48 7 90 0 1 0 272 5 284
South Carolina 227 9 124 3 282 0 8 4 842 5 196
South Dakota 60 7 24 2 42 0 2 0 129 0 184
Tennessee 284 4 352 6 157 2 11 7 806 0 170
Texas 1,6189 617 0 1,079 2 29 4 3,344 5 206
Utah 43 2 27 0 18 1 3 8 92 1 56
Vermont 52 0 19 8 38 5 1 1 III 2 208
Virginia 534 4 236 0 465 7 16 9 1,243 0 224
Washington 428 7 153 0 281 2 14 3 877 1 202
West Virginia 199 1 93 2 206 2 3 4 501 9 259
Wisconsin 469 5 266 7 256 7 9 0 1,011 8 212
Wyoming 38 9

,
15 1 27 3 4 6 85 8 170

Total 23,653 9 10,237 9 17,823 8 623 3 3 52,338 9 221
Highest State 2,932 4 1,059 8 1,780 9 58 5 5,812 1 284
Lowest State 19 0 15 1 18 1 0 8 82 3 54

Average 484 9 196 9 342 8 12 0 1,006 5 205

, In &Ars tuned on 1965 resdent populatan estimates U S Bureau of the Coostes

z Based on 1983 data
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3 lismi I Oittaent methodote the Ottce a Tec lincke Assess:rot est,otated ttit total eoznam: inpact a =long rettoi 'tease to be $65
tdoon In 1985

Fran Smoking and Health A Nattonal Stew Report 2rd alba. US Deaartmmt ot With and Human Semces, Office ai
Smolunp and math Rocky* AM Ftbniari 1990

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. That is a
very clear, unequivocal statement and a commitment which I think
all Americans understand you believe in very deeply. And I think
we are fortunate to have your leadership.

It appears to me that for far too long there has really been a con-
spiracy of silence by many in responsible positions in Government
regarding the longstanding, coverup of the health implications and
public health implications of smoking by the cigarette industry in
our society. You have certainly demonstrated by your actions and
your statement today your commitment to deal with this issue.

But when it comes to cigarette advertising, certainly public out-
rage is way ahead of Federal policy. So there have to be some steps
taken to deal with these abuses. Do you agree that there are going
to have to be steps taken to deal with the abuses?

Secretary SULLIVAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I certainly want to em-
phasize the fact that we are strongly committed to getting the mes-
sage out to our citizens about the adverse health consequences of
smoking because when President-elect Bush, in December of 1988,
announced his intention to nominate me for this position, I indicat-
ed at that time that one of my priorities would be health promo-
tion, disease prevention. As a cornerstone of our effort to improve
the health status of all of our citizens, including our minorities and
the poor who disproportionately share a high burden of disease and
injury.

It is impossible for us to achieve that goal without providing ac-
curate, adequate information to our citizens so that they can act
responsibly. We cannot, in our effort to improve our health status,
simply rely on our medical model of patching individuals up once
they are ill. We will never reach the goal of improved health status
if we were to rely simply on that.

We also vc, ill not achieve our goal of health care cost containment
without appropriate changes in health behavior by our citizens.
The consequences economically that I mentioned of more than $52
billion in both health care costs as well as lost productivity certain-
ly is not an insignificant figure.

So, indeed I am very committed to doing everything that I can to
help inform our citizens about the adverse consequences of tobacco
advertising.

And let me also comment that I find it personally objectionable
to see in low-income and minority neighborhoods, Hispanic and
black neighborhoods particularly, the high density of billboard ad-
vertisements for tobacco. Clearly, 30 years ago, before we had the
data, one could say that these products should be advertised so that
people would know that they are available. But we now know that
with one person dying every 11/2 minutes from the consequences of
tobacco use, that when we induce people to use these products, we
are inducing them to change good health for bad health, for illness
and for loss of life.

So, clearly, I am committed to doing everything that I can to
inform the public.
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The CHAIRMAN. In the legislation, we provide some incentives to
the States to devise strategies to permit the States or bcal commu-
nities to regulate advertising. So that if a local community feels
that it wants to be free from this kind of advertising around a local
school, for example it would be able to take action. As I mentioned
just briefly in my opening statement, a number of communities
across the country already have.

Do you have any reservations about this effort to permit the
States or local communities to protect themselves from this kind of
advertising?

Secretary SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, our office of smoking and
health already works with State and local Governments as well as
private organizations that want to mount effective campaigns
against smoking. So certainly would think that any effort to
strengthen that activity would certainly be appropriate and in
keeping with the kinds of activities that our office of smoking and
health is already engaged in.

The CHAIRMAN. We have been joined by our colleague from Min-
nesota where there has been a very aggressive program including
paid advertisement, with corresponding results, which I am sure
you are familiar with, and with some substantial reductions, from
29 to 25 percent in the rate of tobacco use.

We will hear additional testimony on this issue later in the
course of the hearing. They have demonstrated what was demon-
strated a number of years ago in the early 1970's, when counter-
advertising on TV caused precipitous drops in smoking rates.

Do you think this kird of effort should be encouraged?
Secretary SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, I think that there is no ques-

tion that ads to inform the public about the dangers of smoking
should indeed be done, and we would strongly encourage that.

The one area we would differ would really be whether they
should be paid advertisements or public service announcements.

I believe that this represents an opportunity for the media to
come forward with donated time to help get this message across to
promote the health of our citizens. And we do have concernsI
have concernsthat we do have a budget deficit, and I would think
that if we could get the media themselves to give us adequate time
with such announcements, that would not only give us a public
service but would allow us, quite frankly, to use the limited re-
sources that we have in our department for other pressing needs as
well.

We certainly would like to see the media help us in that, and I
would think that that would be an appropriate way we would sup-
port.

The CHAIRMAN. Weil, we may have an area where we may agree
to differ; but we hear of what you're talking about, and we certain-
ly don't have any problem understanding why you think that the
messages are important.

Are you as troubled by the actions of the industry when they
have, as part of their code of ethics, pledged not to include anyone
who is under the age of 25 in their advertising while they are at
the same time designing campaigns like Dakota which are meant
to appeal to 18- to 20-year-olds? Are you troubled by this?
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Secretary SULLIVAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I am not only troubled,
I am outraged because I agree with the earlier comment of one of
our congressional colleagues that pointed out that no one believes
the tobacco companies when they say that they are not targeting
young people, when they have tremendous information-gathering
capabilities but somehow they c A understand that their advertis-
ing is inducing young people bt. Jre the age of majority to under-
take smoking, because we know that between 80 and 90 percent of
adult smokers did start as teenagers.

So, clearly, I am indeed very concerned about that issue, and as I
stated before, I believe this is an instance of corporate irresponsi-
bility to lure our young people into taking such a product that is
known to be dangerous, when by associating this product with
health activities such as sports events and w;th very attractive
models and successful-appearing young people with the message
being to them that to bp successful or to be attractive or to be
indeed accepted, one should indeed undertake smoking, when
really what is being delivered is death in the products from tobac-
co.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we have seen an example of that kind of
promotion recently here in Washington in the advertising for the
Virginia Slims tennis tournament. Here is an insert from nA
Today and it's got this Virginia Slims Tennis player as a cover and
then the information about the players with pictures on the inside,
and right on the back page you have the advertising for the Virgin-
ia Slims product. And the logo right at the top shows a young
ladyit will be a bit difficult to see from where you arewith a
tennis racket in one hand and a cigarette in the other.

Is this the kind of eiing that all Americans should be troubled
about?

Secretary SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, I think our athletic commu-
nity really should be ashamed of being willing to associate their
names with a product that causes disease and death in such a high
number of our citizens. As was stated earlier, tobacco use is the No.
1 cause of preventable death in our society, and I think that it is
really unfortunate that successful athletes who became successful
because they are models of good health would indeed allow them-
selves to be associated with styli a product for the purpose of
adding to the corporate profits of our tobacco companies.

The CHAIRMAN. The tobacco industry has promised not to distrib-
ute free cigarettes to anyone under the age of 21. Yet it places cou-
pons for free samples in magazines like Sports Illustrated, while
many of those that buy that magazine are under the age of 21.

How can they possibly be serious about their own promise when
they have this kind of advertising gimmick?

Secretary SULLIVAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the answer is
obvious. I think that the tobacco companies, in spite of their state-
ments, clearly are target:- g our young people. And again I find
that, as the Nation's chief health officer, objectionable.

Here we have a product that kills every year more individuals
than U.S. citizens died in World War IL Every year, more Ameri-
cans die from tobacco use than all Americans who were killed in
World War II. And yet we indeed have companies that are pushing
such product on our young people with the lure that this is the
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way to be successful, attractive, and an outstanding sports person
or what have you. I find that reprehensible.

The CHAIRMAN My time is up.
Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Senator Kennedy.
We are certainly happy to have you here, Dr. Sullivan. But you

know that I believe that FDA lacks the resources to regulate the
products that are currently under its jurisdiction.

If you were, for instance, to require FDA to regulate tobacco
products, where would the moneys come from? I certainly don't
want to take the money away from new drug applications or new
medical device or medical device review or food safety, fish inspec-
tion and other effective work that the FDA does. So this is an im-
portant issue, and I would like you to give some thought as to just
how we do this.

As you know, this bill would set up a separate entity within
CDC, and it seems to me that that would probably be more appro-
priate than at FDA, which does not have enough resources now to
do the important work that it does. It regulates 25 percent of all
the consumer products in America.

Secretary SULLIVAN. Yes, Senator Hatch, let me comment on
that In my full statement submitted to the committee, I point out
that we fully support the intent of the bill.

Senator HATCH. Yes.
Secretary SULLIVAN. But we do have some concerns about parts

of the bill, and that concern rPaily is to establish a new agency. We
are working very hard in my department now to, I think, accom-
plish many of the objectives of the bill, and we certainly will con-
tinue that. And I have instructed my assistant secretary of health
to try to find even more resources that we can devote to this.

Senator HATCH. Well, thank you. We need you to do that. Recog-
nizing this legislation establishes a center for tobacco products
within an already existing agency, the Centers for Disease Control
in the Public Health Service, I would hope that this administration
would look at that favorably because I think it is probably a better
way of doing it than trying to saddle FDA with it. And we will justhave to see what happens on that.

Dr Sullivan, in a recently released high school senior survey ondrug use and in your statement today you noted that tobacco use is
not declining among our Nation's high school students. How much
higher is tobacco use among those who are school dropouts?

Secretary SULLIVAN. It is quite significant. I believe it's more
than 21/2 times as high among individuals who have not finished
high school as opposed to college graduates. I believe among college
graduates it's arc-md 16 or 17 percent versus around 35 to 38 per-cent.

Senator HATCH Do you have any suggestions on how we might
reach those people

Secretary SULLIVAN. Well, clearly, we need to redouble our ef-
its for our educational programs and try to have our companies

and our advertising agencies assume a greater degree of corporate
responsibility as well as having our 44 States that already have leg-
islatior prohibiting or restricting the sale of tobacco to minors
indeed enforce those laws.
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It is our impression, from our knowledge of this, that the enforce-
ment of these laws is not as vigorous as it should be.

Also, as I mentioned, I have written to convenience store nation-
al chains urging that they strictly observe the law in this effort.

So I think we need to be sure that we are not, through our
laxity, sending the wrong message to our young people.

Senator HATCP. Dr. 3ullivan, do you feel that it is a proper role
of Government to oversee the additives that are placed in tobacco
products?

Secretary SULLIVAN. Our concern, Senator Hatch, frankly is this:
For us to regulate the use of tobacco as well as to oversee attitudes,
we are concerned that this would suggest that we believe that
under certain conditions or with certain monitoring, that the use of
tobacco is safe.

We maintain that tobacco is the only legal product that kills
400,000 of our citizens every year. We would rather see our efforts
concentrated on reducing and eliminating by the year 2000 all use
of tobacco from our society.

Senator HATCH. W,1,1, thank you.
I have a number of other questions, but I will submit them in

writing to you.
In closing, I would just challenge the tobacco industry to heed a

strong warning. I suggest that Secretary Sullivan, Senator Kenne-
dy, and I are going to join in an effort to increase the hean regu-
lation of tobacco products, and I believe we will also join in an
effort to increase the education regarding the use of thos products
and the efforts toward prevention.

So I would like for the tobacco industry to heed that warning be-
cause I think that this hearing is sending out the message that we
are tired of hundreds of thousands of people dying every year from
a product that really is addictive, as Senator Bradley has so ade-
quately brought out here today.

Secretary Sullivan, I want to compliment you for the way you
have handled these matters with regard to Uptown and Dakota. I
think it is reprehensible for the tobacco industry to take advantage
of these groups the way that they have done, and it bothers me a
great deal that bey would even consider doing some of these
things.

I just again want t thank you for your leadership and hope you
keep it up.

Secretary SULLIVAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I am going to repeat one more time the impres-

sion you made on those of us who are on the Finance Committee
for your first hearing when asked by one of our members what was
the one thing you wanted to be remembered for, and the answer
was. 'Changing the values or the attitudes of people of this country
place on the definition of health, in other words, the personal re-
sponsibility issue."

I also want to compliment you on what you said about hospitals
being smoke-free. I will always remember the example I had about
a year and a half ago, taking the then-assistant secretary of health
out to Minnesota for a hearing on health, and we had one of the
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hearings in the cafeteria of one of our hospitals. When we walked
into the cafeteria at break time, there had to have been 25, 30 ern
ployees sitting there smoking.

And so I didn't know quite how to explain it to the assistant sec-
retary, but my legislative assistant just walked in and said, "Any-
body who wants to smoke, get out of here." And she had no author-
ity to do it, but she did, adding, "Anybody who wants to smoke, g6
out of here. We're having a hearing on health."

So I am pleased that you addressed that particular subject.
But you also said something about the culture of character in

your statement, and I wonder if you wouldn't elaborate on that justa little bit.
Secretary SULLIVAN. Yes, Senator DureDberger, I would bepleased to.
It is important for us to recognize, first of all, that of the major

causes of death and disability in our society now, the Op 10
causescancer, heart disease, violence, accidents, drug abuse, alco-
hol abuse, etcthese are all influenced by personal behavior.We cannot rely on having a medical system to simply come in
after the fact once individuals have abused their bodies by inappro-
priate health behavior and then expect to be patched up and made
whole. First of all, that is not going to happen. Second, we don't
have the resources to do that. And third, we spend more moneythan any other Nation on our health care system, but yet we arenot the healthiest Nation.

One of the major reasons for that is our health behavior. So for
us to make the progress that I know that we can make and that we
want to make and hopefully we will make, it is really going to re-quire active participation by our citizens themselves in deciding
not to smoke or use drugs or abuse alcohol.

And certainly we need to reduce the violence in our cities
through child ahuse, spouse abuse, etc. We need to indeed ensure
that we are not compounding the problems that we are trying todeal with by ignoring the very real responsibility and real impactthat our citizens tiemselves can have in improving the status of
the health of our Nation. This will not only result in a healthier
citizenry but n lit also save money in our health system, money
that can be spent on other needs, unmet needs that we do have.
We have our 31 million uninsured citizens, etc.

So, clearly, for us to have the kind of impact that I know that wecan have, we need to have our citizens understand that there are a
lot of things that they can do to maintain their health and promote
their health and that of their family and their friends and their
colleagues Our companies need to promote health behavior amongthei r employees.

So, clearly, we can do a lot better, but we need to have an in-
formed citizenry to work with us in that regard. So that is really
what I am referring to.

Senator DURENBERGER. In that respectand I came in at the
point when you and the chairman were discussing an area that you
agreed to differ on in terms of television and the young, and I wantto tie the two togethertelevision is by far the most powerful
medium of information, education, influence, cultural character,
whatever in our society. My impression is that it is a wonderful
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medium, but it never does anything for free when anybody is
watching. And if I watch the news at 11 p.m. around here, I get as
much commercial message as I get news. But if I get up early on a
Sunday morning, I am getting a whole lot of public service.

So I am just wondering if the debate over public service messages
versus commercial messages isn't really an inappropriate debate
unless, in effect, you mandate that there is more public service
message has to come across during the time that people are watch-
ing.

You could argue that the kids are all up early in the morning.
But that only goes up to a ertain age, and this is the question I
am trying to form to ask you.

There is a certain age in the current development of the young
when immaturity starts to get prolonged by their environment,
when a variety of what we are now calling dependencies, some of
them premised on addiction, start getting built in, when a depend-
ency on a substance of some kind or inappropriate relationships or
whatever becomes a substitute for the kind of proper relationships
that young people ought to have. Often that is equated with folks
reaching 13 and sometimes it's getting a little bit older.

But I wonder if, as our chief health officer, you might speak to
the current importance of that particular issue, that there is a
huge vulnerable population out there, and whether it's tobacco or
it's alcohol or it's currently illegal chemical substances, that there
is a lot more than just revising our culture that we need to do
Maybe you have some thoughts on that.

Secretary SULLIVAN. Yes, Senator Durenberger Let me say this.
I think there is no question that television !s a tremendous purvey-
or of information in our society, and it is very powerful and very
effective in that So indeed I think the disagreement or difference,
I would rather say, with Senator Kennedy is simply really one of a
budgetary difference

You see, I believe that we are a capitalistic country. We provide
a mechanism for companies, including television companies, to
make a profit. And that's fine; that's the way it should be. But they
don't operate in a vacuum. They are part of our society. They owe
the society what they can do to help make it a better society.

So I don't think we have to apologize for expecting the television
companies to be responsible corporate citizens and help get health
messages across to our public, particularly when we are in such
desperate straits compared to other Nations.

We rank 22 among the Nations of the world in infant mortality,
in spite of the fact that we spend almost $2,200 annually per capita
on health care when the number two country, Canada, spends only
$1,400. That means that we are not spending our money wisely We
need to reorder the way we spend our money.

Certainly, emphasis on health promotion and disease prevention
is part of that. But I say our television and other media companies
really do have a responsibility to tha, society. They are organized in
such a way that they can make a profit. It is not asking to much of
them to contribute something to the betterment of that society,
particularly when we have such awful problems that we are trying
to deal with. They can't walk away and say, "This not part of my
problem." In the same way, I say that individual citizens have a
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responsibility themselves; people have a responsibility to eachother and their community, but our businesses also have a largerresponsibility to our society.
I d like to see them and challenge them to put some of those adson in prime time. They are not going to go bankrupt. They certain-ly do very well in our society, and no one would wish it otherwise.But they do have a responsibility to indeed help the society thatmakes it possible for them to make those profits.
Senator DURENBERGER. How about programming that plays tothe addictive propensities of the young?
Secretary SULLIVAN. Well, I certainly think we need to learnmore about why we have such a problem in our society with the

attraction of addictive drugs. We have some research going on outat our Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration, be-cause we certainly do have a major problem where we are themajor consumer of illicit drugs that are produced compared toother nations of the world.
We certainly do have some fundamental questions that we needto find answers to as to why that is, and certainly, research as toways we can somehow interrupt that propensity for addiction orthe seduction that is underway here in terms of use of illicit drugs,certainly, I would say we want to do that. But I th;nk we certainlyneed to learn mcre about why it is we have such a problem in oursociety, and in a society that is successful in so many other ways.So clearly, I am concerned about that.
The CHAIRMAN. Just a final few questions, Mr. Secretary, againon the issue of education.
The tobacco industry itself maintains there is no further educa-tion necessary because the dangers of tobacco use are universallyknown. How would you respond?
Secretary SULLIVAN. I couldn't disagree with that more, Mr.Chairman. We have the data to show, as was indicated earlier. Wehave a significant number of our citizens who still don't have the

message, who still do not understand that. We have seen that inmany other areas as well. So I think to maintain that we don'tneed more education is absolutely false and erroneous because wehave the data to show otherwise.
We need to strengthen and expand and continue our educationaleffortnot simply this year or next year, but far into the future.The CHAIRMAN. Currently, the public is not informed about theadditives in the tobacco products they use, although they are in-formed about the additives in food and cosmetics. Doesn't it makesense the public shou!d know what is in tobacco products just asthey know what is in other products that they use?
Secretary SULLIVAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I believe that currently,whereas the tobacco companies are obligated by law to provide that

information as to a listing of additives to us, the law does notbe-cause this is considered proprietary informationwe do have theability to convey that information to appropriate committees of theCongress, but L y id what the law States, I would certainly Statethat as the Nation's chief health officer, it is indeed desirable andhopeful that we will be able at some point indeed to inform thepublic fully about the additives.
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The other thing I would say here is that what is required by law
now from the tobacco companies is simply a listing of the additives
and not information about their concentration. We have asked for
that information about the concentration of various additives be-
cause then we can make a more accurate assessment of the risks of
tobacco use. But certainly I would agree that an informed con-
sumer is our best consumer, and we would want to do everything
that we can to get that information to the public.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what has been the reaction of the tobacco
industry when you have made that request? They are not obligated
under law at the current time.

Secretary SULLIVAN. We are waiting for a response at this
moment, Mr. Chairman, so I can't say. Hopefully, we will get that
information, but thus far we have made the request, and we are
waiting for the response.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, just so the record is clear, it is my under-
standing that in the 1984 Act, the Cigarette Education Act re-
quired the companies to give the secretary the list of additives to
their products, and the law requires that the additives be listed so
as not to identify which company or even which brand has which
additive. There is nu requirement to reveal the quantity of addi-
tive. The law requests that the secretary report to Congress peri-
odically "information pertaining to any such ingredient,' meaning
additives, "which in the judgment of the secretary poses a health
risk to cigarette smokers.

A tobacco company representative told us last week that there
haven't been any reports that these additives were hazardous to
health, so there must be no problem. Are they correct?

Secretary SULLIVAN. That s not correct, Mr. Chairman. Again, we
have made a request for the quantity of these additives, which we
have not received. For us to make risk assessments, it would be
helpful to have that information concerning the quantity of these

But I would also want to State that in a sense the additives are
really peripheral The problem is the tobacco itself. I would say ad-
ditives are not going to make the tobacco safe, and we are con-
cerned about doing everything we can to reduce the consumption of
tobacco by our citizens because of the death and Illness caused by
the use of this product

The CiimithIAN Well, this is protected information under the
194 legislation, hut it is fair to say in characterizing it that all it
is is a list of variou: chemical names alphabetically and then the
serv ice registry numberpage after page of effectively useless in-
formation from a public policy poinf of view

Would you not agree with me'
Secretary Si:lily/kr; Yes Certainly, we are not able to make ac-

Lurate evaluations without knowing the quantity of those additives
and indeed--

The CHAIRMAN And in which product
Secretary Sufi., N. Yes And the law doesn't give us that au-

thority.
The CHAIRMAN Don't you believe that the American public

would be entitled to know that kind of information? Shouldn't they
be able to know tar and nicotine levels in various cigarettes'
Shouldn't they 1". able to have that kind of information'
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Secretary SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, I would say this. We certain-
ly are moving very vigorously on food labelling with the idea pre-
cisely that our citizens should know the content of the foods that
they consume. So it would certainly seem appropriate and consist-
ent to also know what is in the tobacco that they are consuming.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I'll leave that answer just where it is.
Let me just point outand I imagine you know, Mr. Secretary

that we have in the budget of the United States 70-odd pages with
regard to your Health and Human Services Department. There is
not even one mention of tobacco in here. We are very much aware
of the role of OMB and have been around here long enough to
know their insidious role in terms of public health issues. I say
that, really, over a long period of time, Republican and Democrat
members alike. They don t have the trained personnel down there,
and the ones that they have too often, with certain important ex-
ceptions, but too often, have not been there to protect the public
health.

Should we draw any conclusion from that fact that tobacco was
not even mentioned in the whole request? We understood that
these are allocations of resources, but resources really indicate pri-
oritiesat least they do in this town. Should vie draw any conclu-
sions from the fact that it hasn't been mentioned in the report?

Secretary SULLIVAN. Actually, Mr. Chairman, let me say this. Al-
though it may not be mentioned, we are strongly committed in our
Department to progr ms to reduce consumption of tobacco by our
citizens We do spend approximately $85 million annually on pro-
grams designed to do that, including our Office on Smoking and
Health at the Centers for Disease Control, which is primarily a
pilblic education office which also works with State and local gov-
ernments and private organizations.

Our National Cancer Institute spends approximately $40 million
annually on efforts to inform the public about smoking as well as
smoking cessation programs, and I believe some $35 million is also
spent by our Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administra-
tion on programs on research to try and find ways to more effec-
tively intervene with anti-smoking efforts.

So although we may not be mentioned in the budget, we certain-
ly have a strong program within our Deprrtment, and not only I
but other members of my Department will be speaking out vigor-
ously on these issues, and we are looking for ways to expand those
efforts as much as we can.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am absolutely convinced that it is a high
priority on your list I just hope that it will be a higher prio-ity on
the Administration's list.

Finally, in your exchange with Senator Durenberger and
othersSenator Hatch, brieflyon the question of paid advertis-
ing, I think an enormously convincing case is made by the AIDS
Commission report. They took a very hard look at it, and they
reached some very tough-minded conclusion, and gave compelling
reasons why they believe that paid advertising is a key way to go.
We have authorized that function in our AIDS legislation. But
there have not been any resources put there, any funding for it, or
even the desire by the administration to address the issue in the
way that we have outlined, but I would hope you might have an
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opportunity to look through those particular provisions in the
AIDS Commission report It is really an excellent report.

But most of all, we look forward to working with you, Mr_ Secre-
tary. We thank you very much for your testimony. It has been im-
portant testimony. I think the American people are listening to
this and are well-served by your leadership on this issue. We are
looking forward, because we are seriou , about this legislation. and
we are going to report it out of this committee and get action on it
and permit members of the Senate to vote on this issue.

We thank you very much.
Secretary SULLIVAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and

Senator Durenberger. It has been a pleasure to be here with you
I would just point out one last statement in leaving, that since

these hearings began, by my calculation, approximately 75 individ-
uals have died because of use of tobaccojust to let you know that
the clock is always ticking, and certainly we want to do everything
we can to inform our citizens about the dangers of tobacco use And
certainly, we look forward to working with you and youi ce"iagues
on this committee in that effort.

The CHAIRMAN. Could I just ask one final question, which I
should have asked earlier. In my opening statement, I remarked
about the difference in benzene levels in Perrier water versc^ in
cigarettes, and I pointed out that there were 16 to 26 parts per bil-
lion in Perrier but according to the surgeon general's report there
are 11.000 to 43,000 parts per billion, or 2,000 times as much in
cigarettes. And yet cigarettes stay on the shelf.

What can you tell us 2qout that anomaly?
Secretary SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, I think that what we ,..re

dealing with in the case of cigarettes is the fact that we have a
product, that the purveyors of that product really are not con-
cerned about the health of the American people.

I commend the Perrier Company for taking a responsible step in
withdrawing their product when they found the concentration of
benzene in it. They didn't wait for the FDA to act; they acted re-
sponsibly themselves.

I think that contrast shows you just what kind of corporate irre-
sponsibi!ity we are dealing with when it comes to the tobacco com-
panies.

We have a product that has been around for many decades here
in America, that we now only in recent years, in the last 25 years
or so, have we really gotten out the information that shows that
this is a product that is dangerous to the health of our trzens, and
we are unfortunately fighting the effort of trying to remove this
product from our society when we have a large number of people
who are addicted to it, we have a tremendous job of still educating
others that this product is harmful, and we have the influence of
the tobacco lobbyists themselves to try and keep this product on
the market.

So I think those differences in perspectiveone corporate compa-
ny that is responsible wants to do everything to protect the health
of its consumers, the other company not showing that level of cor-
porate responsibility. So that is what we are dealing with, and cer-
tainly that is why I am determined to do everything that I can tc
educate our citizens about this and to urge our State and local offi-
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cials to enforce the laws that are there and to work with other go-
ernrnental bodies that are looking at legislation that we certainly
would work with them to inform them of what exists in other local-
ities

The CHAIRMAN Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary We are de-
lighted to have you here

Our next panel includes Dr Alan Blurn, who is with the Depart-
ment of Family Medicine, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston. TX.
He is a very tireless worker out in the vineyards on the issue of
adertising and public information, and we are very, very fortu-
nate to have him here today.

If you would, Dr. Blum, I am going to yield to Senator Duren-
berger. who has another committee meeting at the present time

nd has a constituent who will be coming up after you. I would like
to call on him now so he can introduce the Commissioner of Health
of the Minnesota Department of Health, and we'll include that in-
troduction at the appropriate place in the record.

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I
appreciate your doing this. We do have a hearing on underground
stcrage tanks, and your ention of Alan Blum as a worker in the
ineyards reminds me, oy way of an introduction to Minnesota,
that we have one winery in Minnesota, even though it is a relative-
ly warm State. and on the label on their bottles it says, after the
name of the company, "Grown where the grapes suffer.-

Now, it is my pleasure, having said that, to introduce Sister
Mary Madonna Ashton, who I assume will follow Alan Blum. She
is Minnesota's chief health officer. In addition to her many pro-
gram responsibilities, she has disease prevention and control. ma-
ternal and child health, health promotion and education, environ-
mental health. She has been in this position since 1983 which is a
longevity record in a State like Minnesota.

She has overseen the development of major new programs deal-
ing with tobacco use and other health promotion issues, cancer sur-
eiliance, environmental epidemiology, the regulation of health
maintenance organizations, the protection of Minnesota's drioking
water.

As a member of the Association of State and Territorial IR alth
Officials, Commissioner Ashton chairs the National Committee on
Tobacco or Health. She also serves on the Board of Scientific Advis-
ers of the National Cancer Institute.

She is here today because of her longstanding involvement in
promoting nonsmoking in Minnesota. She comes to that profession-
ally, but she also comes to that because Minnesota is the lelder in
the Nation in nonsmoking activityand hopefully as a model for
the rest of the Nation.

Her accomplishments in Minnesota are many. In 1975, Minneso-
ta sponsored the Nation's first statewide smokeout, later to be
adopted by the American Cancer Society as The Great American
Smokeout. In 1974, Minnesota passed the Clean Indoor Air Act, to
provide a smoke-free work environment, the Nation's first compre-
hensive clean indoor air legislation. In 1985, Minnesota passed the
Nonsmoking and Disease Prevention Act, which among other
things resulted in smoke-free schools and the development of a
nonsmoking media campaign. In 1987, Minnesota prohibited free
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distribution of all tobacco products, and in 1990, Minnesota re-
quired all daycare premises and all health care facilities to be
s moke- free.

So Mr. Chairman, I look forward to Commissioner Ashton's testi-
mony. As you and Senator Hatch and other members of this com-
mittee work on nonsmoking legislation, I trust that your good judg-
ment in asking the Commissioner to be with us today reflects your
desire to follow the Minnesota model in our national legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good.
Commissioner Ashton, I understand you have a 12 o'clock flight,

and I will tell you we can get you out of here by 11:30 so you can
make it. So if that is agreeable and Dr. Blum wouldn't mind, I
think we'll do that. Let me ask you do you have transportation to
the airport?

Sister ASHTON. Yes, I do. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, so they are standing by with the en-

gines running down at the door.
Senator DURENBERGER. Northwest doesn't wait, let me tell you.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you can make it. But we want to hear

from you, and your complete written statement will be included in
its entirety, and whatever remarks you want to make to highlight
it now, we'd welcome.

STATEMENTS OF SISTER MARY MADONNA ASHTON, COMMIS-
SIONER OF HEAL'rH. MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH;
AND DR. ALAN BLUM, DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY MEDICINE,
BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, HOUSTON, TX
Sister ASHTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank

you, Senator Durenberger.
As Senator Durenberger mentioned, I am not only the Commis-

sioner of Health for the State of Minnesota, but I am also the
Chairman of the Association of State and Territorial Health Offi-
cer& Committee on Tobacco or Health. In this regard, I represent
our Nation's State health officers.

I bring with me today a strong and heartfelt endorsement of the
Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection Act. This excel-
lent proposal offers strategies for tobacco contro: that are precisely
what research and experience tell us will work.

Not only is this bill comprehensive, but also it is targeted, seek-
ing to affect those who are at greatest, risk of tobacco-related
health problems. I cannot emphasize enough how important it is
that we take a comprehensive approach to tobacco control, because
educating people about being tobacco-free is much more difficult
than selling them a pack of cigarettes. It simply isn't enough to
inform people about the health risks of tobacco, and no single pro-
gram in the schools or the mass media or in any one State can
single-handedly change our social norms about smoking.

Ultimately, we have to cha-,ge the social climate that allows or
even encourages people to stroke. We need rules about smoking in
public and in w,rkplaces W. need to get serious about limiting our
children's access to tobacco. And we need to reach out to high-risk
groups such as school dropouts, young women, adolescents and mi-
norities.
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The Tobacco Product and Health Protection Act is just what we
nead to make this happen, and I can tell you that the timing of
this bill is ideal. All of the States are interested in this effort. The
groundwork in establishing relationships with all of the important
players has already been done.

Recently, our ASTHO Tobacco or Health Committee identified a
tobacco control contact person in each State health department,
and in March we are gathering these contact people together to
begin networking to assist each other with tobacco control.

We also have worked closely with the Centers for Disease Con-
trol, the National Cancer Institutewhich incr.....entally has a main
strategy of achieving a goal of reducing ancer deaths by 50 per-
cent by the year 2000, by targeting smoking. We have also worked
with the American Medical Association, the American Hospital As-
sociation, the National School Boards Association, and the Ameri-
can Luna. Heart and Cancer groups.

In the past 2 years, our Tobacco or Health Committee also has
put together guidelines for developing tobacco control programs ineach State. This publication came out the end of December, and al-
ready 12,000 copies have been distributed to various organizations
as well as to all the States.

We are ready to move into more aggressive programming. What
we need now are the resources and directions provided by the To-
bacco Product and Health Protection Act.

I speak from persona: expciience in Minnesota when I endorse
these strategies. Ovcr the past 6 years, we have successfully mobi-
lized the State of Minnesota in an effort to discourage our citizens
from smoking, and we have clear indications that our programs are
working. Between 1985 and 1988, which were the first 3 years of
our program, adult smoking rates declined from 29 percent to 23.5
percent How did we do it? We put programs in schools, hospitals,
local health organizations and workplaces. We use high-quality ad-
vertising and buy time on radio and TV. We use research to target
our messages carefully, and we emphasize prevention.

In Minnesota, we have learned that there are some key ages in
people's lives when they make decisions about whether or not to
use tobacco These are ages 10 to 15, and in addition for women,
ages 18 to 24. Consequently we have chosen to focus our efforts on
these crucial periods in the lives of young people. The key method
of targeting messages to these specific groups is advertising.

Since TV and radio messages are much cheaper per person
reached they are more cost-effective than the kinds of face-to-face
instruction that take place in schools and communities. But it is
the combination of the mass media, school and community pro-
grams, along with no smoking rules and cigarette taxes, that we
have found have the greatest impact.

Minnesota is not alone in seeing the importance of fighting this
Nation's smoking epidemic. Not only are there major tobacco con-trol efforts under way in States like Colorado, California and
Michigan, but also new initiatives are cropping up constantly.

For example, in Indiana, there is a new law restricting smoking
in public places like hospitals and schools.

Vermont law now requires all workplaces to restrict smoking.
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Washington State is considering bills limiting smoking in hospi-
tals, daycare centers and restaurants, and is seeking legislative
support for nonsmoking programs.

South Carolina's hospitals and health departments are now total-
ly smoke-free by kv:

In our leading tobacco-producing State, North Carolina, local
communities are beginning to take some action. As you heard earli-
er, Greensboro recently passed a clean indoor air ordinance.

And Mississippi, which has one of the highest smoking rates in
the Nation, has just begun their first ever school health program,
and it is on tobacco.

As these States are learning, successful programs require money.
In Minnesota, an increase in our cigarette tax gave us the opportu-
nity to get programs off the ground and gain the experience we
needed to understand what works and what doesn't. With more re-
sources, we would target our efforts even more completely and in-
clude the high-risk groups that are so hard to reach, such as mi-
norities and school dropouts, and we would include smoking cessa-
tion programs as well as prevention.

S. 1883 not only provides an excellent framework for tobacco con-
trol programs, but also provides the resources for States to imple-
ment these programs. The impact of this bill on our Nation's
health could be tremendous.

The Federal excise tax on cigarettes has been 16 cents per pack
since 1983. I might suggest, as was earlier done also, that an in-
crease in this tax could easily fund these programs without hard-
ship to anyone. And in fact a tax increase has been shown to lead
to a significant decrease in tobacco consumption by adolescent
boys.

I thank you for the opportunity of being here today to represent
the Nation's State health officers. The passage and implementation
of this bill would 13,. a great step toward meeting our goal of a
smoke-free society by the year 2000. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Sister Ashton follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SISTER MARY MADONNA ASHTON

I am Sister Mary Madonna Ashton, Commissioner of Health for the State of Min-
nesota and I also serve as chair of the Association of State and Territorial Health
Officers' tASTHOi Committee on Tobacco or Health In this regard, I represent our
Nation's State health officers.

Like others here today, I too am extremely concerned about the effects of smoking
on young women, particularly those aged 18-24. More of these young women smoke
than do young men of that age, and more of them smoke than do all adults For
example, in Minnesota 37 percent of women aged 18-24 are smokers as compared to
23 5 percent of the general adult population (MD1-I Women's Survey 1989)

Once women start to smoke, they are less likely than men to quit More than half
of the 18- to 24-year-old Minnesota women who smoke say that the most important
reason they smoke is because they are "hooked," and 90 percent of them say they
have recently thought about quitting (MD1-I Women's Survey 1989)

National data show that among high school seniors, female smoking rates have
exceeded those of males by 2 to 6 percent since 1977 And among college students,
smoking rates of females and males are also disparate For example, in 1985,26 per
cent of college women and 19 percent of college men reported having smoked during
the past 30 days (USDHUIS 1986a1

Furthermore, lung Lancer has now overtaken breast cancer as the leading cause
of death among women In addition to causing lung cancer deaths, smoking in
creases the risk of developing diseases that are specific to women, such as cervical
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cancer, and increases the risk of heart attack for women who also use oral contra-ceptives Smoking during pregnancy increases the risk of prematurity and low birthweight, and after the baby is born, the infant of a smoking mother is at increasedrisk of respiratory disease compared to the infant of a nonsmoking mother
And women, like adolescents and minorities, are increasingly being targeted bythe tobacco Industry, so they are vulnerable in that sense as well.
I bring with me today a strong and heartfelt endorsement of the Tobacco Productand Health Protection Act This excellent proposal offers strategies for tobacco con-trol that are precisely what research and experience tell us will work. Not oaly isthis bill comprehensivesuggesting a range of strategies including regulation, edu-

cation, prevention and assationbut also it is targeted, seeking to affect those whoare at greatest risk of tobacco-related health problems
I can't emphasize enough how important it is that we take a comprehensive ap-proach to tobacco control because educating people about being tobacco-free is much

more difficult than selling them a pack of cigarettes. It simply isn't enough toInform people about the health risks of tobacco, and no single program in theschools, or the mass media, or in any one State can single-handedly change oursocial norms about smoking.
Ultimately, we have to change the social climate that allows or even encouragespeople to smoke Our best chance for success is to attack the problem from severalsides at once We need rules about smoking in public and in workplaces, we need toget serious about limiting our children's access to tobacco, and we need to reach outto high-risk groups such as school dropouts, young women, adolescents, and minori-ties
The Tobacco Product and Health Protection Act is just what we need to make thisaappen This bill can greatly assist us in mobilizing the nation for tobacco controlAnd I can tell you that the timing of this bill is Ideal All of the States are Interest-ed in this effort The groundwork in establishing relationships with all of the impor-zant players has already been done
Recently, our ASTHO Tobacco or Health Committee identified a tobacco controlcontact person in each State health department, and in March we are gatheringthese contact people together to begin networking to assist each other with tobaccocontrol Not only do we now have this nationwide retwork of contacts, but we alsohave worked closely with the Centers for Disease Control, especially in the area ofdata c ,lection We have good working relationships, too, with the National CancerInstitute where tobacco control is seen as a main strategy to achieve their goal of

reducing cancer deaths 50 percent by the year 2000 Other national organizations,such as the American Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, theNational School Boards Association, and the American Lung, Heart and Cancer
groups have displayed support also in working toward a smoke-free America.In the past two years our Tobacco or Health Committee also has put together
guidelines for developing tobacco control programs in each State Now that we haveestablished these guidelines as well as the significant relationships I have men-tiom-cl, we are ready to move into more aggressive programming What we need arethe resources and direction provided by the Tobacco Product and Health ProtectionAct This bill's outline of proposed actions is very much in accord with our readingof where the needs in this country are

I speak from personal experience in Minnesota when I endorse these strategiesOver the past six years, we have successfully mobilized the State of Minnesota in aneffort to discourage our citizens from smoking, and we have clear indications that
our programs are working Between l9S5 and 1988, which were the first three yearsof our program, adult smoking ratas declined from 29 percent to 23 5 percent (MDIIBehavioral Risk f actor Surveillance)

How do we do it9 We put programs in schools, hospitals, local health organiza-tio...,, and workplaces We use high-quality advertising and buy tune on radio andTV We use research to target our messages carefully And we emphasize preven-tion
As a result, the majority of Minnesota schools have become smoke-free, and morethan 95 percent of them participate in a State-aid program that funds programsthat help children learn how to say "no" to tobacco
We have protected our youngsters by making it illegal to distribute free samplesot tobacco products And in the past year, several Minnesota communities haveplaced restrictions on the sale of cigarettes in vending machines to remove them asa prime source of cigarettes for adolescents
We also have an innovative program of grants-- to local health agencies and pri%ate groups across the State----that has made possible an array of creatne projectsranging Irmo health fairs to quit-smoking classes m local businesses. hospitals, and
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schools One such effort was aimed at helping hospitals and chemical dependency
centers in the State go "smoke-free And now all of our hospitals, clinics and doc-
tors' offices are smoke-free by law

In Minnesota, we have learned that there are some key ages in people's lives
when they make decisions about whether or not to use tobacco These are ages 10-
15 and, for women, ages 18-24 About one-third of the Minnesota women aged 18-24
who smoke became regular (daily) smokers at age 18 or older (MDH Women's
Survey 1989) In a 1986 Minnesota survey, 18 percent of ninth graders reported
having smoked during the past week, and in 1988, 15 percent reported doing so
1MDH Ninth Grade Survey). Of further concern are the recent data indicating that
boys are starting to use chewing tobacco at nearly the same rate as they smoke. In
1986, 15 percent of ninth grade males surveyed in Minnesota reported having used
smokeless tobacco in the past week (MDH Ninth Grade Survey)

We have chosen to focus our efforts on these crucial periods when young people
are actually deciding whether or not to smoke. We emphasize prevention because,
while It is indeed important to offer help to smokers who want to quit, with limited
resources It is simply easier and more cost effective to stop people before they start
smoking.

The research acknowledges that It is far more cost effective to prevent the onset
of smoking among adolescents than it is to change the habituated behavior of adults
(USDHHS 1984, MDH 1984) Because we may be more successful in trying to pre-
vent adolescents from becoming smokers than in helping adults to quit, smoking
prevention is a^. important health promotion goal (McCaul and Glasgow 1985)

The difficulty of changing habituated or addicted behavior is exemplified by the
fact that relapse rates for those who have quit using alcohol, heroin, or cigarettes
are very similar (USDHHS 1988) The recent surgeon general's report on nicotine
addiction (1988) cited research showing that most treated smokers relapse by three
month follow-up and that among a wide range of treatments, relapse rates as high
as 75-40 percent could be expected among smokers who had achieved initial cessa
non

Beyond avoiding addiction, the research shows that there are significant other
health behefits to be gained by prk Jenting and/or delaying an adolescent's tobacco
use (USDHHS 1986b)

1 The earlier one starts to smoke, the greater the likelihood of early mortality
from a smoking-related disease

2 The earlier one starts, the greater likelihood of becoming a heavy smoker
'I'hose who begin smoking at age 14 or younger smoke significantly more cigarettes
per day than those who started at age 18 to 20 Heavier smokers are less likely 'o
quit and have more smeking-related illness and mortality than lighter smokers

:1 Among smokers who started before age 20, the younger they began smoking,
the more likely they are still smoking Research suggests that those who begin
smoking early are less successful at quitting

Advertising is a key method of targeting anti-smoking messages to specific groups
of roung people In Minnesota, we have learned mat through the mass media, we
can reach almost everyone at a relatively low cost per person

There is no doubt that the mass media have a high!), influential place in ou: lives
and the lives of our childrenparticularly in light of the high levels of media used

roung people Ninety-eight percent of all U S homes have television sets, and
Anwricans television use averages six hours a day Ninety-eight percent of all U S
homes have radios, the average home has more than five radios, and radio reaches

percent of the teenage population on an average day (Price and Allensworth
Pl791 Typically, American children spend more time watching TV than they spend
at any other single activity, including time spent at school or with friends, and re-
search suggests that behavioral learning does occur during viewing (Flay and Sobel
19)0 Furthermore, the youngsters who are more likely to be exposed to media mes-
sages and to find them credible are similar in many ways to those at higher risk for
smoking 1National Institute of Mental Health 1982)

Minnesota data corroborate these findings On a typical school day in Minnesota,
a ninth grader spends an average of three hours listening to radio and an average of
four hours watching TV Of these youths, those who are smokers or tobacco chew-
ers, and those who are at high risk of becoming regular tobacco users, spend the
most time watching TV ITSTP Ninth Grade Survey, fall 1986)

Since TV and radio messages are much cheaper per person reached, they are
more cost-effective than the kinds of face-to-face instruction that take place in

hools and communities But it is the combination of the mass media, school and
emmunitN prcigrams along with no- ,moking rules and cigarette taxes that we have

found have t he greatest impact
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Successful programs require money In Minnesota, an Increase in our cigarette
tax gave us the opportunity to get programs off the ground and gain the experience
we needed to understand what works c.nd what doesn't

Minnesota is fortunate to have an enlightened Legislature willing to dedicate
some of the cigarette tax revenue to tobacco control We know that most States
have not been so fortunate Even so, Minnesota's tobacco control efforts are limited
With more resources, we would target our efforts even more completely and Include
the high risk groups that are so hard to reach, such as minorities and school drop-
outs And we would include smoking cessation programs as well as prevention

The bill before us today, S 1883, not only provides an excellent framework for
tobacco control programs, but also provides the resources for States to Implement
these programs The impact of this bill on our Nation's health could be tremendous

The Federal ex_ e tax on cigarettes has been 16 cents per pack since 1983 I
might suggest that an increase in this tax could easily fund these programs without
any hardship to anyone And in fact a tax Increase has been shown to lead to a
significant decrease in tobacco consumption by adolescent boys.

I thank you for the opportunity of being here today to represent the Nation's
State Health Officers The passage and implementation of this bill would be a great
step toward meeting our goal of a smoke-free society by the year 2000
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Lerriar FROM THE MINNMOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Minneapolis, Minnesota,
February 22, 1990

The Honorable EDWARD M KENNEDY, Chairman
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
U S Senate,
Washington, IX'

DEAR SENATOR KFCNNEDY Thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of S
1883, the Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection Act If passed and
funded, it will make a significant contribution to ridding the country of an addictive
and lethal drug
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Since I had to leave the February 20 hearing early. I am following up with this
letter to let you know. in some detail, about Minnesota's pnia' anti-Lot...Teo advertis-
ingparticularly as it relates to your chsvussion with Dr Sullivan during :he hear
ing

In Minnesota, we have found a workable and cost-effective balance between paid
and "public service" advertising For 3 years now we have been able to negotiate
placement of one free "bonus" ad for every ad we purchase on television and radio
And the bonus spots we receive are not at 2 o'clock in the morning Like our paid
spots, the bonus spots tak placed in time slots when our target groups of adolescents
and young women are most likely ta be wPtching and listening We neither seek nor
accept placement of our bonus spots in traditional public service times.

This successful compromise between paid and public service advertising is possible
for several reasons We buy a considerable amount of advertising on radio and tele-
,. ision each year and plan to do so for the foreseeable future. This puts us in a good
position to negotiate with radio and television stations for free spots We also work
with large local advertising agencies who wield considerable media-buying clout, i e ,
they buy a lot of advertising so they are in a good position to bargain with radio and
television stations for good deals Our advertisements , -e of high quality, so the sta
thins enjoy playing them and often place them in prime unsold slots For example,
in Minnesota one of our spots ran during the Super Bowla very desirable and ex-
pensive time slot that we didn't pay for because our advertisements serve a good
cause and meet the media's needs for serving the public.

Fur these reasons, we have consistently been able almost to double the value of
our ad placement budgets In addition, we use market research, such as focus
woups. tu formulate our ads and we conduct follow-up surveys to measure the ads'
effects un the intended audiences As a result, we know that our ads reach and
have, at some level, an Impact on their Intended target groups

II you or your staff have any questions or would like more information please feel
Iree to contact me at (6121 623-54(0 or Kathy Harty. Manager of our Section for
Nonsmoking and Health at 1612) 623-5500

Sincerely yours.
SISTER MARY MADONNA ASHTON

Coranusszoner of Health

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Just very briefly, some cities and States have banned outdoor to-

bacco advertising. Do you think the State and local governments
should be able to have control over this?

Sister ASHTON. I think it would be great if the Federal Govern-
ment did something about it. I think that would be most helpful.
But we need to do it, whatever level of government.

The CHAIRMAN. But if the Federal Government isn't going to
take unilateral action in terms of outdoor advertising and advertis-
ing generally, do you think that the States and local communities
ought to be permitted to take what action they think is essential to
protect the public health of the people in those communities?

Sister ASHTON. That would be most helpful, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. And let me ask you, do you agree that people

should have a right to know what additives are in the cigarettes
that they smoke?

Sister ASHTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And can you tell us what kind of assistance you

get from the Federal Government to help you in this battle? Have
you been able to get very much help and assistance?

Sister ASHTON. We have been helped a great deal by the Centers
fur Disease Control and their Office of Nonsmoking and Health.
They have very definite limitations, however, on their resources.
They help us with educational materials and have giver us a small
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grant to do an evaluation of our program in Minnesota for which
we are very grateful.

So I am very happy to see in the bill that you are going to estab-
lish a center within the Centers.

The CHAIRMAN. They do have the experience, and they do have
the background, and they do have access to the information.

Sister ASHTON. And they know how to work with the State
health departments very well.

The CHAIRMAN. That is very good news.
We thank you very much. If other .nembers have questions, we'll

send them to you.
I think with a good Hail Mary, you'll make it out there.
Thank you very much.
Sister AstrroN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Blum.
Dr. BLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairmal, and I would like to thank

also your very helpful staff.
My name is Alan Blum. I am a family doctor in Houston, TX,

and the former editor of The ilvdical Journal of Australia and the
New York State Journal of Medicine, where 7 years ago, I produced
the first issues of a medical jout nal ever devoted entirely to consid-
eration of the world tobacco pandemic.

In 1977, I founded Doctors Ought to Care, or DOC, which is
aimed to reach the highest ievel of commitment on the part of
every member of the hczah professions to educate children and
teenagers in refreshing ways about the major preventable causes of
poor health and high medical costs, especially the killer habits of
juvenile onset tobacco and alcoh ' use, which we believe are the ne-
glected cornerstones of drug abuse.

The more than 5,000 members of DOC across the country at-
tempt to impart consumer health information, convey positive
health attitudes, and change adverse health behaviors by means of
a multilayered reinforcing program of office-basQd, s,hcol-based,
and community-wide counter-advertising activities.

It is illusory to believe that there exists in this country a major
mass media effort designed to engage the public in a true under-
standing of the devastating economic and ph3sical toll taken by to-
bacco use To any adolescent, to read Sports Illustrated, Rolling
Stone, Spin, Newsweek, National Lampoon or MGdernmselle, per-
haps even in a school library, the presence of cigarette advertising
clearly suggests that smoking is associated with good looks, sexi-
ness, success and athletic ability But bad lealth or even bad
breathnot on your life.

Just before this hearing, Senator Kennedy, I heard of a statistic
by Dr. John Slade in New Jersey. You asked eorlier about con-
sumption figures. Based on the most conservati \,-. estimates, that
just 3 percent of cigarette sales are to under-age ..hildren, you are
talking about $1 billion in cigarettes being bought by children each
year in this country, which pr,---ides $150 million into tobacco com-
pany profits. That's about LON much you are proposing in this par-
ticular bill.

DOC's distinguisaing feature among health promotion organiza-
tions is its purchase of adverti:ing space in the mass media to
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expose, laugh at and otherwise undermine the specific brand name
imagery of the promoters of unhealthy products.

I have been invited to provide testimony at this hearing in sup-
port of this bill, doubtless because of our pioneering paid counter-
advertisements that in essence fight smoke with fire.

Our premise is simple and straight.orward: The No. 1 avoidable
cause of death in this country is not lung cancer, not heart disease,
or even smoking. It is Marlboro, the most widely-advertised prod-
uct in the world, and in DOC's surveys, the kids' favorite brand.

And who are cancer's seven warning signs? No. 1, Philip Morris,
makers of Marlboro; No. 2, RJR Nabisco; No. 3, Loew's; No. 4,
American Brands; No. 5, Brown and Williamson; No. 6, Liggett;
No. 7, U.S. Toba..co Corporation.

Generic lectures and warnings about the dangers of smoking
cannot compete with the daily blitz of images for Marlboro, Camel,
Winston, and the other popular adolescent brands, with advertise-
ments that identify with tee lagers' needs fo- autonomy and socittl
acceptance

Moreover, the belief that providing ch;idren with sufficient
health information in school wiP enable them to make the right
decisions fails to address the dynamie and insidious nature of to-
bacco advertising outside the clr.ssroom.

For the past 15 years, DOC has researched tobacco advertising as
if it were a cancer-causing viras, ever changing its identity to resist
attempts to eradicate it. Seldom has a tobacco advertisement in the
last 20 years asked you to smoke. In fact, as they are going to do
today, they are going to ask you to come over to a party or a tennis
tournament

That is what I wanted tu de, is to set the stage, to show some
pictures of how this industry has changed like a chameleon over
the years to keep up with the idioms and the images. I want to
show the way in which they have targ.ted young people through
sports, which is a more effective way to reach children.

To do that, I'd like to just set the stage of what it was like 20 or
25 years ago, when a precedent for your bill was introduced with
counter advertising that reduced the effective cigarette sales by up-
wards of 12 percent in 3 years. Mose were the ads that you are
about to see.

But let's just go back to the age of Little Johnny, who used to
call out Philip Morris. I remember that. But nobody ever stopped
and asked what stunted his browth. The important characteristic
of this industry is they have kept in touch with the times. And if
we will, let's just go back, and use your imagination a little bit and
imagine what it was like growing up as a child in the Fifties and
Sixties with these kinds of images. [Videotape shown.]

Well, that's what the good news was to cigarette and pre-ciga-
rette smokers back in the Fifties and Sixties. It was necessary,
therefore, for an individual named John Banta to apply to the Fed-
eral Communication to see if he could get an application of the
Fairness Doctrine that led the American Cancer Society, the Amer-
ican Heart Association and other organizations to produce ads like
this. [Videotape shown.]

The problem with the tobacco companies was still a problem. He
died 2 weeks after that commercial was made, and they couldn't
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stand the competition. That's why they moved in 1969 to get off of
the airwaves in order to possibly reduce the application of the Fair-
ness Doctrine. And that's when we go back and just take a look at
what kind of advertising was still running along with him. [Video-
tape shown.]

Would they target children today? Let's take a look at what has
happened in the last 20 years. And in fact this is a fairly arbitrary
list of cigarette advertisements that I have produced in my own
home video that I'm just going to show here today. [Videotape
shown.]

It is very important to understand who Kenny Schrader ic and
Bill Elliottthese are supposed athletes who go to work for tobarco
companies each Sunday on national television, such as this past
Sunday's CBS Daytona Winston 500. Kenny Schrader is tor Kodiak
chewing tobacco; Harry Gaines, you are about to see with Skoal
spitting tobacco. [Videotape shown.]

There is a little boy about to come into the picturethe new
Winston cap.

In honor of Senator Bradley, I just wanted to show the Winston
sign at the average basketball game. That is entirely, lock, stock
and barrel, every single basketball stadium in the NBA that I
know of has a Winston billboard at key camera angles.

Cigarette advertising is placed at the end zone precisely at the
time when the only scoring at the game occurs. In U.S. major
league baseball stadiums, 14 have Marlboro, 8 have Winston. Marl-
boro is still ahead.

This is tonight's Marlboro Soccer Cup in Los Angeles, where you
can buy this as we did from a child selling Marlboro pennants; you
can buy a poster. This is going virtually all to young Hispanic
males who will be populating the audience tonight. More impor-
tantly, it is going around the world. This is the largest, most adver-
tised program on television, the World Cup Soccer match that
Marlboro is the key sponsor for.

This morning on National Public Radio was a marvelous story
about how the Medellin Cartel is sponsoring the Colombian soccer
team that is playing tonight. No mention was made about how
they are playing in the Marlboro cigarettes soccer match. [Video-
tape shown.]

In fact, I just accidentally happened to see the Winston sign in
that gymnastics competition and just though I would throw that in.
[Videotape shown.]

This is just like what you can buy, made by Matel, in toy
stores--

The CHAIRMAN. OK, Doctor. I think we're going to have to move
on because we've got some other witnesses. I think we've gotten
this part of the message.

Dr. BLUM. I wanted to conclude, Senator, by talking about what
we could do this evening. If you were in Washington, you could go
out and buy a Marn,-0 t-shirt over at the Marlboro soccer
matches, or you could this evening buy a Virginia Slims t-shirt for
your little baby.

That's really the message that I have tried to bring with counter-
advertising to undermine that kind of imagery. What we've got to
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do is laugh the pushers out of town. At DOC's insistence, what we
have done is to create brand name undermining ridicule

As an example, when they talk about "Country Fresh Salem,"
DOC's billboards have said "Country Fresh Arsenic." The classic
athertising that we have done is our "Emphysema Slims Tennis
Tournament and our "I Smoke for Smell" campaign. with differ-
ent ridiculing brand names of specific imagery promoted by the to-
bacco indust ry

To conclude. I ant to emphasize that this bill will make up for
lost time by mln-lunizing the next generation against the deceptive
imagery, catchy brand namPs and slick slogans of tobacco advertis-
i ng.

The fact that the public, lulled into complacency by a media cov-
etous of tobacco industry advertising revenue, does not fully com-
prehend the catastrophic nature of lung cancer, emphysema and
heart disease and the enormous financial cost to families and socie-
t as a whole due to tobacco use requires that there be a concerted
e-ffort to expose cigarette athertising for the perverse propaganda
that it is and thereby begin to undo the damage it continues to
cause Thank you

The prepared statement of Dr Blum (with attachments) follows I

PREPAREO STATEMENT OF ALAN BLUM, M D

NI) mum is Alan Blum I ani family doctor in Iloustnn, TX In 1977 I founded
!XX', the litters of vt h i. h stand fur Doctors Ought tu Cale. with the aim of tapping
the highest level of commitment on the part of every member uf the health profes
-ions to i.ducate children and teenagers in refreshing ways about the minor present
abli causes of pour lwalth arid high medical costs The more than 5.000 members uf
!XX', representing esers State in the country. attempt to impart health informa
tam, une) pust t iwalth attitudes. and change adverse health behaviors. by
imam, of a multi layered reinforcing program of uffict-based. school based. and Lunt
m unit ide act leaws

Silke IXX' V.1:, founded, its principal focus has been un ending iusendeonset to
hacco and alcehul use, vluch vte and the teenagers we work wait believe are the
ileglected un te r stones of drug abuse MX' s distinguishing feature among health
promotion orgatiiLiitioth h its purchase of adsertising space in the mass mAia to
expose, satirize. other.% Ise' undermine the spefk braod-nanw imagery of the
promoters of unhealthy products I haw been invited to provide testanuay at thi,
hearing in support ot this bill doubtless because uf our pioneering paid counter-ad-
sernsements that, in essince, fight smoke with fire Our premise is simple and
-.traightforvtard the No 1 preentable 1use of death in this country is not lung
miter hew sease, or ecen smoking a is Marlboro the most Aidely advertised

product oil& and, in IXW's surveys, the kids' favurite brand Generie lec-
tures arid rigs about the dangers of smoking cannui compete with the allure uf
imagery fur larlburo. Camel. and other pupular ..dulescent brar.ds that met.: teen
.4...ers needs for otononly and social acceptpnce Moreover, the belief that providing

hilifren vith suffkient health informat.on will enable them to make the right deci
-owe, fads to address tin dynarnii and insidious nature of tobat...ci adserusing Fur
the past I ears IXX' h.u, studied and monitored tobacco advertising as if a were 3.
laIllUr-Lausaig sirus, t pr changing as identity to resist attempts to eradicatc it
St 1dt/ft) tobacci .nhertisenwnt ur company asked us tu smoke (indeed, the
modih, in the ad, hardly ecer du, and the smoke aself seems to have vamshedi In-
-acad. the ircr at tu join them at a party or sports event such as Philip Morris'
Virginia hs Ciprettes Tennis Tournanwnt all this week in Washington, ur the
...line company s Marlboro Cigarettes Soccer Cup tonight in los Angeles. ur an R..1
Reynulds Winston ur Camel Cigarettes auto ur motorcycle race every week-end
across the country Often such events benefit local hospaols Truth may be good.
but Juxtaposition is better

Traditional health adocates hace long bemoaned their lack uf financial resources
to compete with the tobacco industry But it is all the more imperative that we
moo beyond tin wcahulary klf health bads lor and begin IA) Understand the way in

5 3
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which the Industry reaches its consumers The first step is to make use of the sim-
plest of marketing tools such as a map and a calendar in order to becoine familiar
with popular events and places The tobacco industry has Peen -:specially adept at
exploiting racial Identity in defining a profitable market among ethnic minorities
In addition to their constant presence on the news, sports, fashion, and lifestyle
pages of newspapers directed to Black Americans, tobacco companies are their lead-
mg advertisers As part of a salute to "Black History Month" in February, R.J Reyn-
olds and Philip Morns are featuring discount coupons in Ebony and other Black
magazines for various brands ',,; cigarettes, complete with pictures of famous Black
scientists such as George Washmgton Carver These companies also sponsor numer-
ous Htspanic street festivals in the US Brown and Williamson presents annual
"Kool Achiever" awards (named for Kool cigarettes) to individuals who want to Im-
prove the "quality of life in inner-city communities"

It is illusory to believe that there exists in this country a major mass media effort
designed to engage the public in a true understanding of the devastating economic
and physical toll taken by tobacco use T- any adolescent who reads Sports Must -cit-
ed, Rolling Stone, SPIN, Playboy, National Lampoon, or Mademoiselle, the presir...e
of cigarette advertising dearly suggests that smoking is associated with good looks,
sexiness, success, and athletic ability But bad heakh or even bad breath? Not on
your life

Although emphysema, coronary heart disease, and lung cancer caused by smoking
now account for nearly 400,000 premature deaths each year and a vast amount of
preventable disability in the workforce, the tobacco industry's ties to media corpora.
tions and other businesses remain healthy

Back in the I950's, when I would watch Brooklyn Dodgers baseball giimes on tele-
vision with niN Iat1 father. a general practitioner, he suggested that 1 uipe record
10 the cigarette advertisements that appeared in association with sports events and
entertainment One day, he predicted, society would look back on our era of sup-
posedly great scientific advances and laugh Imagine, a nation that would condone
the promotion of an irredeemably harmful, invariably debilitattng, and frequently
lethal product that would offer financial incentive and tax deductions to devise
propaganda that viould undermine the ifforts uf the medical profession to Improve
heal t h

When the first major reports were published in the early 1950s linking cigarettes
with lung cancer, the statistics scared many peoplefor one reason because ciga-
rette compantes had always used statistics to shuvi how safe their brands were But
it didn't take long fur cigarette makers to figure uut an answer to what they began
calling "the smoking and health controversy"The filter Today more than 97 per-
cent of those who smoke buy filtered brands in the belief that they are somehow
smoking safer Safer than what' Fresh air' Indeed. smoking a filter cigarette car-
ries all the safety of jumping frum the 90th stury uf the World Trade Center instead
of the roof

When the first surgeon general's report un smoking and health was pubhshed in
I91;4by a committee of medical researchers selected by Surgeon General Luther
Terry land approved hy the tobacco industry) in the administration of President
John F Kennedy, the verdict was unanimous cigarette smoking was found to be the
leading preventable cause of lung cancer and emphysema and was strongly impli-
cated in heart disease No minority report was wiitten Once again, the cigarette
companies took the upper hand by increasing advertising expenditures and cIalming
to have made cigarettes with "low tar That tar means poison was never men-
tioned in cigarette advertising, but tobacco advertisers by virtue of their unchecked
advertising Influence were able, in effect, to resume a health education role by pro-
moting "lower poison" brands to meet consumer demand

In 1967 a recent law school graduate named John Banzhaf became upset that cig-
arette advertising continued tu appear on television as if the findings of the surgeon
general's report was yesterday's news lie petitioned the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) for a fair opporturaty for the other side of smoktng to be told
The FCC agreed with Banzhaf, a decision that led the Amencan Cancer Society,
American Heart Association and other organizations to produce commercials to
counteract smoking These counter-advertisements, such as one featuring actor Wil-
liam Talman khe district attorney on Perry Mason who was dying from lung cancer
at the ti.2 he made th. commercial) were so successful in decelerating the nse in
cigarette sales among young peopleeven though they were shown a small fraction
of the number of times cigarette advertisements wen. airedproved so successful in
holding down the rise in olcing among young people that the tobacco companies
asked Congress in exchange fur an anti trust exemption tu remove their own adver-
tisements from television and radio

5 4
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too oh,- 'de() t. thls request and approved the dropping of tigarette
t,bortt,t tt 011 tilt -ttunter advertising also dropped tut of sight be-

)..t orness doctro t no longer applied Thus the cigarette companies su.ceed
tiaLitg the first ina.s., media positive health strategy in this coun

`', 1,4.0 adsertisements that discourage smoking seldom appear on television be-
ise ?hes ,ire regarded as just another public service category

, fn.& tt the a.r cigarette. oimpanies became the top advertisers in most major
o ioaitaes and stepped up Tito sponsorships of eatertamment and sporting events

nietood g igarettes back in television with some decided advantages over
,m.ortiona' ithertising It w is lezss expen.ive for one thing, since the companies

wt ri Atte to atttli a igarette brand name onto a sports event, and it was more
t.ttsotse ot the mary mentions of the brand name and camera shots of

rosao r the batkground Most important, with counter-advertise-
ts ettis toe!, out ot -4,ht the sales of tigarettes resumed an upward course In
DOt was foundeu Tr: the idea to bring back and expand upon the very posi-

t ve health nisi promoted ir tbe 1967-1969 counter-advernsing cam-
ogn

r t parc,lase milts aro spate in the city of Miami. FL because of the bill
n.panies refi,r..t & permit u- to wmpete side-by-side with cigarette ather

tsto-s. ,r ti interfen ,n people s personal lifestyles,' DOC found a bus bench com-
au5 hat kas deligh:ed ti sell as space for our messages Opposite a huge down-

' twr. billhomd that said, Come to Marlboro Country.' we put up a bench that said,
ountrs Fresh Arsc nit When une brand called Decade ad. ertised itself as the

aste that took lo ,vears to mak,. DO( responded with 'Emphysemathe disease
hat took a detade to mak( A billboard aciv:rtising the cigarette brand Arctic

c,,nt-asted with ,ar nearbc bus bench that read "Arctic Lungsguaranteed
make t,ou cool as a corpse DO( als) began to create various counter-events to

oi attention to tobacco-si. ,n,tred promotions The Benson and Heart Attack Film
estisal. The Smoking is t-n-Cool az, Festival. the Barfboro Country Music Show,

,vid the Emphssema Slims Tennis Tournament are all actual events created by
hapters .tross. the .ountry Most of these events have been created on a local

it-I but the first national Emphysema slims Tennis Tournament and tennis clinic
tor g.ds attratted three Olympic gold medal winners numerous entertainment fig-
ties and tennis stars All used the occasion to point to ths absurdity of professional
sports sponsorship by tobacco companies The mayor of Santa Fe. New Mexico. pro-
, Limed Throw Tubac«) Out of Sports Day in his city- in honor of the tournament

DO( has also sentured into sports sponsorship on a larger scale When DOC
.earned in 1 rre t. that the t-nited States Boomerang Team was about to depart for a
eajor international tetttton and was sponsored by a cigarette company, DOC
ottered it.seit .1, a subs sponsor Wearing the pro-health international no-smok-
aig loL m their uniforms, the D(X'-sponsored team went to Australia, where they

World Boonterang Championships Other DOC sponsorshic6 have included
a pow wow in South Dakota a racing sailboat in Texas, a fencing competition in
\ea '1,irk and a mon-ter truck in Washington It is DOC's hope to inspire other

organaations to ctrunteract the influence of tobacco promotions by sponsor-
Ng lot al and national sports teams with a 'Just Say No to Marlboro and Camel
'hente amel and Marlboro are the top-selling brarAr American teenagers ,

; IA' past decade IXX has sponsored continuous counteradvertising contests for
ung trettole aimed at underm.ning rand name imagery that has been so cut

entployed ns tobaLco tornparae. At countless school alssemblies. classroom
Ind -uperHealth conferences, DOC members have developed counter ad

.« rt ng strategtes to support DOC, motto of laughing the pusher" t of town
), n,,mer xiasnin- DO(' has purchased advertising space in the intgss media to

plat. A 'MIN; no, awl to call attention to tobacco-sponsored sporting events or
DOt rap rapping specifit cigarette brands targeted to mi-

ur ups tka. entk prouuced by medical students in the New York ( ity
4or 'moth ct ttitu ano telesision use Along with California artist Doug

\I Di 'it ha- heft an « tfort if doctors. and artists combining talents in
-.r and ,t, the ma-,

'1 ru.r.t ro.t d 11C,A t.h,u t, L4.0.1", 0)rfle front the to 1,--year-old age group
tita,ht hat tne tatiai to Irvin-tr . has not tarefully rescanhed this market

Po, oretsor, it H. lcimg'-r - cried sealed and delivered on Madison Avenue as
it t,i maker and, onipan% or ri MUSK. ',tar il torroborate Of the ten most

promoted produ tt \no a ro.t. are cigarette brands the ones sn, ,ked
most bs eiinagi

Ili -Teti al, ril tikrieg ond to none the tatiati o ilad adiertising in
i,*ro e.i th putil ic that itdoleskents hase heard *hi ta ts abimut
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"both sides" and now have a free choice" to decide whether or not to smoke "when
they grow up" In claiming that it does not approve of young people smoking, the
tobacco industry offers "peer preure. parental smoking, and a climate of general
rebelliousness among teenagers- as the reasons for adolescents taking up this ne-
glected cornerstone of drug abuse Meanwhile, the tobacco industry runs a year-
round campaign with virtually no planned exposure for opposing messages t$3 bil-
lion annually vs less than $4 million in government public service announcements,
pamphlets. and posters) in newspapers, magazines. supermarkets. and television.
Every child grows up seeing thousands of larger-than-life billboards for cigarettes
and countless sports-associated tobacco promotions. The formula for the promo-
tions is both simple and insidious. invariably involving a community's newspaper
and its top youth-oriented radio station as co-sponsors.

Support for visible counter-advertising of the kind pioneered by DOC is urgently
needed to offset the long years of ubiquitous. unchallenged cigarette advertisements.
Classroom-based education with emphasis on the physical effects of smoking is only
one, limited way to tackle the adolescent smoking pandemic Cigarette advertising
and promotion can keep up with the latest fads in its portrayal of smoking and so
remain "in" far better than even the mct talented and motivated teachers and par-
ents Counter advertising helps to educate young people not orily about the prevent-
able factors responsible for bad health and high medical costs but also about the
insidiousness of the outright promotion of those factors

The cost figures cited m this bill are much needed if we are to immunize the next
generation against the willful deceptiveness of cigarette advertising. In addition to
the precedent for successful counter-advertising between 1967 and 197u. there are
also precedents for government expenditures on public interest advertising, such as
current military recruitment promotions during televised sporting events and vari-
ous efforts a decade ago to conserve energy and to lessen dependence on foreign oil
supplies In the case of smoking, purchase of advertising space is especially essen-
tial Unlike the heavily publicized Media-Advertising Partnership for a Drug-Free
America, which has received hundreds of nallwns of dollars in donated space in the
printed media and free air time on televisio and radio. media corporations are too
covetous of tobacco industry advertising reveni.c, to run free advertising to discour-
age the sale of cigarettes and other tobacco products

Pei haps it is time for a private f",ens Partnership for a Tobacco-Free Media. In
the meantime, I hope the advertising and media industries will break ranks with
the tobacco companies and support this bill This would not only be to their best
financial interests by virtue of the receipt of advervsing revenues but also would be
consistent with the position of leaders in the media wh., oppose banning tobacco ad-
verusing altogethe:

The power of advertising to shape purchasing decisions, stimulate sales, and pro-
mote brand loyalty is well-documented It has certainly created a huge following for
cigarettes It stands to reason That the same mix of marketing creative and strategic
planning skills could generate persuasive and compelling anti-smoking advertising

What is n^eded. then, is to counter the strong engaging, omnipresent images of
cigarette advertising -to laugh at the Marlboro man We cannot do this with public
'service spots ai 3 a m or earnest lectures in health ed class Rather. we need to
create an appeal for not buying cigarettesand do It through sophisticated, ubiqui-
tous. good humored imagery What we need is. in brief, paid advertising space fi
nanced in part by existing tobacco excise taxes and in part from revenues that
would be derived frf,m ending tob&co promoters deductibility of cigarette advertis-
ing as a business expense
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Alan Blvm, M.D. - Tobacco and Sports
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- Pacing (eg Canel, Winston, Marlboro, Skoal, R'odiac, Levi

Garrett, Copennagen, Rothcans, Silk Cut, Gitanes, West, MB)

- Motocross (e.g., Canel, Marlboro, Cbesterfield, Lucky Strike,

Rot:1=ns, Cau-cises)

- S,...eecbcat Racing (I,:cky Szrike)

- Skiing (Marlboro, Newport, Carel)

Golf (Vantage, Prenier,
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Strategies to Reduce Cigarette Sales

ExcIse Taxes id Beyond

CIGARETTES are among the highest taxed consumer
Products In the United States. one third of receipts front
civilian retail cigarette sales goes to federal, state. and
local treasuries in the form of excise or sales tax, and in
fiscal year 1984 the federal government share of $10 1
billion in tax revenue was greater than 64 7 billion Yet in
view of the enormous cost of smokirganduced illness
estimated by health economists to be tenween in and 655

billion per year, or a minimum of 10% of the national
outlay for health care I it is hard to believe that cigarette
taxes are not specifically earmarked for health cart. much

Sem also P 1028.

,ess to discourage smoking Indeed, if the reeent year-Ione
debate in Congress over whether to retain the l6-cent
federal tax is any indication, then there is little doubt that
'hr government sees cigarette taxes solely as a means for
deficit reduction And so much of the debate on cigarette
.axes has focused on passing the increases on to the user
'hat little attention has been directed toward better ways
(o tax the pronts of manufacturers oholesalers and
,etailers of cigarettes and other tobacco products i Tech

n,cslls 'he rinse tax is paid bvithe wholesaler hut is
passed on to the consumer 1 The situation is akin to trying
to end an epidemic of malaria by fluffing up the pillow of
each patient rather than hy attacking the mosquitoes or
&airline the swamps V. dh the cigarette pandemic, the
vector remains untouched

According to Matthew L Myers, attorney for the
i Atilt!. on Smoki,,g nR Ilealth. governments have
inderutillied excise taxes as a deterrent to smoking We
ire a long way from where taxes would cause both a
d.cline in consumption and significantly affect profits
That would be at least a dollar a pack toral communica
1on November 19851 Mvers also points out how the
.obacco Companies appear to have concertedly cushioned
(he impact of the 8 cent tax increase in 1982 by raising
prices far in excess of any anticipated decrease in
consumption For sew cal months before the tax went into
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effect there were eight different price increases totaling
approximately 25% of the total cost of a pack Not only dld
the companies stay ahead of the game, but theY alu did
not dispel the notion among consumers that the price
increases were due solely to the taxand thus succeeded
in portraying the government u the instigator

There Is little mystery why this ironic and tragic
situation persists. Just as the tobacco industry hu been
able to nde out what It calls the "health scares" by
introducing filtered and low-tar" brands, 10 has it beell
adept at using advertising to subvert any disincentive for
buying cigarettes. following the inifiestition of an excise
tax tmong the strategies employed by cigarette advertis-
ers during the past year to respond to the threat of higher
state taxes or of the retention of the I6-cent federal tax
art the following

The introduction by every cigarette company of
various reduced-priced brands. longer-length brands. and
25-pack brands toften for the Price of 20. with the
manufacturer absorbing the tax difference). and a shift in
adrertising budgets to emphasize what the industry calls
hese "value-orientee' brands with wealthy-sounding
names like -True Gold" and "Richlano

An increase in rebate coupons in wide-selling maga-
fines and hundreds of daily newspapers good for between
33% and 40% discounts on cartons of cigarettes (Cartons
are bring promoted more extensively than Packs in 50nle
brands(

An increase in point-of-purchase displays in coopera-
tion with national chains OA COnvenience stores, supermar-
kets, pharmacies, and gasoline stations these retail
establishments hare begun advertising cigarettes on the
food pages of daily newspapers

An increase in the distribution of free sample
packages of cigarettes on city streets and at state fairs.
civic functions and cultural events

An increase in tobacco company sponsorship of
televised sporting and cultural activities, and an increase
in the placement of cigar tte brand names on lingerie, a
line of clothing, travel clubs, and a host of other "luxury"
promotions

Although the tobacco industry claims that the sole
purpose of cigarette advertising is to encourage brand

Peace SmonsipBium 1049



switching, the head of at least one major tobacco company
has admitted that his company recent strategy includes
a 'preemptive stoke to lower prices, in effect to attempt
to prevent people from stopping smoking Edward A
II orrigart Jr, president of R J Reynolds, said his
company has specifically wooed the "pricesensitive
smoker "Some smokers always make decisions based on
price alone." he told Business 14'eek. We'd rather keep
them in the smoker community than lose them" (June 4,
1984. pp 92-991 Exponent@ in other countries such as
Australia. Iceland and Canada reveals a pattern of
tobwea du:luau,' tactics designed to overcome all disincen
nen to buy cigarettes as the result of tax increases ( Wall
Street/comma Nov 5.1985. p 141 (It is interesting that in
spite of thv great difference in price between American
and Canadian cigarettes. overall per capita consumptionla
the same in both countries')

In this issue of The JOURNAL Warner' applies age-
specific pnceslasticity estimates of health economists
Leved and Coate to various excise tax scenarios nd
presents cogent argument an 8 cents per pack cigarette
esti,* III increase (much less the 32 cents per pack tan
now sought by rnost health groupal will prevent hundreds
of thousands of teenagers from taking up smoking and
will provide the final trasger for many to drop the habit

Several questions remain, however The tan now not
appear to hve substantially curtailed smoking among
young women, attesting to the Weetivenesa of the enor-
mous increase in advertising of so-called women s brands.
milder to inhale, these brands max also facilitate habitua-
tion Alao if the tax increase were the sole factor behind
the declirie in smoking, then one smild expect to find
teenagers to oe 'he main purchasers of the newly intro-
mated discount branu " it adolescents prefer image over
price and invariably choose name over generic. brand.
Mort:net the shght decline in cigarette sales among boys
may well have been offset xy the dramatic and alarming
rise in the popularity of heavily promoted smokeless
tobacco as well as trend toward lower taxed roll
your own cigrettes and clove cigatettes Since there art
no warnings on these products the continued promotion of
smokeless tobacco including free tempirs may foster the
myth that it as for the molt part safer than smoking In
.ist a decade of television adveRtiainN, sales. have
,ncreased tenfold

There are other factors that must be considered before
one Cn be eertain that the teengers most affected by the
tax increase will remain in the nonsmoking pop...Nation
For instance exposure to smoking as a social norm
increases upon entry into the military or blue-collar work
force There may be an added factor of pent up demand
whereby the onset of smoking is postponed by the tax at.
age 16 years only to take hold even more strongly at 18
, ears as the long awaited nd newly ffordable entry into
fast living adulthood occurs The adulthood theme is used
hp the tobacco industry itself In ads ertisementa in teenage
magazines land also in a booklet produced by the public
relations arm of the tobacco industry for the National
tasonation of State Boards of Education urging young
people to delay the decision whether to smoke until they
are older By portraying smoking a, an adult custom as
opposed to a Isigerous costly and sills looking one the
iobscco industry can be said to have hit upon n ideal

1050 JAW, Feb 2n 9815 ?SS No 8

reverse psychology The moat effective way to get children
to smoke is to say, You re too young to smoke

In the long term the net effect of a bittent (or even 32el
exclaa tax may be small in comparison with that wiltich
could be accomplished through a multifaceted effoet
Creative approaches aimed at diminishing the aradabslity
of cigarettes to adolescents and undermining the image.
based advertising campaigns for the brands that most
teenager, buy will significantly reduce smoking In
addition, positive incentives must be deer such as
preferences in lob hiring, especially in the health field, for
those who do riot smoke

If the next generation IS to be protected from cigarette.
caused diseases that haw become leading killers then all
forms of tobacco promotion must be stopped now But
even if this ideal, now espoused by the American Medics!
Association and other health organizations. were to come
about overnight, it would not remove the need for paid
countered,. aaaaa ing to offset the long years of ubiquitous
cigarette messages In its only meaningful national test
between 1967 and 1970 when anticigaretts commercials

were shown approximately 1.500 timeS a year on televo
sion tounteradvertising had a disproportionately greater
effect in reducing smoking than the more frequently
shown Cigarette advertisements had In increasing Ciga
rette sa s ' In the absence of tounteradvertsing, the
tobacco industry continues to run a yearround political
style cmpaign of an incumbent, with virtually no planned
exposure by the oppOsitiOn "

For such health promotion efforts to succeed by the
sear 2006 1 9111 be essential to focus on the cigarette
industry rather than on past the beh vior of the individual
cigarette smoker '' A major challenge cc-fronting physo
clans will be to convince legislator, to paw far more
stringent antismOkinp measures including the earmark
mg of tobatto excise taxes for halth promotion
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telle .
Medicine vs Madison Avenue

Fighting Smoke With Smoke

(1.1, PllYSICIANS and increasing numbers of the gen
rut publicrecognize the link between cigarette smoking
and emphysema, ;spumous cell carcinoma of the lung,
chronic bronchitis, cardiovascular probtems, low birth
weight nd other disabilities However few people realize
i hat the tobacco industry has always tried to associate
ntarette smoking with good health And those who look
in cigarette smoking aa n inbenable right find it hard
in believe that it is not even timehonored tradition

Fven well into the 1920s c.garette smoking still had
little ppeal -and definitely not to womenbut through
advertising the tobacco companies thought they would be
among the ;en first to give women one version of equal
;odds 'To keep a slender figure no one can deny
Reach for a 1.ucky instead of a sweet A well promoted
aura of roman; e and sophistication made smoking ( amels
synonym., with being a social slifern and dozens of
movie stars were used as ,iodels in the advertisements

But we have Iso bee, uked to consider our health as
well as our look C oldri i learned from reading the
qundav funnies tht smoking I smelt could give them

health% nerves a fli w of energy riNief from fatigue.
And better digestion Baseball stars like LOU hiehrig and
Joe DiMaggro endorsed Camel, I Athletes smoke as many
AA they please and even Santa loos found Lucky
hullos asy on ml throat ' uring A nrld War II
Arlfr llsa nu made a lag lon rites the ideal gift for
he nsa ' rises., I furl A I, phsirian V.Orking in A

eteran sr r a knoll h,,,lak taring the past gi ,ers
onnern

y,1 hi the in el att., tesp,r1,110 OP reports
I he I liii, and I i55 thal as.a a'rei ngarerie smoking

,.h a ariety 1 i h non a' and lethal A Irnents' It stepped
n is prom, tom and on the back of most issues of 7714E

IY R 1 Reynolds iii 1,1 pi-oriairn MORF DOC
idI)VJ I MELS 1I1lYN (NY I iTlIF B ( IGA

kPril. hen in JAM4 until aril Mtn the I950s the
n suers %odd dare to say If wessure s your airn not

nosticai t 'aims light an 10,1 iidd And kkhv many
,antin, grim. and throat speciais, eiggest ibange to
ho, Morris Physic.i s writ taught t heir A Res

the D.olitan Pul.br ,....eneae ware; AO Wyse

S, *OA+ asenone sa.encen
....c.o., Sit Ntieerteee iwaae tr. nke"`i

AkAA c en 22 29 ,050 vo, %",

"Always Buy Chesterfields The P Lorillard Co incurred
the wrath of the American Medical Association by
implying that Kent had been proven to provide "health
protection " Comnsercial messages appeared not Just In
print but on almost all major radio and televialon
program& including prime-time news broadcast& The
purpose of such advertising was not just to sell cigarettes
hut also to promote the social acceptability of smoking

Plus ge change

Sadly, the situation is unchanged The tobacco industry
iontinues to run a year-round, essentiIly unopposed
campaign IMO million annuIly vs less thn $1 million in
government public service announcements and parsrliletst
in newspapers, magaunes, supermarkets, and pharmacies.
Almost half of all billboard adverttsing is for cigarettes,
and every child grows up seeing thousands of these
larger-than life commercialswith the Surgeon General's
wrning neatly camouflaged

Although publishers reject SOrne advertising such as
X rated movie& they employ the First Amendment to
explain tht ny ttempt on their part to tone down the
health or sex appeal in cigarette advertisements would be
censorship Those who call for greater scrutiny are
poitrayed as seeking prohibition Today, let physicuns
suggest a connection between cig tttttt smoking and high
health costs or fire lou or deereased worker productivity,
and then are aranars,; as anti smokers " Yet the tobacco
advertiser' somehow escape the sobriquet 'anti-health

In claiming that it does not approve of young people
smoking the tobacco industry oders peer pressure
usrental smoking, and climate of general rebelliousnese
among teenagers as the reasons for adolescents taking up
the nation o number one form nf drug abuse Unlike the
Alcohol distillers the cigarette manufacturers have never
aken out a single advertisement to diuourage young

people from using their product To the contrary they
have increued their youth oriented music and sports
promotions Cash incentives to smoke cigarettesin the
form of discount coupons in the Sundy magazine sports
and food sections of newspapers, not to mention the free
samples handed out hy ttttt ctive young ladies on street
corners - have increased 1,000% in the last five veers

Nance most, af not all new customers come from the P. to
21 year old age group, who could doubt that the tobacco
industry has not carefully researched this market' Peer
peelkfUle fan be bought as any rock music impressario toy
Maker nr market research expert will ...orroborate Or the
ten most heavily promoted products in Americt five are

f;
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cigarette brards-the oner sr wilted moat by heragers
Despite an advertising blitzkrieg second to none and feve

financial and Kehl disincentives for an adolescent to take
up smoking, the tobacco inuaztr, would have the public
believe that adolescents have heard "the facts" about
"both sides" and now hare a "fret choler" to decide
whether or not to smoke "when Osey grow up-

The Physician's Pole

It seems that the individual physician, confronting such
a propaganda barrage, would be powerless to combat the
epidemic of cigarette smoking But there is much a
physician can do to become a better teacher and "preven-
tion specialist.' in lieu of relegating the health education
role to ancillary personnel, a smoking cessation clime, or
pamphlet off the shelf The physician can develop an
inno"alive strstel2r behtnning right in the office Cr clinic
waiting area What positive health incentives now greet
the 'sweet? Ashtrays? Maharanee with do/anat.(nowt.
advertisements' A commitment on the part of American
physicians not to let Alen offices be vehicles for selling
cigarettes would make substsnhal contribution to health
promotion

The physician can learn to personalize approaches to
Patient education by carefully scrutinizing every psmphlet
and audiovisual atd in the office It is essential that he be
.3 critical of patient educaron materials-be they slick
booklets distributed by pharmaceutical companies bro-
churn from medical association, government pamphlets.
or posters from the voluntary health agencies like the
%merman Lung Association-as of any medical device,

drug or expensive piece of office equipment
Should the physician be using the sante cigarette

counseling method with a high school girl, a strapping
blue co lar -wker, and an exeCutlue already showing
symptoms of heart disease' In the first instance, should
the physician be talking about such abstract concepts as
lung i ',neer or emphysema' Might it not be better to
emphasi e the physical unattractiveness of stained teeth,
bad breath the loss of athletic ability, and the financial
drain that can result from buying eeeeee s' Might we
st.RIT.St to the blue collar worker the likelihood of fewer
days lost from work, greater athletic pioamis and even a
lengthier sex life acre he to kick the rigs And might it
not be better to paint out to the concerned executive that a
so-called low tar cigarette may in Tact contain higher
concentrations of chemical additives carbon monoxide,
and other gases and thus increase the risk of heart attack'
In any ease such dialogue must be practiced over encloser
seam and individualized to the Patient, it should be
designed so as to call attention not only to the inevitable
risks of smoking cigarettes but also to the chemically
adulterated tobacco product itself, its inflated price, and
the aas in which it is Promoted

As the AMA Council on Scientific Affairs report
smoking implies ip Ti91 in its Call for mote vigorous
efforts on the part of the medical profession, physicians
ran extend their health promotion and prevention
oriented efforts beyond their offices hi' they are in s
position to have a considerable impact on their eorarntini
Nes and in turn on society at large Active participation
in school health education programs -more often than not
loll and v Anti -is needed F'ollowing the lead of Charles
F Tate Jr MD, of Miami. physicians can become more

SSD AMA Fob 2129 +OM - 'rot 1.3 NO 0

involved with local health inittatises such as clean indoor
air acts for airports and other public gathering plates.
They might also loin a coalition of physicians, medical
students, and other health profesezonals called DOC
iDoctors Ought to Carel, which has launched a novel
health promotte effort in invertl states aimed et curbing
such lethal life-styles as cigarette smoking, alcohol depen-
dence, other drug abuse, poor nutrition, and teenage
pregnancy

What'a up, 00C2

One of the key components of DOC's Supernealth 2000
approach, in addition to setting up speakers bureaus of
local health professionals and involving teenagers them.
selves on the design of projects, has been a countetadvere
using campaign directed st Junior high school students.
which employs paid radio and tel eeeee on commercials,
posters. newspaper and bus beneh advertisements. and
Talhirta. DOC has found that humor can be an effective
tool Iv one of its poster series DOC parodies the classic "1
smoke for taste" advertisement with a picture of a
similarly defiant, macho cheracter with a cigarette dan-
gling from one nostril and the caption. smoke for
smell Oat bus bench advertisement, which on first
glance looks like it is selling cigarettes. proclaims "10
YEAR SUPPLY ONLY $7.000 "

Support for continued visible counteradvertising of thia
kind is urgently needed The most dramatic decline in
cigarette sales occurred between 1968 and 1970. the only
period when cigarette advertising and counteradvertising
by the voluntary health agencies) coexisted on television

Moreover, the counteradvertisements were mostly shown
in off-hours and in a very small ratio comPared with the
prime-time Marlboro men In 1970, when televised ciga-
rette advertising was "banned" by Congress-a. the
behest of be tobacco industry, alarmed at the success of
counte riming among adolescents-the sales of riga.
rettes resumed an upward course

Emphasis on the physical effects of cigarette smoking
has not been shown to be the most appropriate way to
tackle the adolescent cigarette epidemic Cigarette adver
using can keep up with the latest fads in its portrayal of
smoking and so remain "with it fir better than the
lugubriously developed and fleetingly tried run of "anti-
smoking" programs

An investment on the part of organised methane is
needed in the primary prevention realm and not lust in
smoking cessation 'kits" A statement from 'Childish
;faint.- an editorial in THE Jotter,. of Sept 14 1961, is
eoually true today 'Reduction or elimination of cigarette
smoking can be achieved only if today s nonsmokers never
start ' It is time medical science made it easter for itself
by catching up to advertising science in communication

Just as tne 1960. were a time of political consciousness-
raising, so the l980s could hecome an age of enlightenment
as physicians help to educate the public not only bout the
preventaole factors responsible for had h ialth and high
medical costs but also about the insidiousness of the
outright promotion of those factors

Aim &vie MO
Moen. Fishbowl Fellow '970 1980
American medical AssociatiOn
Chicago
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Warning- The Surgeon
General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is
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DOC ocuryiza ativerBsing has impact
Physicians group launches innovative prevention campaign

By ALAN BLUM

Adolescents are a touqn puncr
to talk with about cigarettes

Barraged by violent sexually sug
gestlye shOOt ern ups and can
nod laughter comedy on television
they are of:en oblivious to their
own identity Willing to challenge
any ataParent autmori.), figure be
it parent teacher or doctor they
are unknowing of the manipuiative
tecnniaues at an industry which
spends more than SI 5 mdlion a
Cay (mare than tne Office on 5rrok
,ng and Health spends in a year,
,ncuicate them

For the tobacco industry acver
',sing alliance to nave diSPenited
billions ot dollars in Propaganda
alined only at aasits and then to

attribute the worsening epidemic
of amid and adolescent cigarette

ab ,sn to .aer press-re aces
rhea traae too lathe creel. or creel.
bogy

The industry 5 =054;On '0 any
government sponsored smoking
eduCat.on programs focusoa on
young People its refutation of
evidence that smoking is Partici;
aril' damaging in pregnant women
its contention having never aa
mitted that cigarettes are danger
ous in the first place that srrok
ng can be maae safer and its at

lempt to covet up ire crippling
Pnysical ana financial toll taken by
cigarette smoking has spawned a
gradually rising interest in smoking
prevention by one grouP widely
.nought to have the pivotal role a.,
eversing adolescent cigarette
abuse namely physicians

Ln the vanguard is DCC Doc
ars Ought to Care Me ought s

not meant to imply that doctors
don t care but rather as the grout)

"'

Dr. an Mem. founder of DOC Is cresting waves.

22/Focus

which sees first hand the clevasta
ion cau..ed by cigarette smoking
and Other killar addictions they re
me ones who Oa care very muCh
From its origins rn mic1.1977 with
mree family physicians, this ncn
profit. tax exempt group Cead
cuarteret.. in ..liann has gtown to
more than 500 health professionals
across the Country who are Seri
Misty interestild in educating the
public In a refreshing, offbeat man
ner bout the maior preventable
caust to. bad neaan and high
medic,' coats

DOC IS been putting its money
where its mouth is by spending its
'unds not on still more disease
oriented ie roan h but on prime ad
vertising sp.-z: airier tO keel"
pictures 01 goys: neaun In constant
view to counter the advertising far
adverse health products The tech
moue is one of sexy and humorous
parbay irsteac ni "Come to
Marlbsro Count y DOC's bus
benCh advertisements say 'Coun
try Fre.1 Arsenic Pather than
Decade the tasie that took ten

years to make DOC says
Emphysema Ine disease that

takes only a Deane to make
After taking a close look at he guy
in tne open ChM who boasts I

smoke for taste DOC hosed a
model with a cigarette in his nose
ana the caption I Smoke for
smell The female moaeis for
DOC's commercials I You ye
coug.ied up long enough baloy,
make Cheryl Teigs ,Ook like Tug
boat Annie One Id year or: camor
high school student Came up with
an answer for Tareyton 5 I a
rather light than tight 't d ranter
live than light. tie said

DOC has been engaging Such
teenagers us a lively dialogue by
asking wnemer cigaret,. ust may
be a ripolf not .ically, but
cosmetically, fin.ncially, arta psy
Chologically as well DOC'S inter
est lies not in prohibiting cigarette
smoking, but rather in disCOurag
ing a new generation from taking it
up The physician $ psrsonal
involvement heretofore mainly
foojsed not on prevention Cut on
the .rustrating, ex post fai,to exer
ciso of urging patients to quit
smoking is eaxential to this
aim

The South Caroilna Family PlaC
rice Residents Association has
launcned the second mato( cruoter



tt DOC Its finctipin is a =talker 5
bureau wnich exten05 statewide to
,gh sonools civic groups and

ano rv programs it has also
developed radio commercials on
such topics as nutrition yenereaf
disease pregnancy and alcohol
sm which are now running on ter
eral stations

Other states gearing up tor a
DOC directed effort include Colo-
rado Georgia lowa In01 la Ohio.

California, and New York
DOC has been ervaorseit by a

;real many health organizations in
CluOing the American Medical As
sociation Resident Physicians Sec
t.on ttle Florida Academy of Fami

Physic:2ns the bade County
tr,oricial Medical Association an0
'he National Conference of Farni,r
PmCbce Residents

.,usi now is DOC So different rn

''s agOrCacn to teenagers', Most of
.ne all tor, few school health pro
grams especially thOse whCn
mOde cigarette siborong eguCa
On have emenasized eventual

35aDilities tear of disease and
I'e notion that cigarette smobing
5 self ciestructiye behavior But to
ard aC0105,4,11 who feels line ill
'sass is an abstract thing and it is
difficult to imagine its isolating
consequences

Mogen away in ail the cigarette
.20 and tationee at by teenagers is
.ne nealth lOke ot the century

Continued on Gage 24)
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Clark lanr, Sr
Delegate to the Ant Steralth Conference

Uaty of Miami. Dw=ba. 9. 1978
This Teenage COMM=

IS ABLE TO LEAP TALL BUILDINGS at a single bawd --
the bulk:113gs cc Medina. /MOM from which come
adverttateg tedudemea designed to encourage teenagers
to adopt kr than healthy lifestyle*.

IS PASMITIAN A SPEEDING BULLET hi seeing through
the op-off of advertimmenu. tor agnrcuce (low tar"

Aifeeri-t, oceitherwam).alcobol.)ank foods and lunk fadeT, and
.IS MORE POWERFUL IMAM A LOCOMOTIVE la setting

%te a Supediealth cample for the community.

Po
Doctor's Dight to Cam

Superman graduated front DOC's First Super Health Conference neid In Miami

4..^.;,4
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DOC hits hard with counter-advertising
(COrthriuscl (rom page 23)

Warning The Surgeon General
has determined that cigarette
smoking is dangerous to your
health

Other 'antismoking" projects
concentrate on the teenager s not
being one of the crowd and on re
Sisting peer pressure One Program
in Houston which claims SuCCess
does emohasize immediate health
dangers and involves an anabysis
of manipulative techniques used
by advertisers But As ur Daniel
Horn long a national leader in
smoking education has pointed out
in regard to SChOOl based Pro'
grams

There are senous difficulties in
attemPtind to influence young pet).
Pie by teaching them in the class
room to adopt behavior opposed to
dracticeS that are encouraged in
the larger environment '

Ali wn0 have studied the prof>
len, of al:bleb:sent cigarette abuse
agree that its cause is multifac
terra, HOWever theone factor
which can be most thorougnly
monitored (and in theOfy if not in
'act directly counteracted on its
own terms) is advertising

DOC noes not believe that an
who', is on the physical effects
of um...mg is !hi most appropriate
way tO tackle the adolescent ciga
f cite epidemic Rather we Contend

24/FOCUS

that adolescent preferences (as in
music magazines and fashion
crazes) in our community and else-
where coincide with the mmivating
teChniques used In cigarette adver
!gement]

In other words cigarette adver
Using can keep up with 'he latest
lads in its depiction or smoking
and So remain with it far more
easily than the lugubriously (level
oped and fleetingly tried run of
anti smoking programs
Since advertising is an influence

which can be studied more precise
ly than any other factor in that
its constantiy changing campaigns
can be Photographed and Other
wise permanently recorded it
should be more widely accepted
that 'peer pressure is sor tthing
which can be directly purchased by
advertisers Marketing surveys
prove it all the time

The tobacco industry, which
claims it doesn t approve of young
people smoking, offers peer pros
sure, parental sMoking, ano a gen
eral climate of rebelbousness
among teenagers' as the reason
tor adolescent cigarette abuse in
debates, spokespersons for The
TpbaCCO Institute (which visits
schooisil refuse even to aCkrowk
eclge a correlation between adver
rising and cigarette sales

The Tobacco PeOple Convenient

61;

ly Ignore the fact that when pies
Sure was exerted on th Industry to
stop their promotions on College
campuses and in collegiate news
Papers, cigarette Sams plummeted
Similarly, when adienlsing for
even the most r..)pular Wands
Cease,:: " And
Marlboro. VillCh has been around
for more than half a century, only
attained its number one ranking
after a change of advertising agen
cies and image, from "Mil, Os
May to a rUgged man s smoke
and the biggest ad push of any cig
Vette

In light of evidence that adotes.
cents were favorably influenced by
television counter advertising (Our
ing the only time 1981-70
when such an &foil was seriously
tried), even thoSe which were
shown in a Mali ratio compared to
the cigarette commercials, it
seems essential to engage young
Oeople themselves in the design of
a total ad campaign for a product

SuperHealth' (formerly "anti
smoking") the features of which
are good looks Sexiness health-
makes wealth f ame, and hurna
DOC is slowly but Surety achieving
that aim on a Community wide
and eventually. national level

Mellnwhile as mere and Mere
children Smoke the c.garette
Pushers continue to smirk
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'Killer habits' are targets

Miami physicians take lead
in drive to curb cigaret smoking
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Bully for Doctors
Who Believed They
Could Back a Team
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Tobacco firms help and
THERE 13 AN old fable that says

something about a lamb hllowitig
a wolf in sheep s clothing Today,

that seisms to be what tobacco and alcohol
companies are trying to get black people to
do when they aim their killer prodocts spe
&really at black.s

Last year Dr Alan Blum of the Family
Practice Center at Baylor College of Medi-
crne told me that he was extremely con-
cern, about the largetsng of rnmority
corm oties by the tobacco and arsobol
industries He had been looking rolo tie
subject for nearly a decade, and WAS Ms
turbed that the situation was worsenrhg

And worsening it is
Just the other day RJ Reynolds Tobac

co resrealed plans to test market a cigarette
brand with a Prornotmcal brit: aimed Pn-
manly at blacks in click ads tuggesting
glamour, high fashroo and night

The campaign lot lt.ptown crgaTettes is
scheduled to begin bet. 5 in Philaderphia

But luckily it is already under lire !him
311(1-31711king forces and sots, blacks

Any time sou mfg.:. solittring to a
Je lode image vii Ale St. yen, ti
saw Mary lark, 1.1,A1,1-11 01 II, ',AA
Manch in I a,'Jtle I say it

...hen it targets the bias k population
(Achiaily iust atypit all AdrortA,g A

st so blacks ate not alone 0 ll-ns

thin a., t 0,

Robert C.
Newberry

Ought to Care, is planning to launch a
counter campargn called Upchuck

Joanne Schellenbach a spokeswoman
for the American Cancer Society said the
rompany, based In Winston-Salem, Ls us-
ing blacks as guinea pigs for something
that will kill them m huge proportions

She continuel If you are a black per-
son walking around the neighborhoods be-
ing bombarded by those kind of messages.
it t hard not to be arfected by them

Reynolds says that kind of thinking is
paternalistic alid that blacks lust as
worm rand white men have a nght to a
toand thal suits their lane preferences

Ti,al rs certainly true Although it is be
t timing less latirionabie and nude ddlia tut
to lind a Wait lir cm, mwadavs people
do haat a itght a II 11,1I1SelveS
legal substance,

Reynolds IS no[ing Ihe neW menthol
t +arid sti ,1 I, I the clarette.

Post/Saturday, lenuary 6, I990/ A17

hurt black cornnaunity

'7 i

market, which overall is shnnking and be-
coming more segmented

The campargn writ feature peepre enjoy-
ing urban night life In an ad that will read
Uptown The Place The Taste

We expect Uptown to appeal strongly
to black smokers,' sand Lynn Beasley.
Reynolds vice president of strategic mar-
keting "Black smokers show a strong pref-
erence for menthol brands

Indeed Seventy-five percent ol all black
smokers prefer menthol brands, according
to the U S Office on Smoking and Health
in Washington. D C

Among black smokers. Newport. made
by Lorillard Inc , is the most popular
Brown & Williamson Tobacco s Kool brand
and Reynolds Salem are second and third

About 7 rniloon blacks smoke cigarettes,
representing about 34 percent of the na-
tion s black population and abou. 13 per-
cent of all Amencan smokers, according to
Simmons Market Research Bureau

The percentage of Ame.icani who
smoke dropped from 40 percent to 30 per-
sent since 1561 falling snort diarnalically
among college-educated consumers, ac
cording to the U S surgeon genel al s of-
fice The number of black sin Kers has
decreases' as well but not as much

And ascording to U S Public Health
eietvire Moires black men have a 58 per

cent higher madence of lung car.cer tha
white men, and blacks lose twice as MI
years of life as do whites because of smo
Ing.related diseases

Dr Blum tobacco industry sa
more minorities ale blue collar worke
ant., that they are exposed to more occupar
honal hazards But the fact Is. regardless cif
their occupations, more blacks ale nmolç
mg and getting lung cancer To try to e
plain this away is the height of cynicism

To be sure, the tobacco and 'kola I
companies are major supporters of blac
concerns They do put a lot of the mo
they earn off blacks back into the
community !have to give them that. Tic/
advertise in black newspapers and nag&
vncs. they underwnte black galas Pei ex
travaganzas, and they make dom.-10ns to
vital black organizations That'r certainly
more than other industries do

But at what cost do black/e0Ple make/
these companies' generous/lifts It's cost-
mg black lives So many fres. in fact, that
the American Cancer Siety once pub-
lashed a pamphlet caled Smoking pnd
Genocide. then reconsdered and changed
the title to somettunress provocative r

It is up to black rgoPle to decide on iitim
own whether we want to continue on thll
course with the dcohol and tobacco coal-
panies No ory else can or should'LLl
make this lif,or death decision for us "LI
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Reynolds right to drop black-aimed cigarette test
THE R J ItLY NOLL S Tobacco Co

cokdt not, have made a better der,
sAm 'han the one it made when it

s miceled the planued test marketing ol a
new mentholated cucarette brand aimed
'tiredly at 'ais ..k smokers

1 he company did not say whether it
would ever introduce As new Uptown
brand at all but it would be lust as well 11 nt
&do I bother

1 he new cigarette was scheduled to be
introduced with a lest marketing c yinpaign
m Philadelphia beginning Feb 5 but
iteyriolds gave in to the mounting crito isin
Imo] blatk groups Hispanic groups, and
SIM smoking interests The organizations
were mounting national campaigns against
the tobacco company because they be
le, ed targeting one tare was wrong

In Houston lir Alan Blurn of the family
i rachce Center al B is lor College of Med:
, ne was gearing up his nationwide 5 000
-nember Doetors (h ght to Cii (OUC)
the orga,lizalJon coMprised of dolors
Ind medic al stwlents was plairnicg y

,.unter c yrnpaign called I pchuck
In the nir,fst o' the harsh critic ,sm

",,,,lolus a kriwledged that lupt,:wn w is
, deed ii 1,1,1,..i '0 a;,:eal to blacks I lie
umpaily AOC 11 poig lire new menthol
,',10d woor,I I 1,1 1 r,, e n III. Igarells

'1

market. whkh a shrinking and becoming
more segmented Giving up on the cam-
paign was a wise public ,elat,ons move d
nothing else

Even the nation s top health official criti-
cized the Companv Dr I ouis Sullivan sec
relary of Health and Human Services,
bitterly denounced Reynolds and urged it
to cancel its plans for the test-marketing

Before that, the president of the
Charlotte N C chapter of the National As-
sociation for the Advanceme.it of Colored
People chapter attacked the company

That was a bit unusual for the NAACP
Black organizations don t oflro attack to
bacco or alcohol companies bscause the
Industrie, pump a lot at the r ney ther,
make off black people hark in'. 'lark or
ganizations black new sp ypers a, magy
pries gylas atut e inns igInz
IBM,. than most t

Without a do,it I 'u i. teen ,4 ye eros
if* tu,wassl k I

Robert C.

Newberry

nies appear to be friends but don I they
get to write ofl alt !hal money as charitable
contributions'

Although their products can be detri-
mental to health, the companies donate
more than most other companies and they
do help some worthy causes in die black
community Too bad so moll misery and
auguish accompany their generosity

But it was probably the scathing speech
by Sullivan in Philadelphia that got Reyn-
olds to throw in the towel in this one The
company announced its plans to call a
quits a day alter the speech Sullivan sand it
was tune to "resist the unworthy efforts of
the tobacco merchants to earn profits at the
expense of the health and well being of our
poor and minority citizens

Reynolds complained that the new
brand was receiving 'unfair and biased at-
tention and that this represents a toss of
choice for hlack smokers and a further ero-
sion of toe bee enterprise system What?
P s a little amusing that Reynolds would
have the ners.e to say that

Peter flout! Reynolds executive exert,
live prestdent 1,1r matketing said in
tie r air?' $ news release a small co
&AAA, ot Wm!, Sumelfig reattas for 1,1 Itie

har 0 It; rn to (mu, Is iris
1,,t tti,or n,P !Pk' ,,,kWling

Uptown in Philadelphia have been rni
construed and niisrepresented by the anti-
smoking lobby Hoult said Our sole pur-
pose, plainly and simply, was to test-
market a cigarette among smokers who
currently buy competitive products

That could be, but the ad campangy
certainly would have been enticing to
young impressionable non-smokers .

The campaign featured black people
emoying urban night lile in an ad that read
Uptown The Place The Taste
In Ins speech Sullivan noted that blacks

are inore likely to be smokers and there-
fore stiller higher rates of lung cancer,
heart disease and strokes

According lo Simmons Market Reseatch
Bureau, about 7 million blacks smoke ciga-
rettes, representing about 34 percent of the
nation's black population and about 13
percent of all American smokers

And According to an article in the July,
1985 issue ot the New York State Journal
of Medicine by Ors Richard Cooper ant!
Brian Summons, smoking m a cructal ex-
ample of how the health ol the black popu
!Mimi has worsened Blacks now sullen
the highest rates of coronary heart disease
and lung sancer nt any populasion group in
this country

Are those tompames dining us a favor'
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A stash graaer tonsung ad comments on analisr billboard.

Doctors Fight the Effects of
Tobacco Ads on the Young
NEW ,ORB--vdvernsing is one
of the many want in which the
wiedia ,nfluence 5,ealth-related

Minor The ir ;:tience ot adver
Jung , an be positive but it also
,an on Pernicious pernans the
clearest examme is in the case of
tobacco aaven:sing Cgarettes
arc t.ir -lost heavily advertised
product .n Amenca with adver-
tising a^a oromouonal budgets
touting $2 I billion a rear ac-

cording d tne Federal Trade
Commission

'obacco advertising and its
.nfluence on smoking behavior
have become a hotly debated is-
sue Health professionals argue
mat advertising is designed to
lure new =taxers Into the fold
and get tormer smokers to light
tio again Advertisers and repre-
seniauves ot the tobacco industry
say they promote thesr products
only ,o keep smokers loyal to
their orand and to get other
smokers tO SWItCh

Health professionals con-
ned about the Influence of to-

bacco aaveruszng on ZO counter its

effects through vartous strategies
One group called Doctor: Ought
to Care DOC) uses parodies ot
cigarette ads and offers a cumcu-
um that teaches Young people to

took at adverusing with a mutat
eve Di3C .thd mans other grouns
Coll for an outright ban on tobacco
products

Mention ot such a ban draws
i-ies tit censorship trom the tobac
o industry the media, the adver-
ising :astry and the Ameri-
can C.,11 Lberties Lnion

Nonetheless, a bill is now be-
fore Congress to outlaw all pro-
motion ot tobacco products includ-
ing advertising, sponsorship ot
cultural and sporting events, and
the tbscibution of free samples of
cigarettes Supporters of the ban
include che Amertcan Lung Asso-
ciation, the American Heart as-
sociationhe American Cancer
SOCICZY. and the American Medi
cal Association

Some legal scholars argue
that a ban would be uncc lsutu
clonal and threaten free ipeech
Because tobacco is a legal roduct.

HealIALnk/july 1987 15
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1.1,11,arn i Mi ,e-
P'ams \ rw rork 'avecec who 'a
-rs banning rooacco ads savs

-Tobacco is uniquels perilous If it
, aken as ,nrended it hums tne
ansumer rgarette advertising

s decently, and untortunatelv
movr Ii .s aimed at the voting
The agerv n adverucing is at-

t Pots., t .0051de an,
rortra.10.1 Inout or'ce ant:

,zrentertS portrays "stoniness
and dOeSr say mar
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Stare

Ittle ,a,s tnat DerCent rt
a, s'eloke"s are a..11 tler: "e:ore
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eich .2.r) 'F-ce caeca., s des ,

7'e sure nat 50 's Or'steCt-Or.
^e -sung e ands

Even ne 'edera, gov,,nriewt
s dependent on tobacc
or. "olionS r arnwato
- ext se taxes ga.ene sa,es

r,ontiho irents r"
rnCred tobacco riteescs is a tor

,s.aanie task ha, since DOC
a goup Young physicians nas
akel an tre hallenge rot.n a na
ionai ant., obaccO advertising

, an., gr. DOC uses me same
racucs that Madison Ayenue

'0 sell produCts tor Macco
manutacturersnut mstead pr
flues spoofs or nrc tooacco ads

Alan Blum ihe tounaer t
DOC avs uganization
work i aimed primaniv at
,oung people "'Ae want therr, tp
be able to turn the tables on Madi-
son Avenue s promotion 01 us
healthy toeing SO that the, can as-

16 ifeaahLt.,hwl
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NATIONAL
LEILCATIu's FOR HEALTH

me .csponsiouos to Meir own
oes Dv making ,ne best health
noltes 'ass Blum

DOC s advertising budget ot
$10 000 to S20 000 a sear tor bill-
boards posters bus cards broad
cast public service announce
merits and bumper stickers 's
minuSt tile compared to the giant

t S.11; II (5
,..`...Nnotzeless

EMPHYSEMA
SLIMS

.....,...., ..,
-,...... ---

ume or At 'azure:G. ad Otterdses muted
rt DOr"

il rm. gime

aaccs advertvers The organi
iation s Surto, red bv contr.bu
, on, trial ii 3 500 members
...no are DrlvitClans medical ,tu-
tents and health professionals

-We use seri models and hu-
mor to get our message across
Our Model rates a tennis racket
and routs Emphysema Slims in
stead at 1,irginia Slims We use
adverusing Methods to under
mine its own message,' says Rick
Richards, president of DOC

'if we can make her ok
ike so much makeup and nosh

mg more the teenager who sees
it wail oh at it,' says Patna.rds
'VY'hen we can effectiveiv spor,t
'he image we rtiecuvelv desunv
he mgarette advertising cam-

5.4

paign
>I'm Int which

manutactures Marlboro and oth-
er brands sponsored an essa,
contest offering a SI5.000 top
prize ,n whicn it asked comest-
ants to write about how an adver-
..siug ban on tooacco products
would affect "Cele future ot free ex
pressron in a tree market econo-
my DOC has responded with its
own contest asking entrants to
alte on the auesuon 'Are Tobac

.o Cornpany Executives Criminal-
Iv Responsible tor the Deaths.
Disease and Firev Their Products
Cause.' The winner Yoll receive
a rime at SI 000

In some states DOC has
gained approval from education
lepartments to present its OW11
antismoking curriculum to sixth-
graders

Mark Glassner snairman of
DOC v Education Lommyttee
worked with a small group of
DOC members to create the cur
riculum :or Delaware, his own
slate The curriculum conststs of
Eve basic sessions with sugges-
tions for addmonal aturibes that
he teacher -an mivate This cur-
icuturn now is used by the na
mnal DOC organizauon when it

receives reauests :Or anusmoking
matenais tor scnoofrfuldren

In the first session, the stu
lents are askect to interview a
smoker The youngsters receive a
list of duesuons to ask the aduk
smoker 'The idea is to get ' e
students to find out what smoking
is like without actually being
hurt b smoking,' savs tilassner

The second session allows
the cruldren to discuss Me results
ot their internews and learn
about Me power of addaccon

For session three the stu-
lents build a smoking machine
"om household matenals and
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learn about the tar carbon mon-
Aide and other noxious sub-
nances in tobacco smoke

Students slew the film brath
n the lInt in the tourth session
In the film produced .11 Eng-

land O. Thames Television s,
commercials showing she

'Marlboro Man enjoying sus

s Igarette are presented along
with the Stot.CS ot real-life cow-
issvs who are dying of lung can-

..er heart disease and emphyse-
ma After the viewers hear the
imokers stones they hear state-
-mots trom tobacco compans ex-

ecuuves in defense ot smonng
A slide show is presented to

oe sixthgraders in the final ses-
on rne DOC reptesentatise
rio g ses the show explains the
ours uSed hs the ailse,tising in

'usu.+, to Promote smoking helve
cthiciree gain a critical uh

ierstanding ot the aas that bum-
lard mem 24 hours s day

"hsids s an lame 'lore
'ands ut :121retres than :rev . an
ame residen,s 0t he L 'Idea
ales avs olassner s d Ifs

tcs se1 heattn to someone who
..teads has d kit we an do is
-ow eese I cres he Images

ic I aasei- sung arid
SeinK ''ra,nwasned es

-el Mom, tha uuu,inZ g iod

,no. tzar t v,,ung aUOirs
^-psard those areas .5,e where

ti soot, a the kids 'Ar
<wit OW that One VaCk a dal C )StS

$404) a near and tans, that tan bus a
or records taoes andifiothes

The Delaware DO( organ,
shun odows 12t ,I the surrics,
arn with a U0Ster initot h.r sru-
lents Te subrect matter is cigax
erre athertising and the images
oat tooacco marautacturees Ise in

'ruling 'heir Products F9Ur win
ers are picked from each school

ioorn II spool ot contestants one
r-ste winner is cnosen and his or
^et- poste; us enlarged and rip
:oaved on billboards throughout

the state
DOC 5 founder sass the or

ganization is image-based, not
intorr non-based "We empha-
size getwng into the streets and
doing things to get people s atten
non We ye put on demonstra-
tions outside art exhibits" spon-
sored by tobacco companies, Sans
Blum

DOC also launched a Cam
paign in which It sent black-
bordered death nouces to con-
gressmen alerting them that one
of their constituents han died of a
tobacco-refaced illness

While groups like DOC
work to accelerate the anusmoki
dig movement, the lociacco Insti-
tute the trade associauon ;or cig-
arette manufacturers is in the
Ousiness ot lobbying and press re-
'anons tor the tobacco companies
Walker \ferryman rice press-

lent ot the institute says that
proponents of the ribacco ad ban
don t ealixe mat "if the ads go.
the surgeon general s isarnings

those ads go also These ads
nave he P. impressions
anrualls

ks tar as the health contro-
iersv os, smoking goes Merry
nan says lt s our tong standing
position that the Ansencan cub's(
s ,ntorined about what the
surgeon general sans in regard to
smoking Adults have the right
so make their own decision about
whether to smoke or not.

-The industrv does not want
soungsters smoking cigare,tes
,avs Merryman 'Youngsters
'could Li:insult with their Par
rocs elms' Vhdt advice and deter
mans decisions - tke smoki

inul they become adults
B'um scoffs at these claims by

what ne calls the PR ann 01 the
tobacco Industrie To him, Inn
one who promotes tobacco is a
drug pusher "Advertising and
tobacco somoanv executives
shoulc t e put in jail for promot-

ing these products The person
who bun cigarettes and smokes
them has no idea what's in the
cigarettes he buys It's difficult to
compete with adverusing There
won't be any progress until people
begm to acknowledge just how
pervaspe ads are and how much
influence advertising has over
them

Just because tobacco is legal
docsn t mean publishers have to
accept advertising, says Blum
"Publishers are not passive recip-
ients of tobacco adsthey go out
and actively solicit them

A small number of newspa-
pers reject tobacco ads Among
them 2re The Clinstion Sorice
Shinto,- the Dash Record of Mor-
ristown, New Jersey The Dtflye:
Vents, Salt Lake City, Utah. the
Vews-Banner Bluffton Indiana,
and The Sahna journal. Salina
Kansas

Blum has established a DOC
tobac-o archive which he says
will counteract the work of the To
Sacco Insytute 'ft offers a differ
ent perspective in terms of the
history add scientific thought sur-
rounding tobacco Blum says 'It
will serve IS a resource for e-

se archers in any field touching
Iii tobacco and its promotion

Constance GxPeLka

ACCESS: William G. Miller, New
York State Bat Association, 1 Elk
St., Albany, BY 12207,

Alan Blom, M.O., Dept. al Family
Medicine, Baylor University Col-
lege of Medicine, 5510 Grttobriar,
Houston, TX 77005. 7131523-9991.

Rick Richards, M.O., Medical Col-
lege of Georgia, 99101, Augusta
GA 30912. 4041528-2739.

Mark Glassner, M.O., 1364 Mar-
rows Road, Newark, OE 19711.

Walker Merryman, The Tobacco In-
stitute, 1875 I St. LW., Meshing-
ton, OC 213006. 800/424-9376.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much for that very provoc-
ative, interesting testimony and its powerful message in the wayyou have presented it and accumulated the material.

Let me ask you, you made some reference in your earlier testi-
mony about reaction in Houston to the promotion of Dakota. Couldyou tell us a little bit more about that?

Dr. BLUM. Yes, Senator. The headline in Saturday's Houston Post
is called "Officials Fume over Test Cigarette." City Councilwomen
are angry about what is going on to target chIldbearing wonv-n
with cigarette advertising. We have formed a group already; sever-al women have gotten together, and I helped to bring them togeth-
er, 4o start a group called "Houston Puts Out Smoking in Tennis,"which stands for "Houston POST," which happens to be the co-sponsor of the Virginia Slims Tennis Tournament.

We are very concerned about new marketing efforts, but we can't
seem to understand why it is that current efforts seein to scot-free such as tonight's Virginia Slims We need all efforts to look atthe major brands such as Marlboro, Virginia Slims, Camel andWinston.

The CHAIRMAN You have been a proponent of counter-advertis-
ing for some period of time What kind of response have you re-ceived')

Dr Bit'm Well. I suppose this is why I have the privilege to
speak here today, Senator, after 750 talks around the country In1977 when we as doctors purchased $3,000 worth of bus bench
counter-advertising to say "Country Fresh Arsenic" and "Ten-YearSupply only $7,000" and "Full-Bodied Cyanide" and all the otherimages that we were doing, nobody thought that this was going to
matter But one-by-one, people said that's pretty funny, and thatreally gets to them, and more and more schools were asking us tocome there. and more and more kids were taking it upon them-selves to say these kinds of advertisements are going to work intheir schools and outside their schools as well

The CHAIRMAN How do you address a point that is made that ifwe go to counter-advertising or paid advertising, it is going to dry
up public service time that might otherwise by provided?

Dr BLUM. My mentor in media, Tony Schwartz, once definedpublic service advertising as those are the kinds of ads that are onat 3 o'clock in the morning, telling kids not to take rides with
strangers, when the only people up at that time of night listeningare the strangers

I thmk you and I both know that public serice advertising is noadvertising at all, that any effort we have to purchase prime timeadvertising where the kids areall you need to sell cigarettes tokids is a map, a calendar and a coloring book That's where thekids are on the map. That's when they'll be there on a caler,darWe have not used those tools in counter-marketing, and we needthe funding to do that
I would add that we have never received any public funding forDOC, and I think that that somewhat belies the testimony of thesecretary We are talking not about more research. I certainly hope

you will not let your bill devolve into another bill that is just goingto go for more statistics generation That is what the tobacco indus-try wants, Senator.
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The CHAIRMAN. The industry says there are enough laws on the
books at the present time. What is your reaction to that?

Dr. Bt Amt. This is the most unregulated industry in history. They
basically providewell, my boy came home the other day with his
copy of the Philip Morris Bill of Rights. I wanted to learn more
about Philip Morris, so I read what they gave us, and Philip Morris
does not even identify itsen as the leading cigarette manufacturer
in the world.

You would think that companies that make this product, if they
claim that there is nothing harmful about them, wouldn't really
mind if kids did use them. What's so wrong about smokingwe
ought to n,-,k the tobacco companies.

I thrik their whole lie has been th. + they have lived off the
myth that this is an adult, dangerous and risk-taking and sophisti-
cated custom. In fact, it is silly, childish and rather childish-look-
ing In essence, they are not a package goods company. They are
not any good at all. They are making products that kill people.
And I feel that if we are talking about regulating them, we haven't
even begun to regulate them

The CHAIRMAN. They say that people understand that smoking is
dangerous already, so what are you going to be able to achieve by
cluing something more?

Dr BLUM. Well, why don't we turn the question around, Senator,
and ask if everybody has already heard about Marlboro, why do
they need to be everywhere

I don't know whether you saw a magazine called Channels, it a
broadcasting magazine. We did an analysis of the 1989 Marlboro
Grand Prix un NBC which you just saw In a 93-minute telecast,
there were 4,997 raeeway signs for Marlboro plus 519 large bill-
boards and 249 pictures of that Marlboro car you just saw That oc-
cupied 46.17 minutes, almost half the time, -19 percent of what you
saw, you saw the log') or the word Marlboro

It seems to me that racing wasn't like this tew years ago when
there was cigarette advertising overtly alluwed on TV All they
have done is switch places

It reminds r''P of the Laurel and Hardy mue ie where they were
kicked out of ttw tavern, and they put on some fake moustaches,
and they were immediately recognized And the bartender said,
'Hey, i thought I told you guys to stay out of here

And Stan Laurel says, "Who, us' We're not us We're two other
guys

That's basically who they are They've put on a fake moustache,
and they've put a racing car for kids.

The CHAIRMAN Senator Dodd?
Senator Dodd. Mr Chairman, I apologize for being a few minutes

late and missing the earlier testimony, and I thank the doctor for
being here

Just let me ask this general question, and I think I know your
answer to it, but for purposes of the record. I know of nu physicians
who have argued that there are no ill health effects as a result of
smoking Everyone seems to conclude that it is terrible for you
the obvious cancer, emphysema, low birth weight babies and so
forthand yet the advertising seems to suggest, or at feast makes
an effort to associate cigarette smoking with good healththe Vir-

f"r",
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ginia Slims tournament and so forth, even some of the photographs
of people in athletic activities or in post athletic activities.

What would yout comment be on that?
Dr. BLum. Well, in order to get to kids with the counter-images,

which is all we ask, I think the advertising community and themedia corporations ought to bless this bill because it does not pro-hibit cigarette advertising; it merely allows a fighting chance to getto kids on equal turfand not even equal turfa very small frac-tion of what they are spending. In fact, that's not the case. Theyare not willing to donate free time, and therefore this bill has tooccur. It has to occur to reinforce the positive images not just ofnot smoking but of saving your money. That is a crucial consumerbuying practice. Looks, sex and money for better or worse mattermore to kids than a generic concept called "health." I think wehave really rallen way behind. Judging from the sponsorship ofMarlboro cigarettes for the 1994 World Cup, we are about 4 to 5years behind the - marketing strategies.
Senator Dodd. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me just ask you, have you taken a look atwhat the companies have been doing overseas as well?
Dr. BLUM. Yes, sir
The CHAIRMAN We are going to get into that another time, butas it is related to this subject matter, is there any brief commentyou wish to make9
Dr Bi..tim Well, Dr Greg Connolly has almost single-handedly inyour State, Senator, looked around the world. When you consider,of all the researchers in this country paid full-time, excellent sala-ries to fight cancer, when you look at all the people looking atAIDS now, do you realize that there are perhaps not any, apartfrom Dr Davis at the Office on Smoking and Health and a coupleof his allies, that are working full time to even study and counter-act the imagery and the way in which the marketing of tobacco

goes on.
What we are doing unfortunately is putting it in the hands, whatlittle efforts there are, of people who are still fearful of offendingthe tobacco companies It is terribly ironic, as you pointed out earli-er, that we are going down to the coca growers in Colombia andasking them to desist while we are forcing Thailand and othercountries to take up our Marlboro cigaretteswhich by the way,commercials are still being shot today in Wyoming and otherStates
It seems to me what we are trying to do is simply make up forour trade deficit in a very perverse way.
The CHAIRMAN OK Thank you very much. That has been veryhelpful testimony
We will next hear from Mr. Charles Whitley, Counsel of the To-bacco Institute, and Tom Boggs, with the Freedom to Advertise Co-alition
We are glad to have you, and we'll ask Mr. Whitley to begin.

I 4 e )
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STATEMENTS OF CHARLES 0. WHITLEY, COUNSEL, THE TOBAC-
CO INSTITUTE. ACCOMPANIED BY FLOYD ABRAMS, COUNSEL:
AND TOM BOGGS, PARTNER. LAW FIRM OF PATTON. BOGGS
AND BLOW, REPRESENTING FREEDOM TO ADVERTISE COALI-
TION. ACCOMPANIED BY RAY O'HARE. COUNSEL

Mr. WHITLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We appreciate this opportunity to appear at your hearings. We

have listened to the testimony of previous witnesses. I am glad to
see Senator Dodd, with whom I had the privilege of serving in the
House a number of years ago.

We would just like to offer our complete statement for the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. It Will be SO included.
Mr. WHITLEY. We have been asked to summarize. I would like to

mention the fact that I have with me Mr. Floyd Abrams, who is a
leading expert in the constitutional aspects of advertising. He has
taught First Amendment law at Yale and Columbia law schools
and at the Columbia Graduate School of Journalism I think Mr
Abrams has argued more cases before the U.S. Supreme Court in-
yolving freedom of the press than any lawyer in American history
He is widely published. We had hoped that he would have an op-
portunity to testify We have been told that due the press of
time, that won't be possible, but he is with me t ,, and he has
submitted a statement for the record, and we h, he will be af-
forded an oprtunity to respond to questions specifically on the
subject of advertising

Mr Chairman, Dr Su Illy an's statement was long and eloquent,
but his bottom line was that he does not see a need for the legisla-
tion that is the subject of this hearing today And one of the rea-
sons tor that was all oi OR things that are already in place
:Nobody opposes education But the American public, including
youngsters, are already educated to the perceived health hazards of
ciga rettes

Despite what a number ot witnesses hay e said here this morning,
independent suryey researth including that originated by HHS in
19/N-) demonstrates that not only hay e 98 percent of Americans
heard that smoking is a health threat, 95 percent believed it in-
creased the risk ot lung cancer, 92 percent believed it increased the
risk ot emphysema. and 91 percent belie\ ed it increased the risk of
heart disease

Now, Mr Chairman, instead of changing warning labels, letting
the States tamper with national standard adyertising policy, re-
quiring long lists of ingredients to be pros ided to bureaucrats and
the public, cleating a new bureaucracy and spending hundreds of
millions of dollars of public funds badly needed tor hundreds of
other critical purposes, consider tla programs already in place
They intlude, as Dr Sulliyan mentioned this morning, their Office
ol Smoking and established pursuar.t to the Smoking and
Health Act of 19S.1 Dr. Sulliy,,, I believe, said that that office is
yery active and intends to remain active and even to increase its
level of activity

You haveI think you held it up there this morning, Mr Chair
manthis list of ingredients in cigarettes already being provided to

7,()
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HHS as required by the same act. And let me say, Mr. Chairman,
that the industry and the individual companies have submitted five
separate lists of ingredients. There has been communication back
and forth between the Office of Smoking and Health and the secre-tary's offic and the companies over this time, with specific ques-tions about those ingredients.

Dr Sullivan said this morning that recently, the department had
decided that it needed quantitative information about ingredients,
and they wrote a representative of the industry last week, and 2das later the industry respondedI don't suppose the secretary
had seen that this morning; he indicated that he had notbut 2
days later the industry responded that that quantitative informa-
tion would be forthcoming and offered again to work and cooperate
with the secretary to the degree that he felt was necessary to make
any essential determinations about ingredients. And the secretaryis already mandated by the Smoking and Health Act of 1984 to
report to Congress whatever findings and recommendations hefeels are necessary in connection with the ingredients or further
disclosure of ingredients or additions or deletions of ingredients. So
that is already going on.

In the case of nicotine, tar and carbon monoxide, there is a labo-
ratory which is owned and operated by The Tobacco Institute but
which is monitored on a daily basis by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, that uses a method approved by the Federal Trade Commis-sion, to test for tar, nicotine and carbon monoxide. That informa-
tion is already available to FTC. An annual list is published show-
ing what brands contain what levels of tar and nicotine Cigaretteadvertisement in this country is required to show the tar and nico-
tine content

So that is already being taken care of
There are laws and regulations all the way fromsome of thoses,..,'ve mentioned and othersfrom the national government to

small municipalities. and I think anybody would be struck this
morning in listening to what has gone on. You mentioned, Mr.
Chairman, activities in Boston, Massachusetts, in New England
intensive State and local efforts, doing additional regulatory work,increasing the level of regulation of cigarette smoking Senator
Durenberger and Sister Ashton and others mentioned Minnesota
and the Midwest. Senator Hatch mentioned his area. You and
others even mentioned States like Virginia and North Carolina,
which are tobacco States.

So we don't believe that there has been demonstrated a great
need to provide money to States to step up their level of activity
They already have an extremely high level of activity And asSister Ashton, speaking for the association of State governments.
indicated, that level is increasing all the time.

In addition to that we have the annua; reports by the surgeongeneral on smoking and health, and there is a brand new report
that we saw for the first time when we walked in this morning.
These annual reports not only recite extensive summaries of epide-
miological studies, but consistently and deliberately draw very dire
conclusions from these studies, and they seem to grow more surreal
every year These are highly pubhcized by the media and else-where

SO
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Then there are extensive, highly publicized. well-organized and
well financed anti-smoking campaigns in the private sector We are
familiar NA, jth those The Great American Smokeout was mentioned
this morning, which is an annual event It is a perfect example.
and there are many others And all the major news media are very
quick to give extensive coverage to anti-smoking laws, anti-smoking
ampaigns and health .laims. no matter how reasonable or unrea-

sonable they may be.
But you might raise the question Senator, well, if these things

are going on. they are not working, they are not accomplishing the
desired results

Well, let's point to a few results that have been accomplished.
The prevalence of smoking by adults since 1965. according to the
surgeon generals report. has dropped from 40 percent to 29 per-
cent One out of every two ,ericans who smoked has quit. Be-
. (pn 1965 and 1985. 41 million Americans quit smoking-90 per-
cent I those. Mr Chairman. alone, without any outside help This

accordmg to the surgeon generals own report in 1988 Now, this
certainly does not sound like tobacco has the same addictive quali-
ties as heroin and wcaine. whet, If the people who ever smoked
have quit Certainly you can't say that about habitual users of hard
d rugs

19`-5. the group of ex-smokers in this country outnumbered
people w ho smoked more than 25 cigarettes a day by a three-ai-one
margin That conies frt .n the 1988 United Sti..tes Statistical Ab-
st ract

Concern has been expressed about young people The prevalence
,)f daily smoking among high school students dropped from 29 per-
cent to 21 percent betwtpn 1!)-6 ald 1980 and has fluctuated be-
tween 18 and 21 percent since that :.aw

Now, Mr Chairman, as far bk s 1979. the surgeon getwral
said in his Report on Smoking and I kalth by the tinw tney reach
the seventh grade, the vast majority of children believenot have
h ea rd. but believe that smoking I:, dangerous to one's health
That's a direct quote As recently as 1987. survey reported in the
Jairrua i1 1 meru an Med wa Assoew tam found that of 895
children ,md adult scents questioned, over ! 8 percent said the\ be-
lieved smoking is harmful -and this again 1, a direct quote"accu-
lately named (nie or more body parts that are adversely affected by
..moking

In short, Anwricans. young and old, In all sectors and in all so-
, loecotionlic groups. have been educated to the alleged health risks

smoking. ,ind sizablu majority has elected to stop smoking or
not to start Others have chosen to assume whatever risk exists.
just as many Americans knowingly assume other risks that are a
part of then chosen lifestyle

Let trw talk just a minute or two. Mr Chairman. about advert's-
ng There has been allegation after allegation here, and we have

heard over and over from the anti-tobacco forces that the cigarette
industry advertises v.ith the dc:iberate purpose in mind of inducing
young people and others to begin smoking. to in effect expand the
market of smokers

Now let nw address that just a minute We have always adver-
tised. just ljk er other industry advertises. particularly for a

b
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mature product, a pruct that has been out there a long time, not
a brand new product that we are trying to infoirr people about for
the first time, and that is our individual companies which are
highly competitive; they are probably the most competitive compa-
nies in the American merchandising arena today. Their competi-
tion is very intense. And they are out there fighting for market
share; they are out there fighting to induce people who smoke to
smoke their brand, to induce those who already smoke their brand
to retain that brand loyalty, and that is the purpose of the adver-
tising.

I want to quote again Dr. Koop's report of 1989. This again is a
direct quote: "There is no scientifically rigorous study available to
the public that provides a definitive answer to the basic question of
whether advertising and promotion increase the level of tobacco
consumption." This is an admission by the surgeon general that
there is no significant empirical evidence that advertising increases
the level of consumption

The 1987 report to the President of the Council of Economic Ad-
visers says this- "There is little evidence that advertising results in
additional smoking As with many products. advertising mainly
shifts consumers among brands Evidence from other countries"
and this is significant as well, Mr (Thairman--"suggests that ban-
ning tobacco advertising has not discouraged smoking

I now want to quote Michael Perchunk. the former chairman of
the Federal Trade Co.amission and a leading anti-smoking advo-
cate He said this -No one pretends that advertising is a major de-
ternnnant of smoking in this country or any other

Now, those are the facts, Mr Chairman as admitted by responsi-
ble public officials, that tdvertismg does not serYe the purpose of
increasing the level of smoking. but instead it is tlw tool by which
the companies attempt to retain or gain market share

Now let me say just one other thing on the subject of advertising.
Mr Chairman Sonw ot our companies this mornine ano otherwise
have been severely castigated by what has been described as "tar-
geted advertising You know, in you! bill. Mr Chairman, this
committee and your legi,lition really does Ow same thing Your
legislation tries to look and ,ec who it is who is. smoking cigarettes
and then target a program to those groups to encourage them not
to smoke ciga ret tt" I think eyery nianufactured product sold in
this countrY. mature pikpduct, th,tt art out there if you start to
introduce ,t new model of automobile, for examph.--say you want
to compete with the Ford Taurus, just to nick ,omething out of the
airGeneral Motors is going to compete with it You are going to
hire marketing experts, and von at e going to look and find out who
it is that is buying the Ford Tamils now, and what those peoph.
an. looking for in a car, ,tild then you are genie:, to target your mar-
keting and your atherti,ing scheme accordingly

Why should it be any diffe.ent in the cigarette. industry9 I would
remind the chairman and the committee that there is a legitimate
market out there of wonwn who smoke cigarette, It is not trying
to persuade women who don't smoke to snmke But if you manufac-
ture and sell cigarettes. and there is an established market out
there of won n smokers, why is i sonwhow different for a ciga-
rette manufacturer to target an existing market than It is for other
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companies to target an existing market? We just faii to understand
the difference between our industry, which is selling a lawful prod-
uct on a lawful market, and other industries which are selling a
lawful product on a lawful market.

Mr Chairman, this is a long bill; there are a lot of different pro-
visions in it I am not going to t:espass further on your time. I will
stop my statement at this time and be glad to respond to questions
that you have.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Whitley follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES 0. WHITLEY ON BEHALF OF THE
TOBACCO INSTITUTE

Mr Chairman and distinguished members of the committee. we appreciate this
opportunity to testify on S 1883. the "Tobacco Product Education and Health Pro-
tection Act of 1990

S 188? would add a new Title IX to the Public Health Service Act, creating a
Center for Tobacco Products ' This new agency, which would have powers and
duties similar in some respects to those of the Food and Drug Administration, would
be located within the Public Health Service at the Centers for Disease Control S
1883 would authorize $185 million to carry out the activities of the Center and other
anti-smoking programs under the bill in Fiscal Year 1991

Among other things, the :''mter would be directed to regulate -tobacco additives'
and to inform the public ot such additives and "harmful tobacco smoke constitu-
ents The Center also would be directed to underwrite a broad range of anti-smok-
ing initiatives by private entitles and State and local authorities, inciuding anti-
smoking campaigns in schools and workplaces, and to "coordinattel with film
makers, broadcast msdia managers and others regarding the impact of media on to-
bacco use behavior

S 1883 would permit State and local governments to regulate "the placement or
location of tobacco product advertising that is displayed solely within the geographi-
cal jurisdiction- of the State or local government involved. This would Include ad-
vertising on billboards and mass transportation facilities, point-of-sale advertising
and, possibly, event sponsorship and other promotional activities In addition, S
1883 would authorize State and local restrictions on the advertising, promotion, sale
or distiibution of cigarettes to persons under 18 Finally, S. i88:, would replace the
surgeen general's carbon monoxide warning with an "addiction" warning

In addressing S 1883. Mr Chairman, I want to stress the common ground we
share The cigarette Indus ioes not want young people to smoke. We believe that
smoking is for those adult ho chiose to smoke. S 1883, however. Is ill-advised and
should be rejected It proposes regt Iation and spending ends in themselves with-
out any legitimate rationale

S 1883 would t blish a new Federal agency to investigate tobacco additives '
even though the safety of additives is currently the responsibility of the Seccetary of
Health and Human Services under existing law and there has lx en nc, suggestion of
health concerns based on the additive information supplied to the secretary by the
cigarette manufacturers to date

1883 would reyaire bkInket disclosure of tobacco additiveseven though disclo-
sure of tobacco dditives to the Secretary of Health and Human Services is required
hy existing law and comparable additive information is exempt from public disclo-
sure on trade secret or impracticality grounds under th, Federal Food. Drug, and
Cosmetic Act and the Fair Packaging and Label' Act

S 1883 would require disclosure to the new agency of "Lai,- nicotine and carbon
monoxide levels of tobacco productseven though such information already is dis-
closed to the Federal Trade Commission and the public 'vy voluntary agreement or
on the request of the Commission

S 1883 would disteibute $50 million a year to anti-smoking groups for anti-tobacco
advertising campaignseven though Americans are already universally aware of
the claimed risks of smoking

' Tht- i Ada. Health Seriice Act does not contain a "Title VIII The Act refet, to ,mbchapi
ter, not tales, and there 1,, no -41bchapter VIII or VII Presumably, the provisions designate(' al,'Title IX in S 1883 would appear as subchapter VII of the Pihlic Ilealth Service Act

S 3
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S 1883 would make $50 million a year available fur anti-smoking programs in
schools and workplaceseven though State and local governments are already pur-
suing such programs aggressively on their own

S 1883 would require an "addiction" warning on cigarette packages an cigarette
advertisingeven though one of every two smokers has quit, most of ti, m without
profession& assistance, and even though calling smoking an addiction trivializes
our Nation's serious drug problem

S 1883 would encourage State and local governments to attempt to restrict ciga-
rette advertising to adults in the name of protecting minors, despite the U.S Su-
preme Court's repeated admonitions that government "may not reduce the adult
population to reading only what is [deemed) fit tor children

S 1883 woutd allow each State and local government to establish its own rules
and regulations for the placement or location of cigarette advertising within its bor-
ders. thereby inv;ting censorahip m violation of the First Amendment and abandon-
ing to that extent Congress's consistent 25-year policy uf nationally uniform regula-
tion of cigarette advervlsing

I will discuss these points in detail
I Center for Tobacco Products Sec 90hal of the new title creat. I,y S

would direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services to establish a Center for
Tobacco Products with:n the Public Health Service, at the li...iters for Disease Con-
trol The Center would a_%ume the functions and duties of the Interagency Commit-
tee on Smoking and Hcalth Sec 903(13x1, 2

fa) Additive.: lInjer Subtitle A of new Title IX. the Center would be directed to
"inform the pt blic regarding constituents of. and additives to. tobacco products.
and to -restrict the use of additives that represent a significant health risk to the
public Sec 901ia0 and (41 3 The Center would be directed to investigate the addi-
tives contained in tobacco products and to determine whether such additives repre-
sent a sigmficant added health risk to consumers of such products Sec 902Mitli If
the Center "determines that any tobacco additive, either by itself or in conjunction
with any other addit;ve, presents unnecessary increased risks to health, the Center
would be authorized to prohibit the use of a ti,bacco additive or allow its use only at
reduced levels Sec 953d0(2)

The Center would be directed to require public disclosure. through labels or pack-
age inserts, of tobacco product additives and "harmful tobaLcu smoke constituents
Sec 902tal (11 and (2' Cigarette manufacturers would be required to provide to the
Center "a complete list of each tobacco additive used in the manufacture of each
tobacco product brand name and the quantit) of such additive ISecs
951(tai1u. and "a complete list of all brands of suvh tobacco products that includes
the levels of the tar, nicotine. carbon monoxide, and other constitueot as deter-
mined by the Centerl for each b7and as determined by the manufacturer Secs 934.
9511a)(2)).

Mr Chairman, many of these provisions substantially duplicate existmg law To
the extent these provisions would change existing law. the change would sem, no
demonstrable policy objective These provisions also would threaten public disclo-
sure of commercially sensitive information that urrentI is protected from public
disclosure as trade' secret or confidential information Such disclosure would
produce no public benefit

Under the Comprehensive Smo'.ing Education Act. enacted in 194. the cigarette
manufacturers are required to pros Ld the Secretary of Health and Human Services
on an annual basis "a hst of the ingredients added to tobacco in the :nanufacture of
cigarettes U 3C § 13:35am, The qt provided to the secretary need not identify
the company Involved or the brand ul ,,garettes that contains the ingredients Ibid
Congress considered the disclosur, if cigarette ingredient information on this basis
tc be adequate to "permit the Federal Government to initiate ti toxicologic re-
search ni.cessary to measure any health risk posed by the addition of additives and
other ingredients to cigarett.es during the manufacturing process II R Rep No
805, 98th Cong . 24 Sess 21 (19841

2 At the same timeapparentb. by design ,see Sec 1,the bill would reestablish the
Interagency Committee I Set. Sec 92hico, without altering the committee s functions or duties
and without repealing the existing lau establisting the committee ,Sec 31b, of the Comprehen
sive Smoking Eduaition Act (I; US(' §134bbia Meanwh.le, Sec 4 of S 1883 wou J add a new
paragraph at to Sec %al of the Smoking Education Act. en though that new paragraph is not
incorporated in Sec 9284bi, which otherwise reproduces Sec

3 "Constituent- would be defined as 'any element of a tobacco product that is not an adthtive Sec 960:0 'Tobacco additive would (Mined to mean axis ingredient t' as added to
a tobacco product in the process f rnenufacturmg producing a tiibacco product t 961

8 4
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The secretary, in turn is directed to transmit to Congrts periodic reports advis-
ing Congress of any information pertaining to such ingredients which in the judge-
ment [sic] of the secretary poses a health risk to cigarette smokers 15 U SC
§ H5aibi1iB i Each ycar since 1986 the six major cigarette manufacturers have
_iointly submitted ingredient lists ta the secrctary as required by the 1984 legisla-
tion The mc*1 recent list was submitted just this past Dc-cember In 1988, Surgeon
General Koop indcated that the Department of Health and Human Services was
acticely reviewing the Ingredient lists that had be..n submitted There is no reason
to believe that this existing review mechanism is inadequate and needs to be ex-
panded or replaced

Neither is th re any justification for requiring public dtsclosure of tobacco addi
rise Because information concerning the ingredients used to manufacture particu-
lar :-igarette brands is competitively sensitive. Congress provided in the Comprehen-
;Ise Smoking Education Act that the ingredient information supplied to the secre-
-_ary shall be treated as trade sec ret or confidential information Such information
_s exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act and criminal pen-
alties are established for unauthorized disclosure kL ç 1335atbX2KA). The Act specif-
ically requires the set retary to establish written procedures to assure th: confiden-
tiality of ;such informa' in Id § 1.135atb142/(C1 He has done so See 50 Fed Reg
49,617 )1985)

In 1484. Congress ,:onsidered and rejected public disclosure ,gredient informa-
)n and fur good reason As originally introduced in the 97th Congress, the House

sersion of the legislation ultimately enacted in 1984 would have required ingredi-
ents to be le)ted on cigarette packages 4 Opposing such a requirement, The Tobacco
Institute s witness explained

Cigar t*- manufacturers use a cariety of ingredients to enhance flavor and ap-
peal ance and preserve shelf life Thece ingredients are among each nianufactur-
er s most closely held trade secrets There is no justification for denying ciga-
rette manufacturers the trade secret protection extended to every other con-
sumer product Industry s

The Institute's witness also pointed uut that requiring package disclosure of addi-
Tises combined with the health warnings and tar, nicotine and u.rbon munox-
,de numbers would turn cigarette packages into little textbooks. likely causing
sniokers to ignore it al! Ibid

Congress responded to these objections in the L184 legislation by prociding trade
secret protection to the ingredient information supplied to the secretary In ac:cli-
'ion it made clear thst ingredient information was to be submitted tu the secretary
in a manner that doe_ not identify the company involved or the brand of cigarettes
containing particular ingredients

The considerations that supported Congress's decision to treat ingredient informa-
tior in this way in 194 remain salid today Similar considerations are reflected in
h-oad ingredient discicure exemptions under the Federal Food, Drug and Cusmetn

FD&C Act and the Fair Packaging and Labeling CFP&L . Act Indeed. Mr
('hairman, it is fa.r t sac that most totmgco additives would be exempt from disclo-
sure under tht,e law, and the impli menting regulations of the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration

Food (ongress explicitly has exempted flavorings, colorings and specs u...ed in
cod from disclosure under Set 403 of the FD&C Act. 21 U SC § 343 6 It requires

Th) FDA in),reicer to establish further exemptions from disclosure for flock.' ingredi
erns to the extent that disclixsurel is impractical, or rsults in deception or unfair
,.inipetition /bid 4ee g 21 C F R § 101 100(aC3i i198.8) iexemoting incidental

including processing aids." from disclosure)
2 Cosn-etics The FD exercising its authority under Sec -cicie( of the FP&I,

-t 1 U § :1-)1 likivose has exempted from disclosure th) ingredients of
flacon, and fragram es used in cixsmetics 21 C FR § 701 31a) 1059) The FDA ex

if ,+7th eng cd sess p 7 March 1,1952r
Noe ' anprrAe i Prinention Education Act lleacings I! ,6:r and II

n. c-c. S sob, ,rarn on Health and the Eni ointment of the House t irnm in Enerkz, andmine r- rong :less
reoires the label .if any food for which a standard of identio. has been pre

-ied b3, rigalation to list insofar as may be required by rtwilation, the eommon names of
ptional ingredients ,it.tier than spices, flavoring, and colonng) present in such food Sea

regal-es the label if any food fabricated from t,o or more ingredients for which a
st.....Indard of identity has not been prescribed, to list -the common or usual name of eaah such
mgredient, ex ept that spices flavorings, and colorimpi, other than those sold as such Uhl be
designated fl,,o.oring, and colorings, without naming each
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plained that these were "the two types of cosmetic ingredients which would be the
most likely of any to create trade secret Issues 38 Fed Reg 28,912 t1973) The FDA
also noted that disclosure of such ingredients "would be impractical Id. at 20a,1.1
See. e.g., 21 C.F.R §701 3 (i) and (2) (1383) (exempting "incidental ingredients." in-
cluding "processing aids," from disclosure) The FDA concluded that it would not be
impractical to disclose by name colors used in cosmetics but the agency carefully
provided that a color whose identity is a trade secret may be exempted from disclo-
sure. 38 Fed. Reg_ 28,913 (1973) The FDA has recognized. generally, that Sec. 5(cX3i
of the FP&L Act does not authorize it to promulgate ingredient labeling regulations
that require the divulging of trade secrets /cf. at 28,912 See 21 C.F R. § 720 8 (1988)
(specifying procedure for exempting ingredients from public disclosure on trade
secret grounds).

(3) Drugs. Sec. 502(eX1) of the FD&C Act, which addresses disclosure of ingredients
used to manufacture drugs, atsa not require disclosure of "inactive ingredients." See
21 U.S.0 §352(eXH_ Such ingredients typically include binders, flavors, colors, pre-
servatives and Idlers. The FD&C Act requires the FDA to establish furtner exemp-
tions from disclosure for active ingredients -to the extent that [disclosure] is imprac-
tical." Ibid.

Most of the ingredients added to tobacco in the manufacture of cigarettes are fla-
voring and fragrances. Such ingredients would be exempt from disclosure under
Sec. 403 of the FD&C Act and Sec 5(cX3) of the FP&L Act or otherwise would qual-
:fy for exemption from disclosure on trade secret or imp acucahty grounds.

Mr Chairman, you have been quoted as suggesting that cigarette manufacturer-
should be required to disclose tobacco additives because "Nabisco [must] provide the
ingredients to Oreo cookies." ' However, Nabisco is not required to disclose the fla-
vorings, colorings and spices used in Oreos and is entitled to seek disclosure exemp-
tions for other ingredients on trade secret or impracticality grounds When you
stated that "it is time to stop permitting the industry to treat addity.es to tobacco as
trade secrets," s you were asking, in effect to apply to tobacco products a standard
different in all relevant respects from the standard applied to foods. cosmetics and
drugs.9

(b) Constituents. As in the case of tobacco addities. the prolasions concerning to-
bacco smoke "constituents" are redundant Pursuant to a -voluntary agreement and
program entered into with the Federal Trade Commission, the major cigarette man-
ufacturers already disclose in the.r advertising "tar" and nicotme ratings for the
advertised brands." The Commission also publishes carbon monoxide ratings on a
brand-by-brand Oasis, supplied by the cigarette manufacturers at the Commission s
request " The Tobacco Institute Testing Laboratory ,TITL). monitored closely by an
on-site representative of the Ccmmission, measures the 'tar.- nicotine and carbon
monoxide levels of cigarettes sold in the United States

The Commission has told the House Subcommittee on Transportation. Tourism.
and Hazardous Materials that it is satisfied that MS current arrangement with TITL
enablfti it V- nsure the accuracy of the "tar. nicotine and carbon monoxide figures
supphed fr e cigarcatt manufacturers 12 With respect to any other constituents'
of tobacco smoke, a representative of the Oak Ridge Natwnal Laboratory iORNIa
told the same Subcommittee in 1988, based on research conducted by OR.NL. that
testing for other constituents would not affect the relatie ranking of iagarettes as

l'hicago Thbune. Nov It; 1989, p
135 ('ong Rec S15,72.3 tdady ed Nov 15 19s9i
Although S 1883 would repeal Sec f the Federai glirUtte Labeling and Advertising

Act, which treats ingredient mformn as track tecret r.dential information and prohib-
its the unauthenzed disclosori such information the bill does not purport to repeal Sec 7,a,
which quires cigarette manufacturer /. to provide thc setretary aanudlly with ingredient lists
that do not -identify the company w Mch uses the ingredients or the brand of cigareaes which
contam the ingredients- Thus, cigarette manufacturers conceivabk would continue to be re-
quired to provide one ingredient list which does not discl oek. brand or manufacturer informa
non) to the secretary pursuant to Set 7 a, of the Labeling Act, and v.ould be required to provide
another list 'which would disclose such information, to the Center ,nder Sec IrsEa, of the new

ttie IX emitted by S 1883
'" See Letter of October 13 197), to Federal Trdde Commission from 13rown & Williamson To-

bacco Corporation. et al
" See, e.g Federal Trade Commission. Report of Tar No-ohne and Carhon Monarlde Content

of 272 Varieties of Domestic euxirettes. 4 Fed Reg 1787 idan IT, 190)
2 Frc Nicotine Program Reanng before the Subcomm Tmnsportatwn Tourism. and Hoz

ardous Matenals of the House Comm on Ener,0 and Commerce, loOth ong 1st Sess 6 il9s7i
[statement of the Federal Trade ('ommission), a at 10 II 47 ,testimony of Witham C Mac-
Cleod, Director, Bureau of Consumer Protection. FPO, a at 14 17 testimony of D duel Olicer,
Chairrirm. ETC/
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ti rrnmed b3, tar ana nicotine ur procide information that would affect a Smok-
er s hie among the different brands of cigarettes that are acadable

rhere is no ceason tu enact legislation requiring further disclosure of tobacco
-rsoke ,unstituents. fur shiftini, responsibility for ocerseeing such disclosure to a
rit Fedtral agency or for incurring the subcstantial additional costs that such fur-

r ocersight would entail
Anti tking campaigns The Center would be directed to prepare and distriL

anti sn Aim, materials. including paid advertising campaigns to Inform target-
ed populati ins of the health effects of using tobacco products Sec 9O34a Ui
and .2 Secs 911-91.3 would dirr-t the Center to make grants to public and private
t-ntities that would use the funds to conduct anti-smoking campaigns through pubhc
ser announcements, paid advernsing messages and "counter advertising Sec

bit?. The Center also would be responsible for -coordinating with film makers.
broadcast media managers. and uthers regarding the impact of media on tobacco use
behavior Sec 9034ax3i

Mr Chairman, these provisions of S 1883 appear to be based on the mistaken
premise hat Americans are unawar-t of the claimed health risks of smoking In
fa.t as onP authority told a House subcommittee not long ago. the level ci public
awareness on t-moking and health issues Ls virtually unprecedented in our national
cxperience' '4 More Americans are aware of tne allegations with respect to smok-
ing and health than can identify George Washington or know when our Nation de-
Jared - Independence Nearly every American believes smoking is harmful but
unly I of Americans knows who delivered the Sermon on the Mount '5

Young people. especiall>. are aware of the risks attributed to smoking As the sur-
geon general has stated. ''sbly the time they reach seventh grade, the va s,. majority

chadren behece smoking is dangerous to one's health " Of 893 children and
adolescents questioned in a recent survey. over 98 percent said they believed smok-
ing Ls harmful and accurately named one or more ody parts that a.e adversely
affected by snwlung Young people start to smoke not because they are unaware
of the ,_Iaimed health risks of smoking or because of cigarette advertising The only

int influences on smoking by young people are family and peers, and these
influences have been shown to be both powerful and direct '8

When the anti-tobacco lobby -iplains that government spends too little on
disseminating the anti-smoking rlie.siage, it conveniently overlooks the value of the

free media- that the anti-smoking message receives daily Yet the Advocacy Insti-
tutea prominent arm of the anti tobacco lobbyhas noted the vast outpouring of
media attention tu smoking.- and has cL,-imented that. [bb standards which apply
to most running stories, coyerage of smoking has enjoyed an extraordinary run in
the iaedia* 1 8 It would seem profligate, to say the least. in the face or the Federal
budget deficit, for Congress to authorize an addiuonal $50 million to plomote a mes-
-age that Amerkans already Lnderstand and believe and that is reinforced contin-
ually and pervasively by the news media

I should add. in this connection. that we view with particular concern the prim-
-ion of S 1ss3 directing the Center to coordina-,e] with film makers, broadcast
media managers. and others regarding the impact of media on tobacco use behac-
lor Sec 'HY1,a+1 It is nut appropnate for government to tell artists, wnwPs and
.ther, m the nwdia how to portray srsaking or smokers in the,r work, or tc ,gest
that maile portrayals are more politically "correct' than others It is one tiling for

( tareve, 4 1,ert..-ank Teo.tino, ana Nrirzn' n FIR ; hek,re the .c.ndx-omm
7ran.pn-tat,n Murz.m and Ha:anion. Materials of the Hou.e omm Energ:, and ( om

Hith Cong .110,2o, 19' Hearings .statement of MP. hat-I D folerin Dr
,,11Arm test fled 'hat tho potential additional constituents ,if tohaixo aroke are not per ox

harmtut ..,-ompound, Id a' 21:
qs. Weil-1,10 11pro note 1 at lti...4atement 1 Gerald M toildhaber t hairman

:.artment f ( ommonkation, .Lit. L niversity of New York ;Buffalo.,
1,1 .tt IL!
smokiro:ond lhaloh t /?,port o1 the oiorgeon 6eneral p 17 lo ro
1,eenthal et al I. rho- Smoking Decision an Informed Chooe ' /4 114 i,o1 2-'7 pp
7o. l'oo7

`we 4Inx Pn,ention Ail Hearings on II R 1+2/ INforr, the suboornm on Healthn,t h, En, srannhn, 1 tin llouge Comm on Energy and rommede 90,th ( ong 1.4 Sys:,
,iatement Mortirno r B Liposett M D . Director, National Institute of Child Ilealth and

H iman Deioli,prnent Thr most forceful determinants of gr(10king lby young people, are par
rN pee-rs ,md old( r ibILngs Aaro Wold, Kanna.s & Rimpella Health Behaviour in SeYnxii
hildren A WHO Cruoso, National Surwq, Health Prnmotion v11 I no 1 pp 17 21 1a l'eth,
When ,,oung popl« .tort .rniiking the must important predotor he .,moking hehalour and

,rroking related art r.it iv, (of significant other.'
' Vedta `,trotonnos Gauleltnes p 1

"
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government (-Mattis to speak out on an issue but quite another for the gtwernment
to "prescnbe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationahsm. religion, or cther mat-
ters of opinion 20 Action by the Center pursuant to Sec 90340)(31 would chill expres-sion protected by the First Amendmenteffectively imposing a system of prior re-
straints on speech deemed to be insufficiently "unfriendly- to smoking

Id) State programs The Center would be directed to "provide absistance to Statesto enhance their efforts to enforce existing State laws concerning the sale of tobaecoproducts within the State to minors." Sec 9010A5) Secs 915-920 would direct theCenter to make grants to States and political subdivisions of States to assist Stateand local efforts to prevent initial tobacco use by minors and encourage the cessa-
tion of tobacco use, especially by members of igh-use groups Sec 915 States that
ena t and enforce laws prohibiting tobacco sales to minors and prohibiting cigarette
vending machines except at locations where minors are not allowed would be re-
warded with additional grants Secs. 919 and 920

Mr Chairman, no one can seriously suggest that State and local governments
need additional Federal encouragement in this area Virtually every State prohibits
the sale or distribution of tobacco products to minors aild many State and local gov-ernments a.rrently are considering a variety of measures to strengthen further ex-isting laws in this regard Moreover, during this decade, many State and local Juris-
dictions have enacted laws restricting smoking in public places and workplaces andimplementing other anti-smoking measures In his 196 report. th, surgeon generil
referred to "a wave of social action regulating tobaccu smoking in public places
Most recently, the surgeon general's 1.989 report stated

'Since the 19n Report. the pace of action appears to have increased in both tnepublic and private sectors Restrictions on smoking pubhc places are theresuit of government actions at the Federal. State, and local levels. particularly
State and local legislation 22

In short, this is not a case m whic!-. Congress must bnbe or coerce the States intopursumg Federal policy
,e, Other programs Sea, 921-925 would direct the Center to make grants to

unions and other organvations to support activities. coordinated with employers. toprevent the initiation, and encourage the cessation. of the use of tobacro products
among workers and their families. especially those aitricluals with the highest
prevalence of tobacco use" Sec 922 The bill also would direct the Secretary of Edu-
cation :o provide "Incentive grants- to establish srroke-free schools Sec 92f) Withrespect, we submit that additional Federal spend,,Ig is not required to stimulateanti-smoking activity in these areas

2 State and Local Regulation of Cigarette Athertising and Promotion Sec 955would provide as follows

Nothing in thK; subtitle. Section 5 of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Ad-vertising Act ' or the Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco Health EducationAct ' shall prevent any State or local government from enacting additional
restrictions on the advertising. promotion, sale or distribution of tobacco prod-
ucts to persons under the age of Is, or on the plarement or location of advertis-
ing for tobacco products that is displayed solely within the geographic area gov-erned lze. the applicable State or local government. such as advertising on bill-boards or on transportation vehicles. as long as the restrictions are consistent
with and no less restrictive than the requirements of this subtitle and Federal

{S'e.t Virorua State Board "I EitwatIon Barnette 314 I S 121 14.1 t
' The Health ronsequenres of lnrolantan Smoking Report ol the surgeon 6erier1l p11,fi
Redur mg the Health Consequenres of SmokingA Repor 01 the Surgeon 6eneral p

' For purposes of Title IX. advertisement would mean
all nenspaper and magazine advertisements and adcertising inserts billboards posters,signs decals. banners matchbook advertising, point-of-purchas display matenal lescept priceinformation', and all other printed or other materail used for promoting the sale or consump-tion (if tobacco products to consumers. ar.d

Hi any other means used to promote the purchase of tobacco roduct, Subtitk. E, Sec ',hill,For purpocses of Title IX, -promotion would mean--
any marketing communication method that informs persuades or reminds consumers of aobacco product or the Mtributes, image or brand name of such product or ko I -notivate:. conler, to sample or try that product Subtitle E. Sec %fill)
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It is unclear what this provision would accomplish The first part of Sec 95:i
would be invoked by antesniuking advocates at the &ate and local levels in

an ettetnpt to justifv sweeping restrictions on the advertising, promotion, sale and
di-ributiuu uf tobacco products in the name of reducing smoking by young people
1 -us could result in an end run around Congress' consistent policy of national uni-
t q-mity in this area Moreover by arguably licensing State and local measures that

iuld render cigarette advertising and perhaps cigarettes themselses invisible to
young people, this part of Sec 9:).5 would fly in the face of the US Supreme Court's
rope ded admorution that the government ma not 'reduce the adult population

to reading only what is Ideemed] fit for children 246824 Bolger v Youngs
Drbg Prodiu t Corp , 463 U S 60. 73 19tz3) iquoung Butler v Michigan, 352 U S 380,
"*2 197' 'invalidating statute that prohibited reading materials deemed mappro-
;odate childreno See also Health Protection Act of 1987. Hearing on H R 1272
ud H R 1532 before the Subcomm on Transportation, Tourism & Hazardous Mate-
rialS C the House ('.omm on EnergY and Commerce, 100th Cong 1st Sess 99 119g7)
testimony of Professor Burt Neuborne, New York University Law School)

The second part of Sec 955authorizing State and local restrictions on the place-
inert or location of advertising displayed solely within the jurisdiction involved
could Balkanize regulation of the advertising and promotion of a nationally market-
eo product Such an outcome would be seriously at odds with First Amendment
values In addition anti smoking advocates undoubtedly would attempt to use S

tu justify prohibitive State and local adverusing requiremenis, ur even outright
hans For all of these reasons, similar legislation in the Douse has been opposed in
the last two Congresses by the Amenuin Civil Liberties Union, the Washington

Foundation the Freedom To Adveruse Coalition, the Association of National
\dvertisers and the American Association of :Advertising Agencies, among others 2'
We oppose this proviswn of S 1s53 fur the same reasons There is no reason to re-
treat from Congress:- consistent .ri-year policy of nuaonal uniformity in this field

\ n Addiction Warning Section 10ibi of S ISM would replace the surgeon
general s carbon monoxide warning with the following warning SURGEON GEN-
ERALS W MINING Smoking is \ddictive Once you start yuu may not be able to
stop

Mr Chairman this issue was the subject of a hearing in 19ss before the House
`2ubcommatee on Health and the Environment At that hearing, we testified against
in addiction warning in the ground that calling cigarette smoking an addiction
try ializes and almost mocks, the serious narcotic and other hard drug problems
+aced by our society and undermines efforts tu combat drug abuse In addition, we
n ited that the addiction claim with respect to smoking is without medical or sci-

ntific foundation notwithstanding the comments of former Surgeon General Koop
-ach a claim defies all logic when according to the surgeon general, nearly half of
.11 \mericans who ever smoked have quit,2- and most uf the II million smokers

h quit did so without formai treatment programs or smoking cessation device 2"
Ironically the presence of an addiction' warning could serve tu discourage some
mokers from quitting
Rather than repeat my testimony from that hearing, I respectfully request that

no. testimony .nd the supporting testimony uf Dr Stephen M Raffle and Dr Theo-
dore II Blau included in the reco, i of this hearing 2'.

Nr; In HI? 12;0 bv/o, the `04h. ortaqi h Iran vhattuttan
H %fat. h, ( oinni n Encro (Ind ( "turner., ,mag

H. urus I,pni note 4 '
e, t, and 1", oh,. h vi 4id amend the Drug F ree and ( ommunit le', Ai

r.s. Ind the \ [di ()rug \ Mg.- -Nit of I'/"."` to er tobacco produt.L., .ufferk from the ,arne
te, t Thus. pros i'.in 1 1*.u, do.ert the [united fund, appropriated under these at t,
oil, totaa,,, program. %dhow. appropriating additiona. fund. for h program',

Report .a,pra mae at 2,12
rh. Health I 11, 't int: Nit none Add,. tom 4 Rqx,r: riv surp,,,,

,1 rends in quitting al t I% It
11.11t5 n Sn? kouz Wine He(trini: ilefort SIttt, onl .11

H. (tab anti OD Isn t,h no n, (h. Ha use ( 1-nirry in huergN and ( oni met, loot h cong

h.
z4e,1 t't

rrareral, being .ohnutted do thik ,tatement are a., ,t The ( ode of the
"muakelmo. 1 AM, idiear b a ory inuing commitment ,( Becau.e of. are

r ilong Our ite,porna.h10+, Common Value, ( ommon Program-. Re
mark- b haul I hurrig in to th. rik an I.pgwn i ,nrums,,lon pti Children ,md 't out h MaN
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At some point, Mr Chairman, any industry faced with the prospect of still farther
regulation is entitled to say "enough We clearly have reached that point with the
regulation of tobacco products S 1883, which proposes regulation that is not needed
and spending the Federal Government can ill afford, should be rejected

I would be glad to answer any questions

The CHAIRMAN. We will recognize Mr. Boggs now. We are de-
lighted to welcome you to the committee.

Mr. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairma , Senator Dodd.
My name is TGn-. Boggs. I am a partner in the law firm of

Patton, Boggs and Blow, and I am accompanied this morning by
Ray O'Hare, of the same firm.

We are here today representing the Freedom to Advertise Coali-
tion. The Coalition members include the American Advertising
Federation, the American Association of Advertising Agencies, the
Association of National Advertisers, the Magazine Publishers Asso-
ciation, the Outdoor Advertising Association of America, and the
Point of Purchase Advertising Institute.

Before turning to an analysis of S 1883. I should point out that
many organizations involved with advertising and the First
Amendment have expressed concern about the bill, including the
merican Civil Liberties Union, the Washington Legal Foundation,

and the Advertising Leadership Council.
Yet until our Coalition met with the chairman's staff just last

week, we were told that no one from the advertising community
would be permitted to testify.

This b:-..crt oral testimony cannot possibly fully air all of the po-
tential negative impacts the bill could have on commercial speech.
We therefore request permiss:,... to submit more detailed com-
ments for the hearing record, including comments from constitu-
tional experts.

Is that all right, Mr. Chairmar'
Senator Dodd [presiding]. Ye: Without objection, so ordered.
[Information referred to above follows at the end of the hearing
Mr BOGGS By drastically weakening the existing Federal pre-

emption over State and local regulation of tobacco advertising, sec-
tion 955 of the bill would open the door for States and localities to

local advertising, such as that placed on billboards, transit
I, ales, and perhaps other locations such P.s point of purchase

Moreover, in the name of protecting children. this section would
permit State and local governments to enact other severe and po-
tentially diverse restrictions as to create a de facto ban on all
multi-state tobacco advertising

One of the two substantive clauses of section 95:i would permit
States and localities to place restrictions on tobacco advertising
that is displayed solely in the geographic area governed by the ap-
plicable State or local government, such as advertising on pill-
boards or on transit vehicles This would encourage States to un-
constitutionall.v restrict local advertising

The courts have perm:'..d localities to restrict all billboards m
certain geographic areas These restrictions are imposed because of
the location of the advertising, not the message

Section 955 in contrast would permit States or localities to ban
local advertising because of what It saysa result at odds with the
First Ame ,dment.
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Moreover, the other substantive clause of the section goes beyond
local advertising to invite State or local governmentsand by the
way, there is no definition of local governments, and there are
6,700 taxing jurisdictions in the United States, so I assume it in-
-ludes all of themto restrict advertising of tobacco products to
persons under the age of 18. This language would permL States to
seek to restrict any advertising which could be E9en or heard by
children, effectively banning aj.vertising of tobacco products in the
name of protecting children.

Even if this reading of the language is too broad, section 955
might permit State control over content or location of tobacco ad-
vel tising, such as prohibitions on importation intc a State of maga-
zines or newspapers containing tobacco advertising with ce-tain
imagery or prohibition of tobacco advertising in certain magazines.

Perhaps more importantly, each State most certainly would
apply the language differently. The crazy quilt of regulations which
would result could Balkanize the regulatory structure in such ways
as to amount to a de facto ban on multi-state advertising of tobacco
products.

The First Amendment protects commercial speech, which con-
cerns a lawful activity, which is not inherently misleading. Protect-
ed commercial speech may be only restricted by regulation which
is narrowly tailored to directly advance a substantial governmental
interest Proponents of restrictions on to')acco advertisements have
not demonstrated that such restrictions xi II reduce demand for to-
bacco products with substantial governrn Hit interest.

Indeed, as Mr Whitley pointed out, Dr. Everett ii.oup 'As recently
as 1989 reaffirmed that there is nc rigorous scieritific evidence to
that effect.

Moreover, by abdicating its responsib lity and giving the States
license to censor tobacco advertising as they please, Congress'
action would not be "narrowly tailored" to meet the U.S. Supreme
Court test.

The censorship permitted by sect;on 955 is cloaked with the
noble clause of "protecting children. However, the U.S. Supreme
Court has held that the government may not reduce the adult pop-
ulation to read only what is fit for children. The level of discourse,
the court has stated, "simply cannot be limited to that which
would be suitable for a sandbox." That same principle was just
reaffirmed by the U S. Supreme Court in June of 1989.

Although S 1883 woula not directly impose restriction on com-
mercial speech, it would invite the States to do so. As the ACLU
has commented on a previous bill which would have repealed the
tobacco advertising preemption, "Where the effect of a statute is to
impede the interstate flow ,f information, protected by the First
Amendment, there is cause br alarm. By essentially delegating to
the States thE authority to -equire new forms of advertisin, the
effect of the legislation is to invite an unconstitutional ,.esult.'

When evaluating First Amendment implications, the U.S. Su-
prem.. Court and constitutional jurisprudence demands that a law
must be tested by its operation and effects. The effect of S. 1883
would be to invite States to create restrictions on advertising which
would violate the First Amendment. Moreover, even if individual
States or localities enacted restrictions which could be upheld indi-
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N i dually against a constitutional challenge, the aggregate effect of
all of those provisions could create a de facto ban of advertising.

Over a period of 25 years, Congress has developed a comprehen-
si, e, uniform scheme for the regulation of tobacco advertising. The
legislative history of the Federal Cigarette Labelling and Advertis-
ing A-1 is fuil of references to the need for uniformity in order to
make the Federal scheme effective.

Congress aas decided that tobacco is a unique product. It imposed
a warning label requirement, and banned tobacco advertisement
from television and radio. Proponents of advertising restrictions
have not sliown that the Federal regulatory scheme is not working.
In part because of the health warnings displayed in advertise-
ments, Americans now unlerstand the risks involved in smoking.

S. 1883 reflects a continuing concern with the health warning
system by replacing one cigarette warning with a new message.
Yet section 955 would invite States to restrict or ban tobacco adver-
tising, and by so doing, suppress the very health message Congress
hopes to convey.

Although the proposed section 955 constitutes only one small
portion of S. 1883, it is the offensive and objectional provision for
the advertising industry The Freedom to Advertise Coalition asks
that this unconstitutional and unsound paragraph be deleted from
the bill. If more education is required, Mr. Chairmanand that
seems to be the purport of the billwhat is needed is more speech,
not less speech.

And I might say just as a matter of tactics, Mr. Chairman, this
one paragraph will probably engender the opposition -If numerous
groups in this country from the Arne/ ican Civil Liberties Union to
the Washington Legal Foundation, going the spectrum from the
right to the left It will also engender the opposition of almost all
the major advertising entities in the country. Without this provi-
sion, I don't think you would have that opposition to this bill. So I
think in terms of moving the bill and the legislation along, simply
the deletion of the advertising provision would go a long way.

Thank you, sir
{The prepared statement of Mr. Boggs follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Tom 13;r0GS

My name is Tom Boggs and I represent the Freedom to Advertise Coalition The
Coalition was formed in 1987 out of concern for the right to truthfully and non-de-
ceptively advertise all legal productsa right protected by the First Amendment
The Coalition's members inilude the AmeriLan Advertising Federation, the Ameri-
can Association of Advertising Agencies, the Association of National Advertisers,
the Magazine Publishers Association, the Outdoor Advertising Association of Amer-
ica, and the Point of Purchase Advertising Instit,ite

Before turning to ar. analysis of S 1883, I must request that the committee not
act on this bill until further consideration is given to its potential effectparticular-
ly the provisions related to advertising Many organizations involved with advertis-
ing and the First Amendment have expressed concern about the bill including the
American Civil Liberties Union and the Washington Legal Foundation. Yet, until
our Coalition met with the chairman's staff just last week, we were to1d that no one
from the advertising community would be permitted to testify The few days we
were given to prepare, and this short oral testimony, cannot possibly fully air all
the potential negative impacts the bill ceuld have on commercial speech We request
permission to submit more detailed comments for the hearing record within the
next 1 days ,icluding comments frarn constitutional experts Moreover, the Federal
Trade Comnussion, the agency responsible for the regulation of advertising, should

(.1 2
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bto consulted Findils. d advertising provisions remain in the bill the Senate Com-
mittee un Commerce, Science dnd Transportation which has jurisdiction over tither
tismg issues and which created the Federal tobacco advertising regulatory structure,
should receive sequential referral of the bill

lly drastically weakening the existing Federal preemption over State and local
rclmlation of tobacco advertising. Section 935 of the Public Health Services Act,
which would be created by S 1883. would open the door for States and localities to
prohibit local" advertising such as that placed on billboards, transit vehicles, and
perhaps other locations such as the point-of-purchase Moreover. in the name of pro-
tecting children, this anti-preemption section could permit States and local g vern
tnents to enact other such severe and potentially diverse restrictions as to create a
de facto ban on all multestate tobdcco advertising as well The anti-preemption Ian
guage contained in Section 955 would destroy a carefully constructed, uniform Fed
eral structure for the regulation of tobacco marketing Section 953 would also exac
erbace the growing trend toward the proliferation of advertising restrictions for
many legal products and services The Freedom to Advertise Coalition opposes this
constitutionally infirm and unwise proposal

One of the two substantive clauses of Section 935 would permit States and local
ities tu place restrictions on tobacco advertising that is "displayed solely within the
geographic area governed by the applicable State or local government, such as ad
ertising on billboards or on transit vehicles The Coalition opposes this provision

because it would encourage States to unconstitutionally restrict "local" advertising
Although the courts have permitted localities to restrict all billboards in certain ge-
ographic dreas. these restrictions are imposed because of the location of the adver
using rather than the message Section 935, in 4 contrast, would permit States or lo-
calities to ban local' advertising because of what It saysa result at odds with the
First Amendment If billboards are a significant local problem. existing Federal law
allows localities to restrict them without regard to their content

Moreover. the other substantive clause of the section goes beyond "local" advertis-
ing to invite State or local governments to restrict "advertising of tobacco prod-
ucts tu persons under tiw age of 18 This ambiguous language could permit States
to seek to restrict any advertising which could be seen or heard by children In
other words, Section 955 could permit States to accomplish through the back door
whiit others have nut been able to du through the front door of Federal legislation
effectivtly ban all advertising cof tobacco products in the name of protecting chil
dren

Fcc u if this reading of the language is tou broad, section 976 might still permit
State control over content or location of tobacco advertisements, such as prAibi-
tions on the importation into a State uf magazines or newspapers containing tobacco
advertisements with certain unagery, or prohibition of tobacco advertising in cer-
tain magazines Perhaps more importantly, each State must certainly would apply
tin language differently The c razy quilt of regulations which would result could
Balk ilk the regulatory structure in such ways as to amount to a de facto ban on
multi-state advertising of tobacco prodt.cts

It is important to note that little or no tobacco advertising is truly local in nature
National tobtitAll brand marketers develop bdlboard irid ptant-orpurchase designs
for distribution throughout the Umted States Thus, even if the ambiguous clalse
referenced above were stricken from the section, the "locid" advertising c, cise
would still permit States iind localities tu restrict interstate coinmerce in tobaccu
adcer tising

Tlw First Amendment protects commercial speecl., like tobacco ddvertising. which
concerns a lawful ci,,tio,ito, and which is not inherently misleading Protected cor.-
men nil sneeo h dy only be restricted by a regulation which I 44 mirrowly tailored to
directly do cv a substantial governmental interest

Prupum of restrictions on tobacco advertisements hiive nut demonstrated that
such restrictions vcill reduce demand for tobacco products Indeed. C Everett Koop,
former surgeon gen.oral. admitted in a 1989 report, that "ItIhere is no scwntifically
rigorous stud) domilablc to the public that provides a definitive answer to the basic
question uf whether advertising and promotion increase the level of tobacco cun
sumption Thus, without strong new evidence the Government cannot meet its
burden of proof uf demonstrating the restrictions on tobacco advertising would "di-
rectly ddciince' tiny substantial governmental interest Moreover, by abdicating its
responsibility and gg the States license to censor tobacco advertising as they
please, Congress' action would not be "narrowly tailored

The censorship permitted by Section 955 is cloaked with the noble cause of pro-
tectmg children However, the US Supremt Court has held thdt government niay
not "reduce the adult population to reading only what is fit tor children "The
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level of discourse," the. Court has stated. -simply cannot be lunited to that which
would be suitable for a sandbox

Although S 1883 would not directly Impose restrictions on commercial speech, it
would invite the States to do so As the ACLU has commented on a previous bill
which would have repealed the tobacco advertising preemption

Where the effect of a statute is to impede the interstate flow of information pro-
tected by the First Amendnent, there is cause for alarm By essentially delegat-
mg to the States the authority to require new forms or advertising copy, the
effect of the legislation is to invite an unconstitutional result.

When evaluating First Amendment implications, Supreme Court constitutional
jurisprudence demands that a law must be tested by its operation and effect. The
effect of S 1883 would be to Invite States to create restrictions on advertising which
wow,' violate the First Amendment Moreover, even if Individual States or localities
enacted restrictions which could be upheld individually against a constitutional
challenge, the aggregate effect of all of those provisions could create a de facto ban

It is disingenuous to argue. as some have, that this anti-preemption language
would simply put tobacco in the same position as every other product Over a period
of 25 years, Congress has developed a tough, comprehensive, uniform scheme for the
regulation, of tobacco advertising. The legislative history of the Federal Cigarette
Labeling and Advertising Act is full of references to the need for uniformity in
order to make the Federal scheme effective Congress has decided that tobacco is a
unique product It Imposed a warning label requirement and banned tobacco adver-
tisements from television and radio It created Federal preemption to ensure that
Congress would decide what kind of information IA ould be available.

Proponents of advertising restrictions have not shown that the Federal regulatory
scheme is not workirg In part because of the health warnings displayed in adver-
tisements, Americans now understand the risks involved in smoking For example,
by 1986 92 percent of adults believed that cigarette smoking is a cause of lung
cancer Moreover, smoking has declined The surgeon general reports that the prev-
alence of smoking by adults dropped from 40 to 29 percent between 1965 and 197

S 1883 reflects a continuing concern with the health warning system by replacing
one cigarette warning with a new message Yet. Section 955 would invite States to
restrict or ban tobacco advertising and, by so doing, to suppress the very health
message Congress hopes to convey

The license to censor tobacco advertisements which Section 955 provides to the
States could trigger State activity which would use the tobacco experien,...e as a don-
ge. precedent eo restrict advertising for automobiles, non-prescription drugs or
political messages Thus, the Impact of Section 955 could go well beyond tobacco
Constutional nghts are fragile Once cut back, such rights are difficult to restore

Althcaigh the proposed Section 955 constitutes only one small poruon of S 1cts3. it
is the offensive and objectionable proviQlop for the advertg industry The F, e-
dom to Advertise Coalition asks that this unconstitutional and unsGund paragraph
be deleted from the bill

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Boggs.
Mr Whitley, the tobacco industry maintains that it is already

regulated I think we should also remember that cigarettes are the
only product whose advertising the States are prohibited from reg-
ulating.

In testimony delivered in 1982 at a hearing on the House side,
Mr Horrigan, at the time the CEO of R.J. Reynolds and Executive
Committee Chair of The Tobacco Institute, testified that each
member company "still adheres to the principles of the industry's
cigarette advertising code adopted in 1964, and he submitted a
summary of those principles, which I will read from."

One of them is: "ND one depicted in cigarette advertising
shall be or appear to be under 25 years of age." You saw the tod-
dler-size t-shirts displayed by Dr Blum before and the material oil
the videotape showing young teenagers involved in the advertising
and promotional events Is the industry adhering to its own code?

Mr WHITLEY Yes, we think we have, Senator. That merchandise
that was displayed over there does not depict any sort of a model
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under 25 years of ageand obviously, a toddler is not going to buy
that product If it is bought, it is going to be bought by an adult

The CHAIRMAN Why? I have trouble following that, why a young
person cannot purchase it, why it has to be limited just to an adult

Mr WHITLEY. Well, I think what he showed was a tiny little t-
Ain for a bab, or a toddler, and certainly someone that age is not
going to buy it.

The CHAIRMAN Well, your statement is that all those who are
involved in advertising, all of the models and all the rest, are over
25 years of age?

Mr. WHITLEY. They are if the advertising agencies are adhering
to the specific written instructions that they receive and which
they agree to in preparing advertisements.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that's what I'm asking youare they doing
it, or aren't they doing it?

Mr. WHITLEY. We say they are, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, all of them are, then?
Mr. WHITLEY. Yes, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to find out in the testimony now. Each

one of the major companies now are not using any models under 25
years of age.

Mr. WHITLEY Unless it is being done without the knowledge and
consent of the company.

The CHAIRMAN. Without the knowledge or consent of the compa-
ny Any one of those companies will say that they are not.

Mr WHITLEY. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN OK. Then another principle "Cigarette advertis-

ing shall not depict as a smoker anyone who has been well-khJwn
as an athlete---

Mr. WHITLEY. That's right.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing I "Nor shall it show any smoker par-

ticipating in or obviously just having participated in a physical ac-
tivity requiring stamina or athletic conditioning beyond that of
normal recreation

Now, did the videotape you saw earlier show any individuals par-
ticipating in physical activities requiring stamina?

Mr. WHITLEY Well, if you are talking about race car drivers, Mr
Chairman, it certainly didn't show any of those people smoking.
And they arL wearing so many !abels all over those coveralls that
you've got to really be looking to pick out the names of cigarettes

The CHAIRMAN So, you are indicating now that all of the compa-
nies that are advertising are continuing living up to that particular
princi ple

Mr. WHITLEY Yes, yes
The CHAIRMAN All of them are
Mr. WHITLEY Yes
The CHAIRMAN Here is an advertisement for "Virginia Slims

Tennis Courts the Best'', then you have the aUvertising for Virgin-
ia Slims, then you have the logo, which shuws women's tennis, with
a tenms player sitting down with a tennis racquet in one hand and
a cigarette in the other That doesr't--

Mr WHITLa No, it doesn't. If you'll read again the provision of
the code that ,ou just read, I think yuu will see that that person is
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not depicted as having unusual skills or anything beyond the ordi-
nary tennis player.

The CHAIRMAN Well, I don't know how she would react to that
particular suggestion. [Laughter ]

Mr. WHITLEY Who is the tennis player involved, Mr. Chairman?
I have not seen that, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN Well, it is a big ad in USA Today, Friday, Febru-
ary 9.

Mr. WHITLEY I understand that. But is the indi...idual depicted a
prominent person or a professional athlete or anything of that
na.ure? I haven't seen it.

The CHAIRMAN Well, I can read the list of the prominent tennis
players that are in it--

Mr WHITLEY I mean the picture to which you referred, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. WellSteffi Grafi'. Sabatini. Navratilova, Garri-son--
Mr. WHITLEY Are they pictured holding cigarettes, Mr. Chair-

man?
The CHAIRMAN No, not individually, but they are all with their

racquets. holding them, and right next to them is another person
with a racquet, with a cigarette You could draw certain distinc-
tions--

Mr WHITLEY Is that a list of the participants in Cie tournament,
Mr Chairman?

The CHAIRMAN Yes, allegedly. I mean, this is USA Todu). I don't
think it is any mystery I'm glad to let you have my copy.

Mr WHITLEY I'm sure, but it just came out this morning. Sena-
tor, and I haven't seen it. You have the advantage--

The CHAIRMAN. It isn't this morning. It is February 9.
Mr WHITLEY We take the position that that does not violate the

code.
The CHAIRMAN OK. Another principle States that "Cigarette ad

vertisin4 shall not suggest that smoking is essential to social prom-
iner -e, distinction or sexual attraction, nor shall it picture persons
smoking in an exaggerated manner."

Mr. WHITLEY. Yes, we adhere to that.
The CHAIRMAN. In 1971, after the television and radio advertis-

ing bans, Mr. Joseph F Cullman III, of The Tobacco Institute, said
in an interview on "Face the NatiGn". "We volunteered to go off
the air We plan to be off the air. We agree to do this The law
provides it We plan to adhere to the spirit and the letter of the
law We are not going to advertise cigarettes on the air."

Now, Dr Blum showed earlier how many cigarette logos can be
shown during a sporting eventfar more than the industry might
choose to buy time for. Do you contend that the broadcasting )f
these promotional events adheres to the spirit of the electronic
broadcast ban passed by Congress in 1969?

Mr WHITLEY. Absolutely. There is no message there.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me?
Mr WHITLEY There is no message there which is designed to sell

cigarettes. Whatever is there at the arena and is televised at the
arena is a display ad for that purpobe, but it is not a bought, paid-
for television commercial. That's what we're talking about.
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The CHAIRMAN. We understand that it is not bought, paid-for tel-
evision, but you also indicated that the spokesman for the industry
said: We agree with this. The law provides it. We plan to arThere to
the spirit as well as the letter. Do you think that that was adher-
ing to the spirit?

Mr. WHITLEY. Well, those events are not just television events,
Mr. Chairman. Those ev.lits are staged for thousands and thou-
sands of people who attend them, and that advertising is designed
to attract them. It is not done in a television studio. That is not a
television program.

The CHAIRMAN. Despite the Federal preemption on the regula-
tion of advertising, four cities, including Boston, have limited out-
door advertising of tobacco. The State of Utah has banned all to-
bacco billboards in the State. Why hasn't the tobacco industry chal-
lenged thi.3 in court.

Mr. WHITLEY. Well so far, Mr. Chairman. there has been very
little of that that has been done and where it has been done. it has
been implemented on a very slow basis, and I would suppose that
the industry is just watching developments.

Mr. BOGGS. In the case of Utah, Mr. Chairman, their statute pre-
ceded the Federal preemption provisions.

The CHAIRMAN. What about the others? Boston certainly was
afterwards. Do you intend to challenge those?

Mr. WHITLEY. I cannot give you a categorical answer to that, Mr.
Chairman; we have not as yet. as you know.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I just do not understand. if you are not
challenging it, why you object so strenuously to permitting it You
have not challenged it yet. Are you prepared, as a spokesman for
the industry, to claim that it is Illegal.

Mr. WHITLEY. I am prepared to claim that it is illegal. I do not
question for a minute that--

The HAIRMAN. But you are just not going to do anything about
it--

Mr. WHITLEY [continuing.) That the activity prohibited by the
Boston ordinance is contrary to the Federal preemption_ I just said
that we had not yet arrived at a decision as to when or whether it
is going to be challenged in court. Clearly it is illegal, is the law
in Utah.

The CHAIRMAN. You contend that to reveal additives is to reveal
trade secrets, yet the companies who market well-known foods or
cosmetics seem to find no problem with revealing their additives_

Mr. WHITLEY. Yes, but, Mr. Chairman. you give them an exemp-
tion for flavorings, sp:ces, color and--

The CHAIRMAN. We:1, if we give you the same exemption, will
you sign on?

Mr. WHITLEY. Well, certainly thewe already provide--
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute, wait a minute. Did you say, well

certai nly?
Mr. WHITLEY. No. I said we are already providing a list of ingre-

dients, and it is already being examined, it is already being looked
at. And if you stari making the kind of thing that you are talking
about available to everybody, then you get into proprietary ror
mation.

7-1L)7 - 9C -
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The CHAIRMAN You mean L.aking it available on the cigarettes
packs or in the packs, giving the people the right to know what
kind of additives have been put insay we exclude the flevorinz.
spices and fragrances _that you just mentioned. You do not think
the public is entitled to know there are cancer causing agents that
are in those cigarettes?

Mr WHITLEY. Well, if the Secretary of HHS makes a determina-
tion that there are cancer causing ingredients added to tobacco to
produce cigarettes, I am sure that he will very quickly notify both
the public end the Congress to that effect and that appropriate
steps will be taken. Information is already there, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. In this list here that is provided, all it does is list
the various chemicals. It goes on with list after list on this. I under-
stand, there are scores of these that are considered to be cancer
causing agents.

Mr. WHITLEY. Well, I do not share your knowledge. I have not
seen the list, Mr Chairman. But again, the secretary has it. He has
requested more specific quantitative information and that is forth-
coming.

The CHAIRMAN. Is your testimony here now, speaking for the in-
dustry, that there are no cancer causing additives that are included
in the manufacturing of cigarettes?

Mr WHITLEY. Mr. Chairman, we contend categorically and with-
out any equivocation at all that there are no additives in cigarettes
in the quantities that would produce any harmful effects whatso-
ever.

The CHAIRMAN. Why not let the chief public health officer make
that decision rather than having that judgment made by the indus-
try?

Mr. WHITLEY. He is doing it ri;ht now, Mr. Chairman. He is
doing that with the information that is provided.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you heard him, if you were in here, saying
that that information is virtually useless to make that determina-
tion.

Mr. WHITLEY. But he also said he had
The CHAIRMAN. Because--
Mr. WHITLEY. Excuse me.
The CHAIRMAN. Because of the way it is characterized inhere--
Mr. WHITLEY. But he also said--
The CHAIRMAN [continuing.] Virtually useless.
Mr WHITLEY [continuing.] That he had asked for quantitative in-

formation, and I am telling you that that is forthcoming, as is any
other information that he says he needs to make that determina-
tion.

The CHAIRMAN. It is interesting that it was done 5 days ago.
Mr WHITLEY. Well, he made the request, and we responded toit--
The CHAIRMAN. No one is questioning Dr. Sullivan, but it is in-

teresting thatwell, do you have any reason that we should not
have access to the response of Dr. Sullivan, if--

Mr WHITLEY. We would be delighted to give you a copy of Dr.
Sullivan's letter and our response.

(p
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me just move over to Mr. Boggs. The 1969
Amendments say it shall be unlawful to advertise cigarettes on any
medium of electronic communication. You saw the examples of the
promotional sporting events on TV. Do you think the tobacco ad-
vertisers are, adhering to the letter?

Mr. BOGGS. To the letter of the law, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BOGGS. I think they are. I think that the law is written--
The CHAIRMAN. As well as the spirit?
Mr. BOGGS. I am not sure what the spirit of the law was at the

time. But the law is very unclear as to what constitutes advertis-
ing. For example, the promotional materials that the doctor
showed, the t-shirts and the hats, that has not been considered ad-
vertising until very recently when the Courts of Appeals decision
in the District of Columbia did hold that some of those materials
were advertising materials. So the standard logo or the standard
name just placed in a location has not necessarily been considered
advertising requiring a warning label, for example.

The CHAIRMAN. You know, one of the difficulties I have, Mr.
Boggs, with your excellent presentation, is about what is a political
subdivision, a governmental subdivision, State or local. You know,
people up in my part of the countryyou are familiar with Massa-
ch usetts

Mr. BoGGs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing.] They understand that. We have got

a number of counties that are dry up there. They cannct advertise
alcoholic beverages in Arlington, MA, or Vineyard Haven, because
it is dry. And it works up there. People are happy with the way it
works.

Mr. BoG Gs. You mean they cannot advertise alcohol?
The CHAIRMAN. That iS correct, yes.
Mr. BoGGs. Well, Caere was a constitutionil amendment on alco-

hol, Mr. Chairman.
The CHMRMAN. Just following your logic or reasoning about how

repealing the advertising preemption would create a patchwork
quilt of different regulations. My State has different regulations in
a number of different counties, and it works up there. People say to
me, you can do it with alcohol; why in the world can't you do it
with cigarettes? If diMrent communities want to have that kind of
protection, why not permit them to?

Mr. BOGGS. First of all, I would suggest that if you take a look at
this last week's Sports Illustrated magazine, for example, I assume
that everybody in the localities you are talking about probably re-
ceive copies of those magazines if they were subscribers or bought
it on a newsstand, they certainly had numerous advertisements in
that issue of the magazine. I happened to read it because it is the
issue that has the annual sv.imsuit edition, and it has numerous
advertisers for alcoholic products. So certainly there is no ban in
that locality in Massachusetts on a nationwide advertising cam-
paign by, say, Tanqueray gin. If you had 6,700 localities with provi-
sions like the one in Massachusetts and the localities started en-
forcing those provisions, then you could not have an ad in that
magazine, which was a standard ad which you showed all across
the country.

(..1. f)l t F
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The CHAIRMAN First of all, I would think that there is a certain
arrogance in insisting that people in those local communities aregoing to pass unconstitutional acts.

Mr. BOGGS. No, no
The CHAIRMAN. No, no, just wait a second.
And that is what is suggested throughout your presentation on

this. If we let people in the local communities take action, which
they did in Boston, with regard to limiting or prohibiting billboard
advertising, sure they are still going to be able tc get Sports Illus-
trated down there. But they think that those limitations can have
some beneficial impact. And you have got a number of other com-
munities that say we also can have some impact. We do not want
those ads near the schools where our kids go or near the places
where they play. And they can make that judgment. And your re-
sponse is, well, they can still read Sports Illustrated, so we are not
going to permit them to take any step at all.

Mr. BOGGS. No, no. My response, Mr. Chairman, is, first of all,
part of your bill aimed at children may well prohibit the Sports Ih
lustrated as well as the transit ad. It is undear really as to wheth-
er your bill does that or does not do that. If you read it literally
and you did not have U S. Supreme Court decisions about the sand-
box and children, I think you could interpret it would be very im-
possible to have a national campaign of any sort that was not in
some way aimed at children. So you probably could not have a na-tional campaign.

I am not saying that localities would necessarily enact unconsti-
tutional provisions. I am saying that they could all enact constitu-
tional provisions. You put them all together, it will basically make
it impossible to have free speech about that product, because it is
just impossible to comply with that many different and very odd
regulations.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, there is no advertising prohibition on
newspapers.

Let me go into this other issue. To your knowledge, has the ciga-
rette companies ever asked an advertising agency to be careful in
designing a promotion campaign not to recruit new smokers?

Mr. BOGGS. I do not know, Mr. Chairman. The people to really
ask about that would be the American Association of Advertising
Agencies. That is one of the groups that we do represent today.
They would be delighted to come and testify. They asked to testify
and have not yei heen allowed to testify.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that their advertising does recruit
new smokers yourself?

Mr. BOGGS. Recruit new smokers?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BOGGS. YOL1 mean a personal opinion?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes
Mr. BOGGS. My personal opinion is just a personal opinion. I

think that most people really know that tobacco is bad for you. Ithirk that what advertising hoes is bring you to one brand or an-
other. It is my understanding that if you change the market 1 per-
cent of a brand of advertising, it is five hundred and some million
dollars to the company. So, there is a huge amount of competition
to try to get a 1 percent difference of market share.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you think the advertising does recruit new
smokers?

Mr. BOGGS. I just do not know. I really do not know. i qmoke
without it. I wish I did not. .

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think advertising could prevent people
from starting to smoke?

Mr. BOGGS. I think clearly that more speech and more informa-
tion is very effective in terms of preventing people from smoking. I
think that that is what you ought to be concentrating on.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you indicated that you wanted to submit
some testimony for the record within the 15 days. We would be
glad to place it in the record.

Mr. BoGGs. What we would like, Mr. Chairman, is to have a
couple of constitutional experts do a really decent piece on the free
speech issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Before yielding to Senator Dodd, I would like to
clarify for the record the language of the provisions which you are
concerned about, the section 955 provisions, that would enable
State and local governments to enact additional restrictions on the
advertising, promotion, sale or distribution of tobacco products to
persons under the age of eighteen and on the placement or location
of advertising for tobacco products displayed within its geographic
area. Nowhere in the provision does it empower States or localities
to enact legislation in violation of the Constitution.

If you want to add to that particular provision that we are not
going to permit any statute that does not meet the constitutional
requirements, I certainly have no objections to that.

Mr. BoGGs. Mr. Chairman, I think that that will be very helpful.
I think that would be something worth adding to the bill.

I think that either you have a different version tl.an I have, you
read an "and" on the placement or location of advertising. I have a
version with "or" on the placement or location of advertising for
tobacco products.

I think there are two tests, not one.
The CHAIRMAN. If you look at the one that has been introduced,

it is the one I referred to.
Mr. BoGGs. It is now "and"?
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct. Yes, that is the way it has been

introduced.
Senator Dodd.
Senator DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Charlie, it is a pleasure to see you again. I think we were elected

in the same year. I am getting white hair. You had white hair back
then.

Mr. WHITLEY. That is right.
Senator DODD. Let me ask you, if you can, to go back and take a

review with me on the 1964 voluntary self-regulation of the tobacco
industry. That was the year that the industry established its own
eigarette advertising code. I wonder if you might share with the
committee what the major tenets of that code were and in your es-
timation how well and how effective that code has worked over the
last 20-odd, 25 years, and does the industry adhere fully to the code
in your estimation.
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Mr. WHITLEY. Essentially what that code did was to say the in-
dustry will no longer advertise, for example, on college campusesor in any kind of publications that are designed primarily for
young people such as college newspapers or Seventeen magazine,
that sort of thing. The accompanying sampling code provided that
there would be no sampling of cigarettes to minors or any sampling
at areas that were close to concentrations of young people, that inthe sampling of cigarettes, passing out of samples, that people
would be, those who did the actual passing out would be carefully
instructed to ascertain that the person, (1) was a smoker and, (2)
was 21 years of age. And if they had any doubt, either not to give
the sample to the individual or to require some sort of identifica-
tion. That has been done as a part of the sampling code.

As the Senator pointed out, we do not use athletes, well-known
athletes either active or retired. We do not show people who have
just engaged in or are about to engage in strenuous physical activi-
ty as smoking. We do not show people smoking in some kind of an
exaggerated manner. Those are the basic tenets of the code. I do
not have it in front of me, Senator, but essentially that is what it
provides for.

The next part of your question was, how has it worked?
Senator DODD. Let me ask you a question on the first part.
Mr. WHITLEY. All right.
Senator Donn. The rationale for that voluntary code, is it fair to

draw the conclusion, was because to do that is apt to promote ciga-
rette smoking on the part of younger people, or was there some dif-
ferent rationale?

Mr. WHITLEY. The purpose was to avoid any appearance even of
advertising to young people or even doing it to the extent that it
might have been done prior to that time such as sampling on col-
lege campuses or advertising in college newspapers and things ofthat nature.

Senator DODD. But it was the conclusion of the industry that that
was not the case, it was merely the perception? Or had the indus-try concluded that in fact there was a relationship?

Mr. WHITLEY. It was a change in some of the advertising and
marketing practices. I just gave you one example such as sampling
on college campuses, advertising in college newspapers. That was
an industry practice, a specific one which was discontinued.

Senator DODD. OK, if you go to the second part: how effective hasit been?
Mr. WHITLEY. Well, I would go back to what I said in my princi-

pal statement.
Senator DODD. Again, I come back to the point, the purpose was

to try and-----
Mr. WHITLEY. Yes.
Senator DODD [continuing.] At least do the perception that we

would not promote cigarette smoking among younger people.
Mr. WHITLEY. That is right. Well, 29 percent, about the time thatthis and other activities restricting advertising and merchandising

began to take place and educational efforts and the labeling, and
all these things combined, about 29 percent of youngsterF under
the age of 18 were smokers. That has now dropped to 21. It fluctu-ates, it has for the last 4 years, it has fluctuated back and forth
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between 18 and 21. So, you have had about a 10 percent drop. The
total of the actual drop is more than that. The drop has been from
29 percent to about 21 or 18 percent. So, there has been a signifi-
cant drop in the incidence of smoking by young people.

Senator DODD. Although there is a higher increase of smoking
among younger people than there ever has been before, is that not
also true? In other words, children under the teenage years, getting
into the age of twelve and below, those numbers have actually in-
creased, have they not?

Mr. WHITLEY. I do not have data on that immediately in front of
me. I have heard assertions to that effect.

Senator DODD. I have that data in front of me, it asserts that. Do
you have any data that would negate that?

Mr. WHI' 'LEY. Not immediately in front of ma. Again, the data I
have is not specifically, does not specifically cover 11-, 12-year olds,
if that is what you are talking about.

Senator DODD. That was a concern, that actually the age has
been dropping.

Second, and again if you have information and statistics that
would contradict this. I would be interested in them, but a survey
done among high school students, of those who are smoking, some
95 percent indicate that they intended to quit within 5 years, but
that in fact only 25, or a quarter of that number who are smoking
actually succeed in quitting the habit. A full 75 percent of that
smoking population continues to smoke after the 5 year period.

Mr. WHITLEY. Well, I do not know how long after the 5-year
period or how long the period of time that survey covered. As we
testified earlier, the surgeon general's 1988 report, I believe it was,
on smoking and health indicated that 41 million Americans have
quit smoking And the statistical abstract goes further and points
out that half of the people who ever smoked have quit smoking

Senator DODD A lot of them may not be around.
Mr WHITLEY. Well, that was talking about people who gave up

the habit
Senator Donn And are still with us
Mr. WHITLEY. That is correct.
Senator DODD I would like you to check on that number, those

statistics of those, the high school students. because it raises the
question of whether or not the voluntary code has been effective
with younger people

Mr WHITLEY. Well, you know. I do not think anything is going to
be 100 percent effective--

Senator Donn. No, I am not suggesting---
Mr. WHITLEY [continuing.] To persuade Americans of any age not

to take up habits that involve some sort of a health risk. I do not
believe any kind of a program is going to be a hundred percent ef-
fective. But I think it needs to be pointed out again that the Jour-
nal of the American Medical Association in 1987 reported on a
study, a survey made of some 895 high school students, and 98 per-
cent of them believe that smoking was a health risk and could
identify specific parts of the body that they thought would be ad-
versely affected by smoking. You know, when they are educated to
that extent and they believe it to that extent, I do not know what
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you do beyond that to affect people making certain choices. They
may be wrong choices.

Senator DODD. Do you think younger peopleyou mentioned how
harmful it isdo you think they are also aware of the addictive
nature of smoking?

Mr WHITLEY. Well, it is hard for me tr. believe, Mr. Chairman,
you and I are not the youngest people in the room, but when I was
a youngster that age I had no doubt in my mind that cigarette
smoking was habit forming, that if you started smoking cigarettes
you would probably develop the habit. And it was not a habit that
was very easy to give up. I do not think that is anything new. I
think people know that. But the word addictive now is something
else. When you start saying that cigarette smoking is addictive, you
are beginning to equate it with hard drugs like cocaine and crack
and heroin, and these things which are mind-altering substances
and which are illegal substances. And to suggest to a young person
by hanging the word addictive on cigarettes, that it is about the
same thing to smoke a cigarette or to smoke pot or to snort cocaine
or smoke crack o mainline heroin, that is sending the wrong mes-
sage.

Senator DODD You and I do not disagree over the fact that there
are strong habit forming qualities to cigarette smoking. Using the
medical term addictive is one I would use, but I appreciate the fact
there are some people in the medical profession who disagree with
the usage of that word But nonetheless there is a significant habit
forming quality to smoking that you and I--

Mr WHITLEY. People develop tht habit of smoking, as they oevel-
op many other habits.

The CHAIRMAN. If the Senator would yield, the testimony is over-
whelming before this committee that one of the principal problems
that young people are facing is what they call gateway drugs, and
tobacco is right there. You are going to fly right in the face of
sound medical results, as the tobacco industry has over the years. I
am not going to let that go unchallenged. There is no question that
nicotine is an addictive substance. And I do not think you want to
state, to leave the record to indicate to us that you do not believe
that it is, do you?

Mr WHITLEY. Again, Mr. Chairman, when you use the word ad-
dictive, we think that is fly wrong word. The World Health Orga-
nization does not even use the term addictive anymore. They say it
has been misunderstood. Dr. Koop in 1982 said that American teen-
agers were addicted to video games. We hear it said that people are
addicted to food, they are addicted to a lot of things. But when you
use the word addict or addiction, the ordinary person conjures up
visions of somebody nodding off on heroin in a ghetto alley or
somebody surreptitiously snorting cocaine in a rest room or puffing
crack through a pipe. And it is net right to put cigarettes in the
same category and those mind-altering illegal drugs

Senator DODD. Clearly there are distinctions, there are distinc-
tions within the pharmaceutical products. As someone who has
been a smoker, I will tell you firsthand, T mean we may quibble
about the word addiction in different ways, but as someone who
has gone through the quitting process, I cannot speak firsthand ob-
.,iously about cocaine or crack but I can tell you about smoking.
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And it is damned licird to quit. Now, you can call it habit forming.
You can call it a problem I may have. But I want to tell you it was
hard to keep my mitts off that pack of cigarettes. For whatever
reason, that is as close to an addiction as I am familiar with.

Mr. WHITLEY. But you did it, Senator. You are one of those 41
million who did it and without any help.

Senator DODD. I am struggling. I am still struggling, I can tell
you. And I know several of my colleagues who are still struggling
with it. I made the commitment, but I will tell you it is tough. If
that is not an addiction, I do not know what is.

The CHAIRMAN. If the Senator will yield, in the 1987 Surgeon
General's Report, he has labeled it addictive.

Mr. WHITLEY. Yes, he has.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator DODD. I want to get to the constitutional question a bit,

because I was reading this Houston Electric and then the follow-on
case. I see Floyd Abrams here, who is an acknowledged expert in
this area, or Mr. Boggs, either one. But the Houston case and the
Puerto Rican case, the Posadas case, where the issue in the Posa-
das case was gambling in Puerto Rico. And yet there the conclu-
sion wa:. reached that even though legal and even though there
was nothing misstated in the advertising regarding gambling, legal
gambling in Puerto Rico, the courts upheld the right of the locality
there to ban advertising over a legal activity, because there was a
substantial State interest, was the argument, I think the bottom
line argument there.

So, you did not have to prove that it was habit forming. You did
not have to prove that the advertising was incorrect or fraudulent.
You did not have to establish any of the things that we have been
discussing here today, merely that the State drew the conclusion
that this was something that they felt they have a State interest in
and therefore banned the advertising.

Why would that be any different than in the sense that the Fed-
eral Government taking that position using that same logic of
those two cases?

Mr. BOGGS. The Posadas case, Mr. Dodd, basically said the gam-
bling, which had been illegal in Puerto Rico, was made legal in
Puerto Rico. As a condition to its legality, they basically said you
could not advertise gambling to local Puerto Rican residents. You
could advertise to Senator Dodd all you wanted to encourage him
to come to Puerto Rico and gamble but you could not advertise to
local residents. So, the mai distinction between that case and the
other case, first of all, it was an illegal activity made legal. There
was a condition put on the legality of the activity.

Second, Puerto Rico is quite different than--
Senator DODD. Are you suggesting that had it been a legal activi-

ty and that they had then decided to ban the advertising, the
courts would not have reached the same conclusions?

Mr. B000s. They may well not have, that is correct. That is cer-
tainly the consistency of most of the commercial speech decisions
in the United States involving States.

Senator DODD. I understand.
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Mr. BOGGS. Puerto Rico, as you also know, is quite different than
a State. It is a Commonwealth. It has got very different status in
terms of its citizens.

Senator DODD. But it was a U.S. Supreme Court decision of the
United States--

Mr. BOGGS. Involving citizens of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, that is correct.

Mr. ABRAMS. Could I just add, Senator Dodd, that there has been
a good deal of variation in results in commercial speech cases since
the U.S. Supreme Court first held in the late 1970s that commer-
cial speech was entitled to at least some First Amendment protec-
tion. And the courts have gone up and down the scales about quite
how far First Amendment protection shall be afforded.

I think it is true to say that this is an area which is harder to
predict in terms of futu.e rulings than a lot of other areas. But I
think it is also true to say that not only is the protection for com-
mercial speech still recognized but that the reasons that we protect
commercial speech are still valid reasons. I mean, when at the very
beginning of this process the U.S. Supreme Court said that the free
flow of commercial information is indispensable to our predomi-
nately free enterprise system, they were making a value judgment
that it was a good thing for the public to have more rather than
less information about commercial products as well as Political or
social matters.

It is my view that if that remains the view of the U.S. Supreme
Court, and I think it does, that when they are confronted with the
question, as they have not been yet, of a total ban on cigarette ad-
vertising or liquor advertising or a situation such as Senator Ken-
nedy suggested earlier about a total ban on billboard advertising in
a major area at least, that it will not only be a close question, be-
cause there are votes both ways, for sure, on the U.S. Supreme
Court on that, and that there is not only a decent, a good argument
that it would be unconstitutional to have these total bans, but I
think that there is a really good chance that at the end of the day
that that is what the US. Supreme Court may say.

I do not think that anybody can honestly tell you in this area
that they can predict with any sense of assuredness where the
Court is going to come out. But what they can tell you is that if
you really believe that the protection of commercial speech means
anything, that it is a good idea, that if you start talking about
either banning a lot of commercial speech or encouraging States to
do so about lawful products, that you are at least walking in a very
treacherous area.

Senator DODD. I understand that. I again have the highest
regardI should say it is a please to see you here, someone I con-
sider a personal friend as well and have the highest regard for
your ability. But let me quote from Judge Rehnquist at the time in
that decision. He said the State has a legitimate interest to protect
the health, safety and welfare, it constitutes a substantial govern-
ment interest. He was talking about States there, and I presume he
was not trying to make a distinction between a Commonwealth and
a State. And I appreciate the academic consideration. But certainly
I presume society would react beatuse on the issue of pornography,
again the academic position on something that may offend one's
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local sense of good taste, that we would not have too much difficul-
ty in prohibiting or banning certain types of advertising to promote
certain products if they were to fall into the area of pornographic.
Am I correct in that? Do any of you disagree with that?

Mr. ABRAMS. As long as it was obscene as constitutionally de-
fined. But what you cannot do, for example, notwithstanding what
I will bet is 85 percent of the American public supporting it, is to
ban dial-a-porn on television. You cannot do it. It was a nine to
nothing vote within 2 years by the U.S. Supreme Court saying we
cannot reduce--

Senator DODD. What if prostitution were legal in the jurisdiction
and they decided they just did not want to have it promoted
through billboard advertising? Do you think the Court would have
difficulty in suggesting that that might violate the health and wel-
fare of a local community and suggesting that even though legal,
we are going to uphold the local jurisdiction's right to restrain pro-
motion of the activity?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think it will be a close case. The reason it sounds
like an absurd answer, if you will, is that it is not likely that in
large areas of the country prostitution or drugs, say, will be legal.
Suppose we legalize marijuana: fair question. Would we then say as
a society, would the First Amendment then tell us that we could
not ban advertising of marijuana? I think there would be a very
good argument for it.

I thinK what comes with legalization is that you have to treet
something as a lawful product. And I think, if I may say so, a lot of
the testimony today seemed based on the notion that cigarettes are
so bad, so offensive, so terrible that they should be treated as
almost a status offense, a criminal offense, a war crime. We cannot
do that with a lawful product.

Senator DODD. Again, we are looking here at the power to regu-
late, it is limited in one sense, but the ability to regulate the activi-
ty. For instance, in Connecticut we ban the sale of tobacco to
minors. I do not know how well controlled that is. But having
upheld the right for the State to regulate the activity, it seems to
me, that you would also be, I think, hard-pressed to argue that
they could not also regulate the promotion of the activity.

Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, I agree, that if you can ban the activity, you
can also ban advertising. The question is, if you do not ban the ac-
tivity, can you ban advertising? Now, Posadas is authority for that,
Senator Dodd, you are not wrong to cite Posadas to us. What I am
saying is that the law remains in a State of flux, and that in rry
view the policy reasons for protecting commercial speech remain
strong enough and valid enough and that there is a good enough
chance for the U.S. Supreme Court to reassert them that in this
type situation that the section 955 is at least asking for trouble.

Senator DODD. Let me cite one more, just for the record, the
Board of Trustees v. Fox, in 1989 in that case, where, among other
things, the Court held there that restrictions need only be reason-
ably related to substantial governmental interest, which would
seem to make even a stronger case than the Posadas did in terms
of the ability to ban the advertising.

Mr. ABRAMS. I would just reassert my last answer to you and to
say again in very brief terms, Senator, that I am not urging on you
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that the law is clear. What I am urging on you is that it is unclear
and I am urging you to stay away from the treacherous shoals,
unless you really have to get there, of asking for a major, tough,
First Amendment challenge here.

Senator Donn. I think your caution is a wise one. I think we are
wiser to proceed with caution, unless one draws the conclusion that
there is a direct relationship here between the activity and the
health and welfare of those who abuse it and whether or not that
activity promotes further use of it. For my own part, I am drawn
more to the conclusion that that is the case.

Looking at advertising in magazines and so forth, it seems to me,
I guess all of us in this business, sitting on this side of the table
may look at advertising through a finer strainer, if you will, than
others may because we use it so often ourselves in political activi-
ties. But nonetheless, it seems to me quite clear that there is a
clear message that there is nothing adversely affecting one's health
by doing this, because you see people who are tremendously
healthy-looking or having just completed some health-related activ-
ity. Whether or not they are proficient at it or not is, it seems to
me, irrelevant. The fact is they have just played one hell of a game
of tennis or they have just finished one great game of squash or
something else, and they have torched up a cigarette so that that
activity has no adverse effect on their ability to perform and the
activity they have just completed. Or in an azademic environment
or women looking at some male who is s:noking with somethingless than interest in his intellectual abilities. It seems to me it is
quite clear what the linkage is there. At least that is my sort of gut
reaction, that that is the case.

If it is designed to promote new usage rather than arguing over
which brands one would use, then you can have a much easier time
getting beyond the caution in terms that you have suggested and
one that I think is worthy of mention.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Scott, you have been very patient. We try to move the hearing

along quickly, but I always feel that we shortchange those who arelater in the testimony. But we will include your statement in its
entirety in the record. We have a leadership caucus which starts in
just a few moments. Perhaps you could make that case, summarize
it concisely in a reasonable period of time. We are very much inter-
ested in your testimony. I know of the work that you have done in
this area, and it is very important for us to have this information.
Whatever you can do to accommodate us, we would appreciate it.

Mr. BALLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be as quick as I
possibly can.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT D. BALLIN, COALITION ON SMOKING OR
HEALTH, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BALLIN. Mr. Chairman, as you know, our three organiza-
tions, the American Cancer Society, the American Lung Associa-
tion, and the American Heart Association, nave endorsed your leg-
islation. We need to do a lot more in the area of tobacco education
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and regulation if we are going to have any significant impact on
this Nation's leading preventable cause of death.

In the next several minutes what I want to do is concentrate on
why we believe your legislation is so desperately needed. In spite of
what the tobacco industry claims, these deadly products are the
least regulated consumer products in the United States.

In the 3 hours that will have passed since this hearing com-
menced, over 125 people will have died in the United States from
cigarette smoking. They will continue to die until the Congress of
the United States acts and acts decisively.

Mr. Chairman, the lack of regulation and control over tobacco
products is historical, economic and political. The one thing it is
not, it is not logical. Tobacco products have been exempted from
every major health and safety law in the United States, including
the Consumer Product Safety Act, Toxic Substances, Fair Packag-
ing and Labelling, and the Hazardous Substances Act.

The tobacco industry has the most irresponsible corporate record
in the United States. This is an industry that still refuses to this
day to acknowledge that their products cause cancer, hearth dis-
ease and emphysema.

Mr. Chairman, I want to address what we view as a number of
major areas in need of congressional action, many of which are
contained in your legislation, some of which we hope will be added
as your bill moves through the Senate. To begin with, tobacco prod-
ucts need to be regulated as we regulate other products that
present potential health and safety risks to the public such as foods
and drugs. In the case of tobacco, it is not just a potential risk; it is
a serious and well-established risk.

Is it not ironic that in spite of the fact that tobacco contains nico-
tine, a deadly drug described by Surgeon General Koop as addictive
as cocaine and heroin, we are powerless to control its use in ciga-
rettes and other tobacco products? Is it not a travesty that in addi-
tion to the fact that tobacco in and of itself kills, the tobacco indus-
ti, is under no regulatory constraints from adding hundreds if not
thousands of chemical additives to their products?

To put this lack of Federal control over health and safety of
these products into further perspective, we have all heard and seen
the imminent threats from ',.he Chilean grapes containing arsenic
and the one you mentioned, Perrier water tainted with benzene,
and immediate reactions of the public and the Federal Government
to protect our health. Both of these substances have been identified
in even greater quantities in tobacco smoke, but the government
has done nothing for those products.

Even Philip Morris recognized this tragic inconsistency. An in-
ternal 1959 Philip Morris document released in a tobacco litigation
suit notes: If the food and drug laws were ever applied to ciga-
rettes, certain constituents like arsenic and other insecticides and
certain minor smoke constituents might have to be regulated.

In spite of Philip Morris' fears and in spite of over 20 years of
attempts to bring tobacco under Federal control, these health relat-
ed concerns remain unregulated and unresolved.

Mr. Chairman, i want to turn my attention now to what Secre-
tary Sullivan and others touched on this morning, and that is the
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advertising, promotion, distribution and sale of tobacco products
targeted t t children, women and minority populations.

For toc long we have listened to the to'-acco industry assure usthat they do not want young people to smoke, that their advertis-
ing is aimed merely at brand switching, that they do not sample
and market to children, that they adhere to a voluntary advertis-
ing and regulatory code adopted 25 years ago, and that somehow
because we in the health community are concerned about their tar-
geting and marketing strategies aimed at women and minorities,
we are both sexist and discriminatory. This is an industry whichthinit. somehow they can buy the Constitution and the Bill of
Rights with t1, "r corporate profits and then convince us that they
want to prote ',ur rights as individual citizens.

One has to a. ti whose rights are being violated. Does and should
an industry have a right to kill 390,000 Americans each year for
the sake of billions of dollars in profits? Does an industry have a
right to advertise and promote and hand out sample of a product
that is as addictive as cocaine and heroin? Does an industry have a
right not to disclme to the public what it is putting in those prod-
ucts in the form of potentially dangerous additives?

I would say that does not the public have a right to be protected
from these and other abuses by the tobacco industry? To borrow
one of their own propaganda campaign phrases, Mr. Chairman, we
have had enough, and enough is enough.

I would like to take the last couple of minutes to focus on some
of the advertising and th First Amendment issues that were dis-cussed here earlier. While your bill does not directly address the
issue or prohibiting or restricting cigarette advert; ements, I do
want to take the opportunity to address what we fey_ the U.S. Su-
preme Court has said about this issue.

We have heard all the arguments on both sides of the First
Amendment. We know what the U.S. Supreme Court said in Cen-
tral Hudson Gas and in Posadas and most recently in the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York v. Fox. In Posadas
Justice Rehnquist wrote on behalf of the Court that if the legisla-
ture has the power to prohibit certain conduct such as cigarette
smoking, then it also has the power to take the less intrusive step
of allowing the conduct of reducing demand through restrictions or
bans on the advertising of that. The U.S. Supreme Court has said
that those restrictions need only be reasonable.

Is it reasonable to restrict or prohibit advertising and other pro-
motional practices of this addictive killer when it is promoted with
things that imply that with its use come success, attractiveness,
athletic ability and sexuality? Is it reasonable to restrict or prohib-it its advertising when we know that at least 3,000 children aretrying cigarettes for the first time each and every day and that
cigarettes often serve as a gateway drug for other drug abuse prob-
lems? An i is it reasonable to restrict advertising and promotion of
these deadly products because of the tobacco industry's flagrant
failure to take voluntary actions it promised 25 years ago?

Obviousl 5', Mr. Chairman, the answer has to be yes.
Clearly, Mr. Chairman, we have a lot to do in our battle against

this major killer. While we spend billions of dollars to fight illicit
drug use which is killing tens of thousands of Americans, the
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Office on Smoking and Health's budget remains at a low figure of
$3.5 million. The tobacco industry spends almost twice as much in
1 day to promote the use of tobacco than the Office on Smoking
and Health spends in an entire year. This is a national travesty.

I want to thank you, Senator Kennedy, and other members of
the committee for giving this important issue the priority it de-
serves. We pledge to work with you to insure that this legislation
becomes law. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Without objection, your
prepared remarks will be inserted in full into the record.

[Ale prepared statement of Mr. Benin follows-1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SCOTT SAWN

Senator Kennedy and members of the committee, my name is Scott Bailin Today
I appear before the committee on behalf of the three largest -oluntary health orga-
nizations in the United States the American Cancer Society, the American Heart
Association, and the American Lung Association Together, these organizations rep-.
resent over 5 million dedicated volunteersvolunteers whose sole goal is to keep
America healthy

As you know Mr Chairman, our organizations are in full support of your legisla-
tion We believe, as you and Senator Hatch do, that we ni to do much more in the
area of education and regulation of tobacco products, if we are going to have any
sign:leant impact on this Nation's leading preventable cause of death

For the next several minutes I want to concentrate on why your legislation is so
desperately needed

In spite cf what the tobacco industry claims, and in spite of the fact that tobacco
products account for approximately 390,000 deaths each yea:, riese deadly products
are tile least regulated consumer products in the United States In the three hours
that will have passed since this hearing commenced, over 115 people will have died
in the United States from cigarette smoking They will continue to die until the
Congress of the United States' acts, and acts decisively

Mr Chairman, the lack of regulation and control over tobacco products are hi.,tor-
Ica!, economical, and politicalnot logical

Tobacco products have been exempted from every major health and safety law in
the L. nited States, including the Consumer Product Safety Act. the Toxic Substances
Act, the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act, and the Hazardous Substances Act.

The tobacco industry has the most irresponsible corporate record in America This
an industn, who still refuses to acknowledge the incontrovertible scientific fact that
their products cause cancer, heart disease and emphysema

Mr Chairman, I want to address what we riew as a number cf major areas in
need of Congressional actionmany of which are contained in your legislation,
,orne of which we hope will be added as your bill moves through the Senate

As I stated, tobacco products have unfortunately been exempted from all major
health and safety laws in the United States We think that that needs to be
changed Tobacco products nefd to be legulated as we regulate other products that
present potential health and sdety risks to the pubhc, su.,h as foods und drugs In
the case of tobacco. it isn't just a potential nsl.. is a m nous and well established
risk

Isn t it ironic that m spite of tile fact that tobacco contains dcadly nicotine. a drug
describr-d br the surgon general as addictise js COCalne and heroine. we are power-
less to controi its use in cigarettes and other tobacco products' kn't it ironic that
this addicti%e substance. when not used in cigarettes. is in fact strictly regulated by
the FDA. and has resulted in products. actualk les., harmful than tobacco. being
banned from sale in the market place'

Isn t it a travesty that in addition to the fact that tobacco in and of Ase lf, kills,
that the tobacco industry is under nu regulatory constraints from JddIng hundreds,
it not thousands of chemical additives to tobacco9 Not only does the pubhc not
kvow what is being added to tobacco products, no Federal agency monitors whether
these additives, when burned. can produce pharmacological results 1! it are harmful
or even deadly No government agency has any authority to require the public dis-
closure of these additives, or the authority to remove additares, found to be harmful
The industry's argument of "trade secrets- is rne-ely a smokescreen If the FDA can
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require disclosure of ingredients in foods, then surely similar requirements can be
applied to disclosure of ingredients in tobacco.

Isn't it a travesty that the IDA has the authority to remove cancer causing addi-
tives in foods, and the Federal Government is powerless to do anything for a prod-
uct that causes nearly 125,000 lung cancer deaths alone each year?

It is well accepted that the industry uses low-tar and nicotine advertising and pro-
motion to convince smokers and nonsmokers alike that these products are somehow"safer, "healthier," and less addictive.

We are distressed that the industry has been free to make these implied claims
about their products without any requirements of substantiation. While touting
claims of reduced "tar" and "nicotine," the industry does nothing, nor is it required,
to tell the public about the 4,000 constituents in tobacco smoke. The 1989 Surgeon
General's Report noted that some 43 carcinogens have been identified in tobaccosmoke.

To put this lack of Federal control over the health and safety of these products
into further perspective, we've all seen and heard of the imminent health threats
from Chilean grapes containing arsenic and Perrier water tainted with benzene and
the immediate reactions by the Federal Government to protect our health. Both of
these substances have been identified, and in greater quantities, in tobacco smoke,
but FDA has been powerless to act. Even Philip Morris recognizes the tragic incon-
sistency An internal 1959 Philip Morris document, released in a tobacco litigationsuit notes,

"if the food and drug laws were ever applied to cigarettes, certain constituents
like arsenic and other insecticides and certain minor smoke constituents might
hme to be regulated "

And in 1963, another internal memo to the Philip Morris research director
notes

"We believe the next medical attack on cigarettes will he based on the co-car-
cinogen idea With hundreds of compounds in smoke, this hypothesis will behard to contest."

In spite of Philip Morris' fears and in spite of mer 20 years of attempts to bring
tobacco under Federal Government control, these health related concerns remain
unregulated and unresolved It's clearly time for Congress to bring tobacco under a`lealth and safety regulatory scheme.

I want to now turn my attention to a subject which Secretary Sullivan has
touched on, and that is the advertising, promotion, distribution and sale of tobacco
products targeted at children, women and minority populations.

These are areas which also warrant immediate action on the part of the Congress
For too long, we have listened to the tobacco industry assure us that they don't
want young people to smoke, that their advertising Is aimed merely at brand switch-
ing. that they don't sample or market to children, that they adhere to a voluntary
advertising and regulatory code adopted in 1964, and that somehow, because we in
the health community are concerned about their targeting and marketing strategiesaimed at women and minorities, we are sexists and discriminatory This is an indus-
try which thinks that somehow they can "buy" the Constitution and Bill of Rights
with their corporate profits, and then convince u., that they want to protect our
rights as indeadual citizens One has to ask whose rights are being violated

Does and should an Industry have a right to kill :i90,000 Americans each year
for the sake of billions of dollars in profits"

Does an industry have a right to advertise, promote, and hand out samples of a
product that is as addictive as cocaine and heroin"

Does an industry have a right to target children with misleing advertising
that suggests that the product will somehow make one more successful, sexually
attractive, athletic and sophisticated"

Does an industry have a right to not disclose to the public what it is putting in
its products in the form of potentially dangerous additives"

I would say, doesn't the public have a right to be protected voin these and otherabuses by the tobacco industry"
To borrow a phrase from one of the industry's own propagant:a campaigns, we

say, "Enough is enough"
('ontrary to the claims of the tobacco industry and its allies, the advertising, pro-

motion, and marketing of tobacco products constitutes a health threat to the Ameri-
can public These practices encourage young people to begin to smoke, and to con-
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tinue to use tobacco as well. We've seen it in the United States, and now we are
seeing it in the Asian markets, where the industry is demanding that it be allowed
to advertise and promote its products to populations, such as women and children,
who historically have not smoked. The argument against the industry's ludicrous
claim that advertising merely promotes brand switching is best expressed in a quote
from Emerson Foote, a former Chairman of the Board of McCann-Erickson, one of
the world's largest advertising agencies:

"The cigarette industry has been artfully maintaining that cigarette advertising
has nothing to do with total sales. This is complete and utter nonsense. The in-
dustry knows it is nonsenne. I am always amused by the suggestion that adver-
tising, a function that has been shown to increase consumption of virtually
every other product, somehow miraculously fails to work for tobacco products

In January of last year, experts met in Houston, Texas to discuss and make tee-
arnmendations to the Bush administration and the Congress on what were viev ad as
the most important policy goals related to tobacco and health. In addition ti soi .
specific recommendations on the need to regulate tobacco additives, and institu-
ents which I have al- ady mentioned, the conference recommended the fo lowing:

The establishmer of a Federal minimum age of 21 for the purchase of tobacco
products, coupled with strong enforcement authority at both the State a id Fed-
eral levels.

The prohibition of all tobacco sampling, disl Alton of discounted produ, ts and
"couponing

A ban on the sale of tobacco products through vending machines.
The elimination of brand name promotions, including brand name sponsorships,
free sampling, "couponing, the display of brand names in connection with
events open to the general public, the placement of brand names or logos on
any consumer products, including but not limited to hats and t-shirts, sports
Lars and other sporting equipment, and the payment of any money to any other
person to engage in any practice prohibited by this provision

-A ban on all tobacco-related advertising in locations where sports events are
held

A limit on all remaining tobacco advertising to a "tombstone" format, as fol-
lows 'No human figure or facsimile thereof, no brand name logo or symbol,
and no picture other than the picture of a single package of the tobacco product
being advertised displayed against a neutral background. shall be used in any
tobacco product advertisement, provided that the product package displayed
shall be no larger than the actual size of the product package and shall contain
no human figure or facsimile thereof, no brand name logo or symbol and no
pictures
The ads should be restricted to black print on white background, with type size
and typeface uf the warning label. The tombstone restrictions also should apply
to all tobacco packages The text on tobacco packages shall contain and be limit-
ed to brand name, in ingredients, "tar", nicotine, and carbon monoxide levels,
corporate name and any other governmentally mandated Information

Many uf those recommendations are contained in your legislation, Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman, I want to put today's hearing, your legislation, and the need to

regulate iubatui, products, into perspective In 19G4, 25 years ago, Dr Luther Terry
released tht first surgeon general's report on smoking, implicating cigarette smok
ing as a cause of cancer

Fearfu. that t'leir products could undergo regulatory controls ur even be banned,
the industa, aid what they continue to do so well today they put up a smokescreen
by offering up a voluntary advertising, promotional and samphng code designed to
give the public and the government the impression that they are a responsible in
dustry For 25 years, there has been nothing but example after example of viola-
tions of this code

The Ludes wa., purportedly developed to prohibit advertisements and sampling
prattices aimed a persons under the age of 21, as well as assuring that unproved
and unsubstantiated health claims were not made Mr Chairman, I d like to submit
for the record copies of the industry's codes.

In 1964, the industry readily and openly acknowledged that promotion efforts
hikh related tigarette smoking to "sophistication," "sexual attraction," "success,"

prominence," and "athletic ability," were in fact advertisements which ap-
pealed to young people They also stated that they would nut use cartoon charatters
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'Phe industry's code further required that advertisements should not suggest that a
person's attractiveness, appearance or good health is related to cigarette smoking.

To this day, the tobacco industry has claimed that it has adhered to this unen-
forced code. Some of the ads you see here today clearly show they have not and, we
submit, never will until Congress acts to prevent this type of advertising. Yet, they
have repeatedly acknowledged to Congress and the American public that the
themes contained in advertisements, such as those appearing here, are in fact aimed
at young people and do encourage young persons to smoke. To quote the former
Chairman of the Tobacco Institute, Edward Horrigan, at a hearing before Congress
in 1982:

"In 1964 we adopted a cigarette advertising code prohibiting advertising, mar-
keting, and directed at young people . each company still adheres to the
principles of this Code."

I think, Mr Chairman, this long-standing admission of 25 long years speaks for
itself Isn't it ludicrous and hypocritical that, now faced with proposed congression-
ally mandated restrictions on advertising, the industry changes its mind after
years and says "no, advertising and pm notion that carries such themes do not en-
courage young people to smoke, they merely are aimed at brand switching."

Mr. Chairman, the point is that we have not really made much progress--'ve're
exactly where we were on this issue 25 years ago. It's time we stop waiting frr this
industry to do what it has said it would do for 25 years In that period of time, from
1964 to today, Mr Chairman, millions of pecele have died from smoking cigarettes
How many more ace going to die while we debate the same old issues again and
again as if they've never be_n disc, -sed?

We believe it is time for the Cong ss to get on with its business in properly regu-
lating tobacco products.

While S. 1883 does not specifically address the issue of prohibiting or restricting
cigarette advertisements, I want to take the opportunity to discuss what the U.S.
Sureine Court has said about the issue We've heard all of the arguments on both
sides of the First Amendment We know what the U S. Supreme Court said in Posa-
das de Puerto Rico Associates v. Tourism Company uf Puerto Rico and, most recent-
ly, in Board of Trustees of the State University of New York vs Fox, or the so-called
"Tupperware' case

In Posadas, Justice Rehnquist wrote, on behalf of the Court, that if a legislature
has the power to prohibit certain conduct such as cigarette smokingthen it also
has the power to take the I-!ss intrusive step of allowing the conduct but reducing
demand for the conduct through restrictions or bans on advertising for it

Writing for the majority in the "Tupperware" case, Justice Scalia elaborated on
this

"[W]hile we have insisted that the free flow of commercial information is valu-
able anough to justify imposing on would be regulators the costs of distinguish-
ing the f armless from the harmful,' we have not gone so far as to
impose upon them the burden of demonstrating that the distinguishment is 100
percent complete, or that the manner of restriction is absolutely the least
severe that will achieve the desired end What our decisions require is a lit'
between the legislature's ends and the means chosen tu accomplish those ends
'a fit that is not necessarilv perfect, but reasonable, that represents not necessari-
ly the single best disposition but one ithose scope is "in proportion to the interest
served." Far front eroding the essential prctections of the First Amendment,
u thi,ik this disposition strengthens them To require a parity of constitutional
vutection for coninierciol and non ('wnmercial speeth 1ike could in ik dilutioh.
sunply by a leveling process, uf the force of the Amendment's guarantee with re-
spect lc, the latter kind of cipeech "(Emphasis added )

The "Tupperware" case, Mr Chairman, strongly reaffirms the conclusion of the
earlier decision in Posadas Two things tontained in the excerpt from Justice Sca-
ha's opinion are clear One, within broad limits, it is the U S Congress which has
the authority to determine what the restrictions on k,uo ziercial speech are to be
Two, the restrictions must only be "reasonable" to do everything we can to discour-
age smokers and ro,nsmokers ahkt from taking up the addiction or prolonging their
addiction when this product is killing 400,000 Amentans ea+ year

Is it reasonable to restnct or prohibit advertising and other promotional practices
of this addictive, killer product when it is promoted with themes that imply that
with its use comes success, attractiveness, athletic ability and sexuality? Is it rea-
sonable to restrict or prohibit its advertising when we know that at least 3,000 chil-
dren are trying cigarettes for the first time each and every day and that cigarettes
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often serve as a gateway to other drug abuse problems? Is it reasonable to restrict
advertising and promotion of these deadly products because of the tobacco industry's
flagrant failure to take voluntary actions it promised 25 years ago?

Obviously, Mr. Chairman, the answer has to be yes. By restricting tobacco adver-
tising we are not embarking on a "slippery slope" as the industry and its allies
claim. Tobacco is, first of all, a unique product in our society, one that, as I men-
tioned, would have been banned by the Congress a long time ago by other health
and safety statutes, except for the fact that the hidustry, through it's political
might, over the years has been able to have it excluded from such laws as the Con-
sumer Product &fety Act, the Toxic Substance Act and the Hazardous Substances
Act, to name a few.

Second, it is the Congress who must carefully asse&, on a product by product
basis, which products warrant restrictions in advertising and promotion. And, Mr.
Chairman, the Congress has already done this on numerous occasions. We are not
breaking "new" ground in recommending the regulation of tobacco advertising. Con-
gress gave the FDA the authority to regulate the advertising of drugs and, in cer-
tain instances, food.

In the case of prescription drugs (and one can easily argue that tobacco products
are drugs), the Congress' and the FDA's rationale for restricting their advertising,
promotion and sale is obvious. Failure tc do so would encourage their usetanta-
mount to drug pushing. Can you imagine allowing Valium to be advertised in a
similar fashion to tobacco products? I can Gee it now: the Virginia Slims woman
says, "I've come a long way, baby. I calm down and relax with a Valium, and you
should too " Isn't it reasonable that tobacco products be held to at least the same
standard as other legal drugs?

In all of the debate over whether advertising affects consumption of a product and
encourages people to use that product, we seem to have forgotten what the U.S. Su-
preme Court has said about the level of proof needed. In both the Central Hudson
and Posadas cases, the Court, with little discussion or fanfare, acknowledged that
advertising serves to increase demand for the product. In Central Hudson, the Court
stated:

"The State's interest in energy conservation is directly advanced by the Com-
mission Order at issue here There is an immediate connection between advertis-
ing and demand for electricity. Central Hudson would not contest the advertis-
ing ban unless it believed that promotion would increase sales."

And in Posadas the Court again applied a "common sense" approach with respect
to the affects of advertising on the demand for a product, stating:

"Step three asks the question whether the challenged restrictions on commer-
cial speech 'directly advance' the governments asserted interest. The Puerto
Rico Legislature obviously believed when it enacted the advertising restrictions
here, that a of casino gambling aimed at the residents of Puerto Rico would
serve to increase the demand for the product advertised. We think that the leg-
islature's belief is a reasonable one, and the fact that the appellant has chosen to
litigate this case all the way to this Court indicates that appellant shares the
legislature's view."

Applying this "common senee" approach used by the Court in Central Hudson
and Posadas, it is easy to reach a conclusion that cigarette advertising serves to in-
crease and maintain demand for the product Otherwise (paraphrasing Central
Hudson and Posadas), why else N3uld the industry fight as hard and oppose a ban if
advertising didn't promote the use of the product?

The tobacco industry agrees, but in rhetoric only, that children shouldn't smoke
or use tobacco But it knows that it is in t le youth market, it has its greatest oppor-
tunities for the recruitment of new sn ars. According to the surgeon general's
most recent report, 25 percent of high school seniors who have ever smoked had
their first cigarette by sixth grade, one haif by eighth grade We must therefore,
step up our efforts to ensure that our Nation's children, 3,000 of whom try ciga-
rettes for the first time each day, do not have access to these deadly products and
are better educated about the dangers associated with them We need to ensure that
tobacco products become a part of thi.. Nation's drug and alcohol education strate-
gies.

Mr. Chairman, clearly we have a lot to do, a lot to catch ul n, on all fronts, in
our battle against this major killer Whiie we spend billions of dollars to fight illicit
drug use, which is killing tens of thousands of Americans, the Office on Smoking
and Health's budget remains at the low figure of $3.5 million The tobacco industry
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spends almost twice as much in one day to promote the use of tobacco than the
Office on Smoking and Health spends in an entire year.

I want to thank you, Senator Kennedy, and you, Senator Hatch, and the other
members of the committee, for giving this important issue the priority it deserves.
We pledge to work with you to ensure that this legislation becomes law.
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

R.J. REYNOLDS WILL TARGET 111-20 YEAR OLD FEMALES
WITH A NEW CIGARETTE CALLED DAKOTA IN HOUSTON IN APRIL

PLEASE NOTE THE EXTENSIVE FIELD MARKETING EFFORTS WHICH WILL
ATMACT TEENAGERS TOOM!

A CONCERNED CITIZEN

DAKOTA FIELD MARKETING CONCEPTS

Presented to: R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Presented by: Promotional Marketing, Inc.

September 21, 1989

INTRODUCTION

The following field marketing programs, including tactical plans, have been
develop( ' to reflect and best serve the objectives of the overall Dakota marketing
plan. Those objectives include:

o positioning Dakota as the choice among YAFS 18-24,

o developing exciting, contemporary, and relative marketing executions,

o utilizing tightly targeted, extremely impzctful, and innovative
communication techniques;

o developing executions appealing to the YAFS while not adversely
impacting YAMS;

o reinforcing the brand image

o captunng consumer names for direct marketing purpos-

Presently, the test muket is scheduled for second quarter. 1990 in Houston. Texas.
Although complete market research must be conducted. PMI has initiated some
study of this market, the target (relative to this market), target night clubs. etc.
Thus, the proposed programs, detailed herein, have been appropnately designed
and are appropnately executable based on tlie preliminary market data.

1 '1 v.))
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FERMANENT PRESENCE
CONTINUITY CONCEPT:

DAKOTA Video Kiosk In order to develop a
contiguous approadx to field marketing,
permanent presence materials are key. Bar kits,
signege, etc- are all proven effective approaches
to permanent presence. in the case of
DAKOTA, however, tbere is a unique
opportunity to develop *novel presence piece
that not only provides continuity, but oho allows
for high-level product exposure and promotion
exposure and updates within various venues .
The DAKOTA logo treatment, and the
DAKOTA colors, lend themselves to the video
kiosk's eye-catching graphic desitn.

Each of the bars or clubs participating in the
selected DAKOTA promotions will be given a
dramatically designed video kiosk unit that will
promote DAKOTA's introduction and the
specific DAKOTA actnity(s) scheduled far ihe
market; The video kiosks will resemble a 90's
video juke box and will utilize tbe DAKOTA
colors, containing a built-in translite DAKOTA
logo, color video monitor, speakers, video
playback deck, and an appropnate DAKOTA
video loop tape.

The units wil. Irovide a unique club activity in
their own nght. while exposing DAKOTA as an
attractive and appropnate product for target
consumers and providing information and
publicity for the sanous DAKOTA promotion
elements

The video will be pnmanly graphically produced
so that with each promotion cFange or update.
footage can be adjusted and customized
efficiently. There is also an opportunity to use
either still or live action footage of the models
who appear in the DAKOTA advertising -
reinforcing the personality ar.d message of

DAKOTA.

1 2

CONCEPT:

DAKOTA (THE CIGARETTE) PRESENTS
DAKOTA (THE BAND)

BASIC IDFA:

DAKOTA presents its own rozk band at selected
night dubs with exciting support promotions.
DESCRIPTION:

The rock group DAKOTA is assembled drough
auditions in a selected city(s). The group
members, which are men, reflect the personality
and Took portrayed in the advertising. This
concept is somewhat unique to DAKOTA.
Being a new product, an appropriate image Cin
be connected to both the brand and the band.
Also. DAKOTA - the name of the product. Is
also perfect for a rock band's name.

The group is lured under contract to play a pre-
selected number of test market dates. The group
does no brand promotion, but simply plays its
sets each evening as any other band. However,
the group utilizes a large DAKOTA banner for
the stage backdrop and other stage matenals,
such as speakers, monitors. etc. are identified
with the DAKOTA brand identlfication and
colors. The group has special stage clothing
(teedurts, jackets, etc.) bearing the DAKOTA
name and logo. The act travels to each location
In their own special, highly decorated DAKOTA
limo.

The music style the gi oup performs is rock - with
a slight skew towards heavy metal Both onginal
and cover matenal are utilized.

SUPPORT:

Cassettes of DAKOTA, the band, are given out
to women smokers who can 'easily' unscramble
the words on a special card handed to them as
they enter the club (i e. DAKOTA Where
Smooth Smokes)
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CONTINUITY:

This card also serves as the entry form for
women to enter the DAKOTA Night
sweepstakes at the promotion. The winners
drawn each night (5) are driven to the next
performance of DAKOTA in a DAKOTA limo
and become the official DAKOTA Groupies for
a night. This also serves the direct mail list
generation objective.

The Dakota Night winners also gel their picture
taken with the members of the band, get all their
drinks free, are admitted free, etc. They are
given special DAKOTA shirts or jackets like the
ones worn on stage by the band.

A life size photoboard is made of the act and all
women get free Instant photos of themselves with
the band in a special DAKOTA photo folder.

The DAKOTA video kiosks publicize the
DAKOTA band and show clips of the band in
performance, give the performance date, time,
etc

EXTENSION:

Guest Artist Series: The !-::-.2 is composed
entirely of men, but they are looking for a great
girl rock singer to perform as Guest Artist with
the band- Posters in dubs, newspaper ads and
direct mail (to local talent agents) publicize the
competition. Women enter the competition at
the dul'a by filling out a form. They are
provided with an audition time and a cassette of
three songs performed by the band. The cassette
is used by the entrants to rehearse their audition
and performance. The audition is conducted
dunng scheduled hours (non-operating) in a
nightdub. The auditions are used to eliminate
most entrants Three finalists are chosen fr.=
this audition and are scheduled to perform with
DAKOTA during the next scheduled weekend
show.

The finals are then conducted during the
DAKOTA performance and are videotaped. A
combination of the consumer votes from the
audience and evaluation of the live performance
by a panel of judges determines the winner.
Their performance videotape is one of their
prizes. The Grand Prize winner receives the
videotape and a cash prize.

The Grand Prize winner also performs with the
group as Guest Artist during the remaining
DAKOTA Performances.
CONTINUITY:
The Guest Artist Contest will be promoted on
the video kiosks throughout the vaniNis dubs.
Also, the winner will receive exposure thrcugh
the kiosks.

1 `? r-. , )
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CONCEPT:

ROCK UNTIL YOU DROP WITH DAKOTA
BASIC IDEk

A mega Battle of the Bands takes place in a
large rental facility and runs all night (from 9PM
until SAM).
DESCRIPTION:
Rock Until You Drop with DAKOTA will be
highly publicized by a local radio station whose
key DJ *ill be the MC for this one-time-only
event Bands may enter the Battle by submitting
tapes and photos to the radio station. A panel of
judges preselects and schedules the finalists.

On the night of the Battle. two stages are used so
that one band can be setting up while another
one plays. In this way the music can be
continuous.

The entire night will be formed around a ''big
party' theme. The bands will provide the
entertainment portion in addition to als making
appean.nces and providing additional music.

Sampling and other DAKOTA promotions will
be conducted during the Battle. Prior to the
Battle, DAKOTA Night promotions will be
executed.

The winning band gets a cash j nze and bookings
at the five top DAKOTA clubs. (DAKOTA pays
the bands, the club books the dates, and the
evening entertainment is hosted by DAKOTA )
SUPPORT:
Pnor to the all night battle, DAKOTA parties
will be held in night clubs where, as before, five
names will be drawn each evening for DAKOTA
Night (limo, free dinner, drinks. etc ) from the
entries that evening This again serves the name
generation objective. DAKOTA premiums and
free tickets to the Battle will also be given as

' prizes

1 2

Each person who wins a ticket receives two Free
Admissions - one for herself and one tor a friend
CONTINUITY:
Ile bands that are chosen to appear at the
Battle will be shown throughout the clubs on the
video kiosks. Also, the winner will receive
additional support ami publicity through the
kiosks after the Battle.
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CONCEPT:
DAKOTA'S MUSIC VIDEO SCREEN TESTS
BASIC IDEk
DAKOTA will conduct screen tests and will
provide an opportunity for the five finalists to
appear in a 'feature role in a music video with a
popular rock artist
DESCRIPTION:
The screen tests will be highly publicized by a
local radio station. Registration will be
conducted in clubs for a number of weeks.
Another person, a friend, etc., must sign-up the
participant for the screen test. In this way, both
names are captured.

When each contestant is entered, they appear in
front of a video camera and are video taped
while they explain *why' they want to appear
with the determined Star. The tapes of the
entrants is then screened by a panel of judges

and twenty-five semi-finalists are chosen.

The twenty-five semi-finalists are then scheduled
for their *screen test'. Friends, family, and the
public are all invited to the "screen test'.

The video is produced prior to the promotion so
that the Star is singing during the video and
there are open shots or cuts to be edited in - the
edits are where the contestant's scenes are
inserted. Thus it seems that the contestant was
actually *in' the video.

A panel of judges reviews the completed videos
and chooses a winner. The five finalists are
announced through radio spots promoting the
final announcement of the winner and the
personal appearance of the Star

At a dtterrnined club, the winner is announced
by the Star. All five videos, and others, are
shown on a large video screen. The Star signs
autographs.

The winner receives a cash prize, a CD pLyer,
the Star's CD's, and an autographed picture of
themselves with the Star. The other finalists
receive all of the above, except the cash prize.

SUPPORT:
A photoboard of the Star will be used in the
clubs. Game cards with trivia questions about
the star will be used to deliver brand identified
premiums to Dakota smokers.

Also, the Dakota Night will be run as a
simultaneous promotion.

CONTINUITY:
The in-club kiosks are used to promote the
screen tests with the rock star looking for a
leading.actress. Also, the kiosks will replay the
screen tests publicizing the promotion.
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DAKOTA FIELD MARKETING CONCEPTS

Buocer ESTIMATE

o DAKOTA Video Kiosks

o DAKOTA Presents DAKOTA

o Rock Until You Drop With DAKOTA

o DAKOTA's Music Video Screen Tests

o Continuity Sampling

o Bar Pres....ice Materials

I. Peansmilltanustreadamityliataiall

Based on creating a permanent high-prmence video, with
music, and video kiosk to be utilized for product
introduction and promotion information and updates:

Pre-production expenses for video $12,000.

Creative development/design for video kiosk 3,000

- Production of 10 video kiosks 78,000.

Production of video - including loop copies Ma&

TOTAL S177,000

128
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A. Expenses based on creating and producing one touring band
and all support activities and materials:

Pre-production expenses. Including castir. hearsal, costumes, legal, field
marketing research $58,500.

- Recording expenses for eight songs for Dakota cassette 57,600.

- Video Kiosk programming 9,000.

- Creative development/production of photoboard, stage
materials, limo badges, and purchase of cameras 22,800.

- Creative development/mechanical preparation - all other materials 44200

TOTAL UM la

13. Support Materials weekly estimates based ori five promotion nights:

- Dakota Cassettes (250 per week) 11,000.

- Dakota Night Sweepstakes Forms (2000 per week) 850.

- DakotA Posters ( 250 per week) 950.

- Polo roid Photos and Folders (1000 per week) 1,500

- Teeshirts (500 per week) 2,700

- Dakota Jackets/Shirts (30 p : week) I440

WEEKLY TOTAL SUPPORT MATERIALS

27-757 - 90 - 5



C. Program Execution weekly eatimates based on five promotion nights:

Band/tech/crew compensation including hotel and per diem $15,300.

Dakota Night (25 winners per week) 1,500.

Limo
1,200.

- Gratis (1000 per week) 600.

Baskets/wrape/sampler uniforms TBD

- Warehousing/Insurance 780.

- Advertising Support 3,000.

Supervisory expenses, marketing manager, staff travel 2,800.

Program Supervision/Coordination 2.
WEEKLY TOTAL 27,10,

D. Dakota Extension - Guest Artist:

- Preproduction. creative development/mechanicals

Weekly expenses including program supervision/cArdination

130

$34,200

1,720.
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III. Bealladysakrgajigkagga

A. Expenses based on creating and producing one battle of the bands and
peripheral promotion acitivities and materials:

Pre-production expenres incluclug legal and field marketing research $11,700.

- Video Kiosk programming 9,000.

- Creative development/production of photoboard, venue and stage materials, limo
badges, and purchase of cameras 42.000.

- Creative development/mechanical preparation - all other materials MIK

TOTAL $106.900,

B Support Materials - weekly e..1;mates based on five promoton nights:

- Dakota Cassettes (250 per week) $1,000.

- Dakota Night Sweepstakes Forms (2000 per week) 850.

- Battle Entry Forms (25 per week) 30.

Dakota Posters ( 250 per week) 950.

Poloroid Photos and Folders (1000 per week) 1,500.

- Teeshirts (500 per week) 2.700

Dakota Jackets/Shirts (30 per week) 1.444,

WEEKLY TOTAL SUPPORT MATERIALS Si470,

1 3 i



C. Program Execution - weekly estimates based ca five promotion nights:

Dakota Night (25 winners per week) $1,500.

Limo 1200.

Gratis (1000 per week) 600.

Baskets/wraps/urnpler uniforms TBD

- Warehousing/Insurance 780.

Advertising support 3,000.

Supervisoty expenses, marketing manager, staff travel 2,800.

Program supervision/coordination 2.421

WEEKLY TOTAL $um,

D. Event Expenses:

- Venue rental, party production $60,000.

- Equipment rental 12,000.

- Cash prizes/judges fees/DJ compensation 25.800,

TOTAL EVENT EXPENSES Alm

1_ '32
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VI. Dakota's Music Video SavertTest

A. Expenses bated on creating and producing music video screen tests and all support
activities and materialc

- Pm-production expenses. Including star search, auditioning, legal, field marketing
research $17,700.

- Music video configuration 12,000.

Video Kiosk programming 9,000.

Creative developmeat/production of usic video set, photoboard, limo badges,
and purchase of cameras 28,800.

- Creative development/mechanical preparation - all other materials OAK

TOTAL 11.41212,

B. Support Materials weekly estimates based on five promotion nights:

Dakota Video Cups (2000 per week) $1,000.

Enuy Forms/Information (250 per week) 150.

Dakota Posters ( 250 per week) 950

Poloroid Photos and Folders (1000 per week) 1,500.

- Teeshirts (500 per week) 2,700.

Dakota Jackets/Sbirts (30 per week) 1,442,

WEEKLY TOTAL SUPPORT MATERIALS MO
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C. Program Execution - weekly estimates based on five promotion nights:

- limo
31,200.

Gratis (1000 per week)
600.

- Videotaping equipment/expenses
8,400.

Rukets/wrain/sampler uniforms TBD
- Warehousing/Insurance

780.
- Advertising Support

3,000.

Supervisory expenses, marketing manager, staff travel 2,800.
- Program Supervision/Coordination

2,000.

WEEKLY TOTAL Mai

D. Event Expenses:

- Venue Rental/Party Production
$30,000.

Equipment Rental
12,000.

- Cash Prizes
12.000.

Other Prizes
3.000.

- Star Compens.mon/Judges Fees
49.800.

TOTAL EVENT EXPENSES
;1064800,

134
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csatimicalearet
&motional costs band cm 5 sampling nights per week:

Sampling pommel - 4 samplers each night 51.440.

Gratis product (250 per night) 750.

Baskets/Wraps/Uniform TB D

Program Development/Supetrision/Administration

WEEKLY CONTINUITY SAMPLING an/

vi. hasnolfoiaigh
Creative Development TBD

Translite Sign TB D

LED Sign TBD

- DAKOTA Neon TPD

Primp Mirror TBD

Napkin/Coaster/Stirrer Holder TB D

Napkins/Coasters/Stirrers TBD

Table Tents TBD

Ashtrays TB D

Packaging TB D

llandling/Postage TB D

135
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TUNE
ADVERTISING INC.

V.F. PROMOTION - PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Qhjectives

- Develop integrated year 1 promotion program for V.F. that:

1. Generate3 immediate initial trial.
2. Generates continuing trial and repurchase.
3. Builds and reinforces brand awareness and image.
4. Achieves target smoker Involvement" with the brand.

Strateftv

Develop hi h impact lead promotions to gain immediate trial and
bui wareness ai . image.

Determine ways to utilize the various RJR "areas of strength" to
maximize V.F. promotional programs. These area. include:

1. Direct mail.
2 Premium development.
3. Pack-action.
4. Field marketing/sampling

Develop promotion program options that include specific
recommendations aimed towards:

1 Generating pack trial/retnal in traditional and non-traditional
outlets.

2. Sampling via conventional and unconventional sampling
methods and existing or created event tie-in opportunities.

3. The development of continuity programs to maintain target
involvement with the brand.

4. Enhancing brand awareness and image.
5. Building highly visible brand presence among the target and her

friends.

Executinnal Guidelingl

Make sure proalJtions are not so broad-based or executed so that they
entice non-twat-Mb-km:

Promotions/Premiums must be relevant to the target ,nd her lifestyle
while not being a "turn-off to men

Unconventional promotional and sampling methods will be required to
achieve objectives.

131
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VIRILE FEMALF
DEMOGRAPHIC/PSYCHOGRAPHIC REVIEW

A. Target Customer

1. Demographics

a) Age/gender

b) Education:

c) Occupation:

2. Lifestyle

a) Employment:

b) Attitude
Toward Work:

c) Dress:

d) Cosmetics

e) Favorites

TV Program

TV Role

Music

Music Groups

Caucasian Females, Age 18-20
(secendarily 21-24)

No education beyond high school

Entry level service or factory
job

Now working at whatever job
she can get; high level of
unemployment and part-time

Work is a job; not a career,
a way to make money

Je?ni>, knit tops, sweaters,
shorts, warm-up suits, sweat-
shirts/pants

Wears little eye shadow or
make-up

Roseanne

Roseanne
Evening Soap Opera
(Bitches)

Classic Rock & Roll
from the 60's & 70's

All Male Groups

1
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3. Aspirations

a) Ta have an ongoing relationship with a man

b) To get married in her early twenties and have
a family.

c) To have fun with her boyfriend and partying
with her friends.

4. Current practices relative to the category

a) Now smoke Marlboro

b) Buys the pack, from convenience stores,
supermarkets, and drug stores

5. How she spends her free time

a) With her boyfriend doing whatever he is doing

6. Interests, activiti, and places the target
gathers

a) Partying with friends

b) Dancing, going to dance clubs & bars
(those over 21 or with a borrowed ID)

c) Going to concerts (classic Rock & Roll, all
male groups)

d) Cruising

e) Classic Cruising cars (50's & 60's hot cars)

Watching television (entertainment they can
afford)

g) Going to movies, renting movies

h) Going camping, to the lake, to the river

i) Apartments where they live

1) Mhletic activities:

(1) Company softball team

(2) Company basketball team

(3) Bowling league, social bowling
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k) Shopuin g

(1) At the mall

(2) Jeans speciality stores, especially the
lower priced jeans stores, Cheap Joes

(3) Low price clothing stores: T. J. Maxx/$6 Store

I) Fagata.theyslknsii

(1) Drag races

(2) Motocross, Motor cycle races

(3) Hot Rod shows, Cycle Shows

(4) Tractor Pulls, Monster Trucks

(5) Wrestling

(6) Tough Man Competition

(7) Fairs, Carnivals

(8) Friendspartying

1 3
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HOT BUTTONS

-Men/having their "guy"

-Hanging out/being with their guys

-Partying w/friends & boyfriend

-Going to "classic" rock concerts

-"Classic" rock music

-Soap operas

-Movies

-Video movies

-Getting married/kids in next couple of years

-Dancing/clubs

-Cruising

-Watching TV

-Classic cars

-Softball

-Bowling

-Camping

-Hanging out at mall

-Motocross

-Drag racing

-Hot rod/cycle shows

-Wrestli ng

-Astrology

-Toughman competition

-State Fairs/carnivah

-Tractor pullslmonster truck "shows"

1 4 0
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PROMOTIQN

V.F. Rock Choice Awards

CONCEPT

-Offer on-pack music related prenuums.

-Overlay is a "People's Choice" contest on-pack where participants rate their
favorite rock groups.

-Consumer sends in votes (proofs) for their favorite group.

-Cash/prize structure is implemented for most correct votes (proofs) for
winner in category.

-Each entrant receives a commemorative poster of the winners.

PREMIUMS

Music videos
Music cassettes
Walkman

HOT BUTTONS

Winning big
Music
Music Idols
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PROMOTION

Classic Rock Contest

CONCEPT

-Deliver on-pack music-related premiums.

-Overlay with rock classic trivia contest on pack.

Sample question: Who did Sammy Hagen replace in Van Ha len?

Answers: A. Eddie Murphy
B. Paul Butterfield
C David Lee Roth

Correct Answer: David Lee Roth

-Participants mail in answers with proofs. Most correct answers and proofs
wins song with their name in it and a tnp to the recording session.

PREMIUMS

Rock cassettes
Rock love song cassettes
Cassette holder
T-shirt

HOT BUTTONS

Win big
Music
Free gifts

14 o
4.

ao,
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PROMOTION

V.F. Best of 1989

CONCEPT

-Develop an on-pack contest for consumers to select their favorite movies,
songs, rock groups, TV shows, entertainers, etc.

:Registration ballots are on-pack and utilized with user friendly computers
in-store or at malls.

-All ballots are preprinted with the names of entertainers and entertainment
that is to be voted on.

-Participant registers votes on card. Inserts ballots into computer which
keeps cards for vote tabulation.

-Each participant sending in 20 or more proofs receives a collectors edition
volume of the results that includes a video of best movie, cassette of best song
and group, autographed picture of favorite stars, etc.

HOT BUTTONS

Entertainment
Free gift

1 4 ,-). )
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PROMOTION

Win In Atlantic City

CONCEPT

-On-pack gambling related premiums

-Overlay with on-pack gauibling trivia contest. Use rub-off tk.chnology to
confirm correct answers. More than one answer may be right. Participants
are to check all correct answers.

Sample question: What beats a straight flush?

Answers: A. Full house
B. Royal flush
C. 3 of a kind
D. 5 of a kind

Correct Answer: Royal flush
5 of a kind

-Consumers send in correct answers (pro %). Most correct answers wins.

-Grand prize is all expenses paid trip to Atlantic City plus gambling bankroll.

PREMIUMS

Mini poker machine
V.F. playing cards
Mini roulette wheel

HOT BU'ITONS

Win big
Gambling
Free gifts

144
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PROMOTION

V.F. Treasure Hunt Contest

CQNSSET

-Offer V.F. customized regional map on pack featuring target Hot Spots
within a hundred mile radius.

-Create a series of on-pack clues leading participant to treasure location and
$25,000 prize.

Sample Clue: Start where liberty first rang and take the shortest
route to boat house row in Fainnrunt Park. Fr om
there find the nearest on ramp to the Schuylkill
Expressway and go north on the expressway
exactly 1 112 times the number of miles it took you
to go from where liberty first rang to boat house
row. You are now within 40 mils of the treasure
location and ready for clue number two.

-Participants sending in the most clue tickets and the correct treasure
location win. Equal distribution of prize goes to all winners.

EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIES

-Unique twists could be added to map such as the use of water or heat to
reveal special hidden clues.

-Alternative r lap could feature a fantasyland as opposed to a real place.

HOT BUTTONS

-Chance to win big money

-Fun and games

-Something to do at parties

145
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PROMOTION

V.F. Soap Opera Trivia Video

CONCEEI

-Offer targeted soap/TV related premiums on pack.

-Overlay with on-pack soap trivia contest on vii.eos as first premium.

-Video depicts famous soap opera story lines then asks "What happens next?"

Sample Question: What did Vivian do I iext?

Answers: A. Marry Pete
B. Go to bed with Rod
C. Leave the country
D. Kill herself

Answer: Marry Pete
Go to bed with Rod

-Consumers answer questions on pack and send in answers. I/Icst correct
answers (proofs) wins. More than one ar.wer may be correct. Participants
must mark all correct answers.

-Cash and/or prize structure is implemented.

PREMIUMS

-Continuing saga comic stnp or video - 3 or 4 installments.

-Subscription to Soap Opera Digest.

-Mini TV with pocket for cigs.

-TV band radio.

HOT BurroNs

Win big
Soap operas
Free gifts

1 4 6
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PROMOTION

Hidden Pictures (You Can Be A Star)

CONCEPT

-Develop photo-related premiums offered on pack.

-Overlay with hidden picture contest where participants are provided with
on-pack illustrations in which a number of other pictures are hidden.

-On-pack picture is a black .ixid white line drawing of a current ad. Hidden
pictures within the line drawing will be items of interest to target, i.e.
Walkman, car, sunglasses, etc.

-Paeicipant circles the pictures and mails them in with proofs. Most proofs
and found pictures wins a poster of winnei stripped into a roci group, cone
head or Road Warrior poster. Cash/Prize E tructure could also be
i mplemented

PREMIUMS

Trick camera
Kazoo that looks like film
Trick photos

HOT BUTTONS

Winning
Games
Free gifts

147
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PROMOTION

Great Times Sweepstakes

CQNSiski

-A series of three grand prizes specifically designed for target Hot Buttons.

-Prizes to include: Great Party, Hot Car, $25,000 Cash.

-On.pack premiums related to prizes.

-Participants call an 8001 to enter for each prize; one entry per call, iter as
often as you like. A drawing is conducted to select the winner for each prize.

pREMIUMS

Miniature car key chain w/workmg headlights (same car as grand pnze car)
V.F. money clip
Party T-shirt

HOT BUTTONS

Win big
Hot cars
Money
Partying

PROM9TION

4....,,
Fantasy Poconos Honeymoon

CONUPT

-Create a series of on-pack his and her premiums.

-Overlay with a sweepstakes to win a "Honeymoon" in the Poconos.

-Participants are instructed to call a 900 number to enter as often as theylike. A drawing is conducted to select the winner.

EREIVIIAL5

Unisex robes
Towels
Slippers

1 4 r-3
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PROMOTION

Be A Soap Star Sweeps

CONCEPT

-Deliver Soap Opera/TV related premiums on-pack.

-Overlay with a sweepstakes to win a walk-on part in your favorite soap
opera.

-Prrticipants enter as often as they like through the use of an 800 number.

EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIE

-Create a Soap Improvisational Group that travels to bars/clubs and conducts
live soap opera with audience participation. Audience warm-up could be soap
trivia.

-Additional or alternative on-pack offer could be a soap opera game played
with friends. Character cards and descriptions are delivered on-pack.
Interactions between characters are delivered on subsequent packs.

PREMIUMS

Free subscription to Soap Opera Digest
Mini TV with pocket for cigarettes
TV band radio

HOT 13UTTONS

TV
Soap operas
Winning
Games

149
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PROMOTION

Star In A Roinance Novel

COMEPT

-Develop his and her premiums for delivery on-pack.

-Overlay with a sweepstakes for a customized romance novel and poster.

-Novel will feature names of recipient, their friends and significant others;
along with descriptions of each, their cars, likes and dislikes, etc. All facts
are woven into a romance novel. Photos will be requested for the purpose of
book cover and poster designed with their likeness.

-Additional on-pack is a token for 2 free photographs to be taken m-store at
special V.F. photo booth.

-Participants are asked to keep one photo and send the other in with their
sweepstakes form for novel/poster customization.

-Winners are selected in drawing

ALTERNATIVE

Romance novel customization could be a mail-in offer with proofs or proofs
and cash.

PREMIUMS

Double headset Walkman
Interlocking mugs
Interlocking pendants

liaTILEMEE
Romance
Winning
Love relationships
Boyfriends
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PROMOTION

V F For Two

CQNCEPT

-Offer a series of self grading quizzes on-pack that allow you to instantly rate
your lover, your relationship, yourself, etc.

-Utilize rub-off technology to determine scores. Score totals are referenced on
back of quiz with analysis.

-Overlay with sweepstakes to win a superdate to the Hotspot of your choice

-Use 900# for sweeps entry Enter as often as you like Winners are selected
in a drawing

HOT BUTTONS

Boyfnends
Dating
Love relationships
Win big

PROMOTION

We've Got Your Ticket

CONCEPT

-Offer on-pack vouchers for )0 that can be ccilected and redeemed for up
to full admission to target events at local stadium or coliseum.

-Vouchers could work in conjunction with wrestling matches, car shows, rock
concerts, movies, 4X4 contests, and other entertainment opportunities.

HOT BUTTONS

Something Free
Music
Wrestling
Cars
Movies
Clothes
Stereo/TV Systems
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PROMOTION

Shop With V.F.

CONcEPT

-Offer vouchers on 2-pack purchase for $1.00 that can be collected and
redeemed for up to full cost of electronics purchase.

-Vouchers could work in conjunction with target electronics chain, i.e. Dee's
Appliances (Circuit City type chain in Philadelphia).

HOT BUTTONS

Something free
Stereo systems/auto stereo equipment
TV'sNCR's

PROMOTION

Love On Pack

CONCEPT

Develop a sequentaal senes of 3 :r 4 V F romance novels delivered on-pack.

-Each novel leads into the next promot-r ,- continued pack purchase.

EXTENSION OPP_ORTUNIIMS

Overlay with cash/prile sweepstakes. Deliver on pack coupons for free V.F.
romance novel. On separate display offer nov els for sale with sweepstakes
offer inside. No purchase is necessary.

HOT BUTTON$

Romance
Win big

1 5 2
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PROMOTION

Pocket The Savings

CONCEPT

-Offer 3 packs free with the purchase of a V.F. T-shirt.

-Offer with in-store drawing in every outlet for V.F. denim or leather jacket

-Jackets are on display in-store and won by consumer registering at that
store.

HOT BUTTONS

T-shirts
Winning

PROMOTION

Box Office Bonanza

CONCEPT

-On-pack vouchers for free movie rental

-Tie-in promotion with a local video rental store

ALTERNATIVE

--fie-in promotion with mulae producer (MGM) for free rental on a newly
released film.

HOT BurrON

Movie watching
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PROMOTION

V.F. Rock-Off

CONCEPT

-Offer a series of on-pack, music related premiums.

-Overlay is er mmunication of a battle of thc bands contest with qualifying
rounds conducted in target bars/clubs.

-Tie-in el ents with a local radio station to da a series of remotes at qualifying
rounds End finale.

-Radio station will provide peak awareness, promotional announcements;
arrmgements with bars and other outside vendors; coordination of events
and bands and their own selection of giveaways.

-Finale is a 4 band competition/party held in a warehouse or coliseum. Cash
or prize structure is implemented.

-Additional promotion for events is at point of purchase.

EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIES

-Qualifying rounds could become mini V.F. parties that include heavy
sampling, screening, giveaways, and gullies such as dance competitions,
Name That Tune, V.F. pinball machine contest, phone book ripping contest,
dart and/or pool competitions, boyfriend/girlfriend photos, etc.

-Invitations to cp_alifying rounds and finale could be distributed through
conventional sampling methods.

PREMIUMS

Battle of the Bands T-Shirt
Rock and Rd: Cassettes
Radio or Cassette Players
Music Videos
Rock Star Postc:s
Radio Watch
Concert Tickets

HOT BUTTONS

Music
Partying

1 5 4
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PROMOTION

Night Of The Living Hunks

CONCEPT

-Deliver "hut*" oriented premiums on-pack.

-Overlay with V.F. male strip shows in target bars/clubs.

EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIES

-Bar nights could include contests to vote for your favorite hunk and win a
date with him. Heavy sampling, screening, giveaways, i.e. life-size hunk cut-
outs.

PREMIUMS

Hunk calendars
Collectible baseball-style hunk cards

HOLMEEIQN5

Men
Dating
Bars

1 5 5
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PROMOTION

Cruisin' For A Party!

CONCEPT

-Offer a series of targeted, car-related premiums on-pack.

-Overlay wits- a series of V.F. cruising parties conducted in large parking lots
on or near the "main drag."

-Main event of parties would be offer for on the spot. poster of you, your
friends and your car. Special camera and poster equipmentare brought on-
site with a logo backdrop. Cars pull in front of backdrop for picture and 22 x
28 poster is then processed in a half hour.

-Promote events via in-store signage and tie-in with a targeted radio station
to promote the events and build strong awareness Ind large crowd
attendance.

Radio station to conduct live remotes at cruising parties, handle bulk of
arrangements, execution, recruiting of additional sponsors ...Id choosing sight
locations.

EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIES

-Cruising parties can be conducted with a series of additional gifts and
activities to include: V.F. window decal, cigarettes, screening, any prizes
from the radio station, and register to win Superdate.

-Work with local Chevy dealer to provide red Corvette convertible for posters.

-Offer an additional prize to any car coming in with a V.F. window
decal/bumper sticker already on their car that is distributed free at retail.

PREMIUMS HOT BUTTONS

Window decal Cars
V.F. license plate Cruising
Auto shade Partying
Cruising party T-shirt
Sunglasses
License plate necklace
Can cooler with ashtray

,
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PROMOTION

Get A Grip On A Winner

CONCEIn

-Develop wrestling-related premiums delivered on pack.

-Overlay with V.F. sponsored wrestling tournament with local wrestlers

-Additional overlay is sweepstakes to win the right to be Honorary Manager
of one of the wrestlers. Sweeps is delivered at point of purchase prior to the
event by utilizing an 800 number. Registration is also allowed the night of
the event to insure a winner.

-The winner's name is selected at the beginning of the event.

PREMIUMS

Wrestling belt buckle
Poster ,
Mini revenger

HOT BUTTONS

Wrestling
Winning
Free gift

1
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PROMOTION

V.F. On-Site At Special Events

CONCEPT

-Contract with coliseum of Ither arenas to give out samples as people enterthe events.

-Create a series of targeted premiums to accompany samples - premiums are
designed to be highly visible billboards at the events.

-Select target events such as wrestling matches, rockconcerts, car shows, etc.

PREMIUMS

Noisemakers (wrestling matches)
Beachball (rock concert)
Classic car key chain (car shows)

13(OT BUTI'ONS

Wrestling
Music
Cars
Free prewiuras

-I ,
I .7;
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PROMOTION

V.F. Limo Parties (All Year Long)

CONCEPT

-Build a V.F. customized limousine or van.

-Offer to consumers for Superdates and parties.

-Use of vehicle can be obtained as ptize in drawing.

-Date vehicle is used as an on-going program and to tie-in with other
programs, such as fairs, carnivals, festivals for sampling, screening and
giveaways.

EMENSION OPPORTUNITIES

-Vehicle is equipped with chauffeur, bar, food, samples, giveaways.

HOT BIYITONS

Dates
Partying
Hot cars
Freebees
Winning

1
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PROMOTIQN

V.F. Nights

coLiclag
-Create party packages specifically designed for V.F. target hot spots.
Bowling alleys, bars, apartments,company gatherings.

BOWLING ALLEYS

-Create a V.F. midnight bowling party; rotate through lanes in city.

-Offer game and food discounts with pack of V.F.

-Have targeted prizes and giveaways for mini-competitions. Highest score of
the night, lowest score of the night, 3 strikes in a row, 3 gutterballs :n - row.

-Prizes/giveaways might include V F.: bowling balls, shirts, product
sampling.

BARS

-Select target bars for V.F. nights package.

-Create a series of games and attractions iuch as V.F. pinball machine,
pool/dart competitions, matchmaker game, product sampling.

-V.F. band could be created for these nights for dance competitions, name
that tune, hp syncing and song contests.

-Offer prizes and/or cash, giveaways.

APARTMENTS

-Create party packages offered to target apartment complexes free of charue.

-Design party and match making games similar to bar package.

-Might add in secret apartment game - give clues - locate arid win prizes.

-Parties to be held at club house or nearby bar.

COMPANY PARTIES

-Create a aeries of picnic actiVities and offer free of charge to target
employers for company parties, picnics, barbecues.

-Companies are provided with game essentials such as sacks for a sack race,
etc We would also provide prizes for the competitions along with someone to
conduct sampling, screening.

161)
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PROMOTION

V F. Softball Tournament Packages

CONLEPT

-Provide local women's or co-ed softball league with special tournament
packages.

-Packages include. Prizes, trophies, scoreboard logos, banners and perhaps
premium giveaways to spectators.

-Heavy sampling and screening could be conducted at events

EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIES

-Grand prize could be uniforms and equipment fur winning team

HOT BUTTONS

Sports
Winning
Freebees
PROMOTION

Direct T Slur t Skiecning

CONCEPT

-Develop a direct mail package to targeted consumers through the use of an
outside list

-Package to include

A Postcard mail-in offer for a free T-shirt (postcard is used as a
further screening device)

B Invitation to V Rock OfT oi other lead event

C A sweepstakes entry form to win a Superdate in the V F
lanousine

D An 800 # they can call to ieceRe free product through the mail

-All smoking respondents sending in postcards will receive a T-shirt and
product Non-smokers receive a T shirt

HOT BUTTONS

Free T-shirt
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moto3j()ti

Clerk Program

CONCEPT

-Develop V F buttons for in store clerks

-Clerks are asked to wear butt,ons and point out new brand to targetcustomers

-Incentive device is the chance for derks to win ,f spotted wearingbutton and endorsing product to torget

-Employ a team of spotters to camas the stores and award pnze money onthe spot for the first 3-4 weeks of 0 luctor) period

HOT RVITQNS

Win mone)

ITOMOTION

Store PU

CV.Ncgrr_

-Produce a logo, in ttkre per n. tn nt sorm permanent sIgn Ige pack,i,te

Items nught ltdo I )uor decals
Iniout stickers
Floormats
Change cups
liannets
Neon signs
Counter mat:

-n.,t1on swns
Cl, k

; t(
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PRIZES

Grand

-$25,000 Cash
-Supei-date Trip, weekend in Poconos, weekend trip to Bon Jovi concert
-Great Party: indoor live band party, outdoor bonfire barbecue
-Classic Vehicle. Corvette convertible, custom van, 4X4 Jeep, 4X4 pick-up
-Tnp: local beach/mountain resort, Atlantic City/Las Vegas; Disney World,
whit water rafting.
-Electronics: home stereo/car stereo, TV, VCR, Compact Disc
-Wardrobe Shopping Spree

Medium

-Leather Jacket - Bomber style, western, biker
-Belt Buckle - Brass, porcelain, silver/turquoise
-Superdate Night- Bar hopping in limo/cruising in van
-Demm Jacket Updated style, traditional western, blazer
-Record Collection Classic rock. contemporary hit, country
-Jewelry. Silver/turquoise, braided, scented. gold

Token

-On the spot poster of you with friends, car, boyfriend, all
-T-shirt with photo of boyfnend, you and boyfriend
-Book with your names in it romance novel, comic book
-Astrological chart dime for you, boyfriend, comparison of boib

16:3



PREMIIJaS,

IvigaLc_angate.ci

Rok N Roil Cassettes
Radio or Cassette Pla)ers
Music Videos
Rock Star Posters
Radio Watch
Concert Tickets
"nckets to Dakota E Jents
T-Shirts Battle of the Bands
Concert Beachballs

Ui Her

Interlocking Beer Mugs
Matching rings
Interlocking Pendants
Relationship Tips
Walkman with 2 Headphones
T-Shirts with Connecting PI, tures
3 Earrings
Washable Tattoos
Double Sleep:- Bag
Rate Your Lover Qutz

Cai

DrinktTrash .er
Dash Pu.ture Frame
License Plate
Mud Flaps
Window Toys
Car Mats
Bumper daia :4
Auto Shade
Classic Car Kei. Rut& With W rk. g th
Key Ring With Car ( harm
Cruising Party I Sturt

Slideginde tv. I .,,
Dakota I aro.
(;aide tA ,114 At.

I f;

160

Pam.

Niu,7s
T-Sturts
Party Games Book

atawhincsan

V F. Hot Spot Ma:1
On-Pack Coupons for Stores and Events
Any Kind of T-Shirt
Money Chp
Wallet
Bank
Wrestling Noisemaker
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PRO_JCT_YF

RECOMMENOEDAWL5TEP$

1 QvgaylEw

A. MARKulao OsJEcTIvE

REPLACE MARLBORO AS BRAND OF CHOICE AMONG YAFS.

8 MARKETING STRATEGY

CLEARLY POSITION DAKOTA AS EXC/TING, CONTEMPORARY AND RELEVANT
BRAND CHOICE VIA TIGHTLY TARGETED. EXTREMELY IMPACTFUL,
INNOVATIVE COMMUNICATION OF BRAND IMAGE.

IMPACTS EVERY MARKETING PLAN COMPONENT

- 0011

- PR/NT

- "NON-TRADITIONAL" ADVERTISING

- PREMIUMS
- PROMOTIONS

- FIELD MARKETING

- POINT-OF-SALF/RETAIL PRESENCE

PROJECT _VF

RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS

I OVERVIEW

C. BRAND CRITERIA

"O/FFERENT" IS NOT ENOUGH To MAXIMIZE APPEAL AMONG TARGET,

LAND MUST COMBINE "STABILIT1" OF MARLBORO WITH SENSATION OF

UNME, YOUNGER ADULT FEMALE IMAGE

EACH ELEMENT MUST MEET THE FOLLOWING

- DOES IT GENERATE APPEAL AMONG YAFS 4ITHOUT ALIENATING

YOUNGER ADL T MALES'

- IS IT UNIQUE (WITHOUT BEING FADDISH) VERSUS OTHER

CIGARETTE BRANDS'

- DOES IT EFFECTIVEL' REINFORCE THE BRAND IMAGE'

- IS IT CONSISTENT WITH A "BIG BRAND" VERSUS A NICHE GRAND'

BOTTOM LINE "IS IT SOMETHING MARLBORO MIGHT 007"
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PROJECT V

RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS

II. 12.14PUI

A. OBJECTIVES

PROVIDE TARGET WITH PRODUCT 'MAT PERFORMS SUCH THAT HOVE FROM

MARLBORO IS NOT A TRADEOFF:

SMOOTHER TASTE

AND/OR

- OTHER "POINT OF DIFFERENCE"

ETNMOLIE
Rgcommgysop_Ukxr STEPS

II PROOM

B. Cu ARENT RADom

CUMENT PRODUCT DIFFERS FROM OTHER PART ENTRIES:

- REDUCED G-7 AND G-I3 -> No "RJR SIGNATURE"

- MORE TOBACCO -> FIRMER -> LESS "LOOSE ENDS"

- SLOWER BURN RATE -> INCREASED PUFF COUNT (PARITY TO

MARLBORO)

- IMPROVED APPEARANCE

CIGARETTE PAPER

TIPPING PAPER

O TIGHTLY PACKED ENDS

MINIMALLY REDUCED CIRCUMFERENCE -> LESS WRINKLES
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PROJECT lit

BtCOMMENDED NEXT SUS§

II. PRODUCT

B. CURRENT PRODUCT (CoNT'D)

QUALITATIVE LEARNING SUGGESTS CURRENT VF PRODUCT IS AS GOOD/

BETTER THAN MARLBORO ON IDENTIFIED DAsu:

- STRENGTH, TASTE, DRAW SAME AS MARLPORO

- VF AS SMOOTH OR SMOOTHER

o CPT RESULTS TO CONF/RM PERFORMANCE nUE WEEK OF OCTOBER 30.

PROJECT VF
PccommENDED HExT_STEps

II PRODKT

C R_RODUCT DEVEOPMENT

PRODUCT "POINTS OF DIFFERENCE" EXAMINED INCLUDE:

- HIGH_TARLIkow_suRNmo PRoonT: Too STRONG, HARSH,

MORE DEVELOPMENT WORK NECESSARY

- WIDE cImolFER.O.C.g (FC1: No PERCEIVED BENEFIT;

"FELT FUNNY" IN TARGET'S HAND

FoIL_INNERsm: No PERCEIVED BENEFIT, EXPLANATION
ONLY CONFUSED CONSUMERS

NUFE$": FEMALES /NTERESTED, MALES wERE NOT,
JUOGED TOO GIMHICYY cop VF

SLIDE BOX: GENERATED EXCITEMENT, INTEREST,

Pro -IVED BENEFITS (UNPROMPTED) INCLUOE LESS HESS
AND 04E-HANDED CONVENIENCE

CHELSEA AROMA' JUDGED INCONSISTENT WITH BRAND S IMAGE,

NICHE RATHER THAN BIG BRAND, NO UNIOUE POINT OF
DIFFERENCE SHOULD CHELSEA EXPAND

ENHANSEILDBACCELAROM6: REQUIRES LONG-TERM (2+ YEARS)
DEVELOPmENT

"
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Ppmcs YE

RECOmmENOEO NEXT $_TkE5

11. PROwc/

D. FECOffIEERATIO4

DEVELOP POINT-OF-DIFFERENCE PRODUCT FOR TEST MARKET INTRO-

DUCTION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE:

- SLIDE BOX

- SLOWER BURNING (+2-4 PUFFS VERSUS MARLBORO)

- OTHER

IF CPT RESULTS PosrTIVE, INTRoma VF IN STANDARD BOX

CONFIGURATION IN JUNE. (POSTPONEMENT ENABLES 83K4

INTRODUCTION.)

PRO/E.C./Jf

RE_CgtMHHEO NEXT 5lEk5

II PRODUCT

0 hcOMMENDATION (CONT'D)

0 gkagyALk

- "STANDARD" TEST PROVIDES BASE TO ASSESS INCREMENTAL IMPACT OF
ADDED POINT OF DIFFERENCE VERSUS INCREMENTAL COST.

POINT OF DIFFERENT MIGHT ACTUALLY HURT VF PERFoRmANCE:

NICHE RATHER THAN BROAD BASE

GIMMICKY/FADDISH

DEPARTURE FROM CURRENT HABITS/EXPECTATIONS

SENSATION/STABILITY BALANCE -- CIGARETTE CHOICE
(MARLBORO) PROVIDES STABILITY

JUNE TEST PROVIDES USEFUL LEARNING, MINIMIZING LEAD TIME TO
EXPANSION:

MARKETING MIX ELEMENTS

OVERALL VF POSITIONING/IMAGE (IF UNSUCCESSFUL, POINT
OF DIFFERENCE WILL NOT BE ENOUGH)



II PROWS,'

E. I.L0.1.89
TimINP

I. CURRENT PRoDoci

A 73K4

FIELD CPT COMPLETE

CPT RESULTS w/o 10/30

TEST MARKET INTRODUCTION 04/02/i )

B. UMM

FIELD CPT
12/89

RESULTS 01/90

MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY (PACKER) 04/90

DTS*
06/04/90

* REQUIRES FF PRODUCT CROSS-TOWN YAANSFER AND COLD STORAGE THROUGH

SEPTEMBER.

PROJECT_VF

II PROVO.

E IZMING (CONT'D)

2. PRooucT POINT_OF DIFEgRcKc

A SLIDE BOx

LOCATE MACHINERY/PRELIMINARY INSPECTION COMPLETE

NEXT STEPS w/o 9/25

EARLIEST MAILOUT FOR EXTENDED USE TEST 11/8O

RESULTS 12/90

PROJECTED MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY 07/90

DTS 09/03190

a. "ExTRA PUFF" PRODUCT

BEG/N DEVELOPMENT WORK COMPLETE

MAKE/ASSESS - ROUND I 11/69

MAKE/ASSESS - ROUND II 01/90

CPT MAILOUT 03/90

CPT RESULTS 04/90

EARLIEST DTS 07/90

1
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R4OJEC7 VF
REOMMENOL. NEXT STEPS

III ADVERTI5INci

4 f9S.V.BOUP LEARNINq

$ OVERALL, CAAPAIGN ACHIEVES DESIRED COMMUNICATION POINTS:

- INDEPENDENT, IN CONTROL

- SELF-CONFIDENT
- "REAL PERSON"

- RELAXED

- SOCIABLE

WOULD LIKE TO OE ANO/OR FRIENDS WITH

SOME REFINEMENTS/REV.SIONS WERE RECO9MENOE0 FOR INTRODUCTORY
POOL

- CANNOT BE TOO TOUGH I K , BITCHY/COLD (MOTORCYCLE JACKET)
- CANNOT BE TOO CUTE, GIGGLY (BARREL-COUPLE)

- WOMAN CANNOT BE TOO SUBMISSIVE (I E FAWNING AT MAN WHO
LOOKS DISINTERESTED)

ONCE BRAND IMAGE IS ESTABLISHED, WE CAN EXPLORE GREATER
EXTREMES IN INDIVIDUAL EXECUTIONS

"WHERE SMOOTH COMES EASY" OVERUHELMINGLY BEST COPY LINE

PROJECT_VF

RECOMMENDED NEXT_STEPS

III ADy_ERTIUNg

NEXT_STEPS

VISUAL POnL APPROVED

DEVELOP INNOVATIVE TECHNIOUFS TO MAXIMT:E CAMPAIGN IMPACT;

COWUNICATION

00H

- PRINT

- POS

- OTuro

1 7
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METHODOLOGY

Three Cell

150 Female Marlboro NM smokers, aged 18-24/cell (78 FF, 78 FftT)

50 Male Marlboro NM smokers, aged 18-24/cell

Prerecruii ) central location

Monadic evaluation of brand family packaging

Color preference

PACKAGING ATTRIBUTE:,

Blie Brown Burgund/

;15C' ;1501 (150)

Attributes (Agree)

UniQue70ifferert R6 94 92

Attractive 88 84 88

Feel Comfortable CervIng 79 77 73

Friends Would Ca/ 63 66 61

High Quality 77 79 78

modern/Contemporary 8' 91 85

173
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PACKAGING ATTRIBUlES VS MARLBORO

Blue

(150)

Brown Burgundy Marlboro
(150) (150) (450)

Attributes (Agree)

Unique/Different CS Ft] CI 48

Attractive
C:1 C13 123J

49

Feel Comfortable Carrying C) C) a 86

Friends would Carry @ (6-6) @ 90

High Quality
(E.i.)

79 78 84

Modern/Contemoorary E I-9i] g 67

USER IMAGERY

Sex

Blue

(150)

Brown Burgundy

(150) (150)

Mainly/Somewhat male 32 41 <--- 28

Equally Male and Female 37 3 37

Mainly/Somewhat Female 31 28 35

Age

Mainly/Somewhat Younger A..1,1t 53 <--- 41 ---> 55

Eguall,,, Younger and Older Adult 28 31 29

Mainly/Somewhat Older Adult 19 27 16

11
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USER IMAGERY

Blue

(150)

Brown Burgundy

(150) (150)

Attributes (Agreel

A person like yOu 65 65 65

A person who likes tO make

Own decision 79 86 83

A traditional person 45 53 46

A person like your friends 67 66 61

An independent person
,8 75 71

PRODUC IMAGERY

mean Attribute Ratin_g_ - Ideal

TOTAL

Blue Brown Burgunqy

Tobacco 'as,e 03 22

Snooth-ess
r,-1 ,-., 74

.4, lOness :1 22

At1ficial '3S.F. : 09 90 77
, ---,. :---,

Harshness fif) 62 33,
L J_

Siqnificantly mOrr. lban ideal (0% confidence level)
sionificant,v ,ess 1an ilea' (90% confidence ievel)

1 7 5



Non-Menthol

Menthol

172

PROOOGT IMAGERY

TOTAL

Blue Brown Burgundy

r--

89 94 95

10 5 5

__> Significantly different (90% confidenCe level)

men .1441the1

AA1114.1

TOTAL

_ _ Z

now= IVA:131f

TOLL TIMOR
rwLy

V117:1:- 0,61, 17. jr,Try

4. 45 TO 91 TA IT 4 511
10 5 5 10 4 10

--) Slrylfltant17 41ffrAt (44:1 co.111AAKe le4e1/

: ;
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PRODUCT PERCEPTIONS VERSUS MARLBORO

Total

Blue Brown Burgundy

Better/Eque

Quality 54 --> PO _661

Tas'e 58 --> [68 691

Smoothness 62 61 69

KEY MEASURES

romALEs
BLUE DROWN DUROUNDY

PURCHASE INTENT

NDP 2 40 41 441,

NOP 1 73 79 81

TERNOMETLR RATINO

704 03 58 55

80 85 83

REFERENCE

LOS FE
BONN 20 21

JRGUNDY 31 28 31
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KEY MEASURES

NALED
BLUE BROWN BURGUNDY

PURCRADE INTENT

70P 2 34 42

"OP 3 O 71

4REPERENCE

1LUZ

ROTH 14 10

1URGUNDY 21 32

ItASALS

14
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11
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o Design effectively communicates the uesired produCt/user imagery

e Relative to Marlboro, the Dakota packaging design iS

- more unique
- more attractive
- more modern

Reactions to color alternatives unclear

- monadic ratings of "burgundy' show trwest weaknesses

- Preferred overall

The 'blue packaging offers an opportunity to communicate the desi-ed
image in a unigueeimpactful manner versus traditional cigarette
packaging colors

Productl:Jser perceptions associated with the packaging aill te further
enhanced by the Dakota advertisiny/product
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September 10, 1989

To: M.s. L.L. Bender

From: Ms. P.S. Cohen

Subject: Project VF-"Point-of-Difference"

The following will provide you with my perspective on the Project

VT. "Point-of-Difference".

BACZCBCMID:

Project VF is being targeted against 18-20 year old female smokers

of harlbcro. Learning to date suggests that, to maximize appeal

among the target, the brand must =bine the stability of Marlboro

with the sensation of t unique younger adult female image.

Several judgemental "yardsticks" have been developed to assess the

ability of various elements of the marketing =ix to meet the abcve

objectives:

Does the brand/marketing element generate appeal among

younger adult females without alienating younger adult males?

Is the image/marketing element unique (without being faddish)

versus other cigarette brands?

Does each marketing element effectively reinforce the brand

image?

Is each marketing element consistent with a 'big-brand" as

opnosed to a niche.brand (ie., Is this something that

Marlboro would do?)

patztarslaalEZERENCL:
The same 'yardsticks should be applied when evaluating the

appropriateness of product points-of-difference. Two difference-

which appear "(:) he consistent with the above criteria are slow

burn/increasmd puff count and the "slide" box. (Note: The current

.Project.WF:pr)ducts offer increased puff count versus other RJR

brands. Incresses versus Marlboro will become viable as the 83mm

193
27-757 - 90 - 7
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equipment comes on-1...e.)

An additional-point-of-difference which has been p-oposed is
tai-nrpc.rAticn ^0 rho rhe.lnaa ArnaA Retwovor: when evaluated

against the Project VT 'criteria', aroma appears to be

inappropriate for the brand:

* Previous research suggests that aroma benefits appeal

pri=arily to females, aged 25-34 who smoke 100=m products

(See Attachment). Appeal among younger adult smokers,

particularly younger adult males, is limited.

Aroma ia a position which has bten established (at least in

test =arket) by Chelsea. Thus, it is not unique versus other

brands.

The use of aroma as a product point-of-difference on Project

Yr does not work in conjunction with other =arketing elements

to reinforce the overall brand image. A3 a result, it

appears to be =ore of an "add-on than a real benefit.

* Aroma benefits may be mere consistent with a very targeted

brand, rather than, a "big brand".

-Shame potential/viability for Chelsea remains uncertain

-Judgementally, Philip Morris would be much more likely to

incorporate aroma en Virginia Slims than cn Marlboro.

FLECCMDATION:

Given that any modification to the Project VF product will require

a delay in the timetable, a two step test market plan is

recommended:

' Evaluate the strength of the current propoeition by

proceeding to the initel test market in April, 1989.

* Continue to dtvelop those points-of-difference which appear

to offer the most potential for Proet VF (ie., increased

puff count and slide box) and evaluate the incremental
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potential via a second test market.

This recommendation will allow the Brand to prcreed with the

in-market development/refinement of current marketing elements (as

recommended by the Delta Task Force) while ensuring that the

potential for enhanced "points-of-difference are also pursued.

Finally, it should be poiated out that the test market

introduction of a new brand proposition where the primary point of

difference is imase-based is not unprecedented in the current

marketing organization. To my knowledge, the product benefits

provided by Project UT are quite similiar to those of Project VF.

The key difference is providing a unique and relevant image versus

other cigarette brands.

(s4,1

P.S. C

Male

:Female

18-24

25-34
35-49

50i

fer.ale

18-24

Total

8.6ckeTs

Aro=
Set-sizIve Irdex

129

71

72

_Ja.

51.7.

48.8

17.9

25.5
44.:

12.5

:3.3

37.2

62.8

14.7_

2/.2
56.1

9.0

, .

11.4

25-34 28.8 37.5 11221

95-49 42.9 36.4 84

50+ 15.0 14.3 99

FF 43.4 40.5 93

LT 56.6 59.5 105

NM 67.9 68.6 101

32.1 31.4 98

85== 53.4 44.0 82

46.6 56.0 120
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Septeaber 19, 1989

TO: M.r. J. Eaggctt

PROM: Ms. P. S, Cohen

SVIJECT: YOUNGER ADULT FEMALE SINKING POPULATION

Per your request, I have determined the current total U.S. younger adult
female Marlboro smoker population sise:

Total Females, aged 18-24 14,968,532

Saoking Incidence 23.32

Marlboro NM Share of Stokers 48.62

Perale Marlboro Saokers, aged 18-24 1,695,006

If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to call.

(.;)

Penny S hen
Busines Information Department

PSC:sh

cc: L. L. Sender
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project VF Product/Manufacturing

Activity

Field first CLT and QDA Complete

CLT results Complete

Field second CLT and QDA Complete

CLT results Complete

Final QDA results Complete

Determine next steps/point of difference Complete.

developments

CPT sellout w/o 9/25

CPT results

Final product decision

* Phase 11 production (produce 8M sales sa=plea)

Specifications complete

begin production

+ No later than

ie/0 10/30

w/o 11/17**

ii2zaa2 j 1

01/08/90

fl Denotes key dates in which any delays will impact other areas,

specifically

1
- Sales sample delivery

2
- Retail distribution

2
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Protect VF Packaging

Focus group ftedback (Baltimore)
Complete

Roelof modified logo
Complete

Review modified ptcks
Complete

Field packaging test
Ctmplete

Packaging test results
Complete

Pack chosen/approved ,./0ftt 6,/y °/5'
Carton. tipping comps approved ---vf,r1744
Final art/mechanical due

v/o 9/25

Art/mechanical to Archer
10/02/8 5

Trial run in Manufacturing
12/04/89

Packaging/product raceive R.40/QA approval
01/08/90

Packaging materials at Manufacturing for
01/22/90start-up

Manufacturing start-up
01/29/90

198
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Project eirketing Research

Activity__

Advertising packaging and product focus groups
(Baltimore)

Field marketing/promotion focus groups
(concepts only)

Quantitative packaging test

- Field
- Results

Wintitative advertising communication test

Field
- Results

Additional focus groups (Chicago)

- Advertising
Product point of difference
Promotion

Concept/product test

- Field
Results

199

Complete

Complete

Complete
Complete

Cancelled
Cancelled

Complete

w/o 9/25
w/o 10/30
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Project VF Authorization Request

Activiv

Final product decision
11717/89

Product cost analysis received
w/o 11/27

Cannibalization estimates received w/o 11/27

Financial analysis complete v/o 12/11

Route Authorization Request to reviewers v/o 12/16

Route Authorization Request for approvals v/o 01/08

Authorization Request approved v/o 1/22

Project VF Sales

Activity Timing

Sales brochures, letterhead, direct account 01/15/90
fact sheets, retail fact sheets and special
prebooking forms arrive in Division Offices

6M gratis cases arrive in division, chain, 01/15/90
regional and sales area offices

Division Management meestng with Sales 01/22/90
Representatives

t. Begin selling direct accounts and chaits 01/22/90

Prebooking begins (including B1C1F) 01/22/90

Carton/package facsimiles and package rack tags 01/29/90
arrive in Division Offices

First delivery date to direct accounts 03/02/90
(day of)

Introductory discount period 3/2-30

POS and field sales distributed coupons arrive 03/05/90
in Division Offices

First delivery of 111C1F product to direct

0031Z3Xaccounts

00H 4/90

Down-the-Street 04/02/90

200
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Project VF Advertising

Activity_ _I121118

Review reviued ad concepts Complete

Qualitative testing (Baltimore) Complete

Advertising shoot Complete

Qualitative testing (Chicago) Complete

Quantitative communications test

- Fteld Cancelled
- Results Cancelled

Final comp approval 11/06/89

Art/mechanicals approved 11/20/89

Mfni-proofs approved w/o 1/1

Release 00H art/mechanicals w/o 1/1

Test post approved w/o 2/5

Begin final 00H production w/o 2/19

Sample post w/o 3/5

00H arrives at posting plant w/o 3/19

(:20.1
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frgject VF POS/Sales Materials

Activity

Order stock for pack facsimiles. etc. 10/23/P9

Sales brochure comp approved 10/23/69

POS comps approved 10/23/69

Art/mechanical for sales brochure approved 11/13/69

Art/mechanical for pack facsimiles, tc.,
approved

11/13/69

Art/mechanical f%,e POS approved 11/13/89

Pack insert art/mechanical (if warranted) 12/11/69

Ship sales brochures 01/06/90

Sales brochures, letterheads at Division Offices 01/15/90

6M sales srmples at Division Offices 01/15/90

Carton/pack facsimiles and rack tags at Division 01/29/90
Offices

Ship POS 02/19/90

POS arrives in Division Offices 03/05/90

202
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IMETELLITAVIRIMINBAX

B. project VF

Project VF is a new brand designed to replace Marlboro as
the brand of choice among female smokers 18-24. Unlike
Marlboro, VF will not be positioned as a "cigarette for
men", but will reinforce target smokers' desire for
traditionally "masculine" values. Development is proceeding
to meet an April 2, 1990 test market DTS.

1. pracluEt

Brand met with R&D to discuss adding a noticeable
product/packaging "twist" to 'Ws proposition. Several
ideas were discussed preliminarily, with a detailed
idea generation session planned for w/o 8/7.
Suggestions uncovered in this meeting will be prepared
and presented for consumer feedback mid-September.
Brand will present recommended next steps/timing later
that month.

2.

Conomment with this exploratory, R&D will continue
development of xisting VF prototypes. Preliminary
central location tcsts indicate several VF products
perform at parity to Marlboro. Two additional CLT's
are planned, with best performing products to be placed
in full concept-product testing w/o 9/25.

Ea=
The law department is increasingly optimistic that ATC
has no plans to use the "Dakota" name. As such, RJR
should be able to obtain trademark rights in November
when new laws go into effect. A back-up name search
continues in the event that registration is denied.

3. Asivertising

A full campaign shoot will be conducted next week (w/o
7/31), with photocomps brought to focus groups w/o 8/28
to ensure wardrobe, styling and casting are consistent
with younger adult lifestyles/expectations. Focus
group learning will guide introductory visual and
poolout recommendations, which will be forwarded for
management approval mid-September.

?03
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4. Packaging

Quantitative testing vill be fielded v/o 8/7, with
results due in early Septstbar. All packs carry the
unique Dakota logo; however, three badkground colors
(Blue, Brawn, Burgundy) will be assessed to determine
whidh best meets brand objectives. Raw:emended
packaging will be forwarded for management approval w/o
9/11.

5. Marketina Plan

Vir's strategic marketing plan will be forwarded in
conjunction with 1990 annual plan presentations.

6. tev Tiring

Latest dates to meat 4/2/90 DTS:

ka
Quantitative Packaging Test - Field 8/7

- Results 9/4

Packaging approved - Pack 9/11
- Carton/Tipping 9/18

Advertising approvad 11/6

Final product decision 11/17

Manufacturing start up 1/29/90

DTS (test market) 4/2/90

204
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Ks. Penny Cohen
Marketing Research Manager
R. J. Reynolds Company
401 North Main Street
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27.02

Dear Penny:

GENESHORE
ASSOMES
122110111R
NONA 1,41112

QMam

This letter is a summary of Project VP groups conducted in
Chicago on August 28th and 29th. 1989.

A broad spectrum of attitudes among women to the advertising
was noted, creating a range of positive, moderately
enthupiastic, and negative reactions to the advertising. Ths
advertising strategy must communicate the user image with a
multi-fcceted personality, with as independent yet
approachable, socirble yet also enjoying hor own company,
feeling equal to men yet enjoying a warm fun relationship with
a man.

Positive attitudes appear to occur among women who aspire to be
independent, or to be a more contemporm woman, ind hews less
traditional images ,f what is °Proper behavior* for a woman.
Some of these wonen may be poychologically ready to become more
independent, ready for the next phase of maturity and adulthood.

They admire the Dakota woman's independence, 'Snowing her own
mind." her versatility of enjoying the outdoors as well as
carnival situations and street scenes, her willingness to be by
herself or with a group or having fun with a man.

However, even these woeen need assurance she is approachable.
They want to see that she can be friendly and smiling and not
so independent that they could not aspire to be like her.

Negative reactions occur among women who do not aspire to the
Dakota woman's independence, assertiveness, and control. Some
of these women ar.Tear to have traditional values, leading them
to feel less involveC with her independence.

205
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Us. Penny Cohen
September 5, 1989
Page 2

(MOON
aSSOCWIS

Soma women with negative reactions may not yet aspire to the
Dakota woman's independence and assertiveness. Being part of a
social group, being accepted by others, and not yet Doing
their own thing° is still important to them. Samovar, as they
mature within the next few years, they could aspire to the
Dakota woman's unique combination of independence, sociability,
versatility, fun end contemporary sensitivitY in her
relationship with men.

Some of these women could be more likely to aspire to her
earlier if they feel she is approachable, and not so
independent and assertive that she would reject them and their
(currently) more traditional, unassertive feminine values.

Some women perceive her as toc sexy because of her direct body
language positioning. A few perceive her as 'A toaboy. The
*Masculine sort of way she handles her body, sitting first on
a motorclnle with her boyfriend behind tsr, is inconsistent
with traditional feminine values.

The moderate level of interest occurs among a few of the women
who perceive the Dakota wommes 'An outdoors woman* who enjoys
outdoor situations. Hercinformel clothing appears to reinforce
this, especially in these situations.- Her independence appears
to be perceived mainly as related to her desire to be outdoors
and active.

Overall, the Dakota woman appears to be perceived as an
independent woman who has her own mind, and when presented in a
variety of situations could also be perceived as sensitive,
friendly and warm, yet retaining her unique contemporary
independence. In addition to appealing to some women
immediately, she could be an aspirational figure for other
women who may initially be unable to relate to her, but aspire
to her psychological strength and independence as they mature.

2 116
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Ms. Penny Cohen
September 5, 1989
Page 3

IC
GENE SHORE
ASSOCIATES

Initial advertising should create a multi-faceted image of the
Dakota woman. It should include executions which show her
ie4ependence, her sociability with other women friends, her
warm and sensitive relationship with a man, and communicate
that sha can also be friendly and approachable.

Her informal clothing, such as jeans, Western hat in one
picture, can be seen as only *astern in outdoor rugged
situatIons, and should be counter-belanced by city scenes, a
carnival, or other scenes to avoid her being perceived as
merely a feminine copy-cat of the Marlboro Man.

A key issue in her appeal appears to be the combination of
specific advertising executions which are used. Perceiving her
as unique, because she is independent yet enjoying a
relationship with a man, as being able to be by herself yet
enjoying situations with her friends, creates s unique image.

The complexity of this total communication indicates that the
advertising which is used to introduce her should be researched
to evaluate its effectiveness in creating the desired image.
Since the components ccmbination of image appear very
inportant, the advertising research should evaluate the
portfolio of images which are used to create the total image
which makes the Dakota woman a5pirational and creates the
desired motivational compellingness which could appeal to
contemporary women.

The man in some executions also plays a ksy role. He should
appear strong and unique also, in addition to being attractive
and aspirationally appealing. His down-to-earth ruggedness
makes him uniquely interesting, but he should also appear
'Decently grooned, even though his total manner is informal,
independent, and the kind of man who also likes to do "His own
thing.' His independence should not overshadow the Dakota
woman's independence. It should indicate she likes a strong
man, yet they have sensitive relationship between them.

207
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Me. Penny Cohen
September 5, 1989
Page 4

NNE SOW
Associats

7te product used in these groups appears to be extremely
appealing. Many of the women feel its taste and satisfaction
is comparable to their current brand and it has the additional
benefit of being smoother.

Promotions, inserts and other interest-stimulating devices
should be consider:1 very carefully. They should be consistent
with the unique image of the Dakota woman, especially in the
introduction when her image is being established.

I hope these observations are useful, and if I can be of any
further service, please contact me.

Sincerely.

Gene Shore, Ph.D.
President

GS:mm

05508
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RJR Interoffice Memorandum

DATE: September 20, 1989

TO: L L Bender FROM: C. R. Carpenter

SUBJECT: VF Product Development -
Increased Puff Count

The following is a surnmary of our product development plan to produce VF
prctotypes with increased puff court for potential third quarter, 1996 test market
introduction.

Prototypes that are currently being fielded in the VF Concept/Product Test in
preparation for April, 1990 DTS have the following analytical values:

FFLT FF
POSsag ak POLC611121 IC

CT 1825 A 6.8 10.8 CT 1896 A 8.2 16.6
CT 1895 13 8.4 12.2 CT 1896 ES 8.1 16.1
Meteor° Li 83 CPB 8.0 10.7 Marlboro 79 CPO 8.7 16.8

As you can see, our FFLT prototypes have as much as .8 puffs more than Marlboro
U. and FF prototypes are as much as .6 puffs fewer than Marlboro. The VF
prototypes are already at a puff count advantage versus our established brands CPB
products which currently range from 6.6 to 7.6 puffs. During VF ptoduct development,
we incorporated most of the puff count increase options that the established brands are
now using to improve products, a/ways attempting to maintain equal taste delivery to
Marlboro. By elimination of 013 in one blend, we were able to increase puff counts
to &8 and 9.5 on FFLT and FF prototypes, respectively. However, these prototypes
were not pursued further when VF focus group respondents perceived the products to
be too light and lacking tobacco taste. Low levels of 013 and G7 (low density
components) along with increased tobacco weight were the primary contrintors to
increased puff count in VF products. Also, contributing were the inclusiou of G7-10C
(07 with DAP) and slow burning cigarette paper. By balancing all of these variables,
we developed acceptable prototypes.
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L L Bender -2- September 20, 1989

In an effort to increase puff count further, we plan to use the same variables and push
them tc :De limit. Density will be further increased by increasing tobacco weight more
and eliminating G13. In addition, cast sheet, which is a very dense component, will be
evaluated. Cast sheet was not considered for initial NT development because of the
project timeframe and lack of a cast sheet production facility. Implementation of cast
sheet by third quarter, 1990 remains highly questionable. The only production facility
available is an outside company called Nuway. Our first run on their cast sheet line
will be conducted in the next few weeks. It is not certain whether the same material
can be produced. Cigarette papers can be used to modify product burn rate
substantially by changing porosity and levels of burn additives. Currently, I have six
different cigarette papers on hand that will increase puff count to varying degrees.
Since tar levels will increase significantly with these papers, the filter and ventilltion
system will have to be changed. All prototypes will be produced in 83 mit, aength
which is accompanied by a circumference reduction from 24.70 to 24.40 min. Because
prototypes. Ince these have never been made, it may take several product :ievelopment
tests to achieve an acceptable product. Initial development will be done on FFLT only
until our options are screened down to a more workable number.

Our best guess en project timing is outlined below. Since learning will be built
incrementally it is difficuil to project how many tests will be needed and more
importantly when a consumer test might be feasible.

Tknino

First product development test - density, cigarette papers, cast sheet Make 11/8/89
Analytic:els 11/17/89

Qualtative research 11/27/8,

Second round of prototypes Make 1/00
Anatyttais 1/1 ONO

Oualftative researth 1/22/90

Concept/Product Test MANI 3/12/90
ResiAs 4/23/90

This seledule allows for only two product development tests prior to consumer testing.
It is risky to assume that only two tests are needed since the product changes needed
to increase puff count by as much as two puffs are considered fairly radicaL This
schedule also provides for no internal QDA evaluations and only two rounds of
qualitative. The purpose of qualitative research will be to determine if consumers
perceive a difference in puff count and if product taste is acceptable. Obviously the
cming listed here is tentative and up for discussion. It is unblcely that the first
prototypes could be made before 11/6/89 and quite possible that it could be later. The
pilot plant schedule in October is extremely cluttered with mailouts and product
development tests receive lower priority.

Please call-if you have questions on this development plan.
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banciA
REOPtaisteukILSTin

11. Emma

0. REcommeang (Covert))

MUMMA

..116NURI.TEST PROV/DES USEFUL LEARE7NG, lampazxmo LEAD TINE TO
EXPANSION:

MARKETING MIX tunotrs

OVERALL VF posruommixmAcx (iF UNSUCCESSFUL, POINT
OF DIFFERENCE WILL NOT SE ENOUGH)

APRIL TEST PROVIDES RASE TO ASSESS INCREMENTAL IMPACT OF
ADDED POINT Of DIFFERENCE VERSUS INCREMENTAL COST.

- POINT OF DXFFERENT MIGHT ACTUALLY HURT VF PERFORMANCE:

NICHE RATHER THAN EROAD BASE

Umpacicy/FAconw

DEPARTURE FROM CURRENT HABITS/EXPECTATIONS

SENSATIOM/STABILITY BALANCE CIGARETTE CHOICE
(MARLBORO) PROVIDES STABILITY

ERoasaiff

ERMita

E. IIHIMQ

1. ClagEtallaglia
TIMING

FIELD CPT w/o 09/25
CPT RESULTS W/O 10/30
Tcsr MARKET INTRODUCTION 4/90

2. Effgar_ftncr oF 01FFEREPICC

A. SLIW BOY;

LOCATE MACHI1ERY/PREL/MINARY STATUS COMPLETE
ffmcRy..ye .,ECTION 09/18/09 ek of 11)5Co466cf1ron.vm RUN FOR TESTING 10/89"(

EXTENDED ma TEST REsuus 11/89
MACHINERY SHIPPED (/F WARRANTED) 10/89
MACHINFRY ARRIVES IN MANUFACTURING 12/89
MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY T80
TEST MARKET INTRODUCTION 3Ao QTR. '90*

B. "Ex/RA PUFF" PROOUCT

Besxm DEVELOPMENT WOW COMPLETE
BIDAS0 DEVELOPMENT PLUS FORWARDED W/O 09/18
Tar mom INTROOUCTION 3mo QTR. '90*

* OR SOONER
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ERstacLIE
REVASSHINiutininun

DELTA FOUND NO CURRENT ALTERNATIVES JUDGED VIABLE sy Vf TARGET.

DAKOTA PROVIDES FIRST ALTERNATIVE.

WE HAVE NEVER INTROOUCED CIGARETTE WITH "NON-RjO" SIGNATURE.

PREVIOUS FAILUPES MAY BE DUE TO TASTE bEFICIENCIES NOT PRESENT WITH
DAKOTA.

A ALL, TARGET WANTS GOOD TOBACCO TASTE AHD SMOOTHNESS.

OTHER PRODUCT CATEGORIES HAVE SUCCEEDED WITH IMAGE-ONLY

POSITIONING:

- CHARLIE COLOGNE

- COORS BEER

- ABSOLUT VODKA

III. koffinutig

A Focus GROUP LEARNING

OVERALL, CAMPAIGN ACHIEVES DESIRED COMUNICATION POINTS:

- INDEPENDENT, IN CONTROL
- SELF-CONFIDENT
- "REAL PERSON"

- RELAXED
- SOCIABLE

- WOULD LIKE TO BE AND/OR FRIENDS

SOME REFINEMENTS/REVISIONS WERE RECOMMENCED FOR INTRODUCTORY
POOL:

- CANNOT BE TOO TOUGH...I.E., BITCHY/COLD (MOTORCYCLE JACKET)
- CANNOT BE TOO CUrE, GIGGLY (BARREL-COUPLE)

- WOMAN CANNOT LE TOO SUBMISSIVE (I.E., FAWNING AT MAN WHO
LOOKS rasnra/nEstim)

ONCE BRAND IMAGE IS ESTABLISHED, WE CAN EXPLORE GREATER
EXTREMES IN INDIVIDUAL EXECUTIONS.

"WERE SMOOTH COMES EASY" OVERWHELMINGLY BEST COPY L/NE.

B. HEXT SITE5

VISUAL POOL APPROVED.

DEVELOP INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES TO MAXIMIZE CAMPAIGN IMPACT/
COMMUNICATION:

1

(N,
i. 41.
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PROJECT VP QUALITATIVE RESEARCH - CHICAGO
(BID 869-43613)

PURPOSE:

Ibis report summarises learning froa the Project VP qualitative research
conducted in Chicago, IL on August 28 - 29, 1989.

OBJECTIVES:

Explore the communication/appeal of the Project VP introductory
advertising.

Explore reactions to other elements of the Project VP marketing mix:

- Product

- Promotion

Explore alternative seans for providing Project VP vith a unique, yet
meaningful, point of difference.

METHODOLOGY:

A detailed methodology and suaaary of stimulus materials are provided in the
attachments.

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Project VP advertising appears to convey the desired product/user imagery.
Importantly, learning from this research, in combination vith managtaent
judgement, suggests that the appeal of the "Dakota Wotan" say be enhanced
through careful selection/developsent of the executional aix. Specifically,
the campaign should incorporate executions vhich reinforce that, although the
"Dakota Voaan" is extremely independent, sh4 is also approachable and
friendly.

NEXT STEPS:

Quantitative assessment of the Project VP advertising vill be incorporated in
the Concept/Product test fielded September 25, 1969. Results vill be
available the veek of October 30, 1989.

213
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HYPOTHESES EIPLORED/CENERATED:

I. Advertising

o Tbe Pro act VF cupaign will conve the underlyi str th of the
Mar ro mage vhile prov ng a un clue younger a u t mule
positioning/imagery versus Marlboro.

loth male and female respondents described tha Dakota woman as
attractive, and a 'wean of the 90's". In addition, she appears to
share many positive traits vith the Marlboto covboy - she vas frequently
described as independent, .t11:_m_p_Elon, confidant, ard patrol (yet
easygoing). Importantly, many respondentslOWted she convey s

fun-joying_rebellious nature that they could easily iolentify with end,
for some, aspire to.

Respondents who found the "Dakota Women" wanner:II:1g tended to ascribe
negative traits to her attitude and independence by referring to her cs
aloof, unfriendly, snobbish, and "ease.

-

Observation of consumers and their reactions to the "Dakota Woman'
suggests that those vith more confident/outgoing persenalitiev vieved
the advertising more positively. In contrast, sore conservative/
introverted respondents may have felt someyhet threatened by the strong
personalities conveyed in this stivertierg.

Tbe most appealing headline(s) vill clearly convey the correct
product/user imagery in a unique sanner:

<------leacles*--Ofthelxplored,cir"here Smooth Comes EasyAppears to offer
the most potential for Project VF. RespEasnts suggested that this line
clearly describes the attitude/personality of the "Dakota Vosan" vhile
at the same time indicating an extremely smooth product.

Other headlines yere often rejected for a variety of reasons:

No clear meaning
Fit only yith selected executions ("Case together smooth",
"Smooth. Streetvise", "Saooth Revolution")
Suggest harsh product ("Smooth Mtion. Sloe Burn.")
Obvious/overt use of younger adult language/slang ("Where Smooth
Smokes.")

II. Product

The Project VF prototypes which vill be included in the upcoaing
Concept/Product test vert exposed to respondents in these groups.

Project VF prototypes yill provide a product delivery yhich is
perceived as comparable Marlboro:

Overall reactions to the Project VF prototypes very generally
positive. Both full flavor and FFLT smokIrs described the products as
smooth, not harsh, and similar in taste to Marlboro. Unlike previouv
qualitative, there yere no mentions of 'hard dray" associated yith the
denser pack of,thest prototypes.

2 4
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III. Unique Packaging

In an effort to provide a further "point of difference" for Project VF,
tvo unique packaging alternatives (slide box and sealed inner liner) vere
also explored in these groups.

Unique packaging alternatives can provide an appealing and meaningful
point-a-difference.

Respondent reactions to the "slide-box" vet* extremely positive.
Almost ell respondents described it as unique and different.
!mportantly, 1 smokers indicated that rather than being °just a
gimmick" the slide box design vould provide the benefit of "keeping
tobacco froa spilling out in your purse".

In contrast, respondents say little or no benefit to the "sealed
inner-liner". In fact, most vere confused by this design since they
believe that adequate freshness is ensured vith the current use of
cellophane.

IV. Promotion

Although only limited tine was available to explore promotion alterna-
tives, respondents vere exposed to a mall oriented promotion program: and
a variety of packaging onsert alternatives. Although reactions to these
promotions vere generally positive it should be noted that they provided
little or no reinforceaent of the image conveyed by the Project VF
advertising.

ATTACHMERT

MEIMODOLOGT

Five Focus Groups:

- 4 groups of Female Marlboro NM saokerv, aged 18-20.

- 1 group of Male Marlboro MI sookers, aged 18-20.

- Selected respondents had completed no education beyond high school.

Moderator: Dr. Gene Shore

Stimulus:

Project VP Advertising Campaign (C-Prints)

Beadline Alternatives (shown simultaneously on vhite card)

Project VF prototypes (2 - FF, 2 - FFLT)

Unique pa aging incorporating Dakota graphics

215
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TO: Laura Bemer

FROM: Natalie Perkins

DATE: September 20, 1989

RE: Ackertising Budget

ca Don White
Ron Irons
Angelyn Honton
Lee Trone

Attazhed is a detailed description of all the VF Projects to date. i have also
included amount of the approvee estimate, and how much of the project has
been invoiced to date. I used actual invoice amounts when available,
otherwise I worked with the estimate amount According to my calculations,
these projects can be summarized as follows:

VF40.! Agency Retainer $460,000.00

ADVERTISING

RJ7280 Ad Concepts Phase I $12,671.50

VF400 Ad Concepts Phase II 354,440.56

VF409 Final Ad Comp Assembly 49,617.37

VF412 Final Ad Photo Shoot 88,010.87

VF413 Ad Shoot Pre-Production 84,080.95

VF414 Model/Talent Shoot Fee '82,000.00

VF418 Second Casting/Shoot Overages '28,964.32

VF419 Ad Still Life Photo Shoot 7,637.97

VF430 Talent Test Usage Fee '18,000.00

VF425 Final Comp Revisions "25,078 23

VF427 VF High Impact Ad Concepts 17905 43

laTA 14 $778,307.20

2U;
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pAcKAGING

RJ7279 Name/Pack Exploratory $12,671.50

VF41;.,? Pack Logo/Background Exploratory
Phase I 20,719.11

VF4041 Pack Logo/Background Exploratory
VF407 Phase II 30,518.49

VF405 Pack Final Art Mechanical '38,000.00

VF406 Alternate Name Exploratory -0-

VF408 Pack Background Refinements 10,532.16

VF410 Barrel/Tipping Design Exploratory 5,000.00

VF4 11 Pack Background Exploratory 14,036.27

VF4 15 Pack Comps for Testing 21,935.90

VF4 16 3-D Barrel/Tipping Comp Exploratory 7,659.17

VF4 17 Pack Logo Refinement '2,895.95

VF4 23 Packaging Options 1.530.0Q

TOTAL $165,498.50

PROMOTION$

VF403 Promotion Concepts Phase I $15,172.28

VF4 21 Promotion Concepts Phase II 1446.84

TOTAL $20,619.12

MISCELLANEOUS

VF424 CPT Test Prints $5,215.42

VF426 VF Team Appreciation Awards TBD

'Estimated cost.

Laura, please call me if you have any questions or comments.

217
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VF BUDGET

JOB 0 JOB NANWDESCRIPTION EanktATE
INVOICED

TO DATE

RJ7279 Name/Pack Exploratory $13,720.00 12,671.50

Initial exploratory of 40
pack backgrounds and 40 names
to be tested by groups in Phil.

1tJ7280 Ad Concepts Phase II 360,745.00 354,440.96

Initial exploratory of 120
advertising concepts to be
presented to groups in Atl.

VF400 Ad Concepts Phase II 91,785.00 91,785.17

Additional exploratory and
refinements to 50 ad concepts
to be reviewed by groups in
Baltimore.

VF401 Agency Retainer 450,000.00 450,000.00

Monthly agency advertising
retainer for period (April-
December).

VF402 Pack Logo/Background Explor. 20,610.00 20,719.11
Phase I

Pack logo/background exploratory
of 40 different flat 200% comps
to be presented to client

VF401 Promotion Concepts Phase I 14,482 18 15,172 28

Production of 50 color marker
promotion/field marketing/
premium comps to be reviewed
by groups in Philadelphia.

218
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VF404/
VF407

Pack Logo/Background Explor.
Phase II

Continued exploratory of pack
background colors and simplification
of current logo to be used on pack.
Tested by groups in Baltimore.

31,083.41 30,518,49

VF405 Pack - Final Art/Mechanical 38,009.00 -0-

Production of final art and
mechanicals electronically for
packs and cartons (two styles),
and barrel/tipping art and
mechanical. Includes buyout
on logo and two sets of prototype
packs/cartons.

VF406 Alternate Name Exploratory -0- -0-

Additional exploratory for
back-up names to Dakota.
(internal time only.)

VF408 Pack Background Refinements 11,111.00 10,532.16

Refinements to pack back-
ground colors using simplified
logo

VF409 Final Ad Comp Assembly 65,465 40 49,517.37

Costs for assembling all
comps (40) for testing in
Chicago - all type, color
prints, stats, etc included.
Includes travel for 4 agency
people for 3 days.

VF41O Barrel/Tipping Design Explor. 5,000.00 5,000 00

Color marker exploratory of
barrel/tipping design (49 comps)

VF411 Pack Background Exploratory 13,577 85 14,036 27

Final pack background exploratory
in the six selected colors
(18 comps)

2 1 fi
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1/F4 12 Final Ad Photo Shoot

Six days of shooting ad
concepts in LA. Includes
photographer fee, costs of
crew, insurance, special
effects and location fees.

VF413 Ad Shoot Pre-Production

Pre-production, csstaob'e
loaition scouting, w
make-up & hair consulting &
travel for 3 agency people to
attend 3 day casting session.

VF4 14 Model/Talent Shoot Fee

Payment of all models (5 hero
models, 5 second:2y models and
hand & body models). Includes
travel expenses for out of town
models.

VF415 Pack Comps for Testing

Refinements R.: printing of 40 flat
comps of each of six different
designs for a total of 240 comps
to be used in quantitative testing.

VF4 16 3-1:1 Barrel Comp Exploratory

3-D comps of selected barrel(
upping art designs for two
styles in various colors (117 comps)

VF4 I Pack Logo Refinement

Testing of pack logo on Scitex
for RIR printing tolerances

VF418 Second Casting/Shoot Overages

Additional lead casting, shoot
overages due to additional requests
and last minute changes causing
further pre-production and
overtime Includes travel to LA
and lodging for 4 agency people
for 11 days

88,638 00 88.010.87

85,553.50 84,080.95

93,900.00 *32,770.94

20,103.25 21,935.90

7,842.51 7,659 17

2.895 95

42,045.00 '38,964 32
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VF419 Ad Still Life Photo Shoot 7,025.00 7.637.97

Photographi for the high impact,
still life shots. Includes casting
and all photo expenses.

VF421 Promotion Concepts Phase II 9,346.65 5,446.84

25 marker comps ofpromotion
concepts to be tested in focus
groups in Chicago.

VF422 VF Bar/Club Neon Promotion TB);

Dakota Neon and "Nuon"
to be used for bar/club
promotions.

VF423 Packaging Options 1,530.00 1530.00

Production of 8 prototype
packaging options to be
used reviewed by groups in
Chicago.

VF4 24 CPT Test Prints

Printing and assembling 125
books of ad 00H comps to
go to CPT test

5,215.42

VF4 25 Final Comp Revisions 25,078 23 6,001.34

Revisions made to final 15 comps
to be used for RJR presentation.

VF426 VF Team Appreciation Awards TBD

Create a Dakota Certificate of
Appreciation to be given to team
members for outstanding work

VF4 27 VF High impact Ad Concepts 17,0.3 43

Rough concepts, examples of
unique, creative waya ofdisplaying
Dakota 00H, Field Marketing, Pnnt
and POS.

VF428 VF Final Pack Art TBD

Development of art for packs
that will appear in ads.

VF430 Talent Test Usage Fee 18,000.00

Talent test usage fee for
10 models at $1800 00 each
(includes talent agency mark up)

Not final invoice amount

221
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The CHAIRMAN. I will submit some questions to you, but I think
you raised a point that is right on target as we are trying to deal
with the whole problem of substance abuse and drug education and
spending millions of dollars on that On the other hand, we see the
billions of dollars that are being spent to glamorize the area of to-
bacco.

The varied research, the work that has been done shows, as I
mentioned earlier in the hearing and will not repeat it, about the
power of movement int:: gateway drugs and what that means down
the road in terms of addictiveness in these other areas. The lines
are just there. If wc are going to be really serious about trying to
deal with that as well as the health implications which we testified
to today and which is obviously the highest priority, and these mat-
ters are related, then we are going to have to be serious about this
issue.

I want to thank you very much.
Mr. BALLIN. Thank you.
[Additional statements and material submitted for the record

follow]

LETTER FROM ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL ADVERTISERS, INC.

1725 K Street, N W . Waslungton, DC,
February 20, 1990

The Honorable EDWARD M. KENNEDY, Chcarman,
Senate Labor and Human Resources Comnattee
315 Senate Russell Office Buddiag,
Washington, DC

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY Attached is a statement prepared by the Association of
National Advertisers, Inc (A N A.) regarding S 1883, the "Tobacco Product Educa-
tion and Health Protection Act of 1990 " On behalf of the ANA and Association
President DeWitt F Helm, Jr, , I respectfully request that this statement be made a
part of the hearing record.

As you know, The A N A had requested permission to testify at hearings before
the Labor and Human Resources Committee regarding S 1883. This request was not
granted in advance of today's hearing.

A.N A maintains that several issues of serious concern to national advertisers
were not covered thoroughly during the hearing proceedings this morning and
remain outstanding While we certainly appreciate your consideration of our pre-
pared statement in regard to S 1883, we believe that these issues merit debate
before the full Labor and Human Resources Committee, A N A therefore asks that
our earlier request to testify before your committee in regard to s 1883 be consid-
ered when any future hearings on this subject are scheduled

On behalf of the Association, I thank you in advance for your attention to this
requett and for your thoughtful consideration of the ANA's views If you have any
questions or require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me di-
rectly

Best wishes,
Sincerely,

DANIEL L JAvFE

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS, INC.

Setion 955 of S 183, the "Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection Act
of 1990," is almost certain to lead to a de facto ban of all national and regional to-
bacco advertising in the Umted States This provision literally allows thousands of
State, county, city and other local governmental entities to impose tobacco advertis-
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ing restrictions. Section 955's removal of Federal preemption of State regulation of
tobacco advertising is a clear prescription for regulatory chaes. The Association of
National Advertisers, Inc. (ANA) strongly opposes this provision. ANA's member-
ship includes companies whose more than 2,000 subsidiaries, divisions and operating
units market a variety of goods aid services and collectively account for almost 80
percent of all regional and national advertising in the United States.

ANA not only believes that enactment of Section 955 will destroy tobacco adver-
tising in the United States, but that it also will create dangerous precedents in
regard to Federal preemption and will injure a broad range of advertisers that
market products and services other than tobacco products.

What Does Section 955 Do?
The drafters of S. 1883 have stated that the legislative intent of Section 955 of the

bill is to remove the Federal preemption of State and local advertising (See Attach-
ment 1). However, the language contained in Section 955 reaches far beyond this
purpose.

As introduced, the Section reads:
"Nothing in this subtitle. Section 5 of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Ad-
vertising Act (15 U.S.C. 1332, et seq.) or the Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco
Health Education Act (15 U.S.C. 4401, et seq.) shall prevent any State or local
government from enacting additional restrictions on the advertising, promotion,
sale or distribution of tobacco products to persons under the age of 18, or on the
placement or location of advertising for tobacco products that is displayed solely
within the geographic area governed by the applicable State or local govern-
ment, such as advertising on billboards or on transit vehicles, as long as the
restrictions are consistent with and no less restrictive than the requirements of
this subtitle and Federal law." (emphasis added)

The first substantive clause of Section 955 would grant broad new authority to
"State" and "local government" to enact 'additional restrictions" on the "advertis-
ing, promotion, sale or distribution of tobacco products to persons under the age ef
18 This provision allows multiple advertising restrictions by multiple government
entities

Any "State" iwhich S 1883 defines as "any State or territory of the United States,
the District of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico") is allowed to
impose "additional restrictions" on tobacco advertising If each "State," as defined
in S 1883, imposed a single additione.l restriction on tobacco advertising, that wou'
multiply by more than 50 thc Lumber of advertising restrictions facing the tobacco
industry Howeve ',ection 955 allows any "State" to apply "additional restrictions"
iemphasis added) without anylimitation as to their number Therefore, each State,
individually, is allowed to impose multiple advertising restrictions

Furthermore, Section 955 allows "local government" to impose "additional restric-
tions- on tobacco advertising There are more than '2,000 cities and counties in the
United States As S 1883 dues not define "local government." apparently local gov
ernmental transit authorities, bridge authorities, zoning boards and other such gov
ernrnental entities, also will be allowed tu impose additamal restrictions on tobacco
advertising Does anyone seriously believe that tobacco advertising will survive
under these circunistances9

"To persons under the age of 18
On the surface, Section 955 appears to place a limitation on State and local go,

ernments by stating that they can only regulate the "aavertising promotion, sale,
or distribution ut tobacco produtts tu persons under the age of 18 Unfortunately,
this clause is totally nebulous, ambiguous and will clearly breed extensive litigation

If regulation of "advertising to persons under the age of 18" simply means
advertising seen by youths under the age of 18, as well as the rest of the public, the
United States Supreme Court has utated cleark that such a regulatory approach is
unconstitutional

The Court in Bolger v Yoiing's Drag Prodocts ('orporation, 163 U S 60 (1980), un
equivocally stated that efforts tu manipulate advertising seer by adults and the
young could not be restricted in such a way as to lower discourse in society "to the
level of the sandbox !bid at 73 The Court in Bolger, citing Thitlir Michigan, 353
U S C 383 i1951), also concluded that "Government may not 'reduce the adult popu
lation to reading only what is fit for children.' Mid

State and Load Restrietton,s of Tobacco Advertising Most Be -Consistent" with
and "No Less Restrictive" than Federal Regulations

Two other apparent restrictions on State and local regulation of tobacco advertis-
ing contained in Section 955 also are ertain to generate extensive litigation Section
955 of S 1883 provides that in restricting tobacco advertising, States are only al-
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lowed to impose additional advertising restrictions if they (1) "are consistent with"
and (2) "no less restrictive than the requirements of this subtitle and Federal law."

There are no provisions in section 955, however, to provide a iaechanism to deter-
mine whether a particular proposed restriction is "consistent with" or more, less, or
equally restrictive than Federal law. Is this determination to be icift to the courts to
be decided on a case-by-case basis? Is the Federal Trade Commission, which has re-
sponsibility for the enforcement of the warnings in tobacco labeling and advertising,
to make this determination? Is the Department of Health and Human Services,
which has been provided increased powers under S. 1883, to make this determina-
tion? Most importantly, does this type of approach have any likelihood of leading to
consistent and effective regulatory policy in regard to tobacco advertising? Clearly,
the answer to this last question is `no."

Section 955 Would Undermine the Existing National Uniform Structure for the
Relation of Tobacco Product Advertising and Create Deleterious Precedents for the
Regulation of National Advertising

e Congress has worked deliberately over the past 25 years to develop a tough,
comprehensive, uniform scheme for the regulation of tobacco product advertising. It
now threatens to destro. this scheme

In 1965, the Congress enacted the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act
(FCLA Act), the first in a series of legislation designed to regulate cigarette advertis-
ing and labeling. In its current form, the FCLA Act specifically preempts States
from enacting cigarette advertising statutes based on smoking and health. In en-
dorsing the Federal preemption language, the architects of the FCLA Act recognized
that smoking and health are matters of national concern and therefore should be
subject to uniform national regulatory policy.

The declaration of policy and purpose contained in the statutory language of the
Federal cigarette advertising and labeling laws confirmed Congress' desire to creatR
a "comprehensive Federal program to deal with cigarette advertising and labeling
with respect to any relationship between smoking and health . . " (emphasis
added)(See 15 U S C Section 1331) Furthermore, the language indicates specifically
that in developing an effective Federal program, Congress deemed it essential to
preclude "diverse, nonuniform and confusing cigarette labeling and advertising reg-
ulations with respect to any relationship between smoking and health." Ibid.

Congress since 1965 has sought to refine the Federal cigarette advertising and la-
beling laws by, for exar ple, changing and adding health warning messages and re-
quiring health warning statements to rotate on a regular basis The Congress also
has developed detailed format, print size, and placement requirements for the four
rotating health warnings presently mandated for all cigarette advertising and label-
ing Also, based on the FCLA Act model, Congress has moved to require health mes-
sages for tobacco products other than cigarettes, such as smokeless tobacco products
At each step the Congress has Imposed Federal preemption.

ANA firmly believes that the Congress should not destroy this foundation for the
national regulation of tobacco advertising and labeling through the removal of Fed-
eral preemption of State and local regulatory authority in this area. S. 1883 pro-
poses a system that requires the coordination of tobacco advertising regulation
among thousands of Independent governmental entities. If communication rather
than obliteration of advertising messages concerning tobacco is the goal, then the
regulatory scheme contained in Section 955 must be rejected.

Before the Congress strips away 25 years of Federal preemption, the question
needs to be asked "What has changed to justify this sudden shift in policy?" The
honest answer is "nothing has changed " National problems deserve national solu-
tions There is nothing intrinsically local about the issues raised by tobacco advertis-
ing Nor do the States have any special expertise concerning the health or advertis-
ing issues involved Why should the findings of some county health official be af-
forded equal or greater status than the findings of the U S Surgeon General in
regard to the health implications of tobacco?

"Targeti ng"
In some quarters it has been argued that increased regulation of tobacco advertis-

ing should be instituted to counteract the targeting of blacks, women, and blue
collar workers Clearly, whatever one's views on this question, this is a national
issue and does not justify removing Federal preemption concerning tobacco advertis-
in& If targeting is inappropriate, it is Inappropriate in Dubuque, Detroit, Dallas or
any other part of our country Clearly, targeting is not an issue that should be treat-
ed differently from area to area or place to place

More importantly, ANA firmly. believes that efforts to "protect" blacks, women,
and blue collar workers from tobacco advertising have dangerous overtones of
racism, sexism and misdirected paternalism As Benjamin Hooks, the Executive Di-
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rector of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, has
stated:

"Buried in this line of thinking and never really mentioned by these critics is
the rationale that blacks are not capable of making their own free choice and
need some guardian angel to protect their best interests. This is an insidious
form of paternalism. Blacks, like the rest of the populace, can make the choice
of whether to smoke or not." ("What About Individual Choice?" Michigan
Chronicle, December 16, 19 (See Attachment 2))

ANA strongly endorses this and contends Mutt if products are legal to be
purchased and used by every segment of the adult population then society should
not create second class citizenship with regard to commercial speech. We believe
that this issue is really about respect for the rights of all Americans to be treated
equally when it comes to receiving informatioo and making decisions for them-
selvesirrespective of their race, gender or economic status.

Blacks, blue collar workers and women do not need a national nanny to tell them
how to think or how to act To suggest otherwise is merely to create a smokescreen
to hide a regime of governmental censorship.

The Need for National Regulation of National Advertising
ANA believes that in order to ensure that actions taken under the banner of

"consumer protection" promote the best interests of consumers, a predictable na-
tional regulatory scheme for national advertising must be maintained.

National advertisers must be subject to national standards enforced at the nation-
al level. The responsibility for regulating national advertising and protecting the
national marketplace should reside primarily with the Federal Trade Commission
where a coordinated and uniform national policy can best be achieved. Inconsistent
regulation at the Federal, State and local level will make national marketing impos-
sible. Therefore, ANA strongly urges the Senate Labor and Human Rescurces Com-
mittee and the Congress to reject Section 955 of S. 1883.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE SMOKELRAS TOBACCO COUNCIL, INC.,
MICHAEL J. KERRIGAN, PRESIDENT

Mr. Chairman, my name is Michael J. Kerrigan and I am the President of the
Smokeless Tobacco Council, Inc., an association of domestic smokeless tobacco man-
ufacturers. I apprec;ate the opportunity to submit this statement, which expresses
the views of the smokeless tobacco manufacturers on S. 1883, the Tobacco Product
Education and Health Protection Act of 1990.

For those of you who unsri not be familiar with smokeless tobacco, it is tobacco
bewhich is intended to in the mouth and is available in two main varieties

chewing tobacco and snuff. Smokeless tobacco has been enjoyed in this country since
it was first settled over 300 years ago. Indeed, one brand of smokeless tobacco, still a
popular brand today, is one of the oldest consumer products in this country, having
been granted one of the first trademarks issued by the U.S. Patent Office. Today,
smokeless tobacco products are used primarily by outdoors men and those who work
with their hands.

I. The Legislative Proposal. S. 1883
Mr. Chairman, it is the position of the smokeless tobacco manufacturers that the

broad, new bureaucratic scheme contained in S. 1883including the creation of a
new Federal agency 'o be known as the Center for Tobacco Productsis unneces-
sary, unfair, and based on false assumptions. Furthermore, your proposal would un-
dermine the long standing rinciple established by Congress of regulating tobacco
labeling and advertising so as to provide a uniform and consistent message to the
general public regarding the tobacco and health controversy.

Your proposal is unnecessary because current Federal regulation, particularly the
Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act of 1986, P L. 99-252, (the
"Comprehensive Act"), deals in an appropriate manner with most of the smokeless
tobacco matters covered by S. 1883. These include public education activities, re-
ports to Congress, and the reporting and evaluation of smokeless tobacco ingredients
and nicotine provided fc- 'n your bill.

Indeed, the Secretary of Health and Human Services has declared that S. 1883 is
"unnecessary." In his statement submitted to the U.S. Senate Committee on Labor
and Human Resources on February 20, 1990, Dr. Sullivan stated:

Although we support the committee's efforts to focus greater attention on tobac-
co and health, I believe the Department's activitiesthose underway and those
we will be pursuing during the coming monthsserve the same purpose and
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accomplish the identical goals as those set forth in S. 1883. The Administration
shares the concerns addressed by the legislation.
We do not believe, however, that the additional authorizations and require-
ments contained in S. 1883 would measurably add to our current or planned
efforts. Therefore, the Administraion believes such legislation is unnecessary.

The Comprehensive Act repreeents a sweeping effort by the Federal Government
to nationally and unifonnally regulate the smokeless tobacco industry. This compre-
hensive aui uniform Federal law ahould be given adequate time to work before the
American taxpayer is burdened with a new, largely redundant, regulatory scheme.

Second, S. 1883 is unfair because it would strike down, without justification, the
right of smokeless tobacco manufacturers to have their product formulas treated by
the Federal Government as confidential trade secret Informationa right recog-
nized by Congress when it passed the Comprehensive Act and one accorded manu-
facturers of au consumer products.

Furthermore, the array of anti-tobacco programs proposed under Subtitle B of the
bill, including so-called "persuasional programs," embody proposals that do not have
a proper place in a democratic society. These campaigns would be aimed specifically
at "school dropouts, minorities, blue collar workers, and low and no income individ-
uals" and are intended to deny these adult American citizens their informed free-
dom of choice as to whether to use tobacco products.

S. 1883 also seeks to undermine the long-standing Federal policy of maintaining a
uniform national system for regulating tobacco advertising. The bill seeks to foeter
a patchwork of localand thetefore inconsistentregulations. This ill-advised
aspect of the bill would threaten the carefully constructed balance struck by the
Congress between regulation of tobacco products and legitimate commerce.

Finally, the proposed legislation is based on false assumptions, including the
notion tnat tobacco advertising and promotion contributes to the initiation of tobac-
co use by youth.

Needless to say, Mr. Chairman, the enormous coet of erecting this new bureaucra-
cY$185 million in fiscal year 1991 alonewould impose an unacceptable new
burden on the American taxpayer, slid divert resources from the country's real
needs, in this era of budget deficits piid fiscal mitraint.

II. Our Record on Smokeless Tvbacco and Youth
Before turning to a detailed discussion of our industry's position on S. 1883, I

shall focus on one concern of the bill to which the smokeless tobacco manufacturers
have devoted substantial efforts and resourcesensuring that smokeless tobacco
products are not marketed to persons under the age of eighteen The smokeless to-
bacco manufacturers have adopted f ne Code of the Smokeless Tobacco Industry.
Under the Code, smokeless tobacco manufacturers oppose any association of smoke-
less tobacco with activities which may be designed for persons under the age of
eighteen. In particular, we do not direct our advertising or promotions toward
youth, do not use active athletes or professional entertainers to endorse our prod-
ucts, and all models who appear in our advertisements must be at least 25 years of
age. A copy of our Industry Code is attached.

In addition to these strict policies, our industry has spent considerable time and
effort encouraging others to support our "adults only" policy. In 1984, only 22 States
had laws mandating 18 as the minimum age for purchase a smokeless tobacco
Thanks in part to our efforts, 38 States now have laws establishing 18 or a higher
age as the minimum age for purchasing our products. Not only do we support 18 as
the minimum age of purchase, in many of these StatesColorado, Maryland, New
York, Pennsylvania, Texas and Virginia, for examplethe Council submitted testi-
mony and actively supported the passage of these laws.

In 1984, we began a program to encourage retailers to support our policy that 18
years should be the minimum age for purchase of our products. The Council printed
and distributed point-of-sale signs to more than 50,000 convenience stores urging re-
tailers to ask for positive identification when selling our products and not to sell
them to anyone under 18, even if the laws in their States did not prohibit it.

In 1985, to reach the general public with our message, we produced a public serv-
ice announcement ("PSA") entitled "Smokeless Tobacco is NOT for Kids" and re-
leased it to 300 television stations nationwide. Millions of people heard and saw this
important message.

We continued vigorously to carry out this program in 1986 by means of the print
media. "Some things are still for adults only" was the paid public service announce-
ment that kicked off our 1986 program This PSA urged those under 18 not to at-
tempt to buy smokeless tobacco products and urged retailers not to sell our products
to al one younger than 18
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We also launched a nctional media campaign entitled "Because We Care." We
placed open letters to America's parents, coaches, teachers and retailers urging
these adult authority figures to help educate the Nation's youth about our age of
purchaae policy. These messages were placed in some of the most widely circulated
publications in the country including Parade Magazine and The Washington Post, as
well as some key specialty publications such as Education Week and Convenience
Store News. In 1986 alone, we reached more than 25 million people.

From 1387 to 1988, the Council went to the local level with two new paid public
service announcement campaigns concerning youth and amokelees tobacco. The first
campaign"It's Our Responsibility"was targeted at local newspapers and fea-
tured strong parental figures discussing responalility and the importance of par-
ents helping to prepare their children for adult decisions. These PSAs were placed
in local newspapers from coast to coast such as The (Memphis) Commercial Appeal,
the Wisconsin State Journal, the Southern Illinoisan and the Tallahasee Democrat.
With this PSA alone, we reached more than three million readers.

Another Smokeless Tobacco Council campaigndirected specifically at education-
related print mediaurged America's teachers, coaches and principals to teach
youth about the "Fourth R: Responsible Decision-Making" Among the 47 publica-
tions that ran our PSAs were the nationally-circulated Education Week and Teach-
er, as well as West Virginia School Journal and The Arizona Administrator.

In 1989, we produced a compendium of all of the industry's youth efforts to date
entitled "A Continuing Commitment." This publication wali distributed to business,
civic and youth organizations communicating our message and asking their help in
supporting our policies. The Boy Scouts of America, the Rotary Club International
and the U S. Chamber of Commerce are some of the nearly 100 orgmizations we
contacted.

As a result of that effort, we worked closely with the American Legion to incorpo-
rate our youth message into their youth outreach programs. We twice addressed
their Committee on Americanism and Youth, distributed our youth policy materials
to 50 State commanders and more than 100 other top officials, and placed paid
public service announcements in The American Legion Magazine. Thanks to the Le-
gion's cooperation, our message will reach a far wider audience.

In addition to these yearly campaigns, we maintain many ongoing activities to get
our youth message out to the public. We have spoken to tobacco farmers, distribu-
tors of tobacco products and convenience store owners to expl un our youth policy
and ask their help in making it work. We have also distributed tens of thousands of
pieces of literature on our policy during the course of delivering these addresses.
Some examples of those materials are being submitted with this statement.'

We. also take advantage of editorial opportunities to get our message across We
regularly publish op-ed articles in trade and general interest publications to inform
readers of our policies. We also make a point of setting the record straight when
publications wrongly accuse our industry of marketing nmokeless tobacco to those
under 18 Hundreds of letters to the editor have been sent out reminding editors
and their readers of our policy that smokeless tobacco is not for youth.

Our ii tiustry is proud of the efforts we are making, and we will continue these
programs the nineties to ensure that the American public understands and re-
mains aware dint our products are for adults only.

III. S 1883 if. Unnecessary and Unfair
Upon introduction of S. 1883, it was stated that "tobacco [is] the only consumer

product today tha. <as serious consequences for public health but that 1s essentially
uncontrolled. ' The ..otion that tobacco products are "uncontrolled" or unregulated
is wrong. In fact, smokeless tobacco products are regulated by an array of Federal
authorities, including:

The Department of Health and Human Services, which monitors the ingredi-
ents in smokeless tobacco products, conducts tobacco and health research and
public information programs, and reports to Congress on an annual basis re-
garding tobacco and health issues;

The Department of Treasury, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, which
collects tobacco taxes, and restricts certain marketing and promotional prac
tams,

' The materials being submitted with this statement are as follows (a) The Code of the
Smokeless Tobacco Industry, (b) " a continuing commitment", (c) "Because we care --, (eh
"Taking Our Responsibility Seriously . (e) "Common Values, Common Programs"Re-
marks by Michael J Kerrigan to the American Legion Commission on Children and Youth, May
8.1989, and (f) Examples of paid public service announcements.
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The Department of Agriculture, which grades and characterizes tobacco, and
regulates production and prices;

The Federal 'trade Commission, which regulates tobacco product packaging and
advertising, including monitoring the use of government-prescribed warni:4
messages on smokeless tobacco products, and reports to Congress or. a biennial
basis regarding the sales, advertising, and marketing practices of the smokeless
tobacco industry.

Theee wide-ranging Federal efforts are supplemented by a panoply of State and
local regulatory authorities, including:

State and municipal environmental protection agencii;
State occupational safety and health agencies;
State consumer protection agencies;
State departments of labor; and
Municipal fire marshals.
Given this comprehensive Federal, State, and local framework, S. 1883 is unneces-

sary. Indeed, it is clear that all of the stated "purpoc.x;" set forth in Section 2(b) or
S. 1883 as they relate te smokeless tobacco products are currently fulfilled by the
Comprehensive Act as demonstrated by the following sun-mary:

S. 1883 states that it is a purpose of the bill to "help educate young citizens te
prevent initiation and encourage cessation of tobacco use" and te "support
State efforts to improve educational programs for the prevention and cessation
of tobaccc use," but such activities are already within the scope of Section 2 of
the Comprehensive Act entitled "Public Education."

S. 1883 states that it is a puose of the bill to "inform the public about the
harmful effects of tobacco products," but Section:Q 2, 3, 4, and 8 of the Compre-
hensive Act mandate health warnings for smokeless tebacco products and ad-
vertisements and provide the Secretary of HHS with a broad array of authority
to undertake "informational" and "educational" programs.

S. 1883 states that it is a purpcse of the bill te "strengthen laws limiting the
sale of tobacco products te minors" but Section 2(b)(3) of the Comprehensive Act
provides the Secretary of HHS with authority to earry out such activities.

S. 1883 states that it is a purpose of the bill to "estaolish Federal regulatery
authority over tobacco products and additives in such products," te "ensure the
disclosure of accurate information te the public," and te "analyze additives and
determine the risk of such additiver te individual health," but all of these mat-
ters are covered by the Comprehensive Act, particularly Section 4 of the Act.

Some specific examples of the redundant and unfair nature of the provisions of S.
1883 include:

A. Reporting Provisions
The smokeless teistcco reporting program of S. 1883 )s unnecessary. Section 4 of

the Comprehensive Act, entitled "Ingredient Reporting", already provides in part.
(I) Each +erson who manufactures, packages or imports smokeless tebacco prod-
ucts shall annually provide the secretary with
(A) a list of the ingredients added te Wham, in the manufacture of smokeless
tobacco products which does not identify the ccmpany which uses the ingredi
ents or the brand of smokeless tebacco which contains the ingredients; and
(B) a specification of the quantity of nicotine contained in each such product

The smokeless tebacco manufacturers strongly believe these Comprehensive Act
reporting provisions adequately and appropriately serve the legitimate public inter-
est, as determined by Congress, by providing the Department of Health and Human
Services with information about the ingrents and nicotire content of smokeless
tobacco products. Ferthermore, the industry has cooperated fully with the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services in developing and responding te the regulatery
and statutery requirements of the Act.

B. Evaluation of Ingredients
S 1883 contemplates that the proposed Center will evaluate smokeless tebacco iii-

gredients te determine whether they represent what the bill refers te as "unneces-
sary increased risks te health " However, the ingredient provisions of the Compre-
hensive Act require that the Secretary of Health and Human Services report to
Congress regarding scientific research on the possible health effec.s of smokeless to-
bacco ingredients and, in particular, that the secretary advise Congress with regard
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to any smokeless tobacco ingredient which the secretary believes "poses a health
risk to users of smokeless tobacco." Clearly, t.he secretary must undertake a scientif-
ic evaluation of smokeless tobacco ingredients in order to comply with this Congres-
sional mandate.2 Indeed, Congressman Henry Waxxnanone of the leading propo-
nents of the Comprehensive Actdescribed the ingredient reporting and evaluation
provisions of the Act as follows:

"Section 4 of the legislation requires ingredients in smokeless tobacco to be dis-
closed to the Secretary of Health and Human Services. Such disclosure will
permit more precise evaluation of the health effects of smokeless tobacco prod-
ucts and will enable the secretary to warn of specific ingredients contained in
smokeless tobacco that may increase the health risks of the product." Cong.
Rec. Feb. 3, 1986 H 249.

Mr. Chairman, it is clear The proposed S. 1883 ingredient evaluation require-
ments are unnecessary ar duplicative of existing Federal law. The recently en-
act4,2 provisions of the Comprehensive Act should be permitted to continue in effect
for a reasonable time before rushing to impose new and conflicting rules and stand-
ards.

C. Public Dissemination of Proprietary Product Formula Information
Section 953(bX1) of S. 1883 provides that the Secretary of Health and Human

Services shall promulgate regulations for she public dissemination, either on smoke-
less tobacco product packages or by other means, of smokeless tobacco proprietary
product formula information. This proposal is in direct conflict with existing Feder-
al laws which recognize that certain consumer product ingredient information is a
confidential trade secret.

The ingredient reporting provisions of the Comprehensive Act explicitly recognize
the proprietary nature of smokeless tobacco product ingredient information, the
only exception being for disclosure of such information to a Congressional commit-
tee 3 The proponents of S. 1883 offer no justification for striking down the important
and legitimate trade secret protections to which smokeless tobacco manufacturers,
like all manufacturers, are entitled and which were acknowledged by Congress just
fear years ago. Indeed, S 1883 would subject smokeless tobacco manufacturers to
disclosure requirements that go far beyond those applied to other consumer prod-
ucts. Smokeless tobacco manufacturers would be required to divulge on a brand
basis ingredients such as individual flavorings ingredients explicitly exempted from
all other Federal disclosure requirements, six:if-wally because of their importance
as trade secrets.

D Reports to Congress and "Public Education" Activities
Sections 928 and 929 of S. 1883 contain proposals for "public education regarding

smokeless tobacco" and reports to Congress by the Secretary of HFIS regarding van-
ous matters relating to smokeless tobacco.

The "public education" provisions of Section 928 (beginning on page 38) direct the
secretary to "establish and carry out a program to inform the public of any dangers

These requirements are set forth in Section 4(b) of the Comprehensive Act
(hi Report (1) At such time as the secretary considers appropriate, the secretary shall trans

mit to the Congress a report, based on the information provided under subsection (a) of this sec
non, respecting--

di; a summary of research activities and proposed research activities on the health effects of
ingredients added to tobacco in the manufacture of smokeless tobacco products and the findings
of such research,

tit; information pertaining to any such ingredient which in the judgment of the secretary
poses a health risk to users of smokeless tobacco; and

IC) any other information which the secretary determines to be in the public interest
The ingredient confidentiality provisions of the Comprehensive Act state

t2)(A1 Any information provided to the secretary under subsection (a) of this section shall be
treated as a trade secret or confidential information subject to Section 552AbX4) of Title 5, and
shall not be revealed, except as provided in paragraph (1), to any person other than those au
thorized by the secretary in carrying out their official duties under this section

iC) The secretary shall establish written procedares to assure the confidentiality of informs
tom provided under subsection (a) of this section Such procedures shall include the designation
of a duly authorized agent to serve as custodian of such information The agent--

a) shall take physical possession of the information and, when not in use by any person au-
thorized to have access to such information, shall store it in a locked cabinet or file, and

no shall maintain a complete record of any person who inspects or uses the information Such
procedures shall require that any person permitted access to the information shall be instructed
in writing not to disclose the information to anyone who is not idled to have access to :he
information
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to human heal.'i resulting from the use of smokeless tobacco products" and set
forth various duties which the secretary shall undertake in carrying out the pro-
gram. Section 928 also provides that the secretary may furnish th.schnical assistance
and make grants to the States "to assist in the development of educational pro-
grains and materials and public service announcements" relating to smokeless to-

cco, and "to establish 18 as the minimum age for the purchase of smokeless tobac-
co." Section 929 provides that the secretary shall submit to Congress biennial re-
ports containing, among other things, "a description of the effects of health educa-
tion efforts on the use of zmokeless tobacco products" and "an evaluation of the
health effects of smokeless tobaozo products and the identification of areas appropri-
ate for further research."

While at first glance these provisions of S. 1883 regarding "public education" and
reports to 0:Ingress regarding smokeless tobacco issues may seem laudable, they are
totally unnecessary. Every provision contained in Sections 928 and 929 of S. 1883 is
already part of the Comprehensive Act. Indeed, the provisions of Sections 928 and
929 are taken virtually verbatim from Sections 2 and 8 of the Comprehensive Act.
Duplicating provisions of existing law underscores the truly redundant nature of S.
1883 and unnecessarily increases the cost to the taxpayer.

IV. False Assumptions: Tobacco Products and Minors
The provisions of S. 1883 regarding use of tobacco products by minors, while well-

intentioned, are based on false assumptions. The bill contains a purported "finding"
that "the tobacco industry contributes significantly to the experimentation with to-
bacco and the initiation of regular tobacco use by children and young adults
through its advertising and promotion practices." The fact of the matter is, howev-
er, that research studies by tobacco critics have consistently found that tobacco ad-
vertising and promotion have no significant impact on the initiation of tobacco use
The following studies are of particular interest with regard to the issue of smokeless
tobacco use by youth.

In a paper published in the American Journal of Public 'Health in 1986. Marty
and his collzagues reported on their study of 901 h,.i school students in north-
west Arkansas. Those students who reported using smokeless tobacco were
asked about the primary influence in their initiation of smokeless tobacco use
82 7 percent of the respondents reported that the primary influence was one of
the kAlowing: a friend, a relative other than a parent, a teacher, a coach, or a
parent Only one respondent, comprising 0.6 percent of the group, reported that
an advertisement was the primary influence Marty, P.J., et al., Patterns of
Smokeless Tobacco Use in a Populat.on of High School Students. AJPH 76 (2)
190-192, 1986.

In a second study based in Arkansas, Williams and his colleagues reported on
their work with over 1200 students at 13 rural Arlumsas high schools. Those
students who reported using smokeless tobacco were asked "who/what was the
single most significant influence in your decision to begin using smokeless to-
bacco9" The researchers noted that "a strong parental influence was evident in
the reason most frequently cited for deciding to use smokeless tobacco " Indeed,
57 1 percent of the respondents answered "a earent"; 32.7 percent answered "a
coach"; and 9.2 percent responded "a teacher Again, only a single respondent,
comprising 0 5 percent of the group, indicated that "an advertisement" was the
most significant influence The researchers concluded that "the youth surveyed
in this study did not report advertising to be instrumental in the initiation of
product use." Williams, T., et al., Smokeless Tobacco Use Among Rural High
School Students in Arkansas. J Sch Health 56(7). 282-285, 1986

Guggenheimer and his colleagues published a study in the American Journal of
Public Health in 1986 in which they reported on a group of 609 students in the
Pittsburgh area Those students who reported using smokeless tobacco were
questioned as to what influenced them to use the products. The researchers re-
ported that "although mass. media and other marketing efforts to promote
smokeless tobacco have intensified, only 4 percent of the users admitted to
being so influenced, whereas 60 percent reported learning about the products
from a friend." Guggenheimer, J , et al., Changing Trends of Tobacco 1Jse in a
Teenage Population in Western Pennsylvania. AJPH 76 (2). 196-197, 1986.

Furthermore, the provisions of S 1883 regarding use of tobacco products by
minors are r.--1tir iant given our industry's own effort both to ensure that smoke-
less tobacco products are not marketed to persons under the age of eighteen, and to
support State laws which_prohibit the sale of tobacco products to persons under the
age of 18 As to the few States that permit the sale of tobacco products to persons
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under the age of eighteen, there are adequate measures already in place to encour-
age these States to adopt appropriate legislation. For example, the Comprehensive
Act provides that "the Secretary of Health and Human Services may previde tech-
nical assistance and may make grants to States to establish 18 as the minimum age
for the purchase of smokeless tobacco."

Our industry's determination and common cauae with the Department of Health
and Human Services in this area is underscored by the fact that the Smokeless To-
bacco Council has drafted and made available to State legislatures a model statute
which establishes 18 as the minimum age for purchase of sraokeless tobacco prod-
ucts. The model statute pruvides, ie. part:

Sec. 1. Sale of Smokeless Tobacco ProductsIt shall be unlawful for any person,
firm, corporation, partnership, or any other entity engaged in the sale of smoke-
less tobacco products to knowingly sell, barter, give, or in any other way furnish
to a person under the age of eighteen (18) years any smokeless tobacco products,
including chewing tobacco, snuff, or any other form of smokeless tobacco.

Sec. 2. Purchase of Smoke le% Tobacco ProductsIt shall be unlawful for any
person under the age of eighteen (18) years to purchase, barter, or in any other
way receive from any Person, firm , corporation, partnership, or any other
entity engaged in the sale of smokeless tobacco products any smokeless tobacco
product. including chewing tobacco, snuff, or any other form of smokeless tobac-
co

V Impact of S 1883 on Tobacco Farmers and Manufacturers
Smokeless tobacco manufacturers have developed a close relationship with domes-

tic tobacco farmers, and a deep appreciation for the unique agricultural practices
which generations of our farmers have utilized.

Under C. 1883, tobacco products would be subject to an extensive regulatory
regime which would encompass tobacco growing and tobacco constituents, the very
elenwnts uf the plant itself, as well as the tobacco product manufacturing process
As a result, the bill holds substantial implications for tobacco farmers

Tobacco constituent are broadly defined, thereby granting the new Center au-
thority to regulate the naturally occurring elements of the plant itself Con
stituents may also Include the content of the leaf after curing
Additives are also defined broadly under the bill, granting the Center authority
to regulate tobacco ingredients used in tobacco growing and processing
Current tobaLcu growing and curing practices could be radically altered due to
IIVW restrictions oil tobacco constituents ur additives Constituents and additives
used in grum. mg tobacco could be subjected to regulation by the Center in addi-
tion tu current requirements of EPA ur USDA This could be an expensive mid
tinw-consunang process at best

In sum. S 1SS3 would impose a new regulatory program un smokeless tobacco
manufacturers In turn this new system!, could impose significant new costs and tech
inially unit. nievable restrictions on American tobacco farmers and processors

VI S IW,3 Lacks a Balanced Approach to Education
SuLtitle B uf S 1883 plovides a vhicle for private anti tobacco advocates to

obtain Federal funds lor publtL nLrmation campaigns" and "persuasional pro-
granis These programs SA ould be dirmt.c.-d at. in the ironic words of the proposal,
target groups whum anti-tobacco advocates apparently believa are unable to make

their own aduli decisions, ur who perhaps are thought to be making the ''wrong"
decisions Among the "targeted" groups would be minuritio' "blue collar work-
ers, school dropouts," and "loy and no income individuals Federal funds would
also tw used to develop programs airnA at "workem and their families" involving
a concentration of effort to change tobacco use behavior in thosv groups ''

oviding information intended to permit adults to make an informed decision
iwther tu use tobacco products is une thing Engaging in Federally funded 'persua

sional programs aimed at effecting "behavior change" in "minorities land] blue
collar workers" cs quite another and accordingly must be rejected

We belw Nmerwan adults should be allowed to exercise their informed freedom
of choice tu ose these legal tobacco products The claimed health risks of smokeless
tobacco use are universally known, and congressionally mandated mformation on
thu, subject appears in smokeless tobacco advertisements and on every smokeless to-
bacLo package Consumers should be allowed to evaluate this Information and
decide. without cocruun or rttrictions, whether to use tobacco products While vie
will continue uur efforts tu ensure ihat smokeless tobacco products are not market
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ed to persons under the age of eighteen, we also will vigorously oppose any effort to
infringe upon the rights of adult citizens who choose to use our products

VII S 1883 Would Undermine the Principle of Nationally Uniform Regulation a
Tobacco

Section 955 of S 1883 is an ill-advised attack on a fundamental principle underly-
ing Federal regulation of tobacco products. It has long been recognized that the reg-
ulation of tobacco products, which are marketed and used nationwide, must be car-
ried out on a nationally uniform basis. Thus, the Comprehensive Act put into place
a nationally uniform program for the regulation of smokeless tobacco.

Mr Chairman, Section 955 would undermine this well established principle by
permitting, and even encouraging, State and local authorities to enact diverne and
inconsistent regulations regarding smokeless tobacco advertising, sale and promo-
tion Moreover, since anti-tobacco activists have declared their intention to seek out-
right bans of local tobacco advertising, Section 955 would be in direct conflict with
First Amendment protection of commercial speech. Indeed, S. 1883 would provide
Federal funding for these unconstitutional State and local restrictions on comm
cml speech, as well as funding private counter-advertising. In short, S. 1883 seeks to
employ the power of the Federal Government to attack the First Amendment rights
of smokeless tobacco manufacturers, as well as to swcep aside traditional and funda
mental notions of balance in the regulation of commerce in tobacco.

In conclusion, Mr Chairman, the passage of S 1883 would undermine Cengress'
own recent efforts to establish a comprehensive Federal framework of smokeless to-
bacco regulation. The Comprehensive Act established a broad system of regulation
fur smokeless tobacco products, including educational programs, peel, sge warnings,
and ingredient and nicotine reporting S. io83 would wipe out this comprehensive
plan and instead impose a redundant and unwarranted new system It is imperative
we take the time to evgluate "-he effectiveness of the Comprehensive Act before any
additional burdens are placed on the taxpa,er under the guise of tobacco "regula
non

Indeed, S 1883 rerresents such a dramatic departure from the comprehensive
policies for regulatim tobacco products as determined by Congress, and affects such
fundamental principles of commerce as the advertising, labeling, and sale of a con-
umer product, that this proposal requires closer scrutiny and careful consideration

bv those Senate committees with jurisdiction cr those matters
Finally, S 1883 raises an issue which is functimental in ow democratic and free

enterprise society wIth its many const,tution:o and legal protections against ex
ct....SCS It is disingenuous for the proponents to label this bill as a regulatory propos
al, when in fact its purposes and theirs are clear the cessation of tobacco use and
the creation of a "tobacco free society In reality the bill creates a new Federal
bureaucracy y which anti tobacco proponents would preside over the ultimate
demise of the industry with which they would be charged with "regulating

The smokeless tobacco Industry is an honorable one Over the years we have dem-
onstrated that we are a responsible and reasonable mdustry As we have dune
during consideration of previous legislation regulating our t micco products, we will
work nscientiously to avoid divisive discourse and take a fair-minded approach to
this complex issue Nevertheless, we are resolved to protect our right to man, ic-
ture and market quality smokeless tobacco prudi :ts to uur adult consumers in a r,
sponsible manner

Thank you. Mr Chairman, for the opportunity to present these es tu tl. cum-
inittev

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL AUTOMATIC
MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION, RICHARD W. FUNK, CHIEF COUNSEL

Chairman Kennedy and distinguished members of the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources, my name is Richard W Funk and I am Chief Counsel of the Na-
tiunal Automata. Merchandising Association The National Automatic Merchandis-
ing Association is the national trade association of the merchandise vending 1 usi-
nest. 1100 companies which belong to our association operate merchandise vt hu,111.1
machines and of these, more than 1000 sell ciga ,tes through vending machines
They strongly oppose Section 5 of S 1883 iSec 919(bxCn We singularly obsw:t to
that provision in the ''Tobacco Product FAucation and Health Protection Act of
1990" %Ilia would lima the sale of cigarettes through vending machinPs to places
%here persons under the age of 18 are not permitted, al order to qualify fur State
grants
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The vending industry has long recognized its responsibility to prevent minors'
purchasing cigarettes through vending machines. As early as 1962 we adopted a 6-
step self-regulation program designed to make sure cigarette vending machines are
not a source of cigarettes for minors These six steps, first adopted 27 years ago, are
as follows

Each vending machine operator should:
1 Survey his entire cigarette operation to determine the location of those ma-

chines to which minors are likely to have access.
2 Post "Minors are Forbidden" warning decals conspicuously on all machir.es
3 Post on each machine the name, add ss, and phone number of the operator
4. Solicit the location owner's cooperation to prevent minors from purchasing

frGm machines to which minors have access. Reposition machines, where necessary,
to assure adequate supervision.

5 Remove machines from locations where the sales of cigarettes to minors cannot
be prevented

6 Cooperate with competitors to achieve area-wide compliance of preventing the
purchase of cigarettes by minors from vending machines (As part of this step, estab-
iish local group liaison with police officials and offer cooperation in the enforcement
of "sales to minors" laws).

This ti-step self-regulation program has been vigorously followed by all members
of our industry since it was first adopted in 1962

A variety of statistim clearly show that cigarette vending machines are the least
hkely source of cigarettes for purchasing by teenagers under the age of 18 who
smoke About 8 out of 10 cigarette vending machines are located -re teenagers
are nut allcwed or rare!), frequent. Bars, C.ocktail Lounges 31%, Industrial Plants
277. Offices 12%, Hotels/Motels 4%. Universities/Colleges 3.5%TOTAL 77.5%_
Other LocationsRestaurants 13%, Service Stations. Government--Military, Retail
Stores, Transportation Terminals, Rec.Bowling Centers. Misc.TOTA", 22_5%

These statistics are bked on a nationwide vending machine placemen) rep-
resenting 590 of the 1.000 or so NAMA member companies who operate cigarette
machines. The survey covered virtually every State and was conducted in March.
196ID These figures are confirmed by similar subsequent studies. For instance, a
P988 survey in the State of Michigan totaling 4.048 machines. showed that 95 6 per-
cent uf these machines are located in places where minors are not allow& or are
well supervised This si. vey included more than half of all licensed cigr _tte ma-
chines in Michigan

Sales of cigarettes through vending machine represent only 3 4 percent of the
total cigarette market

Analyzing these figures and noting that slightly less than 2 out of 10 high school
seniun, smoke cigarettes regularly, and of these. 13.8 percent smoke half a pack
day ur more and 7 3 percent a pack a day or more (This is based on a study Drugs
und American Illgh School Students 1975-1983, U S Department of Health and
Human Services. Public Health Service). it is clear that cigarette vending machines
d re a trivial source of cigarettes for persons under the age of 18 Moreover the
piaLement of cigarette vending machines has been drastically reduced in recent
ye us, Note that in 197(, 32.065 new cigarette machines were shipped; in 1988 just
.1,4t`4

A .tudy underwritten by us conducted in June and July. 19)0) analyzing teenage
smulv .ig and purchasing behavior showed that of the teenage sn. kers who buy ciga-
rettes uften ur occasionally, only one out of 11 frequently buys cig..,rettes fromvend-
ing machinesi9 percent( Of this group that buys cigarettes, over 3 .t of 4 say they
use vending machines seldom or never 64 ix-n-cent of teenagers lh i buy cigarettes
()nen or occasionally, buy them over the counter from a sales cl,rk in convenience
-,tures 143 percent ), in gas stations (29 percent), in grocery str ,1 percent) and in
drugstores it) percent) A copy of this report conducted by Response Research is
made part of this statement

As is to.ident from the Response Research study, cigarette vending machines have
nu diseer-uble influence on teenaprs' smoking Whether parents smoke is the most
important influeme un teenagers smoking habits along with peers and other family
members

Not a singk State prohibits tht sale of cigarettes through vending machines
tates are Close tu the teenage smoking situation and they see no problems in the

"air of Ligdrettes through vending machines They have long ago concluded that cig
arette i,ending machines are the least likely source of cigarettes for teenagers We
suggest that the Congress should not be usurping the States' exercise of this normal
pole,e povier Since most of the 50 States already have on their books laws which
th) proposed legislation tries to encourage by the payment of Federal grants, it

23:3
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seems the proposal calls for a misspendmg of tax dollars, particularly uncalled for
in this era of massive Federal deficits

Prohibiting the sale of cigarettes through vending machine will result ,n a severe
economic loss Without factoring in the hardware capital loss represented by the
overnight total devaluation of that percentage of 374,000 cigarette vending ma-
chines which will no longer be allowed to be located on premises where those under
the age of 18 can frequent, consider the following consequences. up to 10,000 lost
route and other vending jobs at an average annual compensation of $25,000 totaling
$250,000.000, loss of retail sales of $1,600,000,000, and without putting a dollar figure
on it, diminished vehicle purchases and purchases of other supporting equipment.

The vending industry continues to recognize its responsibilities through selfregu-
lation feven though the vast majority of our machines is located where teenagers do
not have access to them and the current Response Research study shows that few
teenagers purchase from vending machines). The vending industry took the lead vol-
untarily over 27 years ago to prevent teenagers from buying cigarettes. It stands
ready to cooperate with all groups to make sure that its record of responsible con-
duct and compliance with established laws is maintained in fact and in spirit

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE U.S. HISPANIC CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

Chairman Kennedy. Senator Hatch and members of the committee. it is an honor
to hate the opportunit% prucide you with the written testimony of the U S His-
panic Chamber of Cor aerce s position on Senator Kcnnedy Anti-Tobacco Bill. S

The U S Ihspanic Chamber or Commerce has been for the past ten years commit-
ted to fc,,tering the de% elopment and growth of the U S Hispanic business commu-
nity and to advocating Hispank businei:i, interests Tht U S Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce national Hispanic, business network is comprised ofmore than 200 I-hs-
panic chambers of comm&rce and Hispanic bu.siness tit.SOCIationt, and some -Phi ow
Hispanic owned business As a leading national Hispanic business organization, the

S Hispanic Chamber of Cornnwrce also ad%ocates the ad% ancement of the Hispan-
,. population at large through an acti%e in%okement r smial economic issues sucn

Educat.en Health imringrati n Housirg etc
Included in the US Hispann Chamber f Commerce s membership is the Nation-

al Association of Hispanic Pubin atwns iNAHP Mr Tint) Du an, President NAHP
ks to represent n ore than 1-.1. Spanish oiliguage and bilingual publicat,ons in the

rn,ted FA.ates v.itn a combined circulateir . Their mission is to facih-
ate rhe adcanciAment of Hispanic business and Hispanic in habi.ants into the US
economic and sociai mainstrean. through an 1-.1.:% to inforn anon The Hispan-

pr,nt media indastry is a i.ist growing industry generatmg miIi 'n ot dollars in
b.ith emplo%nwntHisporacs primarily and s.enling opportunities their Ickal
:orirnun;tie, AI, a result this r.dastry intributes to reducing the high anemolo%-

t rat(' among 1np.rift it Nmcrica. , toting the welfare tost and in reasing the
nue tax base hence benetitin.: the U onom% at huge
%ou well know the U S Hispam, population surpasses 20 million and grew by

cirsos for the U ,z( neral lopulazion al,"rd.niz the Depart rcii nt t idnmerce
* n-u, Bureau Irnmigrailon kount,, tor atN.ut bait .,f the ;metal! grovth h thi

20111, II .in il repr-sent el of the U S workforce lt i Aar thdt Hispanic
p-int media serxe a %er% Impor'ant -41.rrnew the po;.ulation

ha.t prown triat 1 ntaral reaz-un:, the n ty,rtt% 1-11,;,,truc,
reud Ihspank pubiation, rAt n Ern:11,h port:on ileran.

1To !I rC.Id pinih puhio. it en- betau,) the;r hnnted English prola adn !he
y.71.1f rr ,d the poto.lation ,..ore,t be dented ,nformatIon and )1,11,),ation It

n he heo-,,an r r Chalrman nor :-,enatOr Peli -.Ince both )f
Kiu(d la,t %ear to the `,enat) ,ompl-ntentar% teacnel nhametri

iit targ'et the m,norit% teak.; r ,hortag4 On the I)ther hand ,m0111-11,pantr ovt,w
z, I 'end to athertee r; njr.nt% ;,parn,h new-paper, berate,e the vo,-, ), tar

r 'han that ot Engle-h rt ,),paper, Agao, ,t ir. Llear that Hispanic pubio atoms
me)* ,h) need, of a ;er.7. ,nportant ...;4rbent of the I. S population

\limbers ot the Fobac,o industi% ti e iota; time lorporatt. part:wrs t h*
nmnrot,, TheIr eftortz t, gi ha k to the ernmunit% to r+ out

i spank - xionplit-ied in Philip Morris Ciimp inies In, RJR Rfo mid, and ot her,
-.1pv,rt n ii prfi Ifeparm 'anon, intrutt,.d to the ad%an) ernent
; - ,b) J:1 .1111 n M1171,11.1..1111 I nrw.tzh mirmrit%
;.r- r ,T 7 ; twl. ner Ate b;ihon, 11)r, rI pr,s ,Irorywnt
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opportunities for Hispanic business and other minority owned business, hence fos-
tering their growth and advancing the minority community at large.

By giving unbridled authority to States and localities to restrict tobacco advertis-
ing, S 1883 would make advertising for the tobacco industry prohibitively expensive
or practically impossible This would entail a severe cut in Hispanic publications'
resources which would drive them out of business. The immediate impact on the
Hispanic population and Hispanic business population would be extremely severe.
lost of thousands of jobsamong Hispanics primarily high cost of opportunity due
to the fact that Hispanic entrepreneurs would shy away from the print media indus-
try and would be deprived from owning their own business and create jobs in their
communities; the limited English proficient Hispanic population would be deprived
from access to information and education; Hispanic business would not be able to
promote their business at a reasonable coat in community based Hispanic newspa-
pers, etc. The impact of S. 1883 would considerably hurt the Hispanic business com-
munity and Hispanic population, possibly leading to effects radically opposed to the
intention of this bill as well as to Senators Kennedy and Pell's teacher enhance-
ment bills.

Furthermore, if enacted, this bill would establish a dangerous precedent for cen-
sormg the advertising of other "controversial" products, jeopardizing even further
the financial resources of Hispanic publications, and hindering their growth.

Not withstanding the above referenced concerns and certainly of most impor-
tance, the U S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce takes issue with passage of S. 1883
for its tendency towards violating protection of individual and collective rights
under the first Amendment of the U.S. Constitution as it relates to freedom of
choice. Under the guise of preventing youth access to tobacco products, this bill con-
ceivably violates the First Amendment of the Constitution to which our organiza-
tion has been committed since its inception and for which thousands of Spanish
speaking Individuals have fled their country and immigrated into the United States
of America, the land of freedom and opportunity where everyone is entitled to an
equal place at the starting line. On February 12, 1990, the U S Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce Board of Directors ratified a Resolution opposing any effort to ban or
restrict truthful, non-deceptive advertising of legal consumer products, based on its
long standing commitment to the First Amendment of the U.S Constitution and the
protection of individual and collective rights Enclosed is a copy of the above refer-
enced Resolution

Chairman Kennedy, Senator Hatch and members of the committee, the U S His-
panic Chamber of Commerce urges you to please consider the s ial anij...economic
severe impact that S. 1883 would have on the Hispanic business community, the
Hispanic population and the U S economy at large.

Thank you for this opportunity to present the U S Hispanic Chamber of Com-
merce s view and concerns Should you have any question, please contact Ms Veron-
ica Gouabault, Eastern Regional Manager, at (202) 789-2717

RESOLUTION

Whereas The U S Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (USHCC) is organized to pro-
mote the creation and foster the growth of Hispanic-owned retail and wholesale
businesses, and

Whereas The development of minority-owned and operated commercial, industri-
al and professional activities ts vital to the socio-econonuc growth of the growing
Hispanic community and the U S economy at large, and

Whereas An environment conducive to a free enterprise system is essential to the
expansion and prosperity of Hispanic-owned ventures including the freedom of
speech, freedom of thought, freedom of expression, and freedom of choice, and

Whereas The USHCC has a long standing commitment to the First Amendment
uf the U S Constitution and the protection of individual and collective rights, and

Whereas It has come to the attention of the USHCC that attempts are being
made at various levels of government to ban advertising of consumer products, .-nd

Whereas Such legislative and,"or regulatory prohibitions would curtail fundamen
tal freedoms,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the USHCC oppose any efforts, in
whatever form or forum to bi or restrict truthful, non-deceptive advertising of
legal consumer products

Duly adopt I by the USW C Board of Directors on this 12th day of February,
1990

Attest Dina M 0.clero Secretary
Lupe Garcia, Chairman of the Board
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE CIGAR ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC

The Cigar Association of America (CAA) appreciates the opportunity to present its
views on S. 1883 (The Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection Act of
1990).' These comments are limited to the provisions of the bill as they pertain to
the U.S. cigar industry, whose annual sales in 1989 were about $665 million repre-
senting less than 2 percent of all tobacco products sold in the United States

The CAA opposes the broad scope of S. 1883. The "Findings" upon which the bill
is premised present fundamentally inaccurate and misleading information to the
public and do not differentiate among tobacco products The fact of the matter is
that there are considerable differences among tobacco productsin how they are
used and how they are marketed, for example Legislation that purports to promote
greater public awareness of matters related to smoking should be based on accurate,
objective data.

The avowed purpose of S 1883 is "to enc, cessation of tobacco use" among
young people and to strengthen laws limiting sales of tobacco products to minors
The cigar industry firmly supports the principle that cigar smoking is an adult
cusikm based on mature and informed decision Objective data clearly demonstrates
that cigars are not youth-oriented products The U S. market for cigars consists of
ad.Ilt inaIes who have the maturity to make informed, responsible decisions about
cigar smolung. Typically, those who smoke cigars begin to do so when they reach
their 30s. Moreover, the cigar industry disapproves of advertising designed to en
courage cigar smoking by thc...e under 21 years of age That principle is set forth in
the CAA's Cigar Advertising Standards.

The average cigar smoker smokes 2 cigars per day According to the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, cigar sales have declined 68 percent in the past 20
years The total advertising aad promotional expenses of the cigar industry are less
than one half of one percent of the figure cited in the "Findings.' in S 1883 The
cigar industry spends the vast majority of these expenses on point-of purchase mate-
rials.

In addition to our objections to the unjustified treatment of cigars in the bill, we
wish to bring to the committee's attention that there is no recognized testing meth
odology for measuring the constituenk of cigars or their smoke (as distmguished
from other tobacco products) This is true internationally as well as domestically
Nevertheless, the bill would impose a requirement on cigar manufacturers to state
the quantities of named conaltuents to a Federal agency Absent a standardized
test, the cigar data generated by this requirement would be unreliable and virtually
useless.

This hearing has given us the opportunity to inform the committee why S 1883 is
not appropriate where cigars are concerned For the reasons outlined abuse, we be-
lieve cigars should be excluded from the scope of the bill

NORMAN F SHARP
President

LETTER FROM U.S HISPANIC CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Februar 16, 1990
The Honorable ORRIN G
U S Senate,
Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee
8,15 Hart Senate Office Buildtng,
Washington, DC 20510

Sir In my capacity as Chairman of the Board uf the U S Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce (USHCCI, and member of the Advisory Committee tu the Task FurLe un
Hispanic Affairs of the Senate Republium Conference, I would tu share with

' (AA is the national trade association whkh represents eigar manufaeturers and importers
as well as leaf dealers and other ,gar industry suppliers CAA member firms aewunted for ober
90 percent of the large II e traditLaal) :Agars sold in the United States in 1989 Large eigars are
defined at; those weighing more than three pounds per 1,000 cigars

,;t)



you the USHCC's written testimony on Senator Edward M. Kennedy's Tobacco Edu-
cation and Health Protection Act of 1990, S. 1883.

We strongly believe that if enacted, S. 1883 would severely impact the Hispanic
print media industry which relies heavily on the support of members of the tobacco
industry, hence hurting the Hispanic business community and Hispanic population
at large. Furthermore, this bill would establish a dangerous precedent for censoring
the advertising of other "controversial" products, and would conceivably violate the
First Amendment the U.S. Constitution as it relates to freedom of choice.

It is our hope that you will be sensitive to our concerns as you meet with the
members of Lie Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee on Tuesday 20,
1990 Our Eastern Regional Manager, Ms. Veronica Gouabault, will be attending
the public hearings and will be available to meet with you, at your convenience, to
further discuss our concerns.

n cerely,
LUPE GARCIA

Chairman of the Board

LETTER FROM SUZANNA SHERRY, PROFESSOR OF LAW

Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY
U S Senate
Washington, DC 20510

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY You have asked for my opinion on the constitutionality
of Section 955 of S 1883, which repeals an earlier statute pre-empting State regula-
tion of tobacco advertising. I have examined both S. 1883 and the relevant case law,
and I conclude that section 955 is clearly constitutional.

Section 955 in fact raises no substantial constitutional questions, because neither
a decision to repeal an earlier statute nor a decision not to pre-empt State law can
be constitutionally suspect Any constitutional questions that are raised by the re-
striction of tobacco advertising, moreover, are raised only with respect to potential
State legislation, and thus cannot be litigated through a challenge to section 955
Finally, State legislation restricting tobacco advertising is likely to be constitutional
in any case.

1 The mere repeal of a prior statute cannot be unconstitutional. Crawford v
Board of Education, 458 U S 527, 539 (1982); Washington v. Seattle School Dist. No.
1, 458 U.S 457, 483 (1982); Dayton Board of Educatwn v. Brinkman, 443 U.S. 526,
531 n5 (1979), Hunter v Erickson, 393 U.S. 385, 390 n.5 (1969). In the rare cases in
which a repealer statute has been held to violate the Constitution (all of which in-
volved racial discnnination), the Court has always been careful to note that the
challenged statute did more than merely repeal earlier legislation. In each case, the
repealer statute in some way made racial discrimination a policy of the State, and
burdened future attempts to desegregate. See Seattk School District, supra, 458 U S.
at 483, Hunter v Erickson, supra, Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369, 376-77, 380-81
t1967) The court itself has recently described these cases as involving more than
"mere repeal Crawford, supra, at 538 Thus section 955 raises no constitutional
questions, since it is merely a repeal of a prior statute.

2 A Congressional decision not to pre-empt State laws does not raise constitution-
al questions Whether particular State laws are pre-empted is a question of statuto-
ry interpretation only See, e.g , Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v State Energy Commn,
461 U S 190 (1983), New York Dept. of Social Services v. Dublino, 413 U.S 405

q731 To argue otherwise is to suggest that the Constitution requires Congress to
pre-empt State laws, which cannot be sound. Moreover, in the case of State interfer-
ence with interstate commerce {which violates the Constitution in the face of Con
gressiunal silence) the Court has frequently allowed positive Congressional action to
"unpre-empt" State laws interfering with such commerce. See South-Eastern Under
a liters Assn, 322 U S 533 (1944) (invalidating some taxes on outof-state corpora-
tions) and Prudential Ins Co v Benjamin, 328 U.S 408 (1946) (upholding such taxes
un basis of intervening Federal statute authorizing State taxation, also upholding
the Federal statute), Leisy v Hardin, 135 U.S 100 (1890) (invalidating some State
restrictions on alcohol distribution) and In re Rahrer, 140 U.S. 545 i1891) (upholding
such restrictions on basis of intervening Federal statute authorizing State regu!a-
tioni, see also Western & Southern Life Ins. v. State Board of Equalization, 451 U.S.
6-18, 653-54 11981) discussing these pairs of cases) Thus section 955 raises no consti-
tutional questions, ...ince it is merely a Congressional decision not to pre-empt

2 t I
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3 Congressional decisions not to pre-empt, and even Congressional decisions to
adopt or incorporate State laws, are not considered grants of power to the States,
but are instead merely the "remov(all [of] an impediment to the enforcement of
State laws." In re Rahrer, 140 U S 545, 564 (1891), according, US v. Sharpnack, 355
U S 286, 294 (1958) Thus it cannot be argued that section 955 grants unconstitu-
tional powers to the States

4 Even if section 955 is construed as an authorization for States to enact advertis-
ing restrictions, section 955 itself cannot be challenged as unconstitutional. The
Court has held that the possibility that a Federal authorizing statute might be used
in such a way as to impair First Amendment freedoms cannot be litigated until the
statute is actually so used Int'l Ass'n of Machinists v. Street, 367 U.S. 740, 748-49
(1961) Moreover, the general doctrine of standing precludes plaintiffs from challeng-
ing a statute where the alleged harm to plaintiffs is the result of speculative, third-
party responses to the statute. See Allen v Wrtght, 468 U S. 737 (1984) (black par-
ents had no standing to challenge IRS regulations which allegedly would cause pri-
vate schools to discriminate), Simon v Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Org'n, 426
LT S 26 (1976) (welfare rights organization had no standing to challenge IRS regula-
tions which allegedly would cause hospitals to refrain from serving indigent pa-
tients), Warth v Selchn, 422 U S 490 (1975) (low-income individuals had no standing
to challenge zoning regulation that allegedly caused builders to refrain from provid
ing low income housing) thus because any constitutional challenge depends on legis
lation States might enact in the future, section 955 itself cannot be challenged Only
the subsequent State legislation might be challenged

5 Section 955 cannot be challenged as encouraging States to enact unconstitution
al legislatwn The cases that have allowed governmental "encouragement" of pri-
vate discrimmation to constitute sufficient governmental action to come within the
purview of the Fourteenth Amendment have all involved direct governmental im-
primaturs on or participation in unconstitutional actions See Reitman v Mulkey.

U S 369 (1967) (State constitution interpreted by State court to create "right" to
discriminate), Robinson v Florida, 378 U S 153 (1964) (State law required segrega-
tion ), Anderson v Martin. 375 U S 399 (l964) (State law required that ballot identi-
fy Landidates by race), Barrows v Jackson, 346 U S 249 (19531 (State civil enforce-
ment of racially restrictive covenants) Sinc section 955 does not in any way sanc-
tion or participate in State advertising restrictions, but merely removes a previous
impednnent, any constitutional flaws in subsequent State legislation cannot be im-
puted to section 955

6 State legislation restricting tobacco advertising would in any case be constitu-
tional Commercial speech in general receives less First Amendment protection than
other types of speech The government needs only a "substantial rather than a
"compelling" interest in the regulation, and the regulation need only "directly ad-
vance" that interest. Board of Trustees v For, 492 U S --, 109 S et 3028 (1989),
Posadas de Puerto Rico Ar.,ociates v Tourism Co. of Puerto Rico, 478 U S 328, 31.1
(19861, Central Hudson Gas & Eke Corp. v Public Service Conim'n, 447 U S. 557
(1980) In Posadas,the U S Supreme Court upheld Puerto Rico restrictions on
Lasino advertising, finding such restnctions on casino advertising, finding such re-
strictions to be directly related to the Commonwealth's interest in the health, safety
and welfare of its citizens The Court noted that where the legislature has power tu
prohibit an activity altogether, it also has the option of using the less intrusive
method of prohibiting advertising of that activity Posadas, supra, 478 U S at 346
Finally, the Court indicated that cigarettes fall into the category uf "products or ac-
tivities deemed harmful," which can thus be subject to everythmg from "outright
prohibition" to "legalization with restrictions on stimulation of its demand Id
Thus if a State statute restricting tobacco advertising were ultimately Lk) be chal-
lenged, it would almost certainly be upheld under Posadas

In conclusion, it is my opinion that section 955 is entirely constitutional I would
be happy to answer any further questions you might have

Sincerely.
SUZANNA SHERRY

Professor of Law
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By Ase 34

32 Were Tryitq To Purchase Ci5arettes from
A Vendiny Machine Wind Prevented
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By Age 35
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39 Whether Respondent's Parent Permit
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Him/Her To Buy Cigarettes

By Sex
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

40
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4,

The 1980's have witnessed a substantial change in the American Public's attitude
toward smoking cigarettes. While cigarette smoking used to be an acceptable
behavior, it is now becoming a habit that is being actively discouraged by a

variety of health organizations, consumer groups and members of the general
public. Along with this attitude shift have come some new laws which regulate
smoking. There is also legislation pending at both the state and national
level which would restrict smoking even further.

The public's attitude change has had an impact on the companies and
organizations which are associated with the manufacturing and selling of
cigarettes. One of the organizations which has been affected by this attitude
change is the National Automatic Merchandising Association (NANA), which
represents the vending industry, including cigarttte vending companies. NAHA is
specifically concerned about proposals to ban cigarette vending machines. The
rationale for such machine restriction is the allegation that many teenagers are
using cigarette vending machines to obtain cigartttes. Consequently, KAMA has
commissioned Response Research, an outside, independent marketing research fire
to conduct a survey which will determine how and %%here teenagers who smoke
currently obtain cigarettes.

More specifically, KAMA commissioned this 1989 study in order to obtain current
objective measures of the following:

--the extent to which teenagers obtain cigarettes by purchasing them, and

--the portion ofsigarette purchasing that is done through vending machines.

It is hoped that the findings presented here will assist interested

organizations and lawmakers in getting factual and current data regarding the
involvement of vending machines in the smoking habits of teenagers.

THE COMPLETE STUDY REFERRED TO IS RETAINED IN THE FILES OF THE COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. The committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the committee stood in recess subject

to the call of the Chair.]
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